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1. Motivation

1. Motivation
In recent years, effects of climate change became more noticeable as events like heavy rainfall or
flooding increased. It is one of the “perhaps [...] greatest environmental challenges we face today”
(Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development, 2009, p. 3) The effects of climate change
are manifested in immediate and significant stresses, for example sea level rise and changing weather
conditions, which have become more frequent and can result in shocks to an urban system such as
flooding (cf. Donghyun & Up, 2016, p. 11). Floods are predicted to become more frequent and intense
(cf. Pachauri, Mayer, & Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, 2015, p.70). Consequently, a
reaction by municipal authorities is required to take action in order to protect not only humans but
also nature from the risks of climate change. Thus, preparations for measures to confront the challenge
of flooding are being discussed. Challenges such as flooding make it inevitable for municipalities to
address these by preparing and implementing flood protection measures against consequences of
climate change. Concepts like mitigation, adaptation and sustainability were and still are approaches to
tackle climate change and its impacts. Originally emerging from the psychological and ecological
context, resilience entered the debate on climate change impacts in recent years (cf. Davoudi, Brooks,
& Mehmood, 2013, p.10). Resilience can be the spatial reaction of cities to be in control of challenges
like flooding. One way to define resilience for urban systems is the following definition, which is used
during this research as a working definition:
“Urban Resilience refers to the ability of an urban system […] to maintain or rapidly
return to desired functions in the face of a disturbance, to adapt to change, and to
quickly transform” (Meerow, Newell, & Stults, 2016)
Resilience is discussed in various spheres in which it is often considered as a buzzword. Its
implementation is derived from different frameworks and theoretical concepts (cf. Duit, 2016, p. 366).
In the literature, it is stated that resilience “is a plethora of varieties” (ibid.). When it comes to 'urban
resilience' the same ambiguity can be observed again since cities approach resilience differently (cf.
Coaffee & Lee, 2016, p. 7). Accordingly, there are attempts of facilitating the discussion of resilience
through conferences and networks, comparatively the ICLEI Local Governments for Sustainability or
the global resilience network of 100 Resilient Cities (100RC). Municipalities are welcome to join and
increase their knowledge on resilience through these opportunities. In May 2016, the City of
Vancouver was selected to join 100RC (cf. City of Vancouver, 2016b) and with its financial help, a chief
resilience officer has recently been appointed to develop and implement resilience strategies (cf. City
of Vancouver, 2016a). Due to the fact that urban areas in Canada historically developed along rivers,
lakes and harbors for commerce and transportation, the City of Vancouver is one of many cities that
face flood risk (cf. Public Safety Canada, 2015). Besides the City of Vancouver, the municipalities
Richmond and Surrey are also directly located at the Pacific coast. The three municipalities are part of
the metropolitan area of Vancouver. In this report, Metro Vancouver is used as a synonym for the
1

three municipalities of the City of Vancouver, the City of Surrey and the City of Richmond but not
the whole regional authority of Metro Vancouver. The Government of Canada states that floods “can
occur in any region, in the countryside or in cities, at virtually any time of the year” (Public Safety
Canada, 2015) and therefore the municipalities are exposed to the imminent risk of flooding and are
required to plan flood protection measures to increase urban resilience.
The most commonly used theoretical resilience concepts are ecological, engineering and evolutionary
resilience, also implied in the definition shown above (cf. Davoudi et al., 2013, p. 2). These concepts
gain more attention as they address climate change consequences. Current challenges with these
resilience concepts and the term resilience in general are the quantity of biased perspectives on the
topic as well as the translation of the concepts into practical application. Considering the currentness
of the resilience concepts, this report emphasizes an approach to convey an understanding of the
selected concepts. The connection of theory and practical application is shown in the context of
flooding by linking the theoretical concepts to the implementation of real life practice exemplified by
the municipalities of the City of Vancouver, the City Richmond and the City of Surrey.
The research is structured as following: Chapter 2 discusses the research question posed for this
research. Subsequently in chapter three, the research process, methodology and methods are
introduced to lead through this report. In chapter 4, an introduction to the subject of resilience is
given. The history of resilience such as its currentness in today’s context is explained to provide a
fundamental background. Additionally, a more focused look at the key terms posed in the research
question is covered in chapter 5. These include backgrounds of climate change and flooding, the
current challenges occurring in Metro Vancouver and how Metro Vancouver copes with flooding.
With this background, chapter 7 explains the framework used to answer the research question. This
framework connects resilience theory with the flood protection measures taken in the three
municipalities of Metro Vancouver. Leading to chapter 8, the “criteria table” for the flood protection
measures taken or planned by the municipalities and the resilience concepts are defined. An instruction
on how the criteria table is used during this research, is given. Within this chapter, the flood protection
measures are matched into the criteria table leading to the justifications of the placement of the
measures into the criteria table. Then, the outcomes of the criteria table are discussed, analyzed and
interpreted. The results of the criteria are critically deliberated and an answer to the research question
is presented in chapter 9. Furthermore, chapter 10 deals with the challenges during the research
process. Lastly, chapter 11 concludes this report and gives an outlook.
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2. Research Introduction

2. Research Introduction
As mentioned before, recent discussions and the implementation of resilience in urban systems require
further studies to understand resilience. In theory, resilience responds to strengths and weaknesses
of urban challenges and “is now hailed as a way of responding to these uncertainties” (Davoudi et al.,
2013, p. 10). Resilience does not only have one universal definition therefore the different
understandings differ in current discussions. It is described as “the nebulous meaning of the concept
[of resilience] but beyond that there is a plethora of varieties of this basic conceptualization” (Duit,
2016, p. 366). Due to the different understandings of resilience, there are still gaps in academic studies.
This research applies resilience to only one thread of urban systems. As already mentioned, there are
three theoretical concepts of resilience which are commonly used in the academic field. These are
ecological, engineering and evolutionary resilience (cf. Davoudi et al., 2013, p. 2). The resilience
concepts gain more attention as they address climate change consequences. Dealing with impacts of
climate change and building resilience to specific threats, Metro Vancouver is chosen as the case study
area because flooding caused by climate change (cf. chapter 5.2) is a topic which affects all of the three
municipalities. To take a closer look at how they approach flood resilience, the research identifies the
flood protection measures taken or planned by these municipalities on the practical side, for example
building dikes or regulations such as horizontal setbacks for houses.
The research unfolds distinctions between the theoretical resilience concepts of engineering,
ecological and evolutionary resilience. Furthermore, not only resilience theory is part of the discussion
but also its application to the topic of flooding. This report examines the following research question
to explore the interconnection of resilience concepts and flood protection approaches
“Which theoretical resilience concepts (engineering, ecological, evolutionary) are implied
in the public measures implemented and currently planned for implementation by the
three municipalities of Metro Vancouver in order to protect the cities against flooding?”
Professor of Environmental Policy and Planning of Newcastle University Davoudi concludes that “the
way in which resilience is used and understood is dominated by an emphasis on bouncing back to
where we were” (Davoudi et al., 2013, p. 10). Bouncing back is a characteristic of the engineering
concept and therefore implies that the engineering concept plays a big role in daily life. Also, codirector
of the Metropolitan Housing and Communities Policy Center at the Urban Institute Pendall states that
“the interest and focus are on systems with a single equilibrium” (Pendall et al., 2010, p. 73). This sense
of resilience tends to dominate in the fields of psychology and disaster studies, both of which seek to
understand why people, infrastructure and places recover from disturbances or intense stresses. It
also persists in ecosystem studies, despite the growth in interest in multi-equilibrium systems discussed
below (cf. ibid., p.72). Therefore, a hypothesis set to be validated for this research is:
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“Leading academics discuss that the engineering resilience concept seems to be the
most commonly used in today’s professional context”.
With the research question and the hypothesis, the goal of the research project is to find a
differentiation of the introduced resilience concepts by operationalizing manifestations of distinctions
of the resilience concepts and to compare the application of them in the recent context and practice
on flood protection measures. Furthermore, a critical look at the three concepts discussed in literature
is given. By associating the three resilience concepts to the flood protection measures and evaluating
these (cf. chapter 8), this report aims to give an understanding of the resilience concepts to point out
the current practical application. Finally, this report gives an outlook for planners on possible
perspectives regarding the implementation of resilience concepts for the planning of flood protection
measures.
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3. Methodology and Methods
With the background of the motivation for the research and the research introduction, the possibilities
to fulfill the aims are now in focus. The following chapter describes the methodology and methods
which are used during the research process as well as for the confirmability of the research process.
The chosen methods generate essential information to answer the hypothesis and the research
question.
Methodology is considered to be “the main path to the destination, but without specifying the
individual steps” (Jonker & Pennink, 2010, p. 33). In order to achieve a specific goal the methodology
serves as a compass guiding through the whole research process (cf. ibid.). Additionally, it defines the
general direction of the research process and thus “methods [...] indicate specific steps (or actions,
phases, step-wise approaches, etc.)” (ibid.) that are taken during the research process. Moreover,
methods imply the regulated and comprehensible application of acquisition instruments such as
surveys, observation and content analysis (cf. Atteslander, 2010, p. 5)
The whole process of the research consists of three main parts: data collection, data analysis and data
interpretation. To collect data, quantitative and qualitative methods can be used. Quantitative data
“are data in the form of numbers (or measurements)” whereupon qualitative data “are data not in the
form of numbers [...], this means words” (Punch, 2014, p. 3). Quantitative methods focus on quantifying
a problem of a population (cf. Raithel, 2008, pp. 11-12). With statistical analysis, facts and patterns can
be found in the collected data (cf. ibid.). To obtain representative results, large samples of the
population have to be selected and examined through hypothesis tests (cf. Döring & Bortz, 2016, pp.
394-396, 490-491). Concerning the application of quantitative methods, intersubjective verifiability and
repeatability of the method are the quality criteria, whereas qualitative methods are inductive and
facilitate the replicability of the research process (cf. Lamnek, 2005, pp. 28-23; cf. Raithel, 2008, pp.
12-13). Qualitative methods allow exploratory research which helps to understand reasons, opinions
and motivations of a small eclectic population (cf. Raithel, 2008, p. 11). Therefore, data of a few
individual cases with all of their characteristics are collected with an in-depth research. In the case of
this research the flood protection measures implemented and planned in Metro Vancouver serve as
individual cases to answer the research question, which is substantiated by a qualitative hypothesis
that is not tested statistically. By using the following qualitative methods such as literature research
and review (cf. chapter 3.1), interviews (cf. chapter 3.2) and workshops (cf. chapter 3.3) including a
pinboard collection (cf. chapter 3.3.1), mapping exercise (cf. chapter 3.3.2), future workshop (cf.
chapter 3.3.3), world café (cf. chapter 3.3.4), survey (cf. chapter 3.3.5) and site visits (cf. chapter 3.4)
as well as analysis of data (cf. chapter 3.5), qualitative statements are collected. To quantify the
qualitative data collected with the applied methods mentioned before, a statistical analysis is
5

conducted. The analysis is necessary in order to evaluate the hypothesis and research question (cf.
chapter 9).
In the following chapter the methods and the reason why these specific methods are chosen are
explained in further detail. The chapter is arranged in the chronological order of the implementation
of the methods during the research process.
3.1 Literature Research and Review
Especially at the beginning of any research process, a general overview of the academic content is
required which is why a literature research and a literature review is essential to create a basis of
information in all fields of the research.
The purpose of a literature review is to research, read, analyze and evaluate literature to obtain an
overview on the research topic (cf. Hammond & Wellington, 2013, p. 99). It is the initial approach to
understand the research topic and to acquire comprehensive knowledge as a basis for the research
process. Review articles, also called research reviews, summarize the state of the art of a topic and
come in the form of journal articles or books (cf. Döring & Bortz, 2016, p. 162). Looking at review
articles is especially advantageous when researching on topics, such as resilience, because an immense
amount of information has already been researched over time and is compacted in literature.
The literature research helps to gather information about specific actions and to understand the
decisions behind them. Theoretical literature as a main part of literature research describes concepts,
theories and theoretical concepts additionally to analytical literature (cf. Punch, 2014, p. 95). The
thematic research encompasses scholarly literature such as research journals and books, as well as
governmental documents such as policies or bylaws like Official Community Plans (OCPs). Reliable
electronic databases and other publications are also examined and evaluated (cf. Punch, 2014, p. 98).
At the beginning of the research project, the literature research enabled the research group to
ascertain the latest state of the art in resilience planning and helped to investigate current challenges
of the case studies. Moreover, the background of climate change was examined through literature
research. By reading theoretic texts dealing with resilience theory, the concepts of resilience including
their definitions were explored in detail. This resulted in the research question as well as the
hypothesis for this research work. To gather information concerning the existing and planned flood
protection measures located in Metro Vancouver as well as their specific characteristics, the literature
research was essential as well. However, the literature research process continues throughout the
whole research project to consider recent documents and to acquire background knowledge on
important issues. The gathered data is quoted in texts while creating an accessible pool of information.
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3. Methodology and Methods
3.2 Expert interviews
The method of interviewing experts was chosen to gain insights in the field of flood protection and
resilience in Metro Vancouver that can not be discovered through literature research. A series of
qualitative expert interviews is used to explore the work of professionals in the field of flooding and
their opinion on resilience during a field trip conducted in March 2017 in Metro Vancouver in order
to answer the research question.
A qualitative interview is a method that allows the experts to confirm, deny or elaborate on the
questions they are asked (cf. Gläser & Laudel, 2006, p. 12). Another benefit of this method is that the
interview can cover any relevant topic for the research process. An expert to the research group can
be described as somebody who has differentiated knowledge in a certain field through their work or
other similar connections to the field (cf. Pickel, Jahn, Lauth, & Pickel, 2009, p. 484). In the case of this
research project the interviewees Tamsin Lyle representing Ebbwater Consulting, Christian Beaudrie
representing Compass Resource Management Ltd. and another professional were chosen as experts
on flooding and environmental sciences. To prepare the interviews, the group collected questions and
bullet points relevant to the research, which can be addressed by the different experts (cf. Gläser &
Laudel, 2006, p. 47). A smooth interview process is the key to the success of this method and can be
accomplished by creating a basic structure from the collected material that contains main topics and
suitable questions for the individual topic (cf. ibid.). The structure in which the interviewer goes
through these topics and questions is the guide for all interviews which are conducted. However, not
all experts are able to answer the same questions and therefore the group puts an individual emphasis
on the field of their expertise. The guideline is an orientation for the interviewer, so that they can
focus on finding useful information and explore a topic with follow-up questions (cf. appendix, 1.1
Interview guidance). The interview is recorded and transcribed for the evaluation in agreement with
the expert as well as the further use of the data that was gathered. To ensure a fair use of the gained
knowledge, the experts have to agree to the research group’s terms of the recording.
The interview guidelines created by the research group give an overview of the general structure of
the interview, how long the posing of questions including the answers of the interviewee approximately
take as well as the information that is supposed to be gathered by asking the specific questions. As
already mentioned, an individual emphasis on the expert's field of expertise is given by following ‘paths’,
which means to pose specific questions depending on the answers of the interviewee and their field
of expertise. The method allows an interaction with the interviewee which can result in follow-up
questions by the interviewers.
In the interview guideline created for this research, the interviewee is first of all asked to agree with
the declaration of consent. Following, the interviewee introduces their field of expertise. To get to
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know the level of knowledge of the interviewee concerning resilience the question ‘in which context
did you come across resilience in your current professional life?’ is asked. Depending on the
interviewee, representing an organization or not, varying questions are posed. A definition of resilience
by the represented organization or alternatively the understanding of resilience of the interviewee
himself or herself is crucial to get an impression of the perspective on resilience in general. The
question concerning the relation of flood protection and resilience helps to describe the general
conjunction of both topics. Next, the interviewee representing an organization is asked to answer if,
regarding to flooding, resilience is discussed and in which contexts to find out about the status of flood
resilience in Metro Vancouver. All other interviewees are posed the question whether the person
thinks that flooding should be discussed in the context of resilience and why. Expanding the knowledge
about flood protection measures in Metro Vancouver, the interviewees can share their thoughts on
innovative flood protection measures that are in planning. Coming to the main part of the interview,
the knowledge on the theoretical resilience concepts is analyzed. The following questions depend on
the answer to the previous question. If the interviewee has no further knowledge of the resilience
concepts mentioned in the research question, they are explained in a simplified way. Afterwards, the
interviewee is asked how flood protection can benefit from the concepts of resilience. If the
interviewee states to have further knowledge of the three resilience concepts, a follow-up question
concerning the advantages and disadvantages of the resilience concepts in terms of flooding to gather
feedback on the concepts as well as benefits of their critique is posed. Coming to the end of the
interview the interviewee is asked about his or her opinion on which resilience concept is prevailing
while applying flood protection measures in Metro Vancouver. This answer helps testing the
hypothesis regarding the prevailing resilience concept in Metro Vancouver. Finalizing the interview,
the interviewee in turn has the possibility to ask any further questions.
For the evaluation, the transcribed interview (cf. appendix, 1.2 Transcripts) is reviewed and relevant
information is coded as a topic addressed by the expert. The codes are added to the research projects
internal research database to guarantee an ideal exchange and access to information. By posing the
questions mentioned before, the overall goal is to find out about how flood protection is implemented
in Metro Vancouver, about other flood protection measures as well as the understanding of flood
protection in the area. Additional insights on the stakeholders responsible for flood protection and
the knowledge of the resilience concepts is gathered. The interview results are an element in order
to confirm or deny the hypothesis that engineering resilience is the predominant resilience concept
applied in the case study area of Metro Vancouver. Additionally, it would have been helpful to conduct
more interviews on the topic of resilience in connection to flood protection.
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3.3 Workshop
During the research group’s field trip in March to Metro Vancouver as well as in June in Dortmund
two international workshops about resilience took place. During the workshops, methods for
gathering data for further analysis as well as for the research question were applied. Those methods
are explained in the following sub chapters. On the first workshop day presentations from different
perspectives on the topic of e.g. resilience, climate change, industry and urban development were held.
As representatives from the municipalities attended the workshop the research group also gathered
background knowledge about the three case study cities. As a result, the workshops helped to create
an intercultural exchange between Canadian and German students as well as experts on the topic of
resilience and flooding. In addition to that, students and experts engaged in networking activities which
made it possible to gather new ideas and to create an interdisciplinary exchange. Moreover, the
research group collected feedback for their criteria table, information about flood protection
measures and information about resilience in general.
3.3.1 Pinboard Collection
As an introduction to the two workshop days in Metro Vancouver and to gain a general idea on what
the participants of the workshop know about the topic of resilience the project group decided to
conduct a pinboard collection.
A flipchart with an introductory question is set up on which all the participants can anonymously write
down their thoughts, opinions and understanding about the topic introduced on the flipchart. To gain
a general idea about the participants’ understanding of resilience the question introduced was ‘what
is Resilience? (describe in one sentence)’ (cf. appendix, 3 Pinboard results). The outcomes of this
question are divided into two subtopics. The first subtopic includes answers which provide possible
approaches to increase resilience, for example that resilience is ‘the importance of green space’,
‘reducing vulnerability’ or that ‘sustainability is a big part of it’ (cf. appendix, 3 Pinboard results) The
second subtopic refers to the recovering and adapting of resilience. Some exemplarily answers are
that resilience ‘is the capacity of a system to absorb the impacts of the exterior and go back to the
natural condition of the system’ or that resilience is ‘the ability to adapt and develop through change
or distress’ (cf. appendix, 3 Pinboard results).
Consequently, the pinboard collection helped to get an idea of what people know about resilience
and how common resilience is. Besides that, different opinions on the topic of resilience were
extracted, but no general understanding of resilience was gained. All in all, the research group drew
a qualitative view on various opinions and puts it into connection to the research work although the
pinboard collection did not bear the expected outcome as only a few people gave their opinion on a
definition of resilience.
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3.3.2 Mapping Exercise
A mapping exercise enables to facilitate an exchange of ideas on resilience and sustains approaches
with the topic of resilience. For creating the basis of a mapping exercise, different paper shapes, for
example circles and arrows in different colors are assigned to different meanings. In case of the
workshop in Vancouver, the different shapes represented enabling actors and instruments, inhibiting
actors and instruments, general actors and instruments, processed as well as outcomes and
relationships all in connection to the topic of resilience (cf. Chang, Gunderson, Holden, Mägdefrau, &
Schulwitz, 2017). Therefore, for example green and purple circles were assigned as enabling actors (cf.
ibid.). For relationships between the stakeholders, processes, outcomes and instruments arrows were
used (cf. ibid). During the workshop the participants teamed up in groups and discussed on various
topics of resilience. Depending on the specified stakeholders and processes discussed, different groups
have different outcomes.
The goal of the mapping exercise was to create a “system of resilience illustrated by” (ibid.) concepts
maps. Accordingly, it was important to evolve a structure of each group by writing their ideas on the
shapes for instance “the mayor could be an enabling actor” (ibid.). The outcomes of each group were
collected and clustered resulting in a data collection map.
The mapping exercise helped to gather different opinions on the topic of resilience from academia.
Through this exercise, it is evident that there is no universal understanding of resilience in general.
Further, it is noticeable that there is a lack of awareness, a lack of opinions as well as a lack of education
on the topic of resilience. Another problem occurred while undertaking the mapping exercise because
the whole group was influenced by the first person speaking at the table so the discussion lead into
the direction of the introduced topic by the first speaker. As a conclusion, the mapping exercise did
not help to gather the needed information.
3.3.3 Future Workshop
On the second workshop day, a future workshop was held. A future workshop is a method invented
by Robert Jungk “for planning and forming future” (ProWork, 2009) in which every stakeholder is an
expert (cf. Reich, 2003, p. 1). The aim of this method is to find solutions for problems which are
jointly defined problems or challenges (cf. ibid.) as well as for finding causales and creating a vision (cf.
ProWork, 2009). The process of a future workshop is an objective procedure because at the beginning
the outcome cannot be predicted and it is unknown which unchallenged creative resources and which
kind of group processes arise during the discussion. Nevertheless, it is not obvious what happens
because the future workshop provides a relatively simple and an easy-to-handle structure. That means
that the participant represents an equally qualified stakeholder trying to find a solution to a problem
(cf. Lang, 2000, p. 6).
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The classic process of a future workshop includes three main phases (cf. Rüppel, 2014) which can be
complemented by an upstream preparing phase and an in-lined trial phase (cf. Reich, 2003, p. 1). The
first phase is a critique phase where every participant states their own critique about the topic in form
of symbols, pictures or role plays. In addition to that, the causes of the problems are being analyzed
and presented in front of everybody. The critique phase is followed by the phantasy phase where the
participants imagine for instance having the year 2025 and all criticized problems are solved. Divided
into groups, each group then tries to create visions. These visions are presented in form of
productions (cf. Rüppel, 2014). The last phase is the realization phase where implementation plans
are created. Hence, the so-called implementation groups are established and each group creates a
plan with visions towards the presence for example ‘what has to be done until 2018?’ and ‘what has
to be done until 2020?’ An implementation agreement (who, what, with whom, when and where)
forms the conclusion (cf. ibid.). Due to a lack of time during the workshop the research group decided
to guide an adapted way of this classical future workshop.
After choosing Cologne in North Rhine-Westphalia as a case study city for implementing the future
workshop the research group dealt with the following questions ‘what is a resilient way to deal with
flooding in Cologne?’, ‘what different stakeholders and interests need to be considered while planning
flood protection measures?’, ‘which measures fulfill the needs and interests of a majority?’ and ‘how
can we include minorities in our planning system?’. By dealing with these questions the basis for
implementing the future workshop was elaborated.
Moreover, the research group decided to do the upstream-preparing phase as an introduction into
the future workshop. In this phase, the moderator presents the case study, the aims, and the different
steps as well as an explanation of the rules in general (cf. Reich, 2003, p. 3). As already mentioned
above, the case study city is Cologne which is affected by flooding from the Rhine river. Therefore, in
the setting of the future workshop, the city of Cologne would like to implement flood protection
measures to protect the surroundings. Accordingly, a diverse range of stakeholders need to be
involved for example a financial officer, a citizen, engineers or an environmental activist who discuss
about implementing flood protection measures to protect the city against flooding. Each stakeholder
has five main arguments supporting how they should proceed later on. In case of the citizen for
example the arguments for applying flood protection measures are that one wants the home to be as
secure as possible and that one wants to pay as little as possible for flood protection measures.
Moreover, one wants to keep the views and open spaces of the city as they are, the citizen wants to
prevent a loss of value of one's property as well as the citizen wants the implementation of the
measures as fast as possible. These arguments are the starting point for the discussion.
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After everyone was assigned a stakeholder role, each group of the same stakeholders gathered
together for earning some inspiration in a following discussion round for a time period of fifteen
minutes. After first opinions were exchanged, the different stakeholders gathered together so that in
each group one of the stakeholder was present. Then a discussion round on a medium flooding event
of Cologne started for a time period of twenty minutes. The overall task was to think about the goal
of the stakeholder, to find possible flood protection measures that can prevent Cologne from flooding
and to locate the measures on a medium flooding event map of Cologne. The locating of the new
flood protection measures was done by either drawing them on the map or by cutting new measures
out of paper. The map of the area given helped the participants to gain a better understanding of the
surroundings. For the implementation of new measures, no limitations were given so any measure
could be implemented or new measures could be invented so the stakeholders were welcome to be
creative. In a second discussion round for another twenty minutes on a severe flooding event,
including the preparation of the final presentation, was hold. In the final round, the close-up phase,
the outcomes of the two previous discussion rounds were presented by each individual group. The
maps with the new created flood protection measures were hung up in front of everybody.
All in all, the future workshop stated out differences between the Canadian and the German way of
thinking in connection to planning and a cultural exchange as well as an exchange of opinions was
created, too. It also helped to put the participants of the workshop in different roles. Further, it
encouraged the research group to get a feeling on how Canadians cope with planning flood protection
measures as it is the main aspect of the research group’s research. Besides, the research group hoped
to gather more outcomes for the research through conducting a future workshop.
3.3.4 World Café
On the second workshop day in Vancouver, a world café was conducted. The general idea of a world
café is that people exchange information about a specific topic which focuses on different questions
(cf. Hemmecke, 2013). By doing so, new insights through networking of ideas are created (cf.
International Creative Commons Attribution, 2017). Therefore, it is necessary that the participants of
a world café, as a whole group, dispose of a collective knowledge on a (complex) business matter
which is bigger than the knowledge of a single person (cf. Justus-Liebig-Universität, 2016). On the basis
of this keynote the world café is suited to work out new solutions or alternative ways on a certain
topic (cf. ibid.).
Before the actual world café takes place, it is necessary to clarify the following questions during the
planning process:
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»

What should be achieved by conducting a world café?

»

What is the specific topic?
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»

What are the individual questions to be explored at the world café?

»

Who is participating?

»

Is it important to divide the participants into homogenous groups with different backgrounds
in order to deal with the topic from different perspectives?

»

Who takes over the moderation part and which roles or functions are also needed?

»

How can an atmosphere be created that conveys the informal and creative spirit of a coffee
house?

Likewise, the documentation of the results needs to be planned as well (cf. Wilbert, 2014).
For the procedure of a world café a ‘café’ needs to be set up. Therefore, the participants of the world
café are equally divided into teams so that the number of tables that are needed for the discussion
rounds of a world café is known. For each table, it is necessary to have a tablecloth to write on or
flip-chart paper including some pens where all thoughts, ideas and outcomes can be written down
during each round of the word café (cf. International Creative Commons Attribution, 2017). After
setting up the tables, a moderator welcomes everybody, explains the context and gives instructions,
e.g. on the seating placement and the distribution of the teams (cf. ibid.).
During the workshop in Vancouver the main topic of the world café is resilience. Hence, the questions
for a discussion basis for each table were developed under the topic of resilience. As an outcome, the
following questions were created to lead the discussions:
»

What are challenges when translating resilience concepts into reality?

»

To what extent will the relevance of the different resilience concepts change in future?

»

What are the benefits of including ‘resilience’ in planning or is it just a buzzword?

»

Are the theoretical resilience concepts indispensable or is a practical approach to resilience,
more valuable in planning concrete measures?

»

Is the sub-classification of resilience into three concepts generally common and sensible? Are
there alternatives ways to break down resilience?

The moderator needs prepared guiding questions to keep the discussion alive. As an example, for the
first question ‘what are challenges when translating resilience concepts into reality?’, the guiding
questions for the moderator were ‘are there different approaches in need for the regional, city or
neighborhood level?’ and ‘would a better cooperation between academics and practitioners help?’ (cf.
appendix, 2 World cafe).
After the explanation of the rules by the moderator, each group went to their table and discussed a
certain question about resilience already mentioned above within a time frame of ten minutes while
the moderator of each table leads the discussion and took notes on the flip-charts. After the ten
minutes the moderator stayed at the same table and the group changed to the next table where a new
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question on the topic of resilience was discussed. After each group visited every table and thus had a
discussion on every question, the outcomes were prepared and then presented by the moderator in
front of the whole group (cf. Justus-Liebig-Universität, 2016).
As a conclusion, the method world café was chosen because it helps to receive a critical view and
general critique on resilience. Challenges of the three resilience concepts stood out and moreover,
the world café gave an insight on how academia cope with the topic of resilience. Additionally, the
created mind maps during the world café sessions helped to gather qualitative statements about
difficulties of resilience.
3.3.5 Survey
To assess whether general awareness of resilience is already considered in the thinking of academia, a
survey was initiated to strengthen the research. This method enables to gather additional knowledge
complementing the interviews that were conducted.
“A social survey is a method of gathering information about a specified group of people (a
“population”) by asking them questions.” (Buckingham & Saunders, 2004, p. 12). In the case of this
research the specific group of people includes the participants of the workshop in Metro Vancouver
in March 2017. The group of people consists of students and experts with a background in resilience.
Every person is asked the same questions in the same order that were created in beforehand (cf. ibid.,
p. 13). Moreover, specific questions lead to more concrete answers with less interpretation by the
participant than general questions (cf. Converse & Presser, 1986, p. 31). Additionally, open-ended
questions allow a wide range of answers since the possible answers are not known at this point in
time and should not be influenced by given responses (cf. Schnell, 2012, p. 81). Closed questions
complement the open questions by giving every participant the same opportunity to answer specific
questions, which allows to categorize the backgrounds of the participants (cf. Schnell, 2012, p, 86). In
connection to this research, both types of questions are used in the survey and gathered in a
questionnaire completed by the interviewees themselves (cf. Buckingham & Saunders, 2004, p. 13)
Considering the limited time during the workshop days, the questionnaires are designed to be short
and simple to make sure that as many interviewees as possible participate in the survey (cf. Schnell,
2012, p. 117). The analysis and therefore the outcome of the survey consists of qualitative statements
of individuals considering their specific background.
The posed survey consists of four questions (cf. appendix, 4.2 Structure of survey). By asking about
the professional background of the participant, the research group aims to find out about connections
between the field of work and the understanding of resilience linked to it. The first question goes hand
in hand with the second question asking about the context in which the participant has come across
resilience. By going into more detail of the participants background, the priority of resilience in the
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institution represented by the participant is the focus. By answering ‘yes’, the response is supposed to
be clarified and explained, which highlights in which field resilience is focused on. By answering ‘no’,
the priority of the institution is to be explained in further detail. To gain more information about the
characteristics of a resilient flood protection measure, the participant is invited to list the top three
thoughts on this topic including an explanation. This insight generates knowledge about the prevailing
resilience concept in the understanding of the interviewees.
The analysis of the questionnaire explained above starts by gathering the answered questionnaires by
participants having the same professional background. This is a priority since the individual
understanding of resilience in connection to the background of a participant is a key to identify the
consideration of the resilience concepts. The qualitative evaluation generates an overall impression
about the understanding of resilience. Even though a larger number of completed questionnaires was
expected, the outcome of the survey supports the thesis that there is no common understanding of
resilience. Because of the limited number of responses, the survey now functions as a single method.
To gather the required data, the survey seeks to fill in gaps of the content concerning the level of
information of the participants, in which fields and how resilience is considered as well as how to
inform people about resilience.
3.4 Site visits
While dealing with flood protection measures in Metro Vancouver, comprehensive impressions of
particular flood protection measures including exploring the on-site situation helps to understand the
urban context in which the flood protection measures are introduced. Profiles including specific data
concerning each measure are created in order to fully understand the background of a flood protection
measure (cf. chapter 7). This is achieved not only by literature research but also by additional site visits
to collect basic data.
To get an idea of what the policies of the case studies described to plan and implemented so far, a site
visit shows the results that were achieved in reality on the ground. A site visit is a problem-oriented
regional survey of a delimited research area to collect information about characteristics of a specific
area (cf. Reicher, 2014, p. 163). Accordingly, as a part of field research methods, the outcome of a site
visit comprises the documentation of the actual state of the investigated place (cf. ibid.). Considering
a predefined problem, there are two types of site visits: an unstructured ramble and a targeted
inspection (cf. Althaus, Grunwald, & Kreuzer, 2009, pp. 24-26). While the goal of a ramble is to get a
first impression of the sites which are visited through intuitive and personal perception, the inspection
is a structured inquiry, in which information about designated characteristics with clear defined criteria
are collected. A ramble often takes place beforehand of a research to receive an unaffected impression
of the area and helps to prepare the targeted inspection (cf. Althaus et al., 2009, pp. 24-29). Both types
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are part of the project work in order to prepare and conduct scheduled field trips, where actual
implementations of the local officials are examined. Depending on the level of detail and the designated
usage of the surveyed information, site visits can be documented by writing notes and by taking
photographs. The documentation allows to compare different sites to each other as well as the
comparison of effects and benefits of planning is evaluated.
In the case of this research process, a targeted inspection with components of an unstructured ramble
was conducted during the field trip to Metro Vancouver. First of all, observation guidelines were
created to collect similar information about the chosen flood protection measures during the site
visits. Categories such as the location including coordinates, the position in relation to the water, the
protection target or topographic position, as well as the size and quantity of the flood protection
measures are fundamental. Additional information about the integration of the flood protection
measure into its surroundings as well as photos complement the outcome of the site visits. Extra
comments on intuitive impressions and questions show more information that needs to be taken into
consideration. After finishing the phase of creating observation guidelines, researching to gain
information about which flood protection measures are implemented on the ground was crucial.
Examples for flood protection measures that were chosen for a site visit are a dike, ditches, rip-raps
or a seawall. After finishing a list with implemented measures, routes for the site visits were
constructed to guarantee efficient site visits. Field trip groups were split up to conduct the site visits
in Metro Vancouver. The filled-out site visit observation guidelines can be found in appendix 6.
The outcome of the site visits complements the literature research. Information of the site visits were
especially useful while filling in profiles of flood protection measures as well as the justification of the
placement of the measure is supported (cf. chapter 8). Additionally, the connection of the visited sites
to resilience became clearer and made connections more obvious with the background of personal
experience. The photos taken during the site visits are particularly useful since illustrations of certain
flood protection measures are often not available. In conclusion, it would have been helpful to visit
more of the sites that are now gathered in the profiles.
3.5 Analysis
For a combination of the methods a strategy for analyzing the outcomes is essential. In this case,
analyzing means to examine and identify essential elements for the research critically. By implementing
the methods presented before, information for further research were collected during the field trip
to Metro Vancouver. In order to organize the collected data, the research group decided to split up
the material between the project members and to create own tags using a research database for
applying the method. All documents were examined and scanned while tags were formed. Exemplary
tags such as ‘concepts’, ‘engineering’, ‘flood protection’, ‘measures’, ‘resilience’, ‘climate change’ or ‘sea
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level rise’ create direct access to the documents which deal with specific topics. Additionally, to
generate a basic knowledge within the research group, short presentations were given and handouts
were exchanged. This ensures to discover linked information and an ideal use of data while analyzing.
By applying this method, benefits for the further research are created by using material of the
workshop as well as the interviews since the connections between the results of the field trip are
directly accessible to the research group.
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As mentioned in chapter one and two of this report, understanding the theory behind the term
resilience is a central aspect of this research and therefore its meaning has to be explained. Resilience
is a term that is being used more frequently during the last years, but academic literature is lacking on
a common definition as a basis for a common understanding of the term (cf. Meerow et al., 2016, p.
38; appendix 3 Pinboard results). Resilience has a range of meanings depending on the context and
thus it is difficult to operationalize and measure it (cf. Meerow & Stults, 2016, p. 12). This is a reason
why academics state that resilience “is in danger of becoming a […] buzzword” (Rose, 2007; appendix
3 Pinboard results). The pinboard collection (cf. appendix, 2.1.1 Table 1), the survey and the mapping
exercise that took place during the workshop in Vancouver in March 2017, underlined the fact that
there is no common understanding of the term resilience. Urban planning has to deal with various
exposures, threats and changes. Resilience-thinking represents one approach among others to deal
with these challenges. Recently, many cities aim to become more resilient while facing changes,
challenges and uncertainties (cf. Meerow et al., 2016 p. 39). Because of the different understandings of
resilience, it is necessary to know about the historical development of resilience and to understand
resilience theory and application. This basis is important for forming a common understanding of the
term for this research.
Pinboard Collection
What is Resilience? (describe in one sentence)
Answers that provided possible approaches to

Answers referring to recovering and adapting

increase resilience
»

The importance of green space

»

Reducing vulnerability

»

Sustainability is a big part of it

»

Is the capacity of a system to absorb the
impacts of the exterior and go back to the
natural condition of the system

»

Ability to recover itself

»

Ability to recover and adapt to any impact

»

The ability to adapt and develop through
change or distress

Table 1: own table based on appendix 3 Pinboard Collection

The term resilience derived from the Latin word resilire meaning to ‘bounce back’ (cf. Davoudi et al.,
2013, p. 1). The idea first emerged while studying interacting populations and their stabilities in
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ecological sciences in the 1960s and 1970s (cf. Folke, 2006, p. 254). In the context of urban planning,
the basis for different understandings of resilience is the article ‘Resilience and Stability of Ecological
Systems’ by ecologist C. S. Holling, published in 1973. He describes two types of resilience: the first
one labels only one stable state in which a system can persist. The second one acknowledges the
existence of multiple stable states to which a system can adapt (cf. ibid). He labelled these two types
engineering and ecological resilience in 1996. Before this article academics were not convinced that
multiple equilibria exist in ecological systems, because their analyses were limited to a time period that
was not long enough to see such changes in equilibria (cf. ibid, p. 256). Resilience was understood as
the ability of a system to persist in a single state and quickly return to it after a disturbance (cf. Taşan
-Kok, Stead, & Lu, 2013, p. 41). As long-term records on ecosystem change became available they
broadened the possibilities to understand the changes in ecological systems and academics
acknowledged the existence of multiple stable states (cf. ibid.). Based on this original use in ecology,
the idea of resilience was adapted to many disciplines like psychology, disaster management,
economics, geography, engineering, materials science and planning (cf. Davoudi et al., 2013, p. 1; Taşan
-Kok, Stead, & Lu, 2013, p. 41). Recently, the idea of one or multiple equilibria was challenged and
complemented by an evolutionary approach to resilience (cf. Meerow et al., 2016, p. 43). Academics
started to think about systems as constantly changing and without any stable state (cf. ibid.). The
consequence is a transforming system that never has a stable state. Out of these three different
understandings of resilience that evolved out of each other and based on a co-citation analysis and
review of resilience literature, Meerow et al. formed a new definition of resilience in 2016 that was
summed up and used for this research. This definition reads as follows:
“Urban resilience refers to the ability of an urban system [...] to maintain or rapidly
return to desired functions in the face of a disturbance, to adapt to change, and to
quickly transform” (Meerow et al., p. 39).
The highlighted phrases indicate the three concepts of engineering, ecological and evolutionary
resilience which are explained in more detail in the following paragraphs.
4.1 Engineering Resilience
The phrase “to maintain or rapidly return to desired functions in the face of a disturbance” (Meerow
et al., p.39) expresses the concept of engineering resilience in the definition above. Engineering
resilience contains the idea of bouncing back and represents one of the most common understandings
of resilience: it is “the ability of a system to return to an equilibrium or a steady-state after a
disturbance” (Davoudi, 2012, p. 300). With the term system a city or smaller structures for example
neighborhoods or a dike are intended. In this sense an equilibrium is the condition in which the system
functions as it should (cf. Meerow et al., 2016, p. 40). A disturbance in this case is a natural disaster
such as flooding or a social upheaval which negatively influences the system (cf. Davoudi, 2012, p. 300).
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The key idea of this concept is that a system has the ability to return to a previous state after a
disturbance which is described with the expression ‘to bounce back’ (cf. ibid.). This emphasizes that in
terms of engineering resilience a system has only one optimal stable state in which it persists or to
which it returns to (cf. ibid.; Meerow et al., 2016, p. 43; Pendall et al., 2010, p. 73). In this sense,
resilience can either be the resistance to a disturbance or the speed of returning to an equilibrium (cf.
ibid.). Therefore engineering resilience can be measured as a buffer capacity for preserving the stable
state or by the time which is needed to return to the equilibrium for example how long it takes to
rebuild damaged structures or to repopulate the disturbed area (cf. ibid.; Folke, 2006; Liao, 2012, p.
2; Matyas & Pelling, 2015, p. 3). It is not stated how fast a system has to be able to bounce back in
order to be resilient. Hence, the return time can be different depending on the context that is
examined. Some authors of resilience literature mention specific properties of engineering resilience.
Liao, an assistant professor at the Chinese University of Hong Kong, states four properties engineering
resilience depends on: firstly, the robustness that a system needs to persist without degradation in the
face of a disturbance (cf. Liao, 2012, p. 2). Secondly, the redundancy which means that parts of the
system can function as substitutes in case others fail (cf. ibid.). Thirdly, the resourcefulness which
means that challenges are identified and resources to deal with these challenges are generated (cf.
ibid.). Lastly, engineering resilience depends on the rapidity of how fast a system is able to restore its
functional stability (cf. ibid.). Folke, a Swedish ecologist, sums up that “[e]ngineering resilience
therefore focuses on maintaining efficiency of function, constancy of the system, and a predictable
world near a single steady state.” (Folke, 2006, p. 256). Additionally, this understanding of resilience
got expressed in three interviews that were held with interviewees that came from an engineering
background (cf. appendix, 1.2 Transcripts).
To explain the concept, it can be illustrated with
the help of a ball and a curved line on which the
ball can move (cf. illustration: 1). The ball
represents the system whose behavior towards
resilience is considered and the curved line
represents the different states the system can
have. The location of the ball on the line indicates if the system is in a resilient state or not. The low
point of the line represents the equilibrium in Illustration 1: engineering resilience, own illustration based on
(cf. Holling, 1996, p. 34)

which resilience is at its highest level. When a
disturbance occurs the system starts moving away from the equilibrium and returns to it over time.

In general, the concept is used in many disciplines which can be planning-related. Engineering resilience
is often viewed from the perspective of the particular discipline and therefore is defined out of this
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field. In the literature, engineering is often associated in relation to disaster studies. It reduces “the
vulnerability of neighborhoods, cities, regions, people and facilities to disaster” (Pendall et al., 2010, p.
73). In case of a disaster such as a hurricane, a tornado or major flooding event, engineering resilience
focuses on reducing the vulnerability and maintaining the function of a system for example a city (cf.
Matyas & Pelling, 2015, p. 6). The breakdown of this function can cause damage to the system such as
the injury of the city’s residents, loss of property or the loss of support networks (cf. ibid.). In recent
years engineering resilience is also seen and used as a possibility to prepare cities for the effects of
climate change (cf. Thornbush, Golubchikov, & Bouzarovski, 2013, p. 6). Besides being prepared for a
disaster, in terms of this concept it is also essential that for example an economy that was disrupted
is able to recover from shocks (cf. Pendall et al., 2010, p. 73). To sum it up, the concept of engineering
resilience is mostly applied in order for a system to be robust in a pre-shock condition or as a response
to short-term shocks (cf. ibid.).
This focus on short-term damage reduction and the fact that the concept of engineering resilience is
often reduced to emergency responses is an aspect that is being criticized in literature (cf. Davoudi,
2012, p. 302; Davoudi et al., 2013, p. 8). Another point of criticism is that this concept aims to return
to the initial situation, without questioning what this initial situation is or whether it is desirable (cf.
Pendall et al., 2010, p. 76; Meerow et al., 2016, p. 44; Liao, 2012, p. 3; appendix 2.12 Table 3). Besides
that, it is impossible to turn back time: even if the physical structure can be rebuilt as it was before,
time passes and the way of thinking might change. Therefore more aspects have to be considered than
only bouncing back (cf. Matyas & Pelling, 2015, p. 4). Building resilience is about learning from what
happened and therefore completely bouncing back to how it was before is not possible (cf. ibid.). This
means that “[e]ven if the structures are the same, the individuals and organisations within those
structures have changed” (ibid.). This is why it is argued that the ideas of equilibria, persistence and
predictability entailed in the concept of engineering resilience are outdated, because the world is
constantly changing and countless aspects influence these changes (cf. Meerow et al., 2016, p. 43;
appendix 2.2 Evaluation). Building resilience should be about considering more than just one hazard
(cf. appendix, 2.2 Evaluation). Despite this criticism, academics argue that this concept is currently the
most applied concept in practice (cf. Davoudi et al., 2013, p. 10).
4.2 Ecological Resilience
The expression “to adapt to change” in Meerow et al.’s definition represents the concept of ecological
resilience. In contrast to engineering resilience, ecological resilience is defined as “the magnitude of
the disturbance that can be absorbed before the system changes its structure” (Holling, 1996, p. 33)
to achieve a new balance. This is described as ‘bounce forward’ to a new equilibrium (cf. Davoudi,
2012, p. 300). Ecological resilience is not only about the recovery time after a disturbance, but also
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about how much of the disturbance can be absorbed to remain in the stable state (cf. ibid.). After a
critical threshold is exceeded and the stability of a system is disturbed, the system develops into a new
equilibrium (cf. ibid.; Davoudi et al., 2013, p. 3). Therefore the main difference to the engineering
concept of resilience is the rejection of one single equilibrium and instead acknowledging that multiple
equilibria exist to which the system can adapt (cf. Davoudi, 2012, pp. 300-301). In contrast to the
engineering approach which “focuses on maintaining efficiency of function, ecological resilience focuses
on maintaining existence of function” (Holling, 1996, p. 33). Besides that, both concepts assume that
an equilibrium is the desirable state of how a system should function and disturbances are seen as
negative impacts (cf. Davoudi, 2012, pp. 300-302). To sum it up, ecological resilience is about “the
ability to persist and the ability to adapt” (Adger, 2003, p. 1).
This concept can also be described by using a ball which presents the system and a curved line which
presents the different states the system can have. When a disturbance occurs, the system returns to
the original stable state unless the
disturbance causes the system to
exceed a critical threshold. After
this point the system adapts by
bouncing

forward

to

a

Illustration 2: ecological resilience, own illustration based on (cf. Gunderson,

new 2000, p. 427)

equilibrium. (cf. illustration: 2)
The ecological concept of resilience is mainly used to describe the behavior of ecosystems. An
ecosystem can react to a disturbance such as a bushfire or a drought by adapting its structure and
function to a new stable state (cf. Swanstrom, 2008, p. 5). It organizes itself to achieve a new balance
and to develop. One example for this self-organizing process is that in case one species dominates in
a system, its food sources are limited which thereby stops its future expansion at some point and the
system turns into a new equilibrium (cf. ibid.). As an ecosystem is comprised of many different
components that act at different scales and time frames, it is not possible to study it by only looking
at one part of the system (cf. ibid., p. 2). Biodiversity is crucial for the resilience of an ecosystem (cf.
ibid.; Gunderson, 2000, p. 431). The higher the amount of different animal and plant species is, the
higher is the chance to adapt to a new equilibrium, because then the system has more alternatives to
self-organize and shows a higher robustness to disturbances (cf. Holling, 1996, p. 40; Folke, 2006, pp.
257-258). This biodiversity is limited by human intervention which means that “reducing the variability
of critical variables within ecosystems inevitably leads to reduced resilience and increased vulnerability”
(cf. Holling, 1996, p. 38). In fact, human intervention can cause damage to the ecosystem (cf.
Gunderson, 2000, p. 436). One example is the attempt to eliminate a pest. This attempt causes the
host to sprawl or to become immune to the pesticide which then leads to the ecosystem becoming
more vulnerable to future pests and a decrease of resilience (cf. Swanstrom, 2008, p. 2). Gunderson,
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a professor at the Department of Environmental Sciences at Emory College of Arts and Sciences in
Atlanta, states that three different management options after a crisis occur. Firstly, one can “do nothing
and wait to see if the system will return to some acceptable state” (Gunderson, 2000, p. 432).
Secondly, one can intervene into the system and try to bring it back to a stable state that is desired
(cf. ibid.). Thirdly, one can accept that the system changes and therefore it is not possible to react. As
an outcome, the only possibility is to adapt to this new system (cf. ibid.).
When trying to transfer this idea of ecological systems to urban planning, it is said that regions should
imitate the resilient processes of nature (cf. Swanstrom, 2008, p. 15). Regions should be
interconnected systems and the idea of multiple equilibria also fits to regions, because they need to
reinvent themselves, if they do not want to fall behind competing regions (cf. ibid., p. 13). This means
that for example it can be a risk if a region only concentrates on one industry where it has an advantage
in (cf. ibid., p. 7). In this case, the region lacks diverse industries and gets more vulnerable to the case
that the consumer demands shift (cf. ibid.). The markets and political structures in a region need to
continually adapt to environmental conditions in order to be more resilient (cf. ibid., p. 10). This
example indicates that in terms of urban contexts not only environmental but also economic and social
topics are treated in the sense of ecological resilience.
Swanstrom, a professor at the University of Missouri-St. Louis, who specializes in urban politics and
public policy, criticizes that ecological resilience demands forms of governance that are anti-political,
because it rejects managing resilience, but wants to let the system develop by itself (cf. ibid., p. 15).
This implies a reduced role of the government, which can in fact promote innovation, but can also lead
to disorganization and social stress (cf. ibid.). He further argues, that the concept of ecological
resilience is ideological, because it is challenging for a region to pull itself up after a disturbance and
this understanding fails to recognize how different levels interact when dealing with a disturbance (cf.
ibid., pp. 17-18; appendix, 2.2 Evaluation).
4.3 Evolutionary Resilience
Meerow et. al. express the concept of evolutionary resilience in their definition with the phrase “to
quickly transform” (Meerow et al., 2016, p. 38). In contrast to the idea that systems try to reach a
balanced and equilibrated structure, this understanding of resilience bases on the idea that it is the
nature of systems to change themselves over time (cf. Davoudi, 2012, p. 302). For doing so an external
influence on the system is possible, but not compulsive (cf. ibid.). This concept emphasizes the ability
of complex systems to change, transform and self-organize, which is accompanied by great
uncertainties (cf. ibid.). Furthermore, evolutionary resilience considers “past behaviour of the system
no longer as a reliable predictor of future behaviour” (ibid., p. 303) which means that a system must
react with new inventions to the particular situation. This stands in contrast to the engineering concept
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of resilience where it is the aim to bounce back to the previous state. Within this conceptualization
of resilience, a system has no longer an equilibrium since resilience is not understood as something
that returns to normal (cf. ibid.). Rather than that, resilience is understood as a constantly evolving
process that needs to be pursued (cf. Donghyun & Up, 2016, p. 4). Additionally, evolutionary resilience
broadens the engineering and ecological understanding of resilience by incorporating the role of
institutions, leadership, social capital and social learning (cf. Davoudi, 2012, p. 304). Especially the social
learning capacity of socio-ecological systems is highlighted to gain further knowledge and identify
vulnerabilities and opportunities (cf. Davoudi et al., 2013, pp. 4-7). Evolutionary resilience also
“acknowledges that small challenges can reverberate through the system and cause large effects, while
large alterations may have negligible systemic impacts.” (ibid., p. 6). In contrast to engineering
resilience, evolutionary resilience deals with interactions between various elements of a system and
emphasizes the importance of having a diversity of options as a backup which is called the redundancy
of resilient systems (cf. Donghyun & Up, 2016, p. 4; Coaffee & Lee, 2016, p. 30). Furthermore the
concepts of bouncing back or bouncing forward to an equilibrium fail “to consider disturbance as a
‘window of opportunity’ for transforming to a radically different and more desirable trajectory”
(Davoudi et al., 2013, p, 8). This is also connected to the social learning capacity of a system to
determine certain opportunities (cf. ibid.). The central term that is connected to the evolutionary
concept is ‘transformability’ (cf. ibid., p. 10). The uncertain process of transformation highlights, that
the system radically changes into something else may it be desirable or undesirable (cf. ibid.).
The concept of evolutionary resilience differs in its illustration from the other two concepts presented
above, because in terms of evolutionary resilience it is not achieved by reaching a stable state. Instead
of a curved line with a stable state, an infinity sign symbolizes the ongoing change of the circumstances
the system is placed in (cf.
illustration: 3). The nature of an
evolutionary system is to transform
itself. It is resilient when it is able
to continually transform on its own
or as a reaction to changing Illustration 3: evolutionary resilience, own illustration
circumstances.
A widespread understanding of evolutionary resilience finds its expression in “the panarchy model of
adaptive cycle” (Davoudi, 2012, p. 303; cf. Illustration 4). The illustration above was inspired by the
image of the adaptive cycle but highlights two possibilities how a system can transform. The term
‘panarchy’ is considered as the opposite of hierarchy to describe the circumstance that the procedure
of the model is not fixed and that the “four distinct phases of change in the structures and functions
of a system” (ibid.) do not necessarily follow each other. Instead there are several connected adaptive
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cycles and the urban system’s progress moves and changes between these cycles. The cycles have
multiple scales, different speeds, various time frames and influence each other (cf. ibid., p. 304; Davoudi
et al., 2013, p. 3). If a system gets locked in one phase, it becomes more vulnerable to future strains.
The

four

phases

are:

growth

(symbolized with an r), conservation
(symbolized

with

a

K),

creative

destruction (symbolized with an Ω) and
reorganization (symbolized with an α).
During the growth phase resources get
rapidly accumulated, there is a lot of
competition, opportunities get seized
and the level of diversity rises (cf.
Davoudi et al., 2013, p. 3). During this
phase resilience is high, but decreasing Illustration 4: own illustration (adapted from Davoudi, 2012, pp, 303)
(cf. ibid.). Growth slows down during the conservation phase, due to storing of resources or usage of
resources for maintenance purposes (cf. ibid.). This phase is characterized by “stability, certainty,
reduced flexibility, and low resilience” (ibid.). “[C]haotic collapse and release of accumulated capital”
(ibid.) are characteristics of the creative destruction phase. It is a “time of uncertainty when resilience
is low but increasing” (ibid.) and thus opening a window of opportunity for future innovation (cf.
Davoudi, 2012, p. 303). During the reorganization phase these opportunities are applied and
characteristics for this phase are innovations and restructuring which goes along with great uncertainty
and high resilience (cf. Davoudi et al., 2013, p. 3). As an explanation of how urban resilience works the
model is suitable because it considers development on different levels. However, it is criticized that it
does not regard the influence of human behavior and benefit-thinking properly (cf. Davoudi, 2012, pp,
305-306).
Furthermore, the concept of evolutionary resilience is applied within a socio-economic background
(cf. Davoudi, 2012, p. 26). It can be used while dealing with challenges of global importance such as
climate change or environmental disasters with a focus on social aspects (cf. ibid., p. 28; appendix 2.2
Evaluation). Evolutionary resilience is expected to be an answer for such complex challenges because
the concept is sensitive to constant changes by incorporating exogenous and endogenous forces that
are typical of climate-related challenges (cf. Coaffee & Lee, 2016, p. 26). One can also explain
evolutionary resilience by looking at a region’s economy that has to adapt to unpredictable changes of
the market, technologies or policies (cf. Simmie & Martin, 2010). It has an advantage over linear
approaches to resilience that deal with prevention and recovery by identifying gaps and putting
emphasis on the interconnection between the phases of a process that act at multiple scales and time
frames (cf. Davoudi et al., 2013, p. 6). Evolutionary resilience find its expression when a local
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government acknowledges the power of social capital and designs resilience policies that let the
different stakeholders participate during the decision-making process (cf. Donghyun & Up, 2016, pp.
5-6). Nevertheless the use of evolutionary resilience in practice is rare (cf. Coaffee & Lee, 2016, p.
42).
It is criticized that evolutionary resilience is hard to operationalize because it is difficult to measure an
ongoing process (cf. ibid., p. 8). Completely denying that systems have an equilibrium can be misleading,
because these ideas were developed on the basis of broad researches (cf. ibid., p. 26). Furthermore
this concept can be seen as too abstract and hard to explain because the anticipated goal is not
obviously discernible (cf. appendix 2.2 Evaluation). Another criticism of the concept refers to its
involvement of a variety of stakeholders. Even though on one hand this represents enormous potential
for decision-making processes, on the other hand it is considered as a depoliticizing concept that
distributes the responsibility among all involved stakeholders (cf. Coaffee & Lee, 2016, p. 42).
4.4 Conceptual tensions of urban resilience
Besides the three concepts of resilience, Meerow et. al discovered “six conceptual tensions that are
fundamental to urban resilience.” (Meerow et al., 2016, p. 38) during the review on resilience
literature. They compared resilience definitions and pointed out important aspects of resilience as well
as contradictions and ambivalences. Based on these conceptual tensions, they formulated a new
definition that includes all of these tensions.
“Urban resilience refers to the ability of an urban system-and all its constituent socioecological and socio-technical networks across temporal and spatial scales-to maintain or
rapidly return to desired functions in the face of a disturbance, to adapt to change, and
to quickly transform systems that limit current or future adaptive capacity.” (ibid. p. 39)
The six tensions are the characterization of ‘urban’, the notions of equilibria, resilience as a positive
concept, pathways to urban resilience, the understanding of adaptation and the timescale of action.
They will be explained in the following.
4.4.1 Characterization of ‘urban’
The understanding of urban is different, depending on the discipline that is considered (cf. ibid., p. 42).
Many definitions of urban resilience acknowledge that cities are complex systems that consist of
different networks and systems (cf. ibid.). There are technical, ecological and social networks within
the urban system and cities represent places where these networks interact (cf. ibid., p. 43). These
networks are recognized as multi-scalar due to the fact that cities and their hinterland depend on each
other and therefore delimiting clear boundaries is not possible (cf. ibid.). To operationalize resilience
a specific reference to a spatial area is needed.
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4.4.2 Notions of equilibria
Many definitions of resilience differ between “single-state equilibrium, multiple-state equilibrium, and
dynamic non-equilibrium” (ibid.). Considering only one equilibrium goes along with bouncing back to
a previous state after a disturbance occurs and is expressed in the engineering concept of resilience.
This understanding is often used in the fields of disaster management, psychology and economics. The
idea of multiple equilibria is fundamental to the concept of ecological resilience and acknowledges that
a system has different states into which it adapts in case of a disturbance. These equilibric
understandings of resilience were added and challenged by the third understanding of resilience, which
states that systems are dynamic and constantly changing. Thus systems have no equilibria into which
they can develop. Depending on how urban resilience is treated and which idea of resilience one has
in mind, an emphasis on one of the equilibria approaches is recognizable. (cf. ibid.)
4.4.3 Resilience as a positive concept
All of the definitions that were considered in the review on resilience literature name resilience a
desirable attribute. Nevertheless, it is questioned if resilience is always a positive concept, because it
is unsure, whether in case of bouncing back to the previous state is even desirable. It is said that some
conditions such as poverty or inequality are not desirable which means that these conditions should
not be pursued. Furthermore the questions “resilience for whom?” (ibid.) and “what to what?” (. ibid.)
are raised. Still, resilience is seen as a fundamental positive concept (cf. ibid., p. 44).
4.4.4 Pathways to urban resilience
During the literature review three different pathways to a resilient state are discussed. They deal with
the different ways of how a system is supposed to function and are labeled as: persistence, transition
and transformation. Persistence is an idea that is rooted in the engineering concept of resilience which
means that the system resists in the face of a disturbance and tries to maintain its current state. Other
definitions use the terms to adapt or also transition, or to transform which means to change the state
of a system when it is in an undesirable state. Meerow et al. only implicitly assign these two terms to
the ecological and evolutionary concept of resilience. They observed that the engineering idea of
persistence is rooted in most definitions, but nonetheless all three pathways can be expressed within
an urban system. (cf. ibid.)
4.4.5 Understanding of adaptation
It was identified that definitions differ between focusing on either on high or low adaptiveness of an
urban system which is referred to as ‘specified’ versus ‘general’ resilience. Only focusing on specified
resilience can be a threat and reduces a system’s flexibility and diversity and therefore increases its
vulnerability to possible threats. A system can have ‘inherent’ and ‘adaptive’ qualities. It is stated that
“inherent qualities are better under normal conditions and adaptive qualities during disasters.” (ibid.).
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Additionally, another way to distinguish adaptation is the distinction between short-term adaptation
and long-term adaptation and it is essential for a system to feature ‘general’ resilience in case something
unexpected occurs, but also have ‘specified’ resilience to threats that are known. (cf. ibid.)
4.4.6 Timescale of action
Some of the reviewed definitions mention the rapidity of recovery as a central characteristic of a
resilient system (cf. ibid.). Acknowledging the time scale of recovery is especially addressed in literature
on disasters, climate change and natural hazards which refer to resilience in the sense of engineering
resilience and state the importance of a fast recovery after a disturbance occurred (cf. ibid.).
Nevertheless, it remains unclear what exactly is meant with the term ‘rapid’ and which period of time
it implies (cf. ibid., p. 45).
Resilience remains an abstract concept that has no common definition. Since the theoretical
background of resilience is a central aspect during the research this chapter is crucial to build a
common understanding of the term. The definition by Meerow et al. is chosen in a shortened form as
the guiding definition for the research because it differentiates between the three resilience concepts.
Splitting resilience into the concepts of engineering, ecological and evolutionary resilience is necessary
to answer the research question. The process of answering the research question is further explained
in the following chapters.
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Chapter five gives an overview of the connection between the global phenomenon of climate change,
flooding and the case study area of Metro Vancouver. In addition to that, a selection of the flood
protection measures in the case study area is presented. Firstly, the various causes and consequences
of climate change, like global warming, greenhouse gases and its origins are described. Furthermore,
the conjunction to flooding and the different subtypes of flooding, as well as the effects on urban
systems are explained. Moreover, the effects are discussed in the perspective of resilience.
Subsequently, a general overview of Metro Vancouver is created, including geographical and
economical aspects and current challenges in terms of flooding. After the detailed characterization of
the challenges within the three case study cities, the definition of public flood protection measures in
connection with the research is presented.
5.1 Climate Change
Resilience is a term that is connected to dealing with the effects of climate change, as presented in the
previous chapter (cf. chapter 4). In the past years, climate change became a well known term and
highly discussed issue. Leading academics reported the earth's changing climate for years. The
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), defines climate changes as following:
“A change in the state of the climate that can be identified [...] by changes in the mean
and/or the variability of its properties and that persists for an extended period, typically
decades or longer. Climate change may be due to natural internal processes or external
forcings, or to persistent anthropogenic changes in the composition of the atmosphere or
in land use.“ (Field, 2012, p. 556; IPCC, 2014, p. 120)
The greenhouse effect, global warming and sea level rise are common keywords in every discussion
on climate change. As already mentioned in chapter one, climate change is described as one of the
“perhaps [...] greatest environmental challenges we face today” (Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development, 2009, p. 3). But how is climate change connected to sea level rise and
flooding? The reason for climate change is global warming resulting from the rise of the average
temperature on earth. This is, according to most climate academics, a result of the greenhouse effect
caused by the increasing emissions of anthropogenic influences in the past years (cf. NASA, 2017).
“[C]arbon dioxide (CO₂) and other air pollutants and greenhouse gases collect in the atmosphere and
absorb sunlight and solar radiation” (cf. MacMillan, 2016) that normally reflect off the earth’s surface
back into space. The pollution makes it impossible for the heat to escape the earth's atmosphere.
Among other greenhouse gases, CO₂ is the best known and has the highest share with 65% of the
total of all greenhouse gas emissions worldwide (cf. US EPA, 2014; table 2).
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Global Greenhouse Gas Emissions by Economic Sector
10%
25%

Electricity and heat production
25%
Agriculture, Forestry and other
Land Uses 24%

21%

Buildings 6%
Transportation 14%
Industry 21%
24%

14%

Other Energy 10%

6%

Table 2: own llustration based on: (cf. Romm 2016)

According to the United States Environmental Protection Agency, the largest source for CO₂ is fossil
fuel use and industrial processes (cf. US EPA, 2014). By economic sectors, electricity and heat
production (25%), agriculture, forestry and other land use (24%) and industry (21%) have the biggest
impact on global greenhouse gas emissions (cf. ibid.). The influence which global warming has on
climate, ecosystems, flora and fauna and human lives continues to rise and even increase in the decades
to come (cf. NASA, 2017). Global warming manifests itself among other factors in thermal expansion,
changes in groundwater storage, glacier ice loss, Greenland ice loss and Antarctic ice loss (cf. US
Global Change Research Programm, n.d.; Romm, 2016, p. 4). This means that the sea level rises and
the “ocean's surface temperature increase[s]” (Romm, 2016, p. 3) as a result the water mass is
expanding. From the ground water storage, more water is pumped out than can sink back to the
storages deep in the ground, the water instead gathers in the world's oceans (cf. ibid., p. 4). Water
that was kept in glaciers melts and flows down into the sea (cf. ibid., p. 4). The combination of higher
temperatures and warmer oceans leads to a higher evaporation and a higher level of humidity. The
results are extreme weather events such as heavy rainfall and flooding which will be described in the
next chapter (cf. ibid., p. 3).
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5.2 Flooding
As pointed out in the last chapter, flooding is a challenge that occurs due to climate change. In the
following the emergence of flooding, the definition of flood, the effects of flooding on urban systems
and flooding in the context with resilience is explained in further detail.
5.2.1 Emergence of Flooding
Sea level rise can be described as one of the most visible and critical impacts of global warming, as the
sea level raised on average several centimeters by human-caused warming since 1900 (cf. Organisation
for Economic Co-operation and Development, 2009, p. 3). As already explained (cf. chapter 5.1), the
five main contributors to a warming-driven sea level rise are thermal expansion, changes in
groundwater storage, glacier ice loss, greenland ice loss and antarctic ice loss. These five phenomena
are tied to manmade global warming and are crucial for extreme weather incidents and flooding events
(cf. chapter 5.1).
5.2.2 Defining Flood
The phenomenon of flooding is defined as
“[a] general and temporary condition of partial or complete [flooding] of normally dry
land areas from overflow of inland or tidal waters from the unusual and rapid
accumulation or runoff of surface waters from any source.” (Commonwealth of Australia
(Geoscience Australia), 2017)
Due to the broad geographical dispersion of low-lying coastal areas and river floodplains, floods are
one of the most abundant and most disruptive natural hazards on earth. (cf. National Geographic, n.d.)
Flooding of land which is usually dry includes the notion that flooding involves an overflow of water in
comparison to average water levels. The most frequent reason for flooding is heavy rainfall (cf.
Commonwealth of Australia (Geoscience Australia), 2017). In case of an occurring flood event,
watercourses often do not have the capacity to divert the water anymore and it therefore exceeds
their banks. Nonetheless, there are various reasons for flooding adding to heavy rainfall which are
presented in the following. Especially in coastal regions flooding occurs due to different phenomena
such as storm surges in association with a tropical cyclone, a tsunami or a high tide causing higher
water levels than the average (cf. ibid.). Consequently, there is a categorization into four different
types of floods:
5.2.2.1 Coastal Flooding
The reasons for coastal flooding are intense conditions such as high tides, storm surges and tsunamis
(cf. Hubbard, 2012), but also common wave actions (cf. Department of Homeland Security, n.d.). The
increase of the water surface level above the usual tide level is called storm surge. It is caused by low
barometric pressure and the accumulation of water in coastal areas as a result of wind action over the
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open water (cf. ibid.). Breaking waves at the shore cause damages to natural and manmade structures.
Due to hydrodynamic compression and grating sand from around foundations, they become very
destructive (cf. ibid.).
5.2.2.2. River Flooding
The activities of riverine flooding are determined by the area. If the terrain is shallow compared to its
surroundings, the ground stays covered with even, slow-moving floodwater for several days or weeks.
If the terrain is more elevated compared to its surroundings, floods can occur within minutes after a
heavy rainfall. Among the common types of flooding there are riverine flooding are overbank flooding,
flash floods and dam or dike failure. Overbank flooding is the increasing volume within a river channel
and as a result the water spills over onto the adjoining area. Flash floods occur extremely quick,
merged with large depths and high velocities what makes them particularly precarious. Dam or dike
overtopping or failure is a typical result from floods because they do not have the capacity to manage
the water which results from flooding anymore. (cf. ibid.) Riverine flooding is commonly caused by
snowmelt runoff. Precipitation that is stored in the ground in form of snow or ice liquefies during the
snowmelt and releases enormous quantities of water. This phenomenon occurs mainly in the spring,
but also during winter thaws and is called freshet (cf. Government of Canada, 2013b).
5.2.2.3 Heavy Rainfall
Heavy rainfall events are saturating drainage systems without excess water being absorbed (cf.
Hubbard, 2012). They occasionally evoke high peak flows in the summer period from June through
September (cf. Government of Canada (GoC), n.d.-b). Rainfall does not directly have an influence on
surge magnitude, but its impacts on the river and its concourse with the surge of the sea can cause
critical conditions (cf. World Meteorological Organization, n.d., p. 9).
5.2.2.4 Groundwater Flooding
Groundwater flooding or ground failure appears in different forms explained in the following.
Subsidence and liquefaction of soil cause flooding in areas within the straight proximity of the ground
failure. Subsidence is the reason for a lower ground surface and is the cause for increasing flood harms
in high groundwater terrain, tides, storm surges or over bank stream flow. Liquefaction entails flooding
of building stock constructed on fill or saturated soil. Mudflows and mud-floods are responsible for
the harms downriver of the location of the primary ground failure. They are the outcome of an area
which is exposed by forest fires and subsequently is exposed to heavy rainfalls and thus cannot retain
water. Small rain events can cause for mudflows and mud-floods in a terrain where vegetation and
ground cover was removed (cf. Department of Homeland Security, n.d.).
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5.2.3. Effects of Flooding on Urban Systems
Urban growth is a main contributor for an increasing flood risk. Urban development and the sealing
of soils implicate the loss of natural areas and have a severe impact on the ecosystem, e. g. agricultural
land is covered by residential areas and transport infrastructure (cf. Müller, 2012, p. 20). Those land
use changes which are not uncommonly contingent on significant soil damages often lead to
increased risks during hazardous events, such as floods (cf. ibid.). “[L]arge urban agglomerations face
higher risks to experience damage from hazardous events as they are constructed in a complex and
dense way” (ibid., p. 20). The changes in land use and land cover entail a reduction of interception and
infiltration capacities and a higher amount of surface runoff. The probability of a flooding event is
increasing in those watersheds that are subject to anthropogenic disturbance. Within urbanization, the
setup of flood risk management and the establishment of flood protection measures provide the notion
of security which, along with the lack of alternatives or the pure lack of knowledge are reasons for
people to settle in flood-prone areas along river beds and floodplains. In combination with the
increasing flood hazard, this leads to a higher exposure of people and valuables and to an increase of
risk. (cf. ibid., p. 20)
Official disaster statistics show a volatile but growing amount of reported flooding events and a
growing number of people being affected. The largest share with regards to the total number of
disasters and affected people are hydro-meteorological disasters (cf. Government of Canada (GoC),
2017). Severe flooding events in Canada that occurred in recent history are the floods in Alberta which
occured in June 2013 as well as the flood in Manitoba in May 1997 where 25.000 people were
evacuated from affected communities (Government of Canada (GoC), n.d.-c). One of the significant
Fraser River floods appeared in 1972 due to high temperatures in May, causing an intense snowmelt.
150 homes and 52 mobile homes were flooded due to a dike failure in the area (cf. Government of
Canada (GoC), n.d.-b). Besides impacts on human health and lives, there are also huge economic
impacts. The flood of the Fraser River in 1972 caused costs in the amount of ten million CAD and 36
million CAD in 1998 (cf. ibid.). Since 1970 the federal payments under Disaster Financial Assistance
Arrangements for floods in British Columbia accounted a total of 46,593,721 CAD including
16,533,636 CAD due to a flooding event in 1997 (cf. Government of Canada (GoC), n.d.-a).
5.2.4. Flooding in the Context of Resilience
Regarding these statistics on human and economic damages, the term resilience needs to be taken
into consideration to debate the effects of flooding in urban regions. Resilience in the context of
flooding contributes to the topic of urban resilience besides e.g. topics of economic and social
resilience, whereby these issues are connected and entangled with each other. The resilience of an
urban system is determined by the “ability [...] to maintain or rapidly return to desired functions in the
face of a disturbance, to adapt to change, and to quickly transform [...]” (Meerow et al., 2016, p. 39).
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This capability of an urban system depends on the deployment of risk management and flood
protection measures which express the three resilience concepts by maintaining the functions of the
system, adapting to changes or to quickly transform the system into a new stable state. This depends
on how the constituents and sub-elements of a city accept changes, including for example various
stakeholders, residents, land use, environment and the industry. The notion of resilience is a response
to future uncertainties which also includes long-term responses applying to the systems constant
transformability (cf. Donghyun & Up, 2016). According to director of Ebbwater Consulting, Tamsin
Lyle, achieving resilience is possible due to “rethinking the planning in our cities and developing cities
that can manage in an occasion of a flooding event” (cf. appendix, 1.2.3 Interview Tamsin Lyle). In
addition to that resilience can be seen as the protection against degradation of the state of the system,
e. g. due to “allowing water to come in but to get out quickly without damaging things, not storing
things [like electrical infrastructure] on the first floor but above sea level” (ibid.). Therefore, an instant
protection can be seen as the rate of recovery or the quantity of damage that occurs (cf. ibid).
All in all, it can be said that man-made global warming in conjunction with urban growth and the sealing
of soils increase the risk of flooding events particularly in urban regions (cf. chapter. 5.1; Müller, 2012,
p. 20). To counteract these developments and respond to future uncertainties, cities can use resilience
concepts (cf. Donghyun & Up, 2016).
5.3 Metro Vancouver and its Current Challenges
As the research project knows about the high influence of flooding on urban systems, it is now to be
analyzed how the region of Metro Vancouver is affected and deals with this problem. The aim is to
give an overview of the geographical and economic conditions in Metro Vancouver in connection with
current challenges in terms of flooding in the region. Therefore, Metro Vancouver and the cities of
Vancouver, Richmond and Surrey in detail are characterized. Furthermore, current challenges in terms
of flooding in Metro Vancouver as well as significant flooding events in the region are described.
5.3.1 Case Studies in Metro Vancouver
The different phenomena of flooding need to be investigated via case studies to examine the various
possible responses to flooding events. Therefore, a chosen case study area is needed where the
different types of flooding, various kinds of flood responses and flood management are applied. Based
on these requirements, the Metropolitan area of Vancouver, in British Columbia (B.C.), Canada is
chosen as the case study area (cf. illustration: 5). Within the area the cities of Vancouver, Richmond
and Surrey are selected as the three case study cities.
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Overview of North America

Illustration 5: Location of Metro Vancouver (own illustration based on map.project-osrm.org ,Cf. 5.3.7)

The Metropolitan area of Vancouver is located on the Canadian west coast close to the border of the
United States of America (U.S.) (cf. illustration: 5, 6). There are several rivers flowing through the area
of the three municipalities, mainly the Fraser River. The elevation of the area in coastal regions is just
at sea level (cf. City of Richmond, 2017a), whereas most parts of Vancouver and the northern parts
of Surrey are approximately 100 meter above sea level (cf. “Topographic Map,” n.d.). The north-east
of the City of Vancouver is flanked by mountains, e. g. Mount Seymour with an elevation of 1220 m
(cf. National Research Council Canada, 1975). Vancouver is bound by the English Bay in the north,
moreover Vancouver Island shields the City of Vancouver from the Pacific Ocean (cf. City of
Vancouver, 2017c). The climate in Metro Vancouver is moderate and oceanic, due to the protection
by mountains and the heating of the Pacific Ocean (cf. City of Vancouver, 2017h). It is featured through
enormous contrasts, due to the Canadian Rocky Mountains which are located at the boundary
between B.C. and Alberta, causing differences in precipitation and temperature. Clouds from the
direction of the Pacific Ocean stop at the level of the Rocky Mountains, causing heavy rainfall in that
region (cf. Wagner, 2014, p. 129). Vancouver ranks as the ninth rainiest city in Canada, with an average
precipitation of 182 mm in November and December and 41mm of precipitation in July and August
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(cf. City of Vancouver, 2017h). Due to their geographical proximity to the City of Vancouver, the
municipalities of Richmond and Surrey are affected similarly.
Overview of the municipalities Vancouver, Richmond and Surrey

Illustration 6: Overview of the municipalities Vancouver, Richmond and Surrey, (original figure, based on map.projectosrm.org , cf. 5.3.8)

The case study cities Vancouver, Richmond and Surrey show a variety of how the municipalities are
affected by flooding and how they cope with it by applying flood protection measures. Even though
the cities are located in the same geographical area, they have to face different types of flooding to a
different extent.
The City of Vancouver was selected to join the 100 RC global network (cf. City of Vancouver, 2016b).
The official strategies of the City of Vancouver dealing with the term resilience received an
acknowledgement and thus the city joined the global discussion on resilient city planning. Those
strategies deal with topics such as the adaptation of climate change (cf. City of Vancouver, 2017a),
responsibly handling the nature within the city (cf. City of Vancouver, 2017d) or affordable housing
and homelessness (cf. City of Vancouver, 2017e). Nearby municipalities within B.C. also started
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thinking about the term resilience. The City of Surrey and the City of Richmond set up various
strategies such as a Climate Adaptation Strategy (cf. City of Surrey, 2013) in the City of Surrey and
the Resilient Economy Strategy (cf. Coriolis Consulting Corp., 2013) in the City of Richmond.
However, the City of Richmond uses the term resilience only in connection with economic topics, but
apart from that only uses the term sustainability. Certainly they use it in a similar context as the other
municipalities (cf. City of Surrey & Investment & Intergovernmental Relations Department, 2016).
5.3.2 The Case Study Cities
In the following paragraph the basic information concerning geography and economy in the case study
cities, namely Vancouver, Richmond and Surrey are described.
Name of municipality
City area (km²)
Population (in 2011)
Population density (people/m²)

City of Vancouver

City of Richmond

City of Surrey

114

130

317

603,502

190,473

516,000

5,294

1,474

1,629

Table 3: Facts on municipalities (Source: original figure adapted from Baron, n.d.a; City of Vancouver, n.d.b; City of Surrey,
2013) cf. 5.3.17, cf. 5.3.18, cf. 5.3.5

5.3.2.1. City of Vancouver
The City of Vancouver is located in the north-western part of the metropolitan region, bounded by
the Pacific Ocean in the north and west, the Fraser River in the south and the municipality of Burnaby
in the east at an elevation of 10 m above sea level (cf. figure 3; City of Vancouver, 2017c). With a total
size of 114 km² and a population of 603,502 inhabitants, Vancouver is the largest city in British
Columbia and the eighth largest municipality in Canada (cf. ibid.). The economy in Vancouver is based
on various sectors. The city itself states that their focus is technology, digital entertainment, green
economy and natural resources and finance (cf. Vancouver Economic Comission, 2017). The most
important infrastructural gateway of the economy in Vancouver is the port which is generating the
main share of the economy. It is the biggest port in Canada and the one with the highest amount of
exports on the continent, dealing goods worth 200 billion CAD every year with 170 different trading
economies. It creates about 70,000 jobs and generates four billion CAD of the gross domestic product
(cf. Vancouver Fraser Port Authority, 2017).
5.3.2.2 City of Richmond
The City of Richmond is located in the south-western part of the metropolitan region, bounded by
the Fraser River in the north, east and south and by the Pacific Ocean in the west. Many areas are
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situated at an elevation which is just at sea level, the average at one meter above sea level (cf. figure
2; City of Richmond, 2017a). Richmond encompasses a series of islands which are nested in the outlet
of the Fraser River (cf. City of Richmond, 2017a). With a total size of 129,666 km² and a population
of 190,473 inhabitants in 2011, Richmond is more settled than the City of Vancouver (cf. ibid.). The
City of Richmond denotes various economic divisions as their key aspects, which are especially
‘agrifoods’, aviation, filming, logistics, manufacturing and technology (cf. City of Richmond, n.d.-c). The
most important infrastructural gateway of the city of Richmond is the Vancouver International Airport,
the second busiest airport in Canada, with over 20 million passengers and over 271,000 tonnes of
cargo every year (cf. City of Richmond, n.d.-b).
5.3.2.3 City of Surrey
The City of Surrey is located in the south-eastern part of the metropolitan region, bounded by the
Pacific Ocean in the west, the Fraser River in the north, the municipality of Langley in the east and the
U.S. border in the south at an elevation of around 100 m above sea level. It is traversed by the
Serpentine River and the Nicomekl River (cf. illustration: 6). With a total size of 317 km² Surrey has a
population of 468,000 inhabitants and welcomes approximately 1,000 new residents each month which
makes it the fastest growing city in Metro Vancouver (cf. City of Surrey, 2017c). The City of Surrey
states five priority sectors to create “a strong and resilient economy” (cf. City of Surrey & Investment
& Intergovernmental Relations Department, 2016) which are outlined in their Sustainability Charter:
health tech, clean tech, advanced manufacturing, agricultural innovation and the creative economy (cf.
City of Surrey, n.d-e). Moreover, the important sectors in the city are the traditional sectors
agriculture and farming, filming, the industrial and mixed employment lands, labour force and education
(cf. ibid.). The most important sector of Surrey’s economy is the real estate market which is ranked
the best in B.C. and the fourth best in Canada. This is due to the fact that Surrey attracts over 1,000
new residents each month and is currently the second largest city behind Vancouver in the whole
province (cf. ibid.).
5.3.3 Flooding in Metro Vancouver
The described geographical and climatic circumstances in Metro Vancouver cause a sensitivity for
flooding events. The comparatively high precipitation, especially in the months between October and
March causes a lot of snowfall in altitude regions and heavy rainfall in lower areas of the metropolitan
region (cf. Wagner, 2014, p. 129). One of the most common reasons for flooding events in the region
is the accumulation of winter precipitation. Snow and hail freeze up and remain unchanged for multiple
months. Then the ice runs off during the few weeks of spring thaw (cf. Government of Canada, 2015).
During this time of the year, heavy rainfall, ice jams, snow cover and its rapid melt can cause heavy
flooding events in the metropolitan region (cf. ibid.). Most flooding events emerge due to the increasing
water level of a river which is followed by an exceeding capacity of the river bed (cf. Government of
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Canada, 2013b). Another cause are higher coastal shorelines in comparison to normal water levels
which flood the low-lying areas of the region (cf. ibid.). This phenomenon leads back to sea level rise,
that also adds up to other coastal flood hazards, e. g. higher rates of salt water which infiltrate the
ground and flow behind coastal dikes, which can impact soil health and infrastructure in the ground
(cf. City of Surrey, n.d.-a).
The climate in the region of Metro Vancouver also plays a crucial role in the context of flooding,
because of its big influence on the relation between precipitation and runoff, which is determined by
the consistence of the soil. These are made impenetrable through frost, if it contains moisture (cf.
Government of Canada, 2013b). During the winter months a large amount of the precipitation is
stored in the form of snow, commonly followed by sudden melting. When this happens, the runoff
flows quickly over frozen land to reach streams and rivers which is an intensifying factor for flooding
events (cf. ibid.). These occurring floods during the snowmelt runoff are, locally seen, the most
common type of flooding in Canada and are called freshet (cf. ibid.). Sunlight, wind and warmer
temperatures in spring cause heavy runoff. An above-average snow depth or a sudden thaw can extend
the rivers over their beds which normally have the capacity to carry the melting snow and the surface
runoff. Snowmelt in addition to heavy rainfall can intensify the situation, causing unanticipated flash
floods, especially with smaller streams overtopping their banks in a limited area (cf. ibid.). Another
major cause of flooding in Canada are ice jams as already mentioned above which result from the
accumulation of ice fragments, built up to limit the flow of water. They are formed during the freezeup and breakup periods, whereas the breakup ice jams are the ones with the greater potential for
flooding (cf. ibid.).
5.3.4 Significant Flooding Events in Metro Vancouver
The high potential for flooding in the area of Metro Vancouver can be illustrated with several examples
of extreme flooding events from the past.
On May 31 in 1948 a heavy flooding event took place in the Fraser River region in B.C. dikes were
ripped apart and almost 10% of the area of the Fraser Valley, approximately 22 ha, were flooded. The
flood killed ten people, left 9,000 homeless, destroyed 3,000 buildings and washed out 82 bridges. The
flood damage spread 200 km in area, where altogether 16,000 people needed to be evacuated. (cf.
Government of Canada, 2013a)
From November eighth to 13th in 1990 another severe flooding event took place in southwestern
British Columbia and Vancouver Island. Heavy rainfall caused widespread flooding over a broad area.
The British Columbian interior was cut off from the coast for many days, because landslides and road
washouts shut down highways. 309 people got evacuated, while 412,941 people were affected overall
and the total costs amounted 29,426,861 CAD. (cf. Government of Canada, 2013a)
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In the time from the 29th of August to the first of September in 1991 heavy rainfall caused an extensive
damage in the southwestern area of B.C., especially in the surrounding of Vancouver and Chilliwack.
The estimated total costs amounted 17,300,120 CAD. (cf. Government of Canada, 2013a)
On June eighth in 1999, a flooding event happened in White Rock, B.C. which is a suburb of the
municipality of Surrey. A sudden intense storm delivered 200 mm of pea-sized hail, combined with
70mm of rain in less than four hours. Mudslides emerged together with flash floods and water heights
of over 1.5 m. 30 people needed to be evacuated since streets and basements were flooded and sewer
and water mains spilled over, also causing a health hazard. (cf. Government of Canada, 2013a)
In May 2002 high snowpack levels, rapid melting and heavy rainfall caused severe runoff and flooding
in wide areas of B.C., except Vancouver Island and the Central Coast. Private properties, public
transportation corridors and recreation facilities were damaged by spring freshet. (cf. Government of
Canada, 2013a)
Looking at these disaster statistics it can be summarized that flooding events occur more frequently
than before and in wider parts of B.C. Metro Vancouver itself tends to have the same development.
However, the amount of the fatalities decreased significantly in the last years, as no one died during a
flood event in Metro Vancouver since the Fraser River flood in 1948. (cf. Government of Canada,
2013a)
5.3.5 Flooding in the Case Study Cities
The City of Vancouver is in danger of a variety of floods and suffers especially from sea level rise, since
the sea levels are expected to rise 1 meter within the next 100 years and parts of Vancouver´s coastal
area are directly at sea level (cf. City of Vancouver, 2017g). This is why coastal flooding and the effect
of coastal erosion play an important role for the municipality. Vancouver is subject to sea level rise
for the next decades and centuries, including intense and frequent storms. This has significant impacts
on the city, since one meter of sea level rise implies that almost 13 km² of the city are in the floodplain
(cf. Lyle, 2015). The city also emphasizes that they “expect an increased frequency and intensity of
extreme rain events” (City of Vancouver, 2017f) due to the warming climate. This means the city could
experience an increase of 5% in the volume of winter rain and even larger growth in spring and fall
rain events, on the contrary a 19% decrease in summer rain might be seen (cf. ibid.). Due to an
intensification in heavy rainfall of 63% more rain, Vancouver will experience an increase in surface
water flooding and combined sewer overflows in the 2050s (cf. ibid.). According to the principal of
Ebbwater Consulting dealing with flood management, Tamsin Lyle, the flooded areas today that can
be seen on the stormwater map, e. g. the Olympic Village, will be generally flooded in 2100 (cf.
appendix, 1.2 Transcripts). However, since 30% of Vancouver is located in a floodplain today, these
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30% will be flooded in 2100 which is not as severe compared to the cities of Richmond and Surrey
due to the fact that Vancouver is very hilly (cf. appendix, 1.2 Transcripts).

Illustration 7: Current Sea Level in the City of Vancouver
in 2016 (Cf. 5.3.22)

Illustration 8: Sea Level in 2100 in the City of Vancouver (if
no adaptation measures are implemented) (cf. 5.3.22.)

The maps in illustration 7 and 8 compare the sea levels in the City of Vancouver between the current
one in 2016 and the estimated one for 2100 during an extreme weather event, if no adaptation
measures are implemented. The comparison shows that there are areas which are explicitly sensitive
for flooding during an extreme weather event. These are particularly wide areas of downtown
Vancouver, for instance Granville Island, the Olympic Village and large areas of Gastown, but also
south west of the City of Vancouver in proximity to the Fraser River. Due to the deluge of the port
one important sector of the city’s economy would be affected, also impacting its economic trade and
up to 70.000 jobs. (cf. figure 5; Vancouver Fraser Port Authority, 2017)
Although this does not include the whole municipality, the City of Richmond is mostly established on
a floodplain area which is “land adjacent to a watercourse that is susceptible to flooding” (City of
Richmond, 2017) and in high tide periods
(cf. ibid.). The municipality states two
types of natural events as the main risk
factors: river water level events and
weather events. During the spring freshet,
river water levels are prone to burst their
banks

due

to

higher

than

normal

snowpacks within the Fraser River Basin in
combination with consequently warmer
than normal temperatures in spring.
Weather events, particularly sudden and
heavy rainfall events, are likely to exceed Illustration 9: City of Richmond and Parts of Vancouver and Surrey
with +1m of sea level (anticipated in 2100) (cf. Google, n.d.)
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the capacities of drainage and sewer systems (cf. City of Richmond, 2017b). The situation becomes
most critical when a weather or river event occurs during a high tide. Segments of dikes might breach
at high tide, causing water inflow into lower areas. This phenomenon could cause localized, temporary
flooding (cf. ibid.). Due to the facts that Richmond is surrounded by the Fraser River in the north, east
and south and by the Pacific Ocean in the west and wide parts of the city are just at sea level, the
municipality is vulnerable to the events of flooding.
The enormous vulnerability of the City of Richmond arises from the vast proximity to the actual sea
level. As the floodplain map shows, only one meter additional sea level would flood approximately half
of the municipality, especially the airport and the area in proximity to the Fraser River branches.
Especially the airport, situated on the Sea Island in the north-west of the city, as the most important
infrastructural gateway in Richmond is heavily impacted with effects on economy and the employment
structure. (cf. illustration: 9)
The City of Surrey denotes coastal flooding, heavy rainfall, snowmelt, high tides and a combination of
those to be the main risks and reasons as flooding events within the municipality (cf. City of Surrey,
n.d.-f). Sea level rise and increased rainfall are labelled as the principal causes for coastal flooding events
(cf. Government of Canada, 2013b). In the
Boundary Bay and Mud Bay floodplains, the
rise in sea level is already applying pressure
on the already installed protection systems.
The dike system limit in Surrey is already
pushed due to overtopping during high tides
and storm surges together with wind
pushing ocean water higher (cf. ibid.). In
2100, the dikes are expected to be below
the anticipated sea level. On the other hand,
the water levels in rivers, ditches and
bordering areas in low-lying areas will flood
more often and fiercely (cf. ibid.).
As the floodplain map (cf. illustration: 10) Illustration 10: City of Surrey and parts of Richmond and
shows, approximately one third of Surrey

Vancouver with +1m of sea level (anticipated in 2100) (cf. Google,
n.d.)

will be flooded due to the rise of sea level. This would entail the flooding of wide parts of the central
area of the municipality around Mud Bay, Crescent Beach and the area around the river course of the
Serpentine River.
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5.4 Public Flood Protection Measures
As Metro Vancouver is affected by flooding, the municipalities implement various flood protection
measures to protect their cities. But there is the need to clarify the key word ‘public flood protection
measures’, as the use of this phrase in the project work underlies certain rules to only analyze the
necessary flood protection measures in order to be able to answer the research question. The general
definition of a flood protection measure is that it is an object or an action that can protect a certain
area from flooding (cf. Zevenbergen, 2010, p. 314). With this definition in mind a wide range of
measures needs to be analyzed. Not only measures that directly protect against a flood, but also
measures that indirectly prepare for flood protection are taken into consideration. But for answering
the research question, only a small amount of this wide range is necessary. This small amount is defined
through the following selection rules illustrated in illustration 11. With these selection rules applied,
the literature research (cf. chapter 3.1) was necessary to compile a catalogue of flood protection
measures for this research. All of the listed selection rules have to apply to a measure in order to be
included in the final catalogue of flood protection measures.

planned or
existing

related to
public space
no measures
regarding
construction of
building

out of the
municipalities'
responsibility

literature
source:
municipal
documents

Public Flood
Protection
Measures

no collections
of measures

Illustration 11: Selection rules for public flood protection measures (own illustration)

While researching measures for the catalogue of flood protection measures, the sources used are
official documents of the municipalities Vancouver, Surrey and Richmond. The official documents can
either be brochures, websites, strategies, laws of all types or meeting minutes, e. g. of the community
council. This approach excludes some flood protection measures as they might not be part of the
official documents available today, but the comparability of the remaining measures is strengthened
due to the availability of data. Limiting the sources this way is necessary, because the research group
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can find the measures that are out of the municipalities responsibility, meaning only measures that the
municipality planned on its own or that was planned in order of the municipality, which leads to the
next selection rule.
The focus on measures that are in the municipalities’ responsibility is necessary to show a catalogue
of measures that serve the flood protection of the municipalities in the case study area. Furthermore,
the research only focuses on the measures that planners directly implement, not on measures
implemented by regional or national authorities or by the citizens. For this reason the research
question aims to find out about the planners’ range of measures with which they can ensure the flood
protection of their cities.
The measures taken into consideration for the catalogue need to be either already existing today or
planned in a way that the municipality has concrete sites and processes on paper for those measures.
Only in those two cases the research group can find data to analyze the flood protection measures. It
is necessary to not only look at today’s existing measures, because the aims to look at the portfolio
of measures that is in the planners’ thoughts of today. The topic of resilience is a current topic (cf.
chapter 4) that makes it necessary to see how the planners want to shape the near future as well as
how flood protection is facilitated today.
The relation of the measures to public space is one more selection rule to ensure that the planners’
pool of thoughts and possibilities is shown. In most cases the public space is directly built and influenced
by the municipalities, but for the research group most importantly the public space is “an area or place
that is open and accessible to all people” (United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural
Organization, n.d.). This also includes the possibilities that measures are built on private ground, but
still open for the public, e.g. dikes that are open for everyone as walking trails. The assumption is that
measures in relation to public space covers greater number of measures than measures that are
implemented on private property. Finally in the event of a flooding there will be no distinction between
different owners because all areas will get flooded, thus taking into consideration the publicly accessible
areas covers a big part of the cities.
The same arguments show the decision process for the next selection rule. The research group only
considers measures in the catalogue that do not regard the construction of a building or measures on
the building itself, because those usually only protect the people that live or work in these specific
buildings. In contrast, the research group gives an overview of measures that protect larger areas or
a larger number of people.
Strategies, such as the “Surrey Coastal Flood Adaptation Strategy” (City of Surrey, n.d.-c) do not
belong to the catalogue as a measure itself, because they represent a collection of measures. For
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example Surreys “Coastal Flood Adaptation Strategy” (ibid.) describe the measures dikes, sea dams,
ditches, flood boxes and pump stations (cf. ibid., p. 4).
After applying the mentioned selection rules, flood protection measures that fulfill all aspects comprise
the flood protection measures catalogue for the research work.
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After applying the selection rules presented in chapter 5.4 the research group defined a catalogue of
measures including the following:
1.

Dike

2.

Dike Seismic Study

3.

Dike with Flood Boxes

4.

Dike with Spillway and Holding Cell

5.

Ditches

6.

Dredging

7.

Emergency Notification System

8.

Emergency Number to Report a Flood Problem

9.

Emergency Program Amateur Radio

10. Groins
11. Informing the Public through Brochures
12. Informing the Public through Maps
13. Informing the Public through Meetings
14. Informing the Public through Websites
15. Irrigation Structures for Farmers
16. Lowlands Dyking Stakeholder Committee
17. Manage Patient Inflows during Flood Event
18. Policy of Designated Flood Plains
19. Policy of Flood Construction Levels
20. Policy of Horizontal Setbacks
21. Pump Stations and Flood Boxes
22. Raising Land Levels / Land Fill
23. Rip-Raps
24. Sea Dam with Tide Floodgate
25. Seawall
26. Sewer System with Storm Drains
27. System of Disaster Response Routes
28. System of Evacuation Routes
29. System of Gymnasiums in Community Centers as Emergency Shelters
30. Vegetation Control Program
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In the following text, each measure is explained in regards to its functionality, the flood protection
goals and the type of flooding the measure addresses. Examples from the case study cities of Metro
Vancouver are used to illustrate the functionality of the flood protection measures and serve as
examples that are further analyzed during this research process. A distilled version of the information
can be found in appendix 7.2 Profiles.
But before explaining each measure individually, it is necessary to mention how certain measures came
to their designation. Measures number 11 to 14 are about informing the public through different media.
The individual measures summarize several measures that might be different in what they inform about
(e.g. informing the public through brochures describes all kinds of brochures like emergency
management brochures or brochures on certain climate adaptation strategies). Although one of the
selection rules in chapter 5.4 mentions that no collections of measures will be analyzed, in the case of
measures 11 to 14 an exception is made because these measures all have the same intention,
independent from their content.
Measures 18 and 20 describe the functionality and content of policies. It is important to say that further
analysis will only focus on the implementation of the policy and does not depend on its realization.
Measures 27 to 29 have in common that they are looking at systems. This was necessary because their
assessment for further analysis depends on the way these systems are set up. In this case being a
system means that once one part of the system is inoperative, another part of the system can take
over part of the missing functionality and thus maintain the functionality on the whole system.
6.1 Dike
“A dike is an embankment constructed on dry ground along a riverbank or shoreline to prevent
overflow of water into the lowlands behind. Dikes have a long history of use within Richmond and are
the most common form of structural flood protection” (City of Richmond, 2013b). With this
definition, e. g. the City of Richmond points out the priority of dikes for Richmond’s flood protection.
Dikes prevent overflow of water into the lowlands behind and therefore address coastal flooding (cf.
ibid.). They also address river flooding and heavy rainfall because they “maintain flood waters within
the channel to keep them out of communities” (appendix 1.2.1 Interview Christian Beaudrie). Dikes
can be classified as “conventional flood defences” (cf. Zevenbergen, 2010, p. 219).
6.2 Dike Seismic Study
The City of Richmond implements this measure to “determine the potential impacts of an earthquake
on key areas of Richmond’s dike network.” (City of Richmond, 2017). The outcomes of the study
show where maintenance and strengthening of the dikes is required (cf. ibid.). Although this measure
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does not directly address any specific kind of flood, this type of risk assessment is still highly important
to guarantee the strength and stability of the dikes. Earthquakes are occur regularly the Metro
Vancouver area and can also result in flooding (cf. Ministry of Forests, Lands and Natural Resource
Operations. Flood Safety Section, 2014, p. 1).
6.3 Dike with Flood Boxes
In this case two measures are considered a system because a flood box is an additional feature to a
dike and together they can be analyzed with regards to their possibility
to facilitate resilience. When dikes (cf. chapter 6.1) hold back water from
rivers or the shoreline it is still possible that rainfall, floodwater or
groundwater gets trapped behind the barrier. For this reason, it is
necessary to include drainage systems, such as flood boxes, inside the
dikes (cf. Zevenbergen, 2010, p. 219). “A gate is installed at the outlet
Illustration 12: Dike with flood
box (cf. appendix, 5 Site visits;
City of Surrey, n.d.-b)

end of the flood box to prevent back flow from the body of water to the
inside and to allow gravity flow from inside to the outside” (The Arlington
Group, 2010). In addition to the dike, this measure also regulates coastal,

river flooding and heavy rainfall, by regulating the drainage water and preventing the overflow of water
into the lowlands behind (cf. City of Richmond, 2013b; City of Surrey, n.d.-c).
6.4 Dike with Spillway and Holding Cell
Comparable to the measure explained before, this measure is also
considered as a system of a dike with a spillway and a holding cell as
additional features. In areas of agricultural use, holding cells are used
to store excess water and are therefore purposely flooded in the case
of extreme events. A spillway is a low section of a river dike, where
the water can spill over into the holding cell. The goal of this measure
Illustration 13: Dike with Spillway
and Holding Cell (City of Surrey,
n.d-c)

is to control the river water level by equitably distributing floodwater
(cf. City of Surrey, n.d.-c).
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6.5 Ditches
Ditches are installed to drain the water to the sea or
a river and to facilitate stormwater infiltration. They
address floods such as coastal flooding, river flooding
and heavy rainfall. In the case of a rain event the
water flows through the ditches and is eventually
directed through flood boxes to enter the sea or
river. (cf. “Dredging,” n.d.)
Illustration 14: Ditch (cf. own illustration)

6.6 Dredging
The process of dredging describes the removal of sediment in rivers. Through this procedure, the
hydraulic capacity of the river is improved (cf. The Arlington Group, 2010, p. 25). “Dredging tends to
be a temporary solution at best, as rivers with a high sediment or gravel load will continue to deposit
material on the bed and reverse the benefits (if any) of dredging” (ibid.). In the area of Metro Vancouver
the Port Authority is mainly responsible for the dredging (cf. City of Richmond, 2013b).
6.7 Emergency Notification System
Such systems as “Richmond BC Alert” (City of Richmond, 2017e) are used to inform the public about
any emergencies in the area. Everybody can sign up for this service for free and receive emergency
notifications via e-mail, phone, SMS and fax (cf. ibid.). This is not directly a measure that can prevent
an area from being flooded, but “if no system of flood warning is in operation, then there is a substantial
risk that building owners will not be able to determine the flood risk and to fit temporary defenses or
products in place.” (Zevenbergen, 2010, p. 172). This measure does not only focus on all types of
flooding, but is opened up to even more kinds of emergencies (cf. City of Richmond, 2011).
6.8 Emergency Number to Report a Flood Problem
This service provided by the City of Surrey gives every citizen the opportunity to let the municipality
know about flood problems, either on private sites or in public areas (cf. City of Surrey, 2017e). All
types of flooding can be addressed with this measure, which mainly facilitates the information flow
between the citizens and the municipality.
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6.9 Emergency Program Amateur Radio
This measure consists of a “volunteer group of screened, licensed and trained radio operators willing
to be deployed when needed” (City of Surrey, n.d.-h). By establishing and providing emergency
information the radio program gives information about any kind of flooding in the area of their
listeners. Important to say is that the success of a measure like this highly depends on how many
people know about it and actively participate by listening to the radio station (cf. Zevenbergen, 2010,
p. 234).
6.10 Groins
By being set up in certain distances perpendicular to the
shore the groins form compartments that limit the
transport of sand and thus reduce the destruction of
shores

(cf.

“Crescent

Beach

Urban

Resilience

Backgrounder,” 2017). Traditionally, these structures
were made of wood, but nowadays are nowadays
replaced with other materials such as composite-plastic
to ensure longer durability (cf. ibid.). Groins can limit the
Illustration 15: Groins at Crescent Beach, Surrey
(own illustration)

harm of coastal flooding through preventing the
destruction of shores and converting wave energy (cf. Paul
Knuth, 1981, p. 34).

6.11 Informing the Public through Brochures
Publishing brochures is an important step to raise the awareness for flood protection of the citizens.
The brochures should “allow the community to identify the problem and those who are expected to
respond” (Zevenbergen, 2010, p. 171) and give information such as the level of risk, mitigation
programs and tips for responding to floods and planning for an emergency (cf. City of Richmond, n.d.a, pp. 3-5). Addressed within the brochures can be all kinds of flooding, giving the readers new
information about their role in the process of flood protection.
6.12 Informing the Public through Maps
Providing maps, either online or offline, gives the stakeholders visual information about floodplains and
other areas at high risk of flooding. One purpose of this measure is to build capacity and increase the
flood-risk awareness among stakeholders (cf. Zevenbergen, 2010, p. 171). Maps can be included in
brochures, websites or meetings.
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6.13 Informing the Public through Meetings
The City of Surrey opens an interactive planning process to stakeholders and experts. Local residents
are also involved in this process, because they are the ones affected by the changing circumstances of
the coastlines (cf. Seiferling, Harford, Bulley, & Carlson, 2016b). The goal of these meetings is to
“explore options for adapting to climate change” (ibid.). Various types of flooding can be addressed
through these meetings.
6.14 Informing the Public through Websites
The three Metro Vancouver cities offer a wide variety of information on their websites, also regarding
flood protection. In their Emergency Management Plan the City of Richmond states that the “city
website […] provides detailed emergency preparedness information to conveniently help residents
and businesses prepare” (City of Richmond, 2017). The education of the public about flood hazards
focus on coastal flooding, river flooding and heavy rainfall (cf. City of Richmond, n.d-.a).
6.15 Irrigation Structures for Farmers
Irrigation Structures are used to control the river level by removing excess water. Local farmers have
the opportunity to use the excess water for local farming operations. The irrigation period usually
lasts from March to November each year and inflow into the irrigation system is possible in situations
of high tide (cf. City of Richmond, 2013a, pp. 4-7).
6.16 Lowlands Dyking Stakeholder Committee
As in general “much of the response requires effective cooperation and coordination between the
various agencies and the service or utility suppliers” (Zevenbergen, 2010, p. 180), the City of Surrey
introduced the measure of the Lowlands Dyking Stakeholder Committee (cf. City of Surrey, 2017a).
Its main purpose is to maintain communication between the landowners and the city by giving advice
to the city, promote awareness and establish maintenance priorities (cf. ibid.). Since dikes are the topic
of discussion in this committee, the outcomes address coastal flooding, river flooding and heavy rainfall
(cf. City of Surrey, n.d.-c). Other authorities, like the European Union point out the importance of
stakeholder collaboration by saying that “stakeholders are not to be involved in an ‘after the fact’
public review of completed plans but are meant to be a component of the entire planning process,
starting with the definition of goals, up to the formulation of plans and post project evaluation of
outcomes” (Zevenbergen, 2010, p. 202).
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6.17 Manage Patient Inflows during Flood Event
To mitigate the residual risk, it is necessary to implement measures, such as emergency response
procedures (cf. Zevenbergen, 2010, p. 181). One measure that belongs to this category is the
management of patient inflows during a flood event. With this the expectation of a higher amount of
patient inflow in the event of flooding can be addressed (cf. Northwest Hydraulic Consultants Ltd.,
2014, p. 76). Hospitals outside of the flood zones are expected to have a higher number of patients,
therefore a management strategy for the overflow is necessary (cf. ibid.). In the case of the City of
Vancouver, this measure addresses coastal flooding.
6.18 Policy of Designated Flood Plains
Designated flood plains are areas within the city that are subject to flood construction levels (FCLs)
(cf. chapter 6.19) and have the purpose to be flooded if needed (cf. City of Vancouver, 2015). The
main goal of this measure is to restrict development and raise awareness for the inhabitants about the
possibility of floods in those areas (cf. City of Vancouver, 2014, appendix B p. 1; appendix 1.2). “Finding
the space in urban areas to accommodate increased overland flows is one of the most important
responses” (Zevenbergen, 2010, p. 173), because in the past many of the human developments were
close to the shore and therefore led to harmful changes of the natural system causing e. g. erosion, a
lack of a natural supply of sand or the regular flooding of those developments located in natural flooding
areas (cf. Mangor, 2004, p. 2). The measure of designated flood plains addresses coastal and river
flooding (cf. City of Vancouver, 2014, appendix D, p. 2)
6.19 Policy of Flood Construction Level
“Flood Construction Levels are minimum heights for building construction to keep living spaces and
areas used for storage above potential flood levels” (City of Vancouver, 2017i, p. 4). The potential
flood levels determined through various forecasting scenarios or by different historical experiences
are set out in policies, e.g. in the Bylaw No. 11070 by the City of Vancouver (cf. Council of the City
of Vancouver, 2016). Flood Constructions Levels are put in place next to rivers or along the shoreline
and address coastal flooding and river flooding (cf. Northwest Hydraulic Consultants Ltd., 2014).
6.20 Policy of Horizontal Setbacks
Within horizontal setbacks, that can be described as set out distances from the river or shoreline in
which “construction or any anthropogenic development is not allowed” (Mangor, 2004). This
minimizes the effect of floods to buildings or residents and allows the river to flood areas in a
controlled way.
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6.21 Pump Stations and Flood Boxes
Pump stations are measures that can move water across
the dike when the flood boxes are closed. Without the
pumps flood protection cannot be facilitated because the
level of water trapped by the dike is too high (cf. The
Arlington Group, 2010, p. 51). The goal of this measure
therefore is to hold surplus drainage water and discharge
the excess water in a controlled way into the river (cf.
ibid.). The ability to address all flood types makes these
Illustration 16: Pump Station at Crescent Beach,
Surrey (own illustration)

pump stations a common measure. For example the City
of Richmond has a number of 39 pump stations located

throughout the city (cf. City of Richmond, 2017).
6.22 Raising Land Levels/Land Fill
Land levels need to be adjusted to at least the average Flood Construction Levels (cf. Erceg & Gonzalez,
2008, p. 11). By building as high or higher than the potential flood, residents and structures are
protected. Landfills address coastal and river flooding (cf. ibid., p. 3). Especially important is that the
“face of the landfill slope should be adequately protected against erosion from flood flows, wave action,
ice or other debris” (Erceg & Gonzalez, 2008, p. 11).
6.23 Rip-Raps
Rip-raps are an artificial form of erosion control
protection made from natural materials, such as
graded broken rock (cf. The Arlington Group, 2010).
This rock “serves as the primary protection against
shear stress or erosion from flowing water against a
dike” (ibid.). As rip-raps are usually build along dikes,
they can protect from coastal and river flooding (cf.
ibid., p. 23).
Illustration 17: Rip-Raps in Richmond (own illustration)
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6.24 Sea Dam with Tide Floodgate
Sea dams similar to the one shown in figure 7 were already
constructed about 100 years ago (cf. “Crescent Beach
Urban Resilience Backgrounder,” 2017). They are located
along rivers whose level is highly influenced by tides (cf.
City of Surrey, 2017b, p. 5). Their main goal in terms of
flood protection is to close the floodgates at high tide and
thus prevent salty water from moving upstream and to
open the floodgates at low tide (cf. ibid.). The floodgates
Illustration 18: Sea Dam in Surrey (own
illustration)

interrupt sediment transport and reduce downstream
hazards, while controlled flooding of the land behind the

sea dam is possible, e. g. in the case of heavy rainfall (cf. ibid.). Thus, the measure protects residential
areas and the surrounding nature from coastal and river flooding (cf. City of Surrey, n.d.-i).
6.25 Seawall
Vancouver’s seawall is mainly famous for tourists and
visitors to Stanley Park. But aside from its function as a
tourist attraction in the City of Vancouver, it also provides
essential functions in terms of flood protection. It
separates the land and the water area and therefore
prevents coastal erosion and flooding (cf. Mangor, 2004, p.
200). “Seawalls are normally very massive structures
because they are designed to resist the full force of waves
Illustration 19: Seawall at Stanley Park, Vancouver
(own illustration)

and storm surge” (ibid.).

6.26 Sewer System with Storm Drains
The management of heavy rainfalls can be facilitated with storm drains leading to a city-wide sewer
system. The system leads the water, collects and stores it (cf. Zevenbergen, 2010, p. 183). It is thus
especially important to prevent the clogging of storm drains to prevent flooding of streets and
eventually of buildings as well (cf. Vancouver, 2016b). Today’s approach to sewer systems is the
separation of foul water and greywater. By doing so, modern infrastructure can increase its capacity
and minimize pollution in the case of extreme rainfall events. (cf. Zevenbergen, 2010, p. 184)
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6.27 System of Disaster Response Routes
“In an emergency, critical seconds can save lives” (City of Richmond, 2010). With this in mind, the
authority of B.C. together with e. g. the City of Vancouver has developed several routes that are
“capable of withstanding natural disasters” (ibid.). Because of this significant feature the roads can be
used by emergency personnel and emergency responders. The general public is not allowed on these
routes in the case of an emergency (cf. ibid.). The flood protection goal is mainly the mitigation of
residual risks (cf. Zevenbergen, 2010, p. 181) by relocating affected people and transporting emergency
supplies on these roads (cf. Vancouver, 2016a). Disaster response routes are developed for all kinds
of flooding (cf. City of Richmond, 2010).
6.28 System of Evacuation Routes
“Evacuation […] routes are considered essential transport infrastructure” (Northwest Hydraulic
Consultants Ltd., 2014, p. 76) and give the opportunity for the people to safely and in a controlled
way leave their residential areas during the event of a flood (cf. ibid.). For example, the City of
Vancouver has different routes set out for various scenarios that address coastal flooding, river
flooding, heavy rainfall or groundwater flooding (cf. ibid.). The planning of routes in beforehand of a
flood event can reduce the pressure on the responsible agencies during the case of an emergency (cf.
Zevenbergen, 2010, p. 181).
6.29 System of Gymnasiums in Community Centers as Emergency Shelters
Additionally, necessary is the measure to offer places for people that “seek safe refuge during a flood”
(Zevenbergen, 2010, p. 173). The City of Vancouver therefore offers its gymnasiums within the
community centers as shelter for those who seek refuge or are not able to return into their homes.
The municipalities show in what case of event which community centers can be used as shelters (cf.
Northwest Hydraulic Consultants Ltd., 2014, p. 76).
6.30 Vegetation Control Program
The vegetation control program is part of the maintenance for dikes. The removal of trees or other
vegetation is necessary to maintain the stability and integrity of dikes (cf. City of Richmond, 2017). At
the same time, vegetation can also support the dike and its function for erosion control and therefore
must be facilitated up to a level that does not harm the structure of a dike (cf. BC Ministry of
Environment, 1999). This is a natural approach to shoreline development, dealing with the impacts of
storm surge and coastal erosion (cf. appendix, 7.2.30 Profiles).
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6.31 General Characteristics of Flood Protection Measures

Spatial reference

Size

Structure

Consistency

States to facilitate
resilience

Type of flood
which is repelled

Flood protection
goal

Flood protection
purpose

Flood protection
area

Addressee

Time needed to
protect

Direct / indirect
protection

Investment costs

Running expenses

Frequency of
investment

Responsible
stakeholder for
financing

Type of legal
framework

Establishment in
policies

Involved
stakeholders in
planning process

Paritcipants during
the
implementation

Responsible
stakeholder for
execution

Duration of
establishment

Functionality

Feasibility

Reliability

Quality

Influence of
human action on
effectiveness

Duability

Effort to
implement

Expectation of
planners towards
community

Illustration 20: General Characteristics of Flood Protection Measures (own illustration)

With the functionality of the introduced flood protection measures in mind, there are many
characteristics of flood protection measures that are possible to be analyzed to facilitate the
framework process to answer the research question. A choice of these characteristics is shown in
illustration 20. Examples that can be analyzed are the durability of a measure, the size of a measure or
the running expenses for the measure. Which one of these characteristics helps to answer the
research question is analyzed in the following chapter.
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7. Framework Connecting Resilience and Measures
The flood protection measures as outlined in the last chapter and the resilience theory (cf. chapter 4)
are connected through the framework that is explained in the following text. The framework
developed by the project group serves as guidance and basis for the research approach. It is designed
to define and structure flood protection measures applied in Metro Vancouver in order to connect
them to the different resilience concepts and for recognizing which concepts are implied within a
measure. In the following chapter, the framework (illustration 21) connecting the theory of resilience
with flood protection measures is explained in detail.
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Resilience

Measures

Three resilience concepts

Flood protection measures

(Chapter 4)

(Chapter 5)

Tensions of the concepts

General characteristics

(Chapter 4)

(Chapter 6)

Distinctions of the concepts

Selected characteristics

(Chapter 7)

(Chapter 7)

Manifestations of the distinctions

Manifestations of the selected
characteristics

(Chapter 7)

(Chapter 7)

Criteria to sort flood protection
measures into resilience concepts
(Chapter 8)

Evaluation of sorted flood
protection measures
(Chapter 9)

Illustration 21: framework (own Illustration)
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The framework consists of two sections which are connected to each other and merge at a certain
point. The section on the left-hand side deals with the theory of resilience and then goes into further
detail step by step. The right-hand side considers measures in general, therefore deals with the
practical approach, and leads into a further description of flood protection measures in Metro
Vancouver. Starting with the left-hand side (cf. illustration: 22), the theory of resilience in general
distinguishes between three resilience concepts which are
namely engineering, ecological and evolutionary resilience (cf.
chapter 4). Out of these concepts six tensions (cf. Meerow et al.,
2016, p. 34) can be addressed according to Meerow. These tensions
are expressed by the ‘conceptualization of urban’, ‘the notion of
equilibrium’, ‘resilience as a positive concept’, ‘the pathway to
resilience’, ‘the understanding of adaptation’ and ‘the timescale of
action’ (cf. chapter 4). For further research, only three of the six
tensions are used because they allow a clear distinction between
the concepts. These are ‘the notion of equilibrium’, ‘the pathway to
resilience’ and ‘the conceptualization of urban’ (cf. chapter 7). For
the research, these three selections are labeled as the distinctions
of

the

concepts.

Going

into

further

detail,

possible

manifestations of the distinctions are for example the ‘singlestate equilibrium’, ‘multiple-state equilibrium’ and ‘dynamic nonequilibrium’ (cf. Meerow et al., 2016, p. 38). For the engineering
concept, there is only one equilibrium in which resilience is
facilitated. In the concept of ecological resilience several equilibria
Illustration 22: Left side of the
Framework (own illustration)

facilitate resilience and in the case of the evolutionary concept there
is no equilibrium which facilitates resilience, because resilience-

building is a continuous process. This shows how the manifestations of the distinctions are expressed
(cf. chapter 8).
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As already mentioned above in illustration 21, the right-hand side (cf. illustration: 23) deals with
measures in general. Since Metro Vancouver is affected by
climate change and flooding (cf. chapter 5.3), a specialization on
flood protection measures in Metro Vancouver is coherent (cf.
chapter 6). For the description of each flood protection measure,
general characteristics are developed. There is an endless pool
of characteristics as exemplarily shown in the last chapter by
which a flood protection measure can be defined (cf. chapter 5.4).
Since parallels between the general characteristics and the theory
of resilience were recognized, a selection of characteristics by
relevance for the further research is conducted. The selected
characteristics are shown in illustration 24. From the point of view
of resilience a range of relevant characteristics are selected,
defining a flood protection measure, to answer the research
question. By merging, as showing through the arrow in
illustration 21, the manifestations of the distinctions with the
selected

characteristics,

the

manifestations

of

the

selected characteristics are developed. The merging process is
necessary to develop the resilience criteria for a criteria table. As
Illustration 23: Right side of the
Framework (own illustration)

an outcome of the manifestations of the selected characteristics,
a profile for each flood protection measure with the selected

characteristics and three manifestations matching the three resilience concepts engineering, ecological
and evolutionary is created. A description of the profile is presented in the following paragraph. If
possible, every answer to a certain question is proofed by using a quote linked to a source (cf. chapter
5.4). Otherwise the answer is filled out through ‘deductive reasoning’ based on the interpretation of
the given information, and the project groups’ background knowledge gained throughout the research
process. The possible answers given to fill out the profiles are similar to the manifestations of the
distinction of the resilience concepts which can be seen in illustration 21 and thus, the outcome of the
profiles give direct information to sort the flood protection measures into the resilience concepts.
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Illustration 24: selected characteristics of the flood protection measures (own llustration)

At the beginning of each profile (cf. table 4), the name of the flood protection measure, a picture for
further demonstration of the measure and a definition serve as key information for the classification
of the measure. Furthermore, the flood protection goal is examined in connection to the type of flood
which is addressed. The possible types of floods are coastal flooding, river flooding, heavy rainfall as
well as groundwater flooding (cf. chapter 5.2).
The research group then analyzes the structure of the measure, which can be either structural or non
structural, leading to the following question: ‘how is the measure built by its nature?’. Here, open
answers are possible for example wood, grass or concrete.
Following, the number of states in which the measure facilitates resilience is asked for. In case of the
engineering concept the possible answer for this question is that there is only one state in which the
flood protection measure facilitates resilience (cf. table 4). For the ecological concept, there are
multiple states in which the flood protection measure facilitates resilience. A measure fitting to the
evolutionary concept facilitates resilience in infinite states so there is an ongoing reaction to changing
conditions.
The evaluation of the forecasting component during the planning process requires a classification of
the importance of a single forecasted scenario during the planning process. This can be either high,
representing engineering resilience, medium in connection to ecological resilience or low considering
evolutionary resilience.
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The following question refers to the frequency of investments for the development of a flood
protection measure which does not include repair and maintenance costs. The first possible answer,
one-time investment, refers to the engineering concept. The second possible answer is a one-time
investment including additional costs for adapting the measure in certain time periods later on which
matches the ecological concept. The last possible answer, ‘continuous investment of financial means
with included contingency (cf. table 4), refers to the evolutionary concept. Considering the legal
framework, the arrangement, revision or updates of the first legal basis are of interest, however for
all answers there needs to be official proof. A one-time regulation or decision expresses the
engineering concept of resilience while periodic regulations or decisions concerning the legal basis of
the measure to adapt to altering situations equal the ecological concept. The ecological concept implies
precise time segments when the legal framework is reviewed. The continuous revision of the legal
basis on demand in order to react to the continuously changing situations expresses the evolutionary
concept of resilience.
The last question is: ‘what is the planner’s expectation of the community for the implementation of
the measure?’. The possible response referring to the engineering concept is that the planner’s only
expectation during the planning process is that the community will not reject the new flood protection
measure after it is implemented. As a result, the community is supposed to passively accept the
adaptability of the flood protection measure. In case of the ecological concept the answer possibility
is that planners expect the community’s readiness to adapt to predictable states of the flood protection
measure. Therefore, the community is supposed to passively accept the adaptability of the flood
protection measure and not reject it. For the evolutionary concept the response possibility is that
planners expect enormous social readiness from the community as well as an active acceptance
concerning the measure.
As a consequence, the profiles and criteria are gathered into a criteria table (cf. chapter 8). The
intention of the criteria table is to sort the flood protection measures into the three resilience
concepts by using the filled out profiles as the basis for the assignment to resilience concepts. The
criteria represent different perspectives of the distinction of the resilience concepts. For instance, the
historical attribute gives a perspective on the measure from a historical point of view. The criteria for
the table are formed by matching the manifestations of the selected characteristics with the
manifestations of the distinctions. The manifestations of the selected characteristics correspond with
the intention behind the three manifestations of the distinctions, for example a one-time investment
indicates the engineering concept. Hence, if one is able to tell which manifestation a certain selected
characteristic of a measure has, this generates a statement on the resilience concept the measure
facilitates for this characteristic. The last step is the interpretation and evaluation of sorted flood
protection measures which are sorted into the criteria table (cf. chapter 9). The interpretation and
evaluation of the criteria table enable the research group to answer the research question.
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Characteristics

Manifestations of characteristics

Information (Quotations of
further concretization)

Source

Name
Picture
Definition
Flood protection goal
Type of flood which is
addressed

1.
2.
3.
4.

Coastal flooding
River flooding
Heavy Rainfall
Groundwater flooding

Structure

A.
B.
C.

structural,
non-structural
both possible

How is the measure
built by its nature?
In how many states can
the measure facilitate
resilience?

open answer (e.g. wood, grass, concrete
etc.)
A.

B.

C.

One state in which the flood
protection measure facilitates
resilience.
Multiple states in which the
flood protection measure
facilitates resilience.
Infinite states in which the
flood protection measure
facilitates resilience. There is
an ongoing reaction to
changing states.

How important is the
forecasting during the
planning process?

A.
B.
C.

High
Medium
Low

How frequent is the
investment for the
development of the
measure?
Repair and
maintenance costs are
not included.

A.
B.

One time investment
One time investment with
additional costs for adapting
the measure in regular time
periods
Continuous investment of
financial means with included
contingency

How is the legal
framework arranged,
reviewed or updated?

C.

A.
B.

C.

What is the planner’s
expectation of the
community for the
implementation of the

A.

B.

One time regulation or
decision
Repeating regulations or
decisions concerning the legal
basis of the measure to adapt
to altering situations in regular
time periods
Continuous revision of the
legal basis in order to react to
continuously changing
situations
Planners only expect the
community not to reject the
new flood protection measure
Planners expect the
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measure?

C.

community's readiness to
adapt to predictable states of
the flood protection measure.
The community is supposed
to accept the adaptability of
the flood protection measure.
Planners expect enormous
social readiness from the
community. Irrespective of the
measure’s state (predictable
or not) the planners expect
the community to contribute
to the measure’s success.

Table 4: Profile for flood protection measures (own table)
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8. Criteria Table
As explained in the last chapter, the sections of the resilience concepts and the flood protection
measures result in a criteria table. This chapter discusses six criteria which were developed in the
course of this research in order to
distinguish

between

the

three

resilience concepts of engineering,
ecological

and

evo-lutionary

resilience. Following, the mentioned
flood

protection

chapter 6 are

measures

in

sorted into the

criteria (cf. chapter 8.1). The interconnection of the mani-festations of
the

distinctions

manifestations
Illustration 25: extract from the framework illustration

of

with
the

the

selected

characteristics of the criteria are
explained. This is one of the final

steps in the framework called ‘criteria to sort flood protection measures into resilience‘ in chapter 7.
Following, the clarification of specific the flood protection measures into the resilience concepts are
justified in chapter 8.2.
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8.1 Categories of Criteria Table
Historical Attribute

Theoretical Attribute

What is the field of
expertise the measure
originated from?

In how many states of the
measure can the measure
facilitate resilience?

[answer referring to the
academic background]

[answer referring to the
number of states]

Engineering

The character of the
measure is structural with
a calculated outcome and
originated from an
engineering perspective.

Persistence: There is one
state in which the flood
protection measure facilitates
resilience.

Ecological

The character of the
measure is
environmentally based,
works without human
intervention and
originated from biology.

Adaptation: There are
multiple states in which the
flood protection measure
facilitates resilience.

Evolutionary The character of the
Transformation: The measure
measure is social and
can facilitate resilience in
originated from sociology. infinite states (as an ongoing
reaction to altering
circumstances) and has no
permanent optimal state.

Forecasting Attribute

Financial Attribute

Which relative importance does
a single forecasted scenario have
during the planning process of a
certain flood protection
measure?

How is the development of
the flood protection
measure financed? (repair
and maintenance costs are
not taken into
consideration.)

How is the legal
What are the planner’s
document which underlies expectations on post-measure
the measure arranged?
implementation involvement?
[answer referring to the
frequency of legalization]

[answer referring to the degree of
involvement]

For building up the
structure of the flood
protection measure a onetime investment is required.

The legal document which
underlies the measure
intends a one-time
regulation.

The only expectation that the
planners have is that the
community will not reject the new
flood protection measure. The
community is supposed to passively
accept the state of the flood
protection measure.

The importance of a single
forecasted scenario is limited
because the planning process
relies on multiple forecasted
scenarios.

Additional costs for
adapting the flood
protection measure are
necessary. These costs are
provided in certain time
periods in order to cope
with altering circumstances.

The content of the
regulation is revised in
certain time periods in
order to adapt to altering
circumstances.

The planners require the
community's readiness to adapt to
predictable states of the flood
protection measure. The
community is supposed to passively
accept the adaptability of the flood
protection measure and not reject
it.

The importance of a single
forecasted scenario is low
because the planning process
relies on an unpredictable
number of forecasted scenarios.

A contingency budget is
provided to react to
unpredictable circumstances
adding to the costs for the
development of the
measure.

A continuous revision of
the legal basis is required
as a reaction to the
altering circumstances.

The planners need active
acceptance and involvement from
the community. Irrespective of the
measure’s state (predictable or
not) the planners need the
community to contribute to the
measure’s success.

[answer referring to the
The importance of a single
forecasted scenario is high
because the planning process
relies on one forecasted scenario.

Legal Attribute

Social Attribute (Social Readiness)

Table 5: Explanation of Criteria Table (own table)
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Following, the criteria table in connection to the flood protection measures is explained in further
detail. The criteria table above shows the possible matches of flood protection measures to one of
the three resilience concepts. This text explains the process of matching flood protection measures
with the manifestations of the distinctions (cf. chapter 7). Exemplarily, the financial attribute is used to
explain the matching process. The manifestations of the selected characteristic, i.e. the financing of the
measure are one-time investment, one-time investment with additional costs for adapting the measure
in regular time periods and a continuous investment of financial means with included contingency. The
manifestations match the manifestations of a certain distinction of the resilience concepts, i.e. the
notion of equilibrium allows to distinguish between the resilience concepts. These manifestations are
one equilibrium, multiple equilibria and non-equilibrium which all indicate one of the resilience
concepts. The three manifestations of the selected characteristic correspond with the intention behind
three manifestations of the distinction and for this reason they are paired up. This process is applied
to all of the attributes that are presented in the following.
Chronologically, this text explains the six criteria from left to right which are sorted into attributes.
Beginning with the criterion on the left ‘what is the field of expertise the measure originated from?’
and ending with ‘what are the planner’s expectations on post-measure implementation involvement?’,
the criteria are introduced and their categories are explained. Moreover, each of the criteria is
connected to an attribute. The flood protection measures are analyzed in terms of these attributes.
The attributes derive from the fields of history, theory, forecasting, financing, legal and social to show
the variety of criteria to understand the background of the resilience concepts. In the following, the
differentiations between engineering, ecological and evolutionary resilience are illustrated through the
criteria. In addition, this text gives instructions on how the criteria table is filled out. If one chosen
flood protection measure is sorted into a criterion and is identified as one of the three resilience
concepts, the following color coding is used to display the three resilience concepts:
Resilience concept

Color Code

Engineering resilience

Red

Ecological resilience

Green

Evolutionary resilience

Blue

Table 6: Color coding of resilience concepts (own table)

Annotating, the profiles that were filled out only reflect a part of all of the flood protection measures
taken by the three municipalities and therefore serve as practical examples to differentiate the
resilience concepts from each other. The list of flood protection measures (cf. chapter 5.4) that is the
focus of this research is not conclusive. The answers to match the flood protection measure into the
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criteria table are filled out and highlighted in the criteria table with the corresponding color which
they are assigned in table 6. Furthermore, during the process of filling out the profiles, the sources
were differentiated as explained in the following. If a source is directly cited to answer a specific
criterion, this source is stated in the profiles (cf. appendix, 7.2). Lastly, if there are no sources that
directly address the answer to a criterion, this is stated as an own source namely ‘deductive reasoning’
and displayed with a *-sign in the criteria table (cf. chapter 8.2). However, this does not mean that the
statement is less valuable in comparison to the official source, for instance the answers to the historical
and theoretical criteria require contextual thinking instead of simple quoting.
8.1.1 Historical Attribute
The first criterion on the left side ‘what is the field of expertise the measure originated from?’ is
derived from Meerow's tension ‘characterization of urban’ (cf. chapter 4). This criterion depicts the
historical attribute within the resilience criteria. The answers of this criteria reflect on the origin of
the flood protection measure within each of the resilience concepts. Therefore, by sorting one flood
protection measure into this criterion, the possible answer refers to the academic background of the
measure and its fabrication or production itself and does not refer to the physical appearance of the
What is the field of expertise the measure originated from?
Criteria Table (Chapter 8)

Flood protection profiles (Chapter 7)

Resilience
concept

Criterion in
criteria table

Differentiations of
criterion

Selected
characteristic for
flood protection
measures

Engineering

What is the field of
expertise the
measure originated
from?

The character of the
measure is structural
with a calculated
outcome and
originated from an
engineering
perspective.

How is the measure
built by its very own
nature?

Manifestations of
selected
characteristics of
flood protection
measures
(open answer)

Ecological

The character of the
measure is
environmentally
based and originated
from biology.

(open answer)

Evolutionary

The character of the
measure is social and
originated from
sociology.

(open answer)

Table 7: What is the field of expertise the measure originated from? (own table)
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8. Criteria Table
Table 7 explains the connection between the criterion in the criteria table and the selected
characteristic for flood protection measures. The selected characteristic within the profiles asks
analogously to match the criterion: ‘what is the field of expertise the measure originated from?’ is
represented by ‘how is the measure built by its very own nature?’. The answer provided in the profiles
for this characteristic is an open answer, for e.g. the measure is made out of wood. Depending on the
answer in the profiles, the chosen measure is categorized into one of the resilience concepts. For
engineering resilience, the character of the measure is structural with a calculated outcome and
originated from an engineering perspective. As soon as a measure is manmade and physically built and
its outcome is calculable, the measure equals engineering resilience. On the other hand, ecological
resilience is identified if the character of the measure is environmentally based, works without human
intervention and is originated from biology. Continuing, if the measure implies that is originated from
a social context, the measure is matched with evolutionary resilience.
8.1.2 Theoretical Attribute
The second column of the criteria table (cf. criteria table 8.2) deals with the question ‘in how many
states of the measure can the measure facilitate resilience?’. The theoretical attribute is shown through
this criterion which is deduced from the distinction of the resilience concepts ‘pathways to resilience’
(cf. chapter 4). The possible options for answers are related to the number of states of the measure,
when it is already theoretically implemented and is able to facilitate flood resilience. In this case, the
different physical appearances of the measure in case of a flooding event indicate different states.
Depending on the perspective of the measure e.g. producer or user, the answer to the selected
characteristic for flood protection measures varies. Furthermore, the justification differs when looking
at a combined measure (e.g. dike with flood box) or a system of measures (e.g. system of evacuation
routes) compared to analyzing a single measure (e.g. dike) which works on its own. If there are backups
available for one measure, this measure is regarded as a system of measures. Therefore, it is important
to keep the perspectives in mind while categorizing the flood protection measures into this criterion.
Furthermore, it has to be noted that a measure that does not function is not counted as a single state,
because this state does not facilitate flood resilience.
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In how many states of the measure can the measure facilitate resilience?
Criteria Table (Chapter 8)

Flood protection profiles (Chapter 7)

Resilience
concept

Criterion in
criteria table

Differentiations of
criterion

Selected
characteristic for
flood protection
measures

Manifestations of
selected
characteristics of flood
protection measures

Engineering

In how many states
of the measure can
the measure
facilitate resilience?

Persistence: There is
one state in which
the flood protection
measure facilitates
resilience.

In how many states
(of the measure)
can the measure
facilitate resilience?

One state in which the
flood protection
measure facilitates
resilience.

Ecological

Adaptation: There
are multiple states in
which the flood
protection measure
facilitates resilience.

Multiple states in
which the flood
protection measure
facilitates resilience.

Evolutionary

Transformation: The
measure can facilitate
resilience in infinite
states (as an ongoing
reaction to altering
circumstances) and
has no permanent
optimal state.

Infinite states in which
the flood protection
measure facilitates
resilience. Ongoing
reaction to changing
conditions.

Table 8: In how many states of the measure can the measure facilitate resilience? (own table)

The selected characteristic in the profiles which relies on this criterion, and correspondingly in the
profiles, is namely ‘in how many states can the measure facilitate resilience?’ shown in table 8. One
possible answer is ‘one state in which the flood protection measure facilitates resilience’ which
characterizes the engineering concept. Engineering resilience can be differentiated from the other
concepts through the element of persistence in which a flood protection measure can facilitate
resilience in only one state. On the contrary, for ecological resilience the differentiation is adaptation
because there are multiple countable states in which a flood protection measure can facilitate
resilience. It is able to change its former state to another one. Therefore, the manifestation of the
selected characteristic of flood protection is marked ‘multiple states in which the flood protection
measure facilitates resilience’. Unlike the countable states in engineering and ecological resilience,
evolutionary resilience does not have a certain number of states in which it can facilitate resilience. It
is defined by a continuous transformation that is resilient. It facilitates resilience in uncountable states
as an ongoing reaction to altering circumstances (cf. chapter 4). Thus, the manifestation of selected
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characteristics of flood protection measures for evolutionary resilience is that the measure can
facilitate resilience in infinite states. It is an ongoing reaction to changing conditions. One flood
protection measure represents the ability to encounter any possible – including unpredictable –
circumstances.
8.1.3 Forecasting Attribute
This criterion represents the forecasting attribute and therefore the answers refer to the intensity of
the importance of one single scenario during the planning process of the measure. The question asked
for the criterion is ‘which relative importance does a single forecasted scenario have during the
planning process of a certain flood protection measure?’, whereas the corresponding question asked
in the profile is ‘how important is the forecasting during the planning process?’. The distinction that is
connected to this criterion is the ‘notion of equilibrium’ (cf. chapter 4) and focuses on the forecasting
ability. This criterion covers the relevance of a single scenario during the planning phase. A single
scenario is defined as a scope of one flood event but it can also address a calculated model on its own.
This criterion relies on the information stated in flood protection measure documents in consideration
of a forecast to plan the specific flood protection measure.
Which relative importance does a single forecasted scenario have during the planning process of a
certain flood protection measure?
Criteria Table (Chapter 8)

Flood protection profiles (Chapter 7)

Resilience
concept

Criterion in
criteria table

Differentiations of
criterion

Selected
characteristic for
flood protection
measures

Manifestations of
selected
characteristics of flood
protection measures

Engineering

Which relative
importance does a
single forecasted
scenario have
during the planning
process of a
certain flood
protection
measure?

The importance of a
single forecasted
scenario is high
because the planning
process relies on one
forecasted scenario.

How important is the
forecasting during the
planning process?

High

Ecological

Evolutionary

The importance of a
single forecasted
scenario is limited
because the planning
process relies on
multiple forecasted
scenarios.

Medium

The importance of a
single forecasted
scenario is low
because the planning

Low
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process relies on an
unpredictable
number of forecasted
scenarios.

Table 9: Which relative importance does a single forecasted scenario have during the planning process of a certain flood
protection measure? (own table)

The question of ‘how important is the forecasting during the planning process?’ directly corresponds
to the third criterion in table 9. By categorizing a flood protection measure into the criteria table, the
engineering concept is a match if the importance of a single forecast is high for the planning process.
This relates to the answer of the criterion which states that the importance of a single forecasted
scenario is high because the planning process relies on one single forecasted scenario. Thus, all available
resources are invested into a counteraction against the hazards of this single forecasted scenario.
Moving on to ecological resilience, a flood protection measure is categorized as ecological resilience
if there is more than one single scenario considered – accordingly, multiple countable scenarios are
modelled and a range of possible scenarios are important during the planning process. Therefore, the
importance of one single scenario is medium which can be seen in the profiles. For the differentiation
of engineering resilience, the importance of a single forecasted scenario is limited because the planning
process relies on multiple forecasted scenarios. Referring to the available resources in contrast to
engineering resilience, planners of an ecological flood protection measure would diversify their
investment of resources into the counteraction of several scenarios. For evolutionary resilience, it is
defined that the importance of a single forecasted scenario is low because the planning process relies
on an unpredictable number of forecasted scenarios. Hence, in the profiles the evolutionary
manifestation is low because there is an unlimited number of possible scenarios considered during the
planning process of a flood protection measure.
8.1.4 Financial Attribute
The criterion ‘how is the development of the flood protection measure financed?’ reflects on the
financial attribute among the other criteria. This criterion is derived from the distinction of ‘equilibria’
by Meerow et. al. (cf. chapter 4) and expresses the different numbers of equilibria in terms of the
financial means that are provided for flood protection measures. The possible answers relating to the
resilience concepts refer to the frequency of investment of a flood protection measure. The financing
that was considered while implementing the flood protection measure is the emphasis of this criterion.
Repair and maintenance costs as well as running costs are excluded from this consideration because
only the establishing process of the measure allows to differentiate between the resilience concepts.
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How is the development of the flood protection measure financed?
Criteria Table (Chapter 8)

Flood protection profiles (Chapter 7)

Resilience
concept

Criterion in
criteria table

Differentiations of
criterion

Selected
characteristic for
flood protection
measures

Manifestations of selected
characteristics of flood
protection measures

Engineering

How is the
development of
the flood
protection
measure financed?
(Repair and
maintenance costs
are not taken into
consideration.)

For building up the
structure of the flood
protection measure a
one-time investment is
required.

How frequent is the
investment for the
development of
measure?

One-time investment

Ecological

Evolutionary

Additional costs for
adapting the flood
protection measure
are necessary. These
costs are provided In
certain time periods in
order to cope with
altering circumstances.

Repair and
maintenance costs
are not included.

A contingency budget
is provided to react to
unpredictable
circumstances adding
to the costs for the
development of the
measure.

One-time investment
with additional costs for
adapting the measure in
regular time periods

Continuous investment of
financial
means
with
included contingency

Table 10: How is the development of the flood protection measure financed? (own table)

Table 10 shows the corresponding question posed in the profiles to this criterion: ‘how frequent is
the investment for the development of the measure?’. It is divided into the possible answers of onetime investment, one-time investment with additional costs for adapting the measure in regular time
periods and lastly continuous investment of financial means with included contingency. The answer of
the profiles which relates to engineering resilience is that the measure is only in need of a one-time
investment to realize the implementation. Ecological resilience looks at one-time investment and the
implementation of the measure requires additional costs later on – that are not maintenance or repair
costs. The costs for the investment have to be calculated in before by the planners which is why
additional costs for adapting the flood protection measure in regular time periods are necessary. These
costs are provided in certain time periods to cope with altering circumstances. Moreover, the time
periods stated in the documents have to be predefined to ensure regular financing. Lastly, the
continuous investment of financial means with included contingency are characteristic of evolutionary
resilience. The contingency budget is provided to react to unpredictable circumstances adding to the
costs for the development of the measure. Evolutionary resilience looks at a continuous financing of
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the measure thereby considering a contingency budget in case of future demand but does not have
regular time periods in which the financing takes place.
8.1.5 Legal Attribute
The criterion ‘how is the legal document which underlies the measure arranged?’ considers the legal
field among the other criteria. The answers refer to the frequency of legalization in terms of the
appropriate resilience concept. This criterion relies on the distinction of ‘equilibria’. It shows the
expression of the different amounts of equilibria in terms of the legal basis on which the measure is
being introduced. The answer to this criterion is based on the document which regulates the
implementation of a flood protection measure. As mentioned before in chapter 5.4, the sources used
are official documents by the municipalities. In the case of the legal document, official websites by the
municipalities are not included as a source. Sorting a flood protection measure into a resilience concept
is reliant on the existence of a legal document. If a legal document exists, it needs to be stated how
frequent the document which underlies the measure is reviewed. If there is no legal framework for
the flood protection measure and if there is no content stated which is related to this criterion, the
area in the criteria table is left blank. No statement can be made for this criterion.
How is the legal document which underlies the measure arranged?
Criteria Table (Chapter 8)

Flood protection profile (Chapter 7)

Resilience
concept

Criterion in
criteria table

Differentiations of
criterion

Selected
characteristic for
flood protection
measures

Manifestations of
selected
characteristics of flood
protection measures

Engineering

How is the legal
document which
underlies the
measure arranged?

The legal document
which underlies the
measure intends a
one-time regulation.

How is the legal
framework arranged,
reviewed or updated?

One-time regulation
or decision

Ecological

The content of the
regulation is revised
in certain time
periods in order to
adapt to altering
circumstances.

Repeating regulations
or decisions
concerning the legal
basis of the measure
to adapt to altering
situations in regular
time periods

Evolutionary

A continuous
revision of the legal
basis is required as a
reaction to the
altering
circumstances.

Continuous revision of
the legal basis in order
to react to the
continuously changing
situation

Table 11: How is the legal document which underlies the measure arranged? (own table)
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Table 11 shows the corresponding question to the criterion asked for the selected characteristic in
the profiles: ‘how is the legal framework arranged, reviewed or updated?’. The categorization for
engineering resilience is defined through its regulation and decision in which the flood protection
measure is carried out once. This is the matching answer which ascribes to engineering resilience. Its
differentiation from the other resilience concepts defines that the legal document which underlies the
measure requires a one-time regulation only. In the case of ecological resilience, the regulation is
reviewed in specific time periods in order to adapt to altering circumstances. This is shown in the
profiles of the flood protection measures as ‘repeating regulations or decisions concerning the legal
basis of the measure to adapt to altering situations in regular time periods’ (cf. appendix, 7.2 Profiles).
Specific time periods must be stated in the documents. For the concept of evolutionary resilience, the
legal basis needs continuous revision to react to altering circumstances. The manifestations of selected
characteristics of flood protection measures to evolutionary resilience are categorized as the
‘continuous revision of the legal basis in order to react to the continuously changing situation’.
8.1.6 Social Attribute
The last criterion shows the social attribute of resilience by giving an insight into the social readiness
of the community. This criterion is connected to the distinction ‘pathways to resilience’. The answers
provided for this criterion refer to the degree of involvement by the community. To answer this
criterion, the post-measure implementation involvement by the community is considered in the
planning process. It refers to the expectation of the perspective of a planner from the involvement by
the affected community. The answers are refer to the extent to which the community is expected to
be involved in post-measure implementation.
What are the planners’ expectations on post-measure implementation involvement?
Criteria Table (Chapter 8)
Resilience
concept

Criterion in
criteria table

Differentiations of
criterion

Engineering

What are the
planner’s
expectations on
post-measure
implementation
involvement?

The only expectation
that the planners have is
that the community will
not reject the new flood
protection measure. The
community is supposed
to passively accept the
state of the flood
protection measure.

Flood protection profiles (Chapter 7)
Selected
characteristic for
flood protection
measures

What is the planner’s
expectation of the
community for the
implementation of the
measure?

Manifestations of
selected
characteristics of
flood protection
measures

Planners only expect
the community not
to reject the new
flood protection
measure
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Ecological

The planners require the
community's readiness
to adapt to predictable
states of the flood
protection measure. The
community is supposed
to passively accept the
adaptability of the flood
protection measure and
not reject it.

Planners expect
from the community
its readiness to
adapt to predictable
states of the flood
protection measure.
The community is
supposed to accept
the adaptability of
the flood protection
measure.

Evolutionary

The planners need active
acceptance and
involvement from the
community. Irrespective
of the measure’s state
(predictable or not) the
planners need the
community to
contribute to the
measure’s success.

Planners expect
enormous social
readiness from the
community.
Irrespective of the
measure’s state
(predictable or not)
the planners expect
the community to
contribute to the
measure’s success.

Table 12: What are the planners’ expectations on post-measure implementation involvement? (own table)

Table 12 shows that the selected characteristic ‘what is the planner’s expectation of the community
for the implementation of the measure?’ responds to the criterion ‘what are the planner’s expectations
on post-measure implementation involvement?’. Referring to the engineering resilience concept ‘the
only expectation is that the community will not reject the new flood protection measure’. In addition
to that, engineering resilience is defined by the community’s passive acceptance of only one state of
the flood protection measure, meaning that the community is not directly involved in the
implementation of the measure. When it comes to the ecological approach of social readiness, the
planners’ expectation of the community is that they adapt to predictable states of the flood protection
measure. The planners require the community's readiness to adapt to predictable states of the flood
protection measure while the community is supposed to passively accept the adaptability of the flood
protection measure and to not reject it. Evolutionary resilience in its nature can be described as
‘planners expect enormous social readiness from the community. Irrespective of the measure’s state
(predictable or not) the planners expect the community to contribute to the measure’s success’.
Therefore, the inhabitants are expected to take an active part in the implementation process of the
measure. The nature of evolutionary resilience differs from engineering and ecological resilience
because active acceptance and involvement from the community is needed for the measure to facilitate
resilience.
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8.2 Justification for the Placement of the Measures
After the explanation of the criteria table, the criteria and the measures, now the reasons for the
placement of the flood protection measures are explained. The following information is based on the
profiles of the measures presented in the appendix 7.2. These are references for sources, details and
a comprehensive overview. With the help of the profiles, the project group is able to categorize the
flood protection measures into the resilience concepts within the criteria. The following text firstly
presents the measures in which the engineering concept is the prevailing concept, followed by the
measures that represent the ecological concept and finally the evolutionary concept as the prevailing
one. Within this structure, the measures are explained in alphabetical order. A concept counts as
prevailing if at least three criteria are categorized as the same resilience concept. For the placement
of the flood protection measures into the criteria table the last six table rows are essential because
they reveal the connection of a measure to a resilience concept.

Characteristics

Manifestations of characteristics

Information (Quotations of
further concretization)

Source

Name
Picture
Definition
Flood protection
goal
Type of flood which
is addressed

5.
6.
7.
8.

Coastal flooding
River flooding
Heavy Rainfall
Groundwater flooding

Structure

D.
E.
F.

structural,
non-structural
both possible

How is the measure
built by its nature?
In how many states
can the measure
facilitate resilience?

open answer (e.g. wood, grass, concrete
etc.)
D.

E.

F.

How important is
the forecasting
during the planning
process?

D.
E.
F.

One state in which the flood
protection measure facilitates
resilience.
Multiple states in which the
flood protection measure
facilitates resilience.
Infinite states in which the
flood protection measure
facilitates resilience. There is
an ongoing reaction to
changing states.
High
Medium
Low
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How frequent is the
investment for the
development of the
measure?
Repair and
maintenance costs
are not included.

How is the legal
framework
arranged, reviewed
or updated?

D.
E.

F.

D.
E.

F.

What is the
planner’s
expectation of the
community for the
implementation of
the measure?

D.

E.

F.

One time investment
One time investment with
additional costs for adapting
the measure in regular time
periods
Continuous investment of
financial means with included
contingency
One time regulation or
decision
Repeating regulations or
decisions concerning the legal
basis of the measure to adapt
to altering situations in regular
time periods
Continuous revision of the
legal basis in order to react to
continuously changing
situations
Planners only expect the
community not to reject the
new flood protection measure
Planners expect the
community's readiness to
adapt to predictable states of
the flood protection measure.
The community is supposed
to accept the adaptability of
the flood protection measure.
Planners expect enormous
social readiness from the
community. Irrespective of the
measure’s state (predictable
or not) the planners expect
the community to contribute
to the measure’s success.

Table 13: Profile for flood protection measures with focus on characteristics (own table)

As already explained in chapter 7 and 8, the characteristics stated in the first column are answered
according to the second column as the manifestations of the characteristics. The third column includes
the explanation for the answer refering to the sources in the last column. The characteristics in the
profiles are designed to match the criteria in the criteria table. The answers from the profiles are used
to place the flood protection measures into the categories of the three resilience concepts within the
criteria (cf. chapter 8.1). This text will explain the placement of each flood protection measure into
the categories of the following criteria (cf. table 14):
1. What is the field of expertise the measure originated from?
2. In how many states of the measure can the measure facilitate resilience?
3. Which relative importance does a single forecasted scenario have during the planning process of
a certain flood protection measure?
4. How is the development of the flood protection measure financed? (repair and maintenance costs
are not taken into consideration.)
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5. How is the legal document which underlies the measure arranged?
6. What are the planner’s expectations on post-measure implementation involvement?
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Historical Attribute

Theoretical Attribute

What is the field of expertise the
measure originated from?

In how many states of the measure
can the measure facilitate resilience?

[answer referring to the scientific
background]

[answer referring to the number of
states]

Forecasting Attribute

Financial Attribute

Legal Attribute

Social Attribute (Social Readiness)

Summary

Which relative importance does a
single forecasted scenario have during
the planning process of a certain
flood protection measure?

How is the development of the
flood protection measure financed?
(repair and maintenance costs are
not taken into consideration.)
[answer referring to the frequency
of investment]

How is the legal document
which underlies the measure
arranged?

What are the planner's expectations on post measure
implementation involvement?

three or more
times one
concept
allocate the
measure to
this concept

[answer referring to the intensity]

[answer referring to the degree of involvement]
[answer referring to the
frequency of legalization]

Engineering

The character of the measure is
structural with a calculated
outcome and originated from an
engineering perspective.

Persistence: There is one state in
which the flood protection measure
facilitates resilience.

The importance of a single forecasted
scenario is high because the planning
process relies on one forecasted
scenario.

For building up the structure of the
flood protection measure an onetime investment is required.

The legal document which
underlies the measure
intends a one-time
regulation.

The only expectation that the planners have is that the
community will not reject the new flood protection
measure. The community is supposed to passively
accept the state of the flood protection measure.

Ecological

The character of the measure is
environmentally based, works
without human intervention and
originated from biology.

Adaptation: There are multiple states
in which the flood protection
measure facilitates resilience.

The importance of a single forecasted
scenario is limited because the
planning process relies on multiple
forecasted scenarios.

Additional costs for adapting the
flood protection measure are
necessary. These costs are
provided in certain time periods in
order to cope with altering
circumstances.

The content of the
regulation is revised in
certain time periods in order
to adapt to altering
circumstances.

The planners require the community's readiness to
adapt to predictable states of the flood protection
measure. The community is supposed to passively
accept the adaptability of the flood protection
measure and not reject it.

Evolutionary

The character of the measure is
social and originated from
sociology.

Transformation: The measure can
facilitate resilience in infinite states (as
an ongoing reaction to altering
circumstances) and has no permanent
optimal state.

The importance of a single forecasted
scenario is low because the planning
process relies on an unpredictable
number of forecasted scenarios.

A contingency budget is provided
to react to unpredictable
circumstances adding to the costs
for the development of the
measure.

A continuous revision of the
legal basis is required as a
reaction to the altering
circumstances.

The planners need active acceptance and involvement
from the community. Irrespective of the measure’s
state (predictable or not) the planners need the
community to contribute to the measure’s success.

theoretical attribute
*

forecasting attribute

financial attribute

legal attribute

social attribute (social readiness)
*

2. Dike Seismic Studiy

*

*

*

3. Dike with Flood Boxes

*

4. Dike with spillway and Holding Cell
5. Ditches

*
*

6. Dredging

*

historical attribute
1. Dike

7. Emergency Notification System

*

Summary
eng

*

eng

*

eco

*

eng
eng

*

eng

*

*

*

*

*

*

evo

*

10. Groins

*
*

*
*

*

evo
eng

11. Informing the public through brochures

*

*

*

*

evo

12. Informing the public through maps

*

*

*

*

evo

13. Informing the public through meetings

*

*

14. Informing the public through websites

*

15. Irrigation structures for farmers

*
*

16. Lowlands Diking Stakeholder Committee

*

*

17. Manage patient inflows during flood event

*

18. Policy of Designated Flood plains
19. Policy of Flood Construction Level (FCLs)

*
*

20. Policy of horizontal setbacks (Houses)

*

21. Pump Stations and Flood Boxes

*

8. Emergency number to report a flood problem

*

9. Emergency Program Amateur Radio

22. Raising land levels (landfill)

*

23. Rip-Raps

evo
*

*
*

25. Seawall

*

26. Sewer System with Storm Drains

*

27. System of Disaster Response Routes

*

*

eco/evo

*
*

evo
evo

*

*

eng

*

*
*

eng
eng

*
*

eng
eco

*

eng

*

eng/eco

*

*

*
*

evo

*

28. System of Evacuation routes

*

*

29. System of Gymnasiums in community centers as
emergency shelters

*

*

30. Vegetation Control Program

evo
eng
evo

*

24. Sea Dam with Tide Floodgate

evo

evo
evo

*

*

*

*

evo/eng/eco

Table 14: filled criteria table (own table)
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8.2.1 Prevailing Engineering Measures
8.2.1.1 Dike
The first criterion refers to the academic background of the dike. The flood protection measure is
adequately constructed for flood prevention (cf. Fischer, 2014) and man-made out of earthwork
materials. Thus, the dike is structured with a calculated outcome and has its origins in the academic
background of engineering. To answer the second criterion, the dike can facilitate resilience in only
one state, when it is built und functioning. This answer is the result of deductive reasoning. As soon
as the dike breaks and the water cannot be stopped from flowing, it is not in a state that facilitates
resilience anymore. The third criterion deals with the relative importance of forecasts during the
planning process and refers to the intensity of the importance of a single forecast. The importance for
the dike is high because one specific forecast is considered in the planning process for meeting a
proposed crest elevation (cf. City of Richmond, 2013b)This categorizes the measure in this criterion
as engineering resilience. To finance the dike in planning process, a “contingency [budget] and seismic
updates are included in the financial plans” (City of Richmond, 2013b) to react to unpredictable
circumstances adding to the costs for the development of the dike. This categorizes the measure for
this criterion as evolutionary resilience. For the arrangement of the legal documents which underlie
the measure, no data is available. For the sixth criterion, the dike is sorted into engineering resilience
because of the planners’ expectations on post-measure implementation involvement. The planners
expect the citizens to accept the one state of the planning. There is no need or opportunity for the
community to actively take part in this measure. Finally, four of the six criteria of the dike are
categorized as engineering resilience and two criteria are sorted into evolutionary resilience.
Therefore, the flood protection measure dike is prevailed by engineering resilience.
8.2.1.2 Dike Seismic Study
The first criterion refers to the academic background. The measure of a dike seismic study is an impact
study which determines “the potential impacts of an earthquake on key areas of [the cities] dike
network” (City of Richmond, 2017). Its academic background originates from an engineering
perspective. The second criterion asks for a number of states. The impact study can facilitate resilience
in one state, it is either conducted or not which refers to the engineering concept resulting from
deductive reasoning. The relative importance of forecasts during the planning process in the third
criterion is limited because several scenarios are taken into consideration during the planning phase
as characteristic of the ecological concept. The frequency of investment is the focus in the fourth
criterion. There is no information stated for the frequency of investment but because the dike seismic
study is already implemented in Vancouver, at least a one-time investment is necessary. For this
criterion, the engineering concept is expressed. No data is available for the arrangement of the legal
documents which underlie the flood protection measure. Formulated from deductive reasoning the
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planners’ only expectation for the dike seismic study is that the community will not reject the study.
The community does not actively participate in the implementing process of the dike seismic study.
This characterizes the flood protection measure as engineering resilience for this criterion. As a
summary, the result of the criteria table is that four of the six criteria are categorized as engineering
and one criterion is ecological resilience, which makes engineering the prevailing concept.
8.2.1.3 Dike with Spillway and Holding Cell
Similar to the dike (cf. chapter 8.2.1.1), the academic background of the dike with a spillway and holding
cell is adequately constructed for flood prevention (cf. Fischer, 2014) and man-made out of earthwork
materials. It is structured with a calculated outcome and has its origins in the academic background of
engineering. Regarding the second criterion, the flood protection measure can facilitate resilience in
multiple states which was found out by deducting reasoning. In the first state, the dike is able to hold
back the water, while in the second state the water spills over the dike, but in a controlled way so
that it fills the holding cell right next to it. The importance of a single forecast during the planning
process is high because the dike with spillway and holding cell is built with one scenario of forecasting
in mind which is the 200-year return flood (cf. City of Surrey, 2009). This categorizes the measure in
this criterion as engineering resilience. The city decides in a one-time decision about the contractor
in regard to the financial proposal (cf. ibid.), therefore the measure is categorized as engineering for
this criterion. For the arrangement of the legal documents which underlie the measure, no data is
available. The planners’ expectations on post-measure implementation involvement is the community's
readiness to adapt to predictable states of the flood protection measure as these “cells are located on
agricultural land” (City of Surrey, 2017b) and the spillway can direct the river flood to private property
and consequently the community has to adapt. This refers to the ecological resilience concept.
Summarizing, three of the six criteria of the dike with a spillway and holding cell are categorized as
engineering, for two the measure is ecological, so in summary the engineering concept is prevailing.
8.2.1.4 Ditches
Ditches are similar to dikes as they are constructed to guide water. They are dug out (cf. Fischer,
2014), man-made out of earthwork materials. Therefore, the origin of the measure lies in the academic
background of engineering. The second criterion asks for the number of states. Ditches can facilitate
resilience in one state and therefore are sorted into engineering resilience. Ditches can also drain the
water in case of flooding or overflow (cf. City of Surrey, n.d.-i). The relative importance of forecasts
during the planning process in criterion number three is limited based on deductive reasoning, because
the depth and water conductivity of a ditch depends on various scenarios of forecasts referring to the
ecological resilience concept. No data is available for the arrangement of the legal documents which
underlie the flood protection measure, thus no statement can be made for the fourth criterion. The
planners expect the people to accept the measure. There is no need or opportunity for anybody to
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take part in this measure so that the measure is able to function. The community is supposed to
passively accept the state of the flood protection measure as characteristic of the engineering concept.
All in all, four of the six criteria of ditches are categorized as engineering resilience and only one
criterion of the measure is ecological resilience which makes the engineering concept the prevailing
one.
8.2.1.5 Dredging
Dredging is for “[c]hannel improvement to increase the hydraulic capacity of a channel” through
“Sediment/gravel removal” (Arlington Group, 2010). This shows that the character of the measure is
structural with a calculated outcome which refers to the academic background of engineering
resilience. The second criterion is answered by deductive reasoning by which dredging can facilitate
resilience in only one state, when it is conducted. The third criterion is about the relative importance
of forecasts during the planning process and refers to the intensity of the importance of a single
forecast. The importance for dredging is low because there are several influencing factors for e. g. the
depth of dredging in certain areas and therefore various scenarios are taken into consideration (cf.
Port of Vancouver, 2017a). This categorizes the measure in connection to this criterion as evolutionary
resilience because there is an uncountable number of scenarios that are considered. To finance
dredging, cities “provide [money] over 10 years for long-term, community-based dredging plans” (Port
of Vancouver, 2017b). This means that additional costs for adapting the flood protection measure are
necessary which refers to the ecological resilience concept. For the arrangement of the legal
documents which underlie the measure, no data is available. By deductive reasoning, the planner
expects the community to solely accept or reject the measure. The active participation of the
community for the measure to work is not necessary. Dredging is for the sixth criterion categorized
as engineering. Finally, three of the six criteria of the measure dredging are categorized as engineering,
one is ecological and one is evolutionary which results in the engineering concept as the prevailing
one.
8.2.1.6 Groins
Groins are constructed “of a composite-plastic, marine-friendly material” (Holmes, 2014). This
indicates that the field of expertise the measure originates from is engineering. By deductive reasoning,
groins facilitate resilience only in a single state as it is typical of the engineering resilience concept.
When the flood occurs, groins convert the wave energy and reduce wave effects. The citation: “The
shore protection/dike system installed in Crescent Beach is functioning as intended” (City of Surrey,
2006, p. 4) indicates that the groins underlie a long timeframe in which the measure is supposed to
function. For this reason the forecasting of the most influencing flood scenarios during this timeframe
is important and therefore connected to the engineering resilience concept. There is no information
stated on the frequency of investment but for the implementation there is at least a one-time
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investment necessary. This leads to the conclusion that groins belong to the engineering concept for
this criterion. For the arrangement of the legal document, which underlies the measure, there is no
data available. By deductive reasoning, planners only expect the community not to reject the groins
since there is no need or opportunity for the community to take part in this measure. This argument
refers to the engineering concept of resilience. All in all, five of the six criteria of groins are categorized
as engineering which represents the engineering concept overall.
8.2.1.7 Irrigation Structures for Farmers
The irrigation structures for farmers include an automatic pumping system and is constructed out of
earthwork materials and an aluminum gate (cf. City of Surrey, n.d.-d; City of Richmond, 2013a, pp. 48). This shows that the measure originates from the engineering perspective and therefore is
categorized as engineering. There is only one state in which the irrigation structure can facilitate
resilience. It drains the water in case of flooding or it overspills. This categorizes the measure as
engineering for the second criterion by deductive reasoning. The source describes different periods
for which the measure is planned (cf. City of Richmond, 2013a) so there are different scenarios which
were taken into consideration during the planning process. Therefore, the forecasting importance is
limited because the planning process relies on multiple forecasted scenarios which refers to the
evolutionary resilience concept. The source presents different options for improvement, their costs
and contingency rate which shows that continuous investments of financial means with included
contingency are necessary. This characterizes the measure as evolutionary. The sources explain that
the legal basis of the irrigation structures is continuously revised in order to react to continuously
changing situations (cf. City of Richmond, 2013a). Therefore, the measure is categorized as
evolutionary. The planners expect the people to accept the measure in one state. By deductive
reasoning, there is no need or opportunity for the community to take part in this measure which
refers to the engineering concept of resilience. As a summary, three of the six criteria are categorized
as engineering, two criteria are evolutionary and one is ecological resilience which results in the
engineering concept as the prevailing one.
8.2.1.8 Policy of Horizontal Setbacks (houses)
Horizontal setbacks are enforced bylaw: “[t]he Chief Building Official may increase the [...]
requirements or the setback requirements as provided in Article 2.2.8.5.” (City of Vancouver, 2014),
the measure originates from a legal document put into action by politics. This indicates the sociological
background of the policy and categorizes it as evolutionary resilience. The policy of horizontal setbacks
facilitates resilience in only one state which is when the regulation is active and enforced which refers
to the engineering concept. The relative importance of forecasts during the planning process in
criterion number three refers to the intensity of the importance of a single forecast. The citation: “[i]n
2011, the B.C. Ministry of Environment published a new methodology for calculating FCLs including
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local estimates of sea level rise, in new draft” (City of Vancouver, 2014, appendix D, p. 1) indicates
that there is a specific method for the calculation of the FCL. Therefore, the importance of the
forecasting is very high and categorizes the measure as engineering resilience. There is no information
stated on the frequency of investments but since the measure is implemented, by deductive reasoning,
there is at least a one-time investment. This leads to the conclusion that the policy of horizontal
setbacks belongs to the engineering concept concerning this criterion. To address the legal framework,
“[f]urther review and revision of the designated floodplain areas and associated regulations is
anticipated as global sea level rise and storm surge projections are refined over time and local impacts
are better understood.” (City of Vancouver, 2014, appendix B). This is a continuous revision of the
legal basis in order to react to continuously changing situations which refers to the evolutionary
resilience concept. By deductive reasoning, planners only expects the people to passively accept one
state of the measure. There is no need or opportunity for anybody to take part in this measure which
categorizes the measure as engineering. Finally, four of the six criteria of the policy of horizontal
setbacks are categorized as engineering resilience and two criteria express evolutionary resilience
which results in the engineering concept as the prevailing one.
8.2.1.9 Pump Stations and Flood Boxes
The pump station is constructed out of bricks, pump machines and powered by electricity (cf. City of
Richmond, 2017). The flood box is constructed out of concrete, corrugated steel pipes or high density
polyethylene pipes (cf. Ministry of Water, Land & Air Protection, 2003). The source describes the
engineering characteristics of the measure and the way it functions (cf. City of Richmond, 2017) which
indicates the engineering origin of the measure. The measure can facilitate resilience in multiple states
because it consists of two components which are the pump station itself and a flood box. As long as
one of the two components work the measure facilitates resilience. This is characteristic of the
ecological resilience concept. The importance of a single forecast during the planning process is high
because “pump stations are designed for a 1 in 10 year rainstorm.” (City of Richmond, 2017) which
refers to the engineering resilience concept. There is no information stated on the frequency of
investments but since the measure is implemented, by deductive reasoning, there is at least a one-time
investment. This leads to the conclusion that the pump station and flood boxes belong to the
engineering concept concerning the fourth criterion. For the arrangement of the legal documents, no
data is available. The planners’ only expectation is that the community will not reject the new flood
protection measure. There is no need or opportunity for the community to take part in this measure.
All in all, pump stations and flood boxes show four criteria categorized as engineering and one as
ecological resilience which results in the engineering concept as the prevailing one.
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8.2.1.10 Raising Land Levels
The flood protection measure of raising land levels consists of man-made fill of soil through deductive
reasoning which is why its character is engineering. The measure can facilitate resilience in only one
state through deductive reasoning. The landfill needs to have a certain height to prevent from flooding
or it does not facilitate resilience. The city adjusts raising land levels for example according to the
FCLs, therefore by deductive reasoning calculations for different scenarios as well as a 200-year return
period event were considered. Multiple scenarios were taken into consideration which refers to the
ecological resilience concept. The frequency of investment is explained as following: “The year 2100
is the current standard for planning for sea level rise. [...] As the upward trend in sea level is not
expected to stop in the year 2100, 2200 was also modelled to provide insight for longer term planning
issues.” (City of Vancouver, 2014, appendix 1.). This supports the categorization of evolutionary
resilience. For this flood protection measure a continuous supply of financial means and ongoing
investments is required “to adapt to climate change when more specific local estimates [are]
developed” (City of Vancouver, 2014, appendix D, p. 1). Through the source, it is also recognized that
the “upward trend in sea level rise is not expected to stop” (City of Vancouver, 2014, p. 4 appendix
D) and therefore it considers a contingency budget at the beginning of the implementation of the
measure. This approach allows to react to unpredictable circumstances adding to later costs for the
development of the measure for long-term planning. This clearly categorizes the measure as
evolutionary resilience. “Further review and revision of the designated floodplain areas and associated
regulations is anticipated as global sea level rise and storm surge projections are refined over time and
local impacts are better understood.” (City of Vancouver, 2014, appendix B). Raising land levels are
seen as “associated regulations” (ibid.) and are therefore categorized as evolutionary resilience.
Through deductive reasoning, the planners expect the people to passively accept on state of the
measure. There is no need or opportunity for the community to take part in this measure for it to
work. This characterizes the engineering resilience concept. Summarizing, raising land levels show
three criteria categorized as engineering, two as evolutionary and one as ecological resilience which
makes the engineering concept the prevailing one.
8.2.1.11 Rip-Raps
Rip-raps are rocks with an average diameter of 0.3m that are placed in two layers next to the water
(cf. The Arlington Group, 2010, p. 58). They are a structural measure that originates from an
engineering background. By deductive reasoning, rip-raps are static structures that cannot transform
to different states which is why the measure has only one state in which it facilitates resilience and
therefore is categorized as the engineering resilience concept. There is no information stated on the
frequency of investments but since the measure is implemented, by deductive reasoning, there is at
least a one-time investment. This leads to the conclusion that rip-raps belong to the engineering
concept considering the fourth criterion. The flood protection measure is adapted in a five-year cycle
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(cf. City of Richmond, 2017d), therefore investments that occur regularly in specific time periods for
adapting the measure are required. This links to the ecological resilience concept. For the arrangement
of the legal documents which underlie the measure, there is no data available. For the sixth criterion,
the measure is categorized as engineering by deductive reasoning. The planners expect the people to
passively accept the measure. There is no need or opportunity for the community to take part in this
measure. Finally, four of the six criteria of the rip-raps are categorized as engineering resilience, one
criterion is sorted into the ecological resilience concept which makes in summary the engineering
resilience concept prevailing.
8.2.1.12 Seawall
The first criterion refers to the academic background of the flood protection measure. The seawall is
human constructed out of natural stone material and concrete (cf. Griffin, 2017, p. 2)which refers to
the engineering concept. By deductive reasoning, the answer for the second criterion is that the flood
protection measure facilitates resilience in only one state as long as the wall is not spilled over by
water which refers to the engineering concept. The relative importance of forecasts during the
planning process in criterion three refers to the intensity of the importance of a single forecast. The
sources mention two scenarios from the past that were considered during the construction process
of the seawall so the importance of a single scenario is limited because the planning process relies on
multiple forecasted scenarios (cf. City of Vancouver, 2017b, p. 79). This links the measure to the
ecological resilience concept. In the fourth criterion its asked for the frequency of investment. For this
flood protection measure a continuous supply of financial means and ongoing investments is required
to facilitate the “opportunity to upgrade it in the future.” (ibid., pp. 78-79). This categorizes the
measure as evolutionary resilience. For the arrangement of the legal documents no data is available.
By deductive reasoning, the planners expect the people to accept the measure. There is no need or
opportunity for anybody to take part in this measure. This categorizes the measure as engineering. As
a summary, three of the six criteria are categorized as engineering resilience, one criterion is assigned
to ecological and one to evolutionary resilience. All in all, the engineering concept is prevailing.
8.2.2 Prevailing Ecological Measures
8.2.2.13 Dike with Flood Boxes
The construction of the dike is analogous to the dike mentioned in 8.3.1. The dike in combination with
a flood box is adequately constructed for flood prevention (cf. Fischer, 2014) and man-made out of
earthwork materials (cf. ibid.). The flood box is constructed out of concrete, corrugated steel pipes
or high density polyethylene pipes (cf. Ministry of Water, Land & Air Protection, 2003). The source
further describes steps in the construction process which make it clear that the academic background
of the measure is engineering and therefore belongs to the engineering resilience concept. The second
criterion asks for the number of states in which the measure facilitates resilience. By deductive
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reasoning, this measure has multiple states because it leads water through, holds water back and
regulates water. The importance of a single forecasting is medium because one specific forecast is
considered in the planning process of the dike. In the case that the dike spills over, the additional flood
box enables the flooded area to be drained again. All in all, multiple forecasts are considered during
the planning process which leads to the categorization of the ecological resilience concept for this
criterion. The fourth criterion asks for the the frequency of investment. For this flood protection
measure as for the dike (cf. chapter 8.2.1.1), a continuous supply of financial means and ongoing
investments is required because “contingency and seismic updates are included in the financial plans
of the city” (City of Richmond, 2013b). This argument refers to the evolutionary resilience concept.
The frequency of legalization is the key point of the fifth criterion. The dike with a flood box needs
continuous revision of the legal basis in order to react to the continuously changing situation (cf. ibid.,
p.3-11). Therefore, the flood protection measure can be categorized as evolutionary in terms of this
criterion. The planners do not expect the community to participate during the building process. Instead
the various states of the flood protection measure have to be passively accepted and the degree of
involvement is low, which results in the ecological concept for this criterion. Finally, the dike with
flood boxes shows three criteria categorized as ecological, two as evolutionary and one as engineering
resilience which result in a prevailing ecological resilience concept.
8.2.2.14 Lowlands Diking Stakeholder Committee
The first criterion refers to the field of expertise the measure originates from. The committee consists
of four stakeholders (residents) selected by the city (cf. City of Surrey, 2017a) and seeks to
“advise the city of any operation and maintenance concerns with the dikes; and
promote awareness with the general public and landowners of the diking infrastructure
and general considerations in living in a floodplain.” (City of Surrey, 2017a)
This shows the social background the measure originates from which is connected to the evolutionary
concept of resilience. By deductive reasoning, the measure facilitates resilience in infinite states
because there is no limit to the stakeholders’ committee's ability to facilitate resilience as they are able
to react to continuously changing circumstances of the dikes. This categorizes the measure for the
second criterion as evolutionary resilience. Concerning the third criterion, during the planning process
multiple scenarios for the deterioration of dikes and options to address these were considered in
order to establish the committee. Through deductive reasoning the relative importance of a single
scenario is limited because they can react to multiple events which is a main characteristic for the
ecological resilience concept. “The City is seeking to select four residents to participate on the
Lowlands Dyking Stakeholder Committee for a three year term” (City of Surrey, 2017a), therefore
the measures needs a one-time investment with additional costs for adapting the measure every three
years. This categorizes the stakeholder committee as ecological for this criterion. For the arrangement
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of the legal documents, no data is available. Since a selection team consisting of “senior City staff will
review the resumes and select four Lowlands Dyking Stakeholder Committee members” (City of
Richmond, 2013a, p. 1), the planners expect enormous social readiness from the community to
contribute to the measure’s success. This categorizes the flood protection measure as evolutionary
resilience for the sixth criterion. All in all, three of the six criteria of the lowlands diking stakeholder
committee are categorized as evolutionary and two as ecological resilience which makes it
predominant in the field of ecological resilience.
8.2.2.15 Seadam with Tide Floodgate
From the site visit in Vancouver, the project group observed that the seadam with tide floodgate is
constructed as a system out of smaller parts of metal, stone, and concrete among other parts. The
flood protection measure is structured from an engineering perspective. The measure facilitates
resilience in multiple states. It can protect the area behind it from high tide water of the ocean and
release water of the river into the ocean when necessary (cf. City of Richmond, 2013b), which refers
to the ecological resilience concept. The source describes a new design which considers multiple
scenarios to facilitate resilience (cf. City of Surrey, 2016), therefore the measure is categorized as
ecological for the third criterion. The source describes only repairing and maintenance costs and
consequently the measure belongs to the engineering concept for this criterion. For the legal
framework in criterion five there is no data available. The planners expect the community to passively
accept the measure. There is no need or opportunity for the community to take part in this measure
which is therefore categorized as engineering resilience. As a summary, the seadam with tide floodgate
shows three criteria categorized as ecological and two as engineering resilience so the ecological
resilience concept is prevailing.
8.2.3 Prevailing Evolutionary Measures
8.2.3.16 Emergency Notification System
The first criterion refers to the academic background of the emergency notification system. The
emergency notification system sends notifications in the event of an emergency. The origin of the
measure is social because it requires human involvement, therefore the measure’s background is
evolutionary. The emergency notification system facilitates resilience in multiple states. If the internet
service does not work in the case of an emergency, other alternatives, such as SMS, phone and fax still
facilitate resilience. Hence, the emergency notification system is ecological for the theoretical criterion.
The third criterion is about the relative importance of forecasts during the planning process and refers
to the intensity of the importance of a single forecast. Through deductive reasoning, the importance
for the flood protection is sorted into low importance because during the planning process of an
emergency notification system planners need to account for unlimited scenarios of emergencies. This
argument categorizes the measure for this criterion as evolutionary. Concerning the legal basis, the
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source provides information about the system that it is “a living document. It will be reviewed and
updated regularly to reflect changes in threats and our level of risk based on lessons learned from past
incidents and exercises” (City of Richmond, 2011). This refers to the evolutionary resilience concept.
Planners expect enormous social readiness from the community. The people need to sign up for the
system, this means that the measure depends on the active participation of the community to facilitate
resilience. This categorizes the measure as evolutionary resilience for this criterion. Finally, five of the
six criteria of the emergency notification system are categorized as evolutionary, one as ecological
resilience which results in the evolutionary resilience concept as the prevailing one.
8.2.3.17 Emergency Number to Report a Flood Problem
The first criterion refers to the academic background of the flood protection measure. The number
to report a flood problem belongs to information and communication which has its origins in sociology
and is therefore categorized as evolutionary resilience. The second criterion asks for a number of
states. By deductive reasoning, the flood protection measure facilitates resilience only in one state,
namely when the number is active and refers consequently to the engineering concept. The relative
importance of forecasts during the planning process in criterion number three refers to the intensity
of the importance of a single forecast. The measure can, in its purpose to report, react to any different
type of flood problem and it is not possible to forecast which flood problem occurs next. This shows
that the importance of a single forecasted scenario is low because the planning process relies on an
unpredictable number of forecasts which links the measure to the evolutionary resilience concept. By
deductive reasoning a one-time investment is required for this measure because it is known
beforehand that the person who answers the phone needs to be paid. The measure is categorized as
engineering for this criterion. For the arrangement of the legal documents no data is available. The
planners need active acceptance and involvement of the community. The community needs to be ready
to use the number for the measure’s success which categorizes the measure as evolutionary. As a
summary, three of the six criteria for the emergency number to report a flood problem are
categorized as evolutionary, two criteria of the measure are engineering resilience which is why the
evolutionary resilience concept is prevailing.
8.2.3.18 Emergency Program Amateur Radio
The emergency program amateur radio is a “volunteer group of screened, licensed and trained radio
operators willing to be deployed when needed under the direction of the Surrey Emergency Program”
(Surrey, 2017). The measure has a social character because of the involvement of people and therefore
refers to the evolutionary resilience concept. By deductive reasoning the measure is categorized as
engineering for the second criterion because it facilitates resilience only in one state, when the radio
is active and functions. Through deductive reasoning, such as the emergency number to report a flood
problem (cf. 8.3.20), the measure can react to any different type of flood problem and it is not possible
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to forecast which flood problem occurs. This is again, connected to the evolutionary resilience
concept. There is a need to invest into the building, room and the equipment. From that point, no
further investments are required which means that the measure can be categorized as engineering
resilience for the financial criterion. For the arrangement of the legal documents there is no data
available. The source states: “as a result we can maintain a critical communications link between
responding agencies, government departments and support teams when other communication
methods are not available” (Surrey, 2017). This shows that the planners need the community to
contribute to the measure’s success, otherwise it cannot facilitate resilience. This is characteristic of
the evolutionary concept. As a conclusion, the emergency program amateur radio shows three criteria
categorized as evolutionary and two as engineering resilience resulting in the evolutionary concept as
a prevailing concept.
8.2.3.19 Informing the Public through Brochures
Brochures are printed media for education and communication (cf. City of Richmond, 2010). The
character of the flood protection measure is sociological and therefore belongs to the evolutionary
resilience concept regarding the first criterion. Through deductive reasoning, the measure can only
facilitate resilience in one state, either the public informs itself about hazards or it does not. This
connects the brochures to the engineering concept for the second criterion. The measure does not
depend on forecasts to inform the public about flood hazards. The importance of a single forecast is
low which categorizes the measure as evolutionary by deductive reasoning. Through deductive
reasoning, the brochures are only financed once because money is put aside for a special number of
brochures. Such as the emergency notification system, the plan for the brochures “is a living document.
It will be reviewed and updated regularly to reflect changes in threats and our level of risk based on
lessons learned from past incidents and exercises.” (City of Richmond, 2010; cf. chapter 5.3) is
therefore categorized as evolutionary. Citizens need to read the brochures to facilitate resilience, thus
the planners expect the community to contribute to the measure’s success. This refers to the
evolutionary resilience concept for the sixth criterion by deductive reasoning. Summarizing, informing
the public through brochures shows four criteria categorized as evolutionary and two as engineering
resilience resulting in the evolutionary resilience concept as the prevailing concept.
8.2.3.20 Informing the Public through Maps
Maps can be printed or web based (cf. Cosmos, n.d.; City of Richmond, n.d.-a). The documents are
visual representations and collections of researches on flooding with the intention to inform the public.
This is why the nature of the measure has a social interaction and is categorized as evolutionary
resilience. Maps facilitate resilience in only one state which is when the maps exist to inform the public.
Referring to the number of states, the measure is categorized as engineering. For creating maps, the
intensity of importance of a single forecast is limited because multiple scenarios are considered. This
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categorizes the measure as ecological. The frequency of investment for the measure is a one-time
investment for the data collection and the creation of the map. Through deductive reasoning the
measure is engineering for this criterion. For the frequency of legalization, there is no data available.
The planners expect the community to inform itself about flooding through the maps. Therefore, the
participation of the community is mandatory for the measure to work. This refers to the evolutionary
resilience concept. All in all, informing the public through maps shows three criteria categorized as
evolutionary and two as engineering resilience resulting in evolutionary resilience as the prevailing
concept.
8.2.3.21 Informing the Public through Meetings
The meetings are an intensive “interactive planning process in which stakeholders collaborate with
designers and other experts to create a shared vision for a project.” (Seiferling et al., 2016b, p. 4). This
is why the nature of the measure copes with social interaction and is categorized as evolutionary. By
deductive reasoning, there is no limit on how the meetings can facilitate resilience. They react to
continuously changing circumstances and are therefore categorized as evolutionary. The relative
importance of a single forecast is limited because multiple scenarios are taken into consideration during
the planning process of the measure. “As a first step, the City invited Crescent Beach residents to
attend a series of meetings between May and September in 2016.” (ibid., p. 2). This shows that the
development of the flood protection measure has additional costs for adaptation, which refers to the
evolutionary resilience concept, because the financing time periods are fixed. For the arrangement of
the legal documents, there is no data available. The source presents the advertising campaign for the
meetings, hence the planners expect the citizens to participate for the measure to facilitate resilience.
For the sixth criterion, the flood protection measure is categorized as evolutionary. As a summary,
informing the public through meetings shows three criteria categorized as evolutionary and two as
ecological resilience resulting in evolutionary as the prevailing concept.
8.2.3.22 Informing the Public through Websites
Websites are electronic infrastructure to provide “detailed emergency preparedness information to
conveniently help residents and businesses prepare” (City of Richmond, 2010), to inform and educate
the public. This shows the social background of the website and is categorized as evolutionary. By
deductive reasoning, the flood protection measure can only facilitate resilience in one state, when the
public informs itself on websites which are accessible and active. This refers to the engineering
resilience concept. The relative importance of a single forecast in the planning phase is low because
unlimited forecasts have to be taken into consideration by the website as an ongoing process. This
leads to the categorization of the evolutionary resilience concept. The website is updated frequently
(cf. City of Richmond, 2017b) which means a continuous financial support is required. This is typical
of the evolutionary resilience concept. The plan for the websites is stated as a “living document” (City
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of Richmond, 2010, p. 2), therefore is the legal framework characterized as evolutionary. The planners
expect enormous social readiness from the community to contribute to the measure’s success because
“the goal of the program is to build a disaster resilient community” (City of Richmond, 2010, pp. 3-5).
This indicates an evolutionary resilience categorization. Finally, informing the public through websites
shows five criteria categorized as evolutionary and one as engineering resilience resulting in
evolutionary as the prevailing concept.
8.2.3.23 Policy of designated Floodplains
The first criterion refers to the academic background of the flood protection measure. The measure
is set in the ‘Vancouver Building Bylaw No. 10908’ therefore its origin is based on a legal document
which is socially based because it is developed by humans and involves them in the process. This refers
to the evolutionary resilience concept. The second criterion asks for the number of states. The bylaw
for designated floodplains facilitates resilience in only one state that is when the regulation is active
and enforced which refers to the engineering concept. The relative importance of forecasts during the
planning process in criterion three refers to the intensity of the importance of a single forecast.
“[S]cenario planning and assessment is an important tool [for the planning of designated floodplains]
given the variability in estimates of when and to what extent things will change” (City of Vancouver,
2014, appendix D, p. 4). The source also states different forecasting scenarios in addition to the current
standard. This shows that the importance of a single forecasted scenario is limited because the planning
process relies on multiple forecasted scenarios which links the measure to the ecological resilience
concept. It is sked for the frequency of investment in the fourth criterion. For this flood protection
measure a continuous supply of financial means and ongoing investments are required “to adapt to
climate change when more specific local estimates [are] developed” (City of Vancouver, 2014,
appendix D, p. 1). The source also recognizes that the “upward trend in sea level rise is not expected
to stop” (City of Vancouver, 2014, appendix D, p.4) and therefore considers a contingency budget to
react to unpredictable circumstances adding to the costs for the development of the measure for longterm planning. This clearly categorizes the measure as evolutionary resilience. The frequency of
legalization is the key point of the fifth criterion, and similar to the previous criterion, the measure is
again based on the evolutionary concept because “city flood-proofing standards require revision to
incorporate anticipated sea level rise in line with new Provincial guidelines and current academic
consensus” (ibid., p. 2). The measure requires continuous revision of the legal basis to “address
increasing flood risk” (ibid., p. 2), and ensure flood resilience for buildings throughout their lifespan.
The sixth criterion deals with the degree of involvement after the measure is implemented. Based on
deductive reasoning, the planners’ only expectations are that the community passively accepts and
does not reject the policy. The community does not actively participate in the execution the policy in
order to work. As a summary, three of the six criteria for the policy of designated floodplains are
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categorized as evolutionary, two criteria as engineering and one as ecological resilience resulting in
the prevailing evolutionary concept.
8.2.3.24 Policy of Flood Construction Level (FCLs)
The first criterion refers to the academic background of the flood protection measure. The flood
protection measure is a policy (cf. City of Vancouver, 2017i, p. 4) therefore its origin is based on a
legal document which features a social background. This refers to the evolutionary resilience concept.
The second criterion asks for a number of states. The policy of flood construction level can, through
deductive reasoning, facilitate resilience only in one state which is when the regulation is active and
enforced which refers to the engineering concept. The relative importance of forecasts during the
planning process in criterion number three refers to the intensity of the importance of a single forecast.
“the FCL is calculated as the sum of components corresponding to future sea level rise, high tide,
storm surge, wind setup, wave effect and a freeboard.” (Northwest Hydraulic Consultants Ltd., 2014,
p. 43), which indicates that multiple scenarios are taken into consideration. This limits the importance
of a single forecast and links the measure to the ecological resilience concept. The fourth criterion
deals with the frequency of investment. For this flood protection measure “additional revisions would
be required to adapt to climate change when more specific local estimates were developed.” (City of
Vancouver, 2014, appendix D). This indicates continuous investments of financial means with included
contingency budgets that are required as it is typical of evolutionary resilience. The frequency of
legalization is the key point of the fifth criterion: for the policy of flood construction levels “[f]urther
review and revision of the designated floodplain areas and associated regulations is anticipated as global
sea level rise and storm surge projections are refined over time and local impacts are better
understood.” (Northwest Hydraulic Consultants Ltd., 2014, appendix B). The flood protection
measure is hereby categorized as evolutionary. The sixth criterion deals with the degree of
involvement after the measure is implemented. Based on deductive reasoning, the planners expects
the community to accept the FCLs and starts building as high as the policy dictates it. This is
characteristic of the engineering concept. All in all, three of the six criteria are categorized as
evolutionary, two are engineering and one criterion is ecological resilience resulting in evolutionary as
the prevailing concept.
8.2.3.25 System of Disaster Response Routes
The first criterion refers to the academic background of the flood protection measure. The system of
disaster response routes are designated routes for evacuation and the movement of emergency
responders (cf. City of Richmond, n.d.-a, p. AP7-1). This shows the social character of the flood
protection measure, therefore the measure is sorted into evolutionary resilience. The second criterion
asks for a number of states in which the measure can facilitate resilience. The flood protection measure
facilitates resilience in infinite states. The measure continuously reacts to changing situations because
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“[d]epending on the nature and location of the emergency, alternate disaster response routes may
need to be designated.” (ibid., p. AP7-1). The relative importance of forecasts during the planning
process in criterion number three refers to the intensity of the importance of a single forecast. The
importance is low because the system of disaster response routes is designed for reactions to any
type of emergency which links the measure to the evolutionary resilience concept. The fourth criterion
asks for the frequency of investment. By deductive reasoning, during the review new costs will arise
which categorize the measure as evolutionary resilience. The frequency of legalization is the key point
of the fifth criterion as the “plan is a living document. It will be reviewed and updated regularly to
reflect changes in threats and [the] level of risk based on lessons learned from past incidents and
exercises” (ibid. p. 2-2). This requires a continuous revision of the legal basis which is characteristic of
the evolutionary resilience concept. The sixth criterion deals with the degree of involvement after the
measure is implemented. The plan for the system of disaster response routes gives instructions to the
citizens how to react and use the routes in case of an emergency. (cf. ibid., p. AP7-1). This requires
active readiness and participation from the community which links the measure to the evolutionary
resilience concept. As a summary, all six criteria of the system of disaster response routes are
categorized as evolutionary resilience and are therefore this concept is prevailing.
8.2.3.26 System of Evacuation Routes
The system of evacuation routes are designated routes designed to move and evacuate injured people
and emergency supplies in case of an emergency (cf. ibid., p. AP7-1). Therefore, the nature of the
measure is social interaction and the measure is categorized as evolutionary. Because the sources
show two alternative routes (cf. Northwest Hydraulic Consultants Ltd., 2014, p. 76) the flood
protection measure facilitates resilience in multiple countable states which refers to the ecological
resilience concept. By deductive reasoning, the importance of a single forecasting is limited because
some “evacuation routes will be unusable during [certain] flood event[s]” (ibid.) which shows that the
flood protection measure facilitates resilience in multiple states. Thus, the measure system of
evacuation routes refers to the ecological concept. The forecasting for the flood protection measure
is made for up to three scenarios (cf. ibid.) which leads to the ecological resilience concept. The fourth
criterion discusses the frequency of investment. By deductive reasoning, the measure is sorted into
the evolutionary resilience concept because while reviewing the routes in order to adapt to new
changing circumstances, new costs will arise. For the frequency of reviewing the legalization,
emergency evacuation and planning needs to be continuously reviewed (cf. ibid.) which categorizes
the measure into the evolutionary resilience concept. Through deductive reasoning, the planners
expect enormous social readiness from the community. People must actively participate by following
the guided routes in the case of an emergency. This links to the evolutionary resilience concept. All in
all, the system of evacuation routes shows four criteria categorized as evolutionary and two as
ecological resilience resulting in evolutionary as the prevailing concept.
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8.2.3.27 System of Gymnasiums in Community Centers as Emergency Shelters
The first criterion refers to the academic background of the flood protection measure. The flood
protection measures character is social because “[i]n the event of an emergency, the City [...]
designates the gymnasiums in their [...] community centers as emergency shelters” (ibid., p. 76). It
originates from the field of sociology and therefore is categorized as evolutionary resilience. The
second criterion asks for a number of states in which the measure is able to facilitate resilience. The
system of gymnasiums in community centers as emergency shelters facilitate resilience in multiple
states because there is a limited number of gymnasiums, but within the system of gymnasiums multiple
alternatives to facilitate resilience exist depending on which are available during a flood event (cf. ibid.).
The forecasting for the flood protection measure is made for up to three scenarios which leads to the
ecological resilience concept because for the planning process it relies on multiple scenarios (cf. ibid.).
The fourth criterion deals with the frequency of investment. By deductive reasoning, the nature of the
measure is that there is a need to finance the equipment of the shelters in the case of an emergency
which can happen at any time, therefore the measure is categorized as evolutionary resilience. For the
arrangement of the legal documents, no data is available. By deductive reasoning, the planners need
active acceptance and participation from the community for using and activating the gymnasiums to
facilitate resilience. Therefore, it is connected to the evolutionary resilience concept. Finally, for three
of the six criteria, system of gymnasiums in community centers as emergency shelters are categorized
as evolutionary and two criteria are sorted into the ecological concept resulting in evolutionary as the
prevailing concept.
8.2.3 Measures without a Prevailing Concept
8.2.4.28 Manage Patient Inflows during Flood Event
The first criterion refers to the academic background of the flood protection measure. Managing
patient inflows during flood events is a measure for management and communication. Through
emergency management, the capacity of specific care locations outside of flood prone areas are
identified and evaluated (cf. Northwest Hydraulic Consultants Ltd., 2014, p. 76). This means that the
origin of the measure is social, therefore the measures comes from an evolutionary background.
Through deductive reasoning, managing patient inflows during flood events facilitates resilience in
multiple states. There is a set capacity of hospitals in the area that is able to facilitate resilience. If one
hospital shuts down in the case of an emergency, other hospitals can serve as a backup and the measure
still facilitates resilience. The third criterion is about the relative importance of forecast during the
planning process and refers to the intensity of the importance of a single forecast. “Five scenarios were
developed in consultation with the City and the Technical Advisory Group that encompass possible
future SLR states to 2200 combined with design storm events.” (ibid., p. III). This quote shows, that
the importance of a single forecast is limited because the city relies on a countable number of multiple
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scenarios. The criterion is categorized as ecological resilience. Concerning the frequency of
investment, there needs to be a contingency budget for the case of an emergency event, thus the
budget has to be available at any time. This is considered by deductive reasoning and refers to the
evolutionary resilience concept. For the legal framework in criterion five, there is no data available.
The planners expect the people to accept the measure. There is no need or opportunity for the
community to take part in this measure. This categorizes the measure as engineering resilience for
this criterion. As a summary, two of the six criteria of managing patient inflows during flood events
are categorized as evolutionary, two as ecological and one as engineering resilience so there is no
resilience concept prevailing.
8.2.4.29 Sewer System with Storm Drains
The sewer systems with storm drains is a man-made structure out of concrete and metal grids along
streets (cf. Bylaw No. 8093, n.d.). The character of the flood protection measure is engineering.
Through deductive reasoning, the flood protection measure facilitates resilience in multiple states.
Even when certain storm drains are plugged, the whole sewer system is still in a state in which it can
facilitate resilience and is therefore ecological resilience. The relative importance of forecasts during
the planning process in criterion number three refers to the intensity of the importance of a single
forecast. Various scenarios of the weather states are taken into consideration while planning the size
of pipes and the amount of storm drains (cf. “Engineering Design Manual,” 2012 pp. 24-29). The
importance of a single scenario is limited because the planning process relies on multiple forecasted
scenarios which links the measure to the ecological resilience concept. The frequency of investment
is asked for in the fourth criterion. New sewer connections require investments of the public authority
as well as the private property owners whenever new parcels have to be connected to the sewer
system. This categorizes the measure by deductive reasoning into the evolutionary resilience concept.
For the arrangement of the legal documents there is no data available. Through deductive reasoning,
the planners expect the people to passively accept the measure in one state. There is no need or
opportunity for anybody to take part in this measure for it to work. This categorizes the measure as
engineering resilience. As a summary, the sewer system shows an equal shared number of two criteria
for the engineering and ecological resilience concept and does therefore not show a prevailing
resilience concept. One criterion is categorized as evolutionary resilience.
8.2.4.30 Vegetation Control Program
The vegetation control program coordinates, by deductive reasoning, the effort to remove vegetation
on dikes to facilitate their functionality. Through deductive reasoning, the program has an
organizational purpose and social origins which link it to the evolutionary resilience concept. By
deductive reasoning the flood protection measure facilitates resilience only in the state when the
program is active and enforced. This is typical of the engineering resilience concept. Because multiple
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scenarios of vegetation growth are considered in the planning process, the importance of a single
forecast is limited considering deductive reasoning. This indicates the ecological resilience concept.
Since annual vegetation management work plans are required (cf. BC Ministry of Environment, 1999,
p. 8) and vegetation grows naturally and therefore needs to be removed, it can be expected that the
vegetation control program is an ongoing task and thus ongoing investments are required. The
“guidelines are subject to periodic review based on future experience and research” (ibid., p. 3) and
therefore the content of the regulation is revised in regular time periods in order to adapt to altering
circumstances which links to the ecological resilience concept. Through deductive reasoning, there is
no need or opportunity for anybody to take part in the measure for it to work. This is characteristic
of engineering resilience. All in all, the vegetation control program shows an equal shared number of
two criteria for every resilience concept and does therefore not show a prevailing resilience concept.
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9. Interpretation and Evaluation of the Research Results
The final step of the research process proposed through the framework is to take the results of the
placement of the measures, collect the qualitative results and show the distribution of the resilience
concepts among the measures. With this illustrated data the research question can be addressed.
The evaluation and interpretation of the research results are presented relating to the following
structure. Beginning with general explanations and statements, more detailed content is following
gradually. First of all, the outcomes of the researched data record, which is the filled criteria table, is
presented and described. In line with this description, each of the presented graphics is interpreted as
well. Every illustration represents a different perspective on the researched data record because it
puts emphasis on different nuances of the research findings. After explaining the illustrations and their
key findings separately, the next step aims to combine and compare the interpretations stated above.
This overview of the whole data record and its interpretations enables the project group to test the
hypothesis and to answer the research question. Following, the research group explains the added
value of the research for practitioners. The outcome of the qualitative data set is quantified using
numerical evaluations because the hypothesis asks for a majority. A numerical review of the
distribution allows to answer the research question.
9.1 Description and Interpretation of Single Illustrations
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Illustration 26: summary illustration (own illustration)
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The ‘summary’ illustration shows the allocation of the resilience concepts among the flood protection
measures according to their summary column (cf. criteria table). Whenever at least three or more
criteria of a certain flood protection measure are categorized into the same concept, the summary
column, i.e. the whole measure is marked according to this specific concept. Thereby the illustration
ignores the actual heterogeneity of the filled criteria table and focuses rather on the simple majority
of every measure. Nonetheless, the graphic gives a simple and short introduction into the diverse
allocation of the resilience concepts among the measures. It shows that the engineering, ecological
and evolutionary resilience concepts are implied in the flood protection measures. There are twelve
engineering measures and thirteen evolutionary measures whereas only two flood protection
measures are categorized as ecological. Furthermore there are three measures that show an equal
amount of different concepts in their categorization which means that they do not have a dominating
concept. One of these three flood protection measures has even all three concepts equally combined.
Against the hypothesis of a prevailing engineering concept, the illustration provides clear evidence of
two prevailing resilience concepts among the flood protection measures. Yet, the approach of this
illustration does not take into account the importance of measures with mixed concept backgrounds
according to the filled criteria table (cf. criteria table). Moreover, the ‘summary column approach’
might be misleading because it does not involve the difference between the research group’s argued
and quoted categorizations of the measures into their resilience concepts.
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Illustration 27: frequency of resilience concepts (own illustration)

The ‘frequency of resilience concepts’ illustration shows all 180 allocations that were made in the filled
criteria table. The illustration shows the allocations of every criterion and every measure summed up
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according to their resilience concepts. This illustration focuses on how often the criteria are answered
with the engineering, the ecological or the evolutionary concept. It gives an overview of the allocation
of each concept, but does not differentiate between flood protection measures. It is obvious that all
three resilience concepts are existing among the allocations. The evolutionary concept and the
engineering concept seem to prevail as each of the concepts have around 65 allocations out of 180.
Ecological resilience is allocated 34 times out of 180 and is therefore in the minority. Unfortunately,
17 times the research group was not able to allocate a certain resilience concept to categories since
there is no data available. However, the illustration shows also which of the 180 allocations are based
on a quote and which are answered through deductive reasoning by the research group (cf. appendix,
7.2 Profiles). Considering the fact that the allocations based on deductive reasoning can be biased, one
can also refer to the quoted allocations only. As a result, all three resilience concepts are still part of
the data record, more precisely the engineering concept with 19 out of 83, the ecological concept
with 20 out of 83 and the evolutionary concept with 44 out of 83 allocations. Hence, the smaller and
more reliable population has a prevailing resilience concept as evolutionary resilience has twice as
many allocations as the other concepts have. Nonetheless, both the small (83) and the big (180)
population contradict the hypothesis of engineering resilience being the prevailing concept.
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Illustration 28: distribution of concepts per criteria (own illustration)

The ‘distribution of concepts per criteria’ illustration shows the allocation of resilience concepts
among the six criteria. This illustration accentuates the heterogeneity of the appearing resilience
concepts in the whole allocation process. Except for the historical and legal criteria, all criteria contain
allocations to the engineering, ecological and evolutionary concept.
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The historical criterion shows an equal amount of allocations for engineering and evolutionary
resilience whereas ecological resilience is not present at all. The reason why none of the flood
protection measures were categorized as ecological resilience in the historical criterion lies in the
rules for the selection of flood protection measures which require measures to be public (cf. chapter
5.4). Whenever a measure is public it means that human beings are involved in its implementation.
This strikes the idea of ecological resilience in which human intervention is understood as an unwished
interference that disturbs the natural ability of a system to facilitate resilience (cf. Gunderson, 2000,
p. 436). For the criterion this means that if there is human intervention in environmentally-based
measures no allocations are made for the ecological category.
This impossibility to categorize a public flood protection measure as ecological resilience in terms of
its historical attribute is a challenge that appeared after the criteria table was already filled out. It
turned out that the definition of ecological resilience was too restrictive as that any man-made flood
protection measure could fit into it. This narrow definition goes in line with the challenges of the
research processes concerning this research’s assumption to polarize the resilience concepts.
Considering the example of a ditch (cf. chapter 6.5) a flood protection measure based on man-made
engineering constructions might have a natural function which would stand for an ecological approach
instead. For the purpose of a clear allocation of the measures to the resilience concepts, the grey area
is eliminated and the project group decided for the concept that is more likely.
For both the theoretical and the social criterion the engineering concept represents the majority in
more than half of the flood protection measures. In contradiction to the theoretical criterion, the
social criterion has more evolutionary allocations. The allocations of the theoretical and social criteria
are mostly filled with the help of deductive reasoning, because the sources do not cover these topics
(cf. appendix, 7.2. Profiles). In both cases a majority of engineering-based flood protection measures
can be stated. Thus, this majority is comprised of measures that prepare for only one state in which
the measure can facilitate resilience. Additionally, the planners of these measures do not expect any
social readiness from the community. Hence, for these criteria the hypothesis of engineering being the
prevailing resilience concept can be supported.
The allocations of the forecasting criterion show a clear prevalence of the ecological concept whereas
the engineering and evolutionary concepts are only allocated to six or seven flood protection
measures. Consequently, in the planning process of 17 out of 30 measures the planners considered
several scenarios in which the flood protection measure is supposed to facilitate resilience. This
allocation stands probably for a common sense among planners that a flood protection measure should
be able to cope with different scenarios of flooding.
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When it comes to the financing of the measures, more than the half is categorized as evolutionary
resilience. Ten measures refer to an engineering approach and four measures are categorized as
ecological resilience in terms of their financial background. The engineering concept of the financial
criterion is mostly based on deductive reasoning as it is assumed that when a measure exists, at least
a one-time investment is performed. Apparently decision makers acknowledge the importance of
flexible financial budgets since the evolutionary approach dominates in the data set. Contingency
budgets increase the measure’s ability to develop and facilitate resilience in a constantly changing
environment (e.g. measure nr. 30 Vegetation Control Program).
The legal criterion is marked by a significant lack of data because the legal documents do not address
the criterion’s intention or the legal documents are not available at all. Furthermore, the engineering
concept is not present because the engineering differentiation of this criterion expects that the legal
document states that there is only a one-time regulation intended. Thus, such a statement cannot be
found in most of the legal documents. Yet the majority of filled flood protection measures shows an
evolutionary approach concerning its legal foundation. Analogically to the financial criterion, decision
makers seem to acknowledge that a measure’s legal regulation needs to be adjusted on demand in
case of an unforeseen event that affects the measure’s ability to facilitate resilience.
Ultimately, it can be stated that depending on the criterion the distribution of concepts varies because
every criterion represents another perspective. The chosen perspective determines which concept is
more present. These results show the intricacy of the try to match flood protection measures and the
three resilience concepts.
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Number of the resilience concepts within the flood protection measures
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Illustration 29: Number of the resilience concepts within the flood protection measures (own illustration)
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The illustration ‘number of the resilience concepts within the flood protection measures’ (cf.
illustration: 29) shows the numerical distribution of the three different concepts within the single
measures. This illustration displays the detailed results of the criteria table in a more comprehensive
manner. Every bar in the illustration shows the number of each of the three concepts within a measure.
In this case, the focus of the evaluation lies on the selected flood protection measures. The goal is to
calculate averages and show the distribution of concepts among the measures.
The evaluation of the bar chart allows to draw a conclusion about to what extent the concept is
prevailing among the measures that showed a prevailing concept while leaving those out that do not
have a prevailing concept in the summary column. In addition, the values of each measure are
determined by counting the present concepts within the measure. This dataset provides the numbers
to determine which concept is prevailing. To calculate by what extend a single concept is prevailing
the total of the values by which a concept is prevailing is divided by the number of prevailing measures
of the same concept. It also shows a total number of concepts per measure, as well as an overview of
the amount of the three concepts that are present in all measures.
These quantified characteristics show whether or not there is a single concept that is prevailing among
the three concepts that are researched. The extent of how much a concept prevails equals the amount
of possible categories.
A concept is prevailing if it has at least three differentiations, thus a scale from three to six indicates
the degree by how intense a concept prevails (cf. illustration: 30). The number of all measures with
prevailing concepts is 27. Accordingly, three measures do not have a prevailing concept regarding to
the scale. For the engineering concept a value of 44 engineering fields was determined, allocated among
twelve measures with the same prevailing concept. This equates to a value of 3.67 which is considered
low on the implemented scale as it lies under the average of 4.5. In fact, the value is so low that this is
another indication that goes against the hypothesis of the engineering concept being prevailing among
the three concepts. However, what needs to be recognized in this process is the circumstance that
the average value disregards individual values of the measures. For the ecological concept a value of
six ecological fields was determined, distributed among two measures with the same prevailing
concept. This equates to a value of three which is the lowest possible on the implemented scale. Due
to the low number of measures with an ecological concept prevailing, this value is barely comparable
to the engineering average. In the explanation for the illustration ‘distribution of concepts per criteria’
this problem and the possible reason for this is addressed. For the evolutionary concept a value of 49
evolutionary fields was determined, allocated among thirteen measures with the same prevailing
concept. This equates to a value of 3.77 which is still low on the implemented scale, but the highest
value in this context.
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Average of prevailing concepts of the measures
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Illustration 30: average of prevailing concepts of the measures (own illustration)

In conclusion, the graphic shows that no concept is clearly prevailing among the flood protection
measures. The average values range from 3 to 3.77 which is very low to low on a scale that goes up
to six which is very high. These low values also mean that there is a significant number of other
concepts present in the measures that lower the value.
At this point a closer look at all 30 measures shows that there are six measures that do not include
an engineering concept, seven measures that do not include an ecological concept and eight measures
that do not include an evolutionary concept (cf. illustration: 29) Engineering can be considered as a
slightly prevailing concept, while the evolutionary concept is considered prevailing in the previous
example. The ecological concept is nearly equal to the number other concepts within this perspective
as well, which is a complete turnaround to the perspective of the averages. This slight contradiction
further establishes the assumption that there is no clearly prevailing concept. It also shows how close
to each other the values are and that another perspective can change the outcome of the evaluation.
The minor differences between the values speak toward an almost even distribution of the concepts
and show how they are present in each measure.
Reviewing the number of concepts present in the measures gives another insight. There are twelve
measures that include all three concepts, 17 measures that include two concepts and one measure
that presents only one concept (cf. illustration: 29). This shows that 29 measures represent two or
three concepts in their respective criteria. This further negates the view that the engineering concept
is prevailing, because 29 of the measures have one or two additional concepts that shape the character
of the measure to a point where it can be noticed in the criteria table. This and the previous
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conclusions make it clear that the engineering concept is not actually prevailing and that there are two
to three concepts present in the flood protection measures of the municipalities in almost every case.
In the following, the key findings mentioned above of the different illustrations are combined in order
to evaluate the hypothesis, answer the research question and explain the added value of the research
for practitioners.
9.2 Hypothesis
The evaluation of the hypothesis serves as an introduction to the answer of the research question as
it describes the relation of one concept to the others. As it is stated in chapter 2, according to
resilience literature the most applied resilience concept is engineering. Accordingly, the group’s
hypothesis, that goes in line with the research question, refers to the prevalence of engineering
resilience:
“Leading academics discuss that the engineering resilience concept seems to be the
most commonly used in today’s professional context.”
With regards to the research results this hypothesis has to be falsified. None of the above described
and interpreted illustrations can support the hypothesis with their main messages. The ‘summary
illustration’ shows that there are slightly more flood protection measures that refer to evolutionary
resilience than to engineering resilience. Moreover, both populations of the ‘frequency of resilience
concepts‘ illustration shows that the the engineering approach does not dominate among the
measures. In the ‘distribution of concepts per criteria’ the allocations of the theoretical and social
criteria seem to support the hypothesis since engineering resilience prevails. However, all together
the allocations for the criteria do not show a prevailing concept. Eventually, the most detailed
illustration of bar charts falsifies the hypothesis as well. On a scale between three and six where six
represents a very prevailing resilience concept, engineering resilience has 3.67. Out of 30 measures
there are even six measures in which none of their allocations was categorized as engineering.
Ultimately, the hypothesis has to be falsified. The research results show rather a heterogeneity of used
flood protection measures in Metro Vancouver.
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9.3 Addressing the Research Question
The falsification of the hypothesis provides the basis for answering the research question that is
addressed subsequently. The conclusion that no single concept is prevailing, because it shows that
there is more than one concept present in the measures. The research question addresses in the
following,
“Which theoretical resilience concepts (engineering, ecological, evolutionary) are implied
in the public measures implemented and currently planned for implementation by the
three municipalities of Metro Vancouver in order to protect the cities against flooding?”
Summarizing the results of the evaluation, the ‘summary illustration’ shows the prevailing concepts of
a measure. The engineering and evolutionary concept are nearly equally present whereas the ecological
concept is in the minority. The distribution and appearance of the three concepts in the illustration
speaks for the fact that there is not a single concept clearly prevailing. This shows the heterogeneity
of the concepts among the measures.
The illustration ‘frequency of resilience concepts’ shows the total distribution of the categories the
measures are placed in. In the illustration all three resilience concepts are part of the measures. This
presence shows a heterogeneous distribution of the concepts.
Furthermore, the illustration ‘distribution of concepts per criteria’ shows the distribution of the
appearing resilience concepts for every single attribute of the concepts. The data shows a
heterogeneous distribution of concepts in every attribute.
The illustration ‘number of the resilience concepts within the flood protection measures’ shows that
there is no single concept prevailing among the flood protection measures. The low average values
show that there are other concepts present in the measures, which again displays the heterogeneity
of concepts within a measure. It further implies that 29 measures out of 30 measures have two or
three concepts present in their respective criteria. The presence of the concepts shows a
heterogenous distribution and presence of the concepts in the flood protection measures.
Another aspect that ‘number of the resilience concepts within the flood protection measures’ shows
is that out of 30 measures six measures do not include an engineering concept, seven measures do
not include an ecological concept and eight measures do not include an evolutionary concept. This
shows that only a minority of the measures does not have one or more other concepts, which
emphasizes the heterogenous distribution of the concepts.
The illustrations used for the evaluation overwhelmingly speak towards heterogenous distribution of
the concepts among the measures. It further supports the research question, because it shows that all
three of the concepts are included in the majority of the measures. With this knowledge the research
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question can be answered. In the public measures implemented and currently planned by the
municipality all of the mentioned concepts can be identified. These insights represent the added
value of the research work for the resilience research.
9.4 Added Value for Practitioners
Conclusively, the interpretation of the research results is considered in terms of its added value for
practitioners who implement flood protection measures. This benefit for practitioners is discussed
exemplarily since it serves as an addition to the already answered research question.
In sum, the added value represents a variety of approaches to plan the theoretical, forecasting, financial,
legal and social attribute of a flood protection measure. Thereby each of the different approaches
refers to one of the three resilience concepts. In fact, the research results do not claim a ranking
between the different ways to cover the above mentioned attributes which in the end would imply
the judgement that one resilience concept is better than another. Such an evaluation would generalize
the situations in which resilience has to be facilitated whereas resilience literature argues exactly the
opposite:
“What resilience is becomes less important than what it does and in particular the
manifold and localized ways in which resilience becomes interpreted and translated into
planning practise.” (Coaffee & Lee, 2016, pp. 3-14)
Hence, it is more expedient to let planners decide for their own localized context what can be the
best way to protect against flooding in a particular planning case. Yet, to ensure a more sophisticated
decision-making process, planners can familiarize themselves with these research results.
Consequently, the research results aim to broaden the planners’ horizon in possible ways to
implement a flood protection measure in terms of the attributes that were used within the criteria
table (cf. chapter 8.2). In the following, these different ways are explained with the help of the attributes
and some measures.
9.4.1 Historical Attribute
The historical attribute of the flood protection measures does not allow a transfer of ideas among
measures. The criterion describes the measure’s field of origin which cannot be changed anymore. For
instance, an engineering-based flood protection measure like a sea wall (nr. 25) cannot change its
historical origin by knowing that there is an evolutionary-based measure as informing the public
through brochures (nr. 11). Nonetheless, one can draw conclusions out of the historical criterion
when it comes to the creation of new flood protection measures. Accordingly, one can consider a
cross-over between different fields of expertise that can serve as a foundation for a new flood
protection measure. In the above described case this could mean a combined measure that is
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comprised of a built sea wall, representing the engineering concept, and informing the surrounding
community through brochures, representing the evolutionary concept, about it.
9.4.2 Theoretical Attribute
In terms of the theoretical attribute planners are encouraged to be aware of the amount of states in
which their flood protection measure will be able to facilitate resilience. The dike (nr. 1) addresses a
single problem effectively, but cannot react to anything else. In certain situations this monofunctional
state is not enough and therefore planners can take into consideration the ability of measure nr. 3.
Adding a flood box makes the dike more flexible and thereby creates an ecological flood protection
measure in the sense of this criterion. With the help of the flood boxes the dike is capable of facilitating
resilience in two states since it can resist water flow and adapt to overflow.
In addition, planners can detect another transfer of ideas by comparing the following two flood
protection measures. The system of evacuation routes (nr. 28) addresses problems that are part of a
plan that is specifically designed for them. For these predicted problems effective solutions are
provided as the planners cover a certain amount of evacuation routes: “The first two evacuation routes
will be unusable during a Scenario 3 flood event.” (Northwest Hydraulic Consultants Ltd., 2014). This
ecological approach of being prepared for some scenarios can be considered as positive in one
situation. Yet, in another situation some scenarios might not meet the planners’ expectations and in
this case they can follow an evolutionary approach. Such is implemented in the system of disaster
response routes (nr. 27) that can facilitate resilience while being flexible and able to react individually
to occurring problems. On the other hand, this very individual approach, representing evolutionary
resilience, has a shorter time frame than a planned set of options, representing ecological resilience,
which can make the evolutionary measure less effective.
9.4.3 Forecasting Attribute
Regarding the forecasting attribute planners are asked to rethink their approach towards the
importance of one single flood event. In line with their considerations concerning this importance,
they can regulate their use of resources for further flood protection measures in a different way.
Groins (nr. 10) follow the engineering concept because they are implemented with the perspective of
a single flood event. Due to the fact that only one flood event is considered, groins deliver a good
cost-benefit ratio. Without looking at many different variables which would raise costs, groins can
effectively address this scenario. On the contrary, irrigation structures (nr. 15) follow the ecological
concept because in order to make the measure work effectively, different scenarios such as changing
seasons have to be reviewed to create an effective measure. Due to different scenarios, the costs are
divided among them and only create a fraction of the total benefit for each scenario which weakens
the measure in comparison to the one scenario measures. The benefit however lies in the increased
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flexibility and capability to withstand most of the scenarios. Further on, the system of disaster response
routes (nr. 27) follows the evolutionary concept. In this case the flexibility is a priority. In order to
facilitate resilience the measure needs to adapt to any circumstance that might occur. The key to the
measure is massive flexibility at the cost of effective planning since in case of a flood event planners
have to react immediately with a solution to cope with the flood event.
9.4.4 Financing Attribute
When it comes to the financial background of flood protection measures, decision makers can also
refer to different strategies. The dike with spillway and holding cell (nr. 4) is financed once and
therefore is considered as engineering resilience. Rip-raps (nr. 23.) show that decision makers also
have the possibility to finance measures in a repetitive manner. Therefore the investment of rip-raps
follows an ecological approach. Moreover, the research results show decision makers an evolutionary
way to finance flood protection measures. Its implementation can be observed in the sea wall (nr. 25)
that has a contingency budget. Following this budget concept, the flood protection measure is very
flexible and can also cope with unpredictable flood events because it can refer to financial means on
demand. Depending on goals and localized circumstances, these possibilities indicate alternatives that
are more or less suitable for the particular situation.
9.4.5 Legal Attribute
Concerning the legal basis of a flood protection measure the filled criteria table illustrates different
options of how it can be regulated. For example, the vegetation control program (nr. 30) follows the
ecological concept because for its legal basis it is stated that the measure is “subject to periodic review
on future experience and research” (BC Ministry of Environment, 1999, p. 3). Instead the measure
policy of flood construction level (nr. 19) follows the evolutionary concept as the bylaw is supposed
to change in line with new data significance for sea level rise: “Further review and revision of the
designated floodplain areas and associated regulations is anticipated as global sea level rise and storm
surge projections are refined over time and local impacts are better understood.” (City of Vancouver,
2014, appendix B).
9.4.6 Social Attribute
In the planning process of a dike (nr. 1) the planners‘ expectations of the community for the postimplementation period are very low, i.e. only passive acceptance of one state of the measure is
required. This approach refers to engineering resilience. In contradiction to the dike, the Lowlands
Diking Stakeholder Committee (nr. 16) states that “The City is seeking to select four residents to
participate on the Lowlands Dyking Stakeholder Committee for a three year term.” (City of Richmond,
2013a, p. 1). Thereby, the planners of this flood protection measure ask for an active involvement of
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the community which is an evolutionary approach. The added value of this comparison can result in
the planners’ considerations to change their expectations for the next dike that they will build. Inspired
by the evolutionary approach of the Lowlands Dyking Stakeholder Committee, they can expect an
active involvement as well. For instance, in response to a dike failure the planners can expect from the
community to organize itself with an emergency plan to stack sandbags to compensate temporary the
broken dike.
9.5. Summary of Interpretation and Evaluation
In the following the results of the interpretation and evaluation of the flood protection measures and
concepts will be concluded. Furthermore, the role of resilience can play in the climate change
discussion will be defined and compared to the ideas of others. The explanation of the heterogeneity
of the concepts presented in the measures can be put down to two aspects. The first aspect is that
historically resilience concepts build up on a pre-existing platform that offered inspiration and key
features which are being used for further work. The second aspect is that the results do not agree
with the idea that the engineering concept is prevailing. As described by Donghyun and Up the three
concepts need to be discussed together and applied to planning in order to combat the gradual
challenges of climate change (cf. Donghyun & Up, 2016, p. 12). The balance between persistence,
flexibility and adaptation in the face of challenges can in part even be inspected in the flood protection
measures of the municipalities.
In general, the results describe an attempt to merge practical measures with the resilience concepts.
Every concept that was applied to a measure exposed features or approaches that can be or are used
in urban planning. This idea was reinforced by an expert working with flood protection in Vancouver
that was interviewed during our work. When asked if resilience was part of her work she said:
”when we did with the coastal flood protection plan we include resiliency in some of the
measures. Some of the options were very much more on the resiliency sides in…
recovery or quick recovery… and minimal damages… across to more traditional
protection options.” (appendix 1.2.3 Interview Tamsin Lyle).
This shows that the idea of resilient flood protection is a viable approach to planning and was conceived
fairly recently in the Metro Vancouver region. Which also means that even measures that are not
explicitly called resilient according to the planners show resilience features in the criteria table. This
is why the results show measures and options that have the character of a resilient measure and can
be used as examples to facilitate the creation of resilient measures. Also different resilience concepts
Using a resilient approach in planning even appears to be necessary according to local expert Tamsin
Lyle, when asked how flood protection planning can benefit from resilience she stated:
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“I think this is not the binary solution that we've been using for years and years and
years… like building dikes and it works until it doesn’t work… isn't going to work
anymore as we're dealing with all of these uncertainties that we're managing ”
(appendix 1.2.3.)
This goes along with the ideas of Donghyun and Up (cf. Donghyun & Up, 2016, p. 11) that in the face
of climate change resilience is a necessary and capable tool to use. The application areas for the use
of the three concepts could be identified with the help of the ‘historical attribute’ as well. The three
concepts target the physical structures, nature or people.
So all in all, these results enable and imply considerate planning. So offering resilience concept-oriented
options for different elements of a planning process for flood protection are the benefit of the research
work. Whether or not a certain number of concepts within the measure is better than another is to
be determined in the future.
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This chapter explains the challenges of the research work faced during the implementation of the
framework in order to collect information for the evaluation of the criteria table. As shown in the
previous chapter, the criteria table was evaluated and conclusions were drawn from this evaluation.
Therefore, this chapter describes the outcome of the debates on the challenges mentioned before
which lead to the evaluation because these debates represent a key aspect of the research project.
The structure of the chapter and its subchapters follows through the illustration of the framework.
Since challenges arise during the implementation of the framework and while different steps of the
framework interact with each other, they are gathered and collectively discussed in this chapter. At
first, challenges of the framework itself are described and then challenges for the operationalization of
resilience and of flood protection measures are examined. Afterwards, challenges for the criteria
building process and for the categorization of the measures are presented. The challenges are italic
style.
10.1 Challenges of the Framework
The first step, to answer the research question and the hypothesis is to structure the research content.
This structure is provided by the framework which combines the resilience concepts with flood
protection measures (cf. chapter 7). The framework was created during the process of the research
therefore constant adjustments of the framework and the tasks which resulted from its steps were
necessary. This is why the final illustration of the framework only contingently reflects the research
process (cf. chapter 7). In consequence of this approach, several challenges for the research process
arise. Firstly, it is a challenge to ensure that every change or adjustment concerning the framework has to
contribute to the goal of answering the research question. The difficulty is to avoid creating steps which
focus aspects of resilience or flood protection that are inconsequential for the research approach.
Moreover, the detailed elaboration of the generic formulated framework steps must suffice this
requirement, too. A further challenge of adjusting the framework is to avoid adapting the research to
expectations about possible results.
The hypothesis predicts a predominant usage of engineering resilience for building urban resilience
through certain measures (cf. chapter 2; Meerow & Stults, 2016. p. 702). In contrast to that, the
research question investigates the relation of resilience and flood protection from a neutral
perspective on resilience by asking which concepts are implied in public measures (cf. chapter 2). The
framework was created to answer the research question as well as to confirm or to falsify the
hypothesis. Thus, the challenge for the development of the framework along with its elaborated steps is to
formulate it from a neutral and non-evaluative perspective. Against this background of structuring the
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research through a framework the subsequent explanations concerning the different steps of the
framework must be considered.
10.2 Challenges of Resilience
The initial phase of the research project consisted of the examination of the term ‘resilience’, its
meaning and usage. The differentiation of resilience is displayed on the left side of the framework (cf.
chapter 7). As resilience indicates a way to think about and to describe the desired functioning of
systems, the understanding of what resilience exactly means is influenced by many factors. For this
reason the term is difficult to specify (cf. chapter 4; cf. appendix, 2.2.2 World Café - Table 2). Therefore,
the initial challenge to operationalize the term ‘resilience’ is to define urban resilience. This ambitious
challenge emerges from three different aspects which are the longtime development of resilience
thinking, the usage of resilience in many different disciplines and the gap between theoretical
conceptualization and practical implementation of resilience (cf. chapter 1; appendix 1.2.3 Interview
Tamsin Lyle). All these aspects cause many definitions rather than a common definition that academics
and professionals agree on. Even concerning urban resilience the amount of definitions and its
application is difficult to overview. These definitions were created to serve the wide spectrum of
resilience thinking by including various and diverse operationalizations of the term (cf. Meerow et al.,
2016, p. 39). They contain discrete and specific operationalizations together with overlapping or similar
parts but no common definition which academics and professionals agreed on in academic discourse
and professional application was introduced, yet (cf. chapter 4). However, for this research on urban
resilience and for the question how urban resilience is included in flood protection measures a clear
understanding of resilience is essential. To tackle this challenge the definition of Meerow et al. is useful
because it terminates the multitude of other definitions by formulating a new definition that
encompasses every aspect related to urban resilience (cf. ibid.). Nonetheless, the encompassing
character of the definition requires an abstract and general formulation which includes different
resilience concepts but does not distinct them from each other. Thus, a further challenge of the definition
of resilience is to distinguish concepts of urban resilience from each other while ensuring that no aspects are
left out. For this reason further differentiations of specific resilience concepts have to be formulated in
order to enable the examination of particular situations.
10.2.1 Challenges of Urban Resilience Concepts
The definition of urban resilience contains expressions which indicate three concepts, i.e. engineering,
ecological and evolutionary resilience (cf. ibid.). Since Meerow et al. developed their definition out of
many other definitions, they used these common features of the resilience concepts as a basis and
called them tensions (cf. Meerow et al., 2016, p. 39). Challenges that occur along with the tensions in
particular are considered at a deeper level of the framework. The fact that the concepts are developed
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out of each other over time, creates the main challenge for distinguishing the concepts. The challenge
is to differentiate the tensions of the resilience concepts into tensions that allow a distinction of the resilience
concepts and into ones that do not allow this. All tensions have to be checked whether they can be used
for further distinctions of the concepts or if they do not allow a further distinction, it has to be ensured
that they have no interfering influences for the distinction.
The fact that engineering, ecological and evolutionary resilience evolved from the preceding one over
time beginning with engineering resilience also indicates that these concepts are not static models.
Similar to their development out of each other, every concept itself, especially ecological and
evolutionary resilience, experienced a development process of the underlying theory and application.
For example, the concept of ecological resilience at first based mainly on the idea of bouncing forward,
whereas after a progress in theory the concept is used to describe complex socio-ecological systems
(cf. chapter 4). Besides the common basis of the resilience concepts, these development processes
stand against a clear delineation of every concept because they generate different development states
of the concepts. Moreover, they cause the concepts to merge into one another so that the boundaries
between the concepts are not discernible. Therefore, the challenge is to clearly distinguish the concepts
from each other. To resolve this challenge the concepts are polarized to their key aspects which
describe ideal-typical systems regarding to the certain concept (cf. Meerow et al., 2016, p. 39). This
approach requires an explanation of how overlapping aspects of the concepts are treated, i.e. the idea
of persistence is represented in engineering as well as in ecological resilience and the idea of adaptation
is contained in ecological and evolutionary resilience. At first sight, these aspects which are a result of
the development processes seem to be left out. Accordingly, the structure of the concepts would not
address all relevant aspects of resilience (cf. chapter 10). However, these aspects are not excluded but
assigned to only one of the concepts. In particular, this means for the concept of ecological resilience
that the situation, when a system does not bounce forward to a new state, is comprised within
engineering resilience. Comparable to this, the situation when a system exceeds an unpredictable
threshold and takes on a complete new character correspond with the conceptualization of
evolutionary resilience (cf. Davoudi, 2012, pp. 300-301). Thus, the focus on key aspects of the concepts
is even more precise.
Unlike the other concepts, evolutionary resilience is not based on the idea of a system’s equilibrium
(cf. chapter 4). Due to this, evolutionary resilience not naturally comparable to the other concepts.
The challenge therefore is to operationalize evolutionary resilience in way that enables the comparison with
the other resilience concepts. However, according to the concept a system facilitates resilience if it is
able to react to the uncertainty and unpredictability of circumstances by transforming itself (cf. chapter
4). The concept becomes comparable, if this transforming ability is interpreted as infinite states in
which the system is able to function.
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Lastly, it is important to mention that the latest academic research on resilience not only considers
the distinction of certain concepts, but also examines the involvement of different stakeholders in
resilience thinking and the targeting of it. By asking questions like ‘for whom is resilience thinking
intended?’, ‘who benefits and who loses through resilience building?’ and ‘what has to be resilient to
what?’ the focus of the research shifts to actual impacts of resilience building in urban areas (cf. Meerow
et al., 2016, p. 46). These questions refer to an approach for the examination of particular situations
of resilience building, but do not have a relevance for this research project because only the resilience
concepts that can be identified within flood protection measures are investigated through the
evaluation of the criteria table (cf. chapter 7). This means that only the threat of flooding as one of
many topics of resilience thinking is examined and that complex stakeholder relations are not part of
the research. Concerning the research question further considerations are not necessary.
10.2.2 Challenges of Tensions and Distinctions
The tensions of the resilience concepts describe common features which are addressed in many
resilience definitions as a result of development of the concepts out of each other (cf. chapter 4). As
mentioned before, the challenge of the tensions is to investigate the influence of all of them on the distinction
of the concepts to avoid unclear structuring. ‘Timescale of action’ is an approach to operationalize and to
measure resilience through the recovery time of system for a single resilience concept (cf. chapter 4).
Hence, this tension has nothing to do with the distinction between different resilience concepts and
does not interfere with it. The tension understanding of adaptation cannot serve as distinction for the
resilience concepts because general and specific adaptability cannot split up among the resilience
concepts (cf. chapter 4). Although general adaptability indicates a system understanding in the sense
of evolutionary resilience, both adapting strategies are generally possible with every resilience concept.
The same holds true for the practical application: professionals tend to think about resolving shortterm events in a way that correspond with the understanding of engineering resilience, but this
coherence is not necessarily given (cf. chapter 2). Moreover, the kinds of impact, i.e short-term threats
and long-term stresses, which are tackled by the adaptability of the system do not negatively influence
the distinction of the concepts because every concept is at least theoretically able to deal with them.
Besides, as particular measures and their relation to the resilience concepts are investigated, the term
‘system’ can be seen as the particular measures themselves and this is why the research itself deals
with a specific kind of adaptability. Due to this, a further investigation of this tension from the
perspective of the research question is impossible. The last tension which does not allow a distinction
between the three resilience concepts is ‘resilience as positive concept’. As every concept promotes
the benefit of resilience directly or indirectly by the recommendation to apply the respective concept
to a system, this tension does not impair the distinction because every concept pursues an equal idea.
Although these tensions and how they are currently formulated do not allow to distinguish between
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the resilience concepts, it is not precluded that they can be conceptualized in a way that they can be
used for a distinction.
The tensions which generally allow to distinguish between engineering, ecological and evolutionary
resilience are called distinctions of the resilience (cf. chapter 7). They are based on the common
features of the concepts and as they are subject to the development of the concepts (cf. chapter 4).
Therefore, the challenge of these distinctions is to adjust them in order to clarify their distinguishing character
without changing the meaning of the certain distinction. Regarding to the ‘notion of equilibrium’, the nonequilibrium paradigm of evolutionary resilience was interpreted and formulated as infinite states in
which the system can facilitate resilience (cf. chapter 10). Concerning the distinction this understanding
allows the comparison evolutionary resilience with both other concepts. The challenge for the distinction
‘characterization of urban’ is to formulate precise and valid manifestations for every resilience concept. Since
it is stated that an urban system is composed of networks, different types of networks are assigned to
the resilience concepts in order to clearly distinguish the manifestations (cf. chapter 4). ‘Pathways to
urban resilience’ is a distinction with clearly delimited manifestations. The terms ‘persistence’,
‘adaptation’ and ‘transformation’ reflect key aspects of the concepts and can be adapted without
further challenges (cf. chapter 7).
It is a requirement to keep the division in tensions and distinctions in mind while proceeding with
further steps of the framework because as a consequence of this, possible criteria to identify and
distinguish resilience concepts within flood protection measures constitute only a part of the features
of resilience. Since the research aims to distinguish resilience concepts, similarities between the
concepts and the position on them which is discernible within the measures do not find further
consideration.
10.2.3 Challenges of Resilience in Connection to Particular Measures
To apply resilience to a particular situation it is necessary to adapt the theoretical construction to a
real life application. The challenge which arises from this is to specify the resilience-related terms regarding
to the realistic circumstances. Especially the understanding of what is meant by an ‘urban system’ has to
be clarified because resilience finds different expressions while looking at different scales of the urban
system. Outside of this research, many resilience frameworks are developed to consider and evaluate
whole cities or metropolitan areas and interpret these size of settlements as urban systems (cf.Arup
Group, 2017; Kresge Foundation, 2015). The complexity of cities reflects the holistic perspective of
resilience which considers various aspects of an urban system that has to be resilient in order to shape
the general adaptability of the system. However, when the focus lies on particular situations and
specific topics only a small part of the complex urban system is examined which implies that only a
limited number of the variety of aspects are considered. At the edge of this reasoning stands the single
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measure which has to facilitate resilience. The measure has one purpose and is intended for a specific
task, e.g. to facilitate resilience through flood protection. In this case the whole idea of an urban system
is reduced to a single measure or more precisely a specific part of the urban system is ruled out and
examined on its own regarding to resilience. The challenge due to the previous argumentation is to define
when a measure facilitates resilience or not. The easiest way to resolve this challenge is the following
formulation: a measure facilitates resilience when it is functioning. Functioning in this case means the
measure does what it is intended for and for the area or scope the measure is planned for.
Nevertheless, this definition does not allow to rate how strong or intense the measure facilitates
resilience. No scale for measuring the intensity of resilience facilitation is derivable out of it. Yet, this
is also not necessary to answer the research question.
Concerning the research question, the next challenge is to conceive a method to identify which type of resilience
concept is represented through the measure. To meet this challenge the distinctions of the resilience
concepts and its manifestations must be specified and applied to the particular situation, too. For this
task further information about the certain measure which is examined are necessary and have to be
collected.
10.3 Challenges of Flood Protection Measures
The assignment of the flood protection measures to certain resilience concepts requires an overview
of the measures which should be analyzed. The initial step of collecting these measures represents a
challenge of the research process because possible measures, their definitions and descriptions must be
identified and gathered structurally. To reduce the amount of possible measures, not every flood
protection measure is taken into consideration. Instead, selection rules were created to consider
relevant measures for the research question (cf. chapter 5.4). This approach raises a number of further
challenges during the collection process.
Firstly, the research aims to examine public flood protection measures and therefore measures must
be listed and described in public documents. As the case study municipalities are part of Metro
Vancouver, and as flood protection represents a task that cannot be solved within a single municipality,
measures are introduced and regulated at different administrational levels. Moreover, a vagueness
emerges from the question if the implementation of a certain measures lies within the responsibility
of a municipality or not. To meet these requirements and circumstances it is necessary to formulate
a precise description of every measure. To describe the flood protection measures as geographically exact
as possible it is a challenge to identify the measures at the lowest administrational level at which they are
introduced. Complementing to the first paragraph this attempt also handles another challenge: the particular
examined measures in Metro Vancouver must fit to their definitions and descriptions. To ensure this, the
definitions are adapted from existing measures within the area of the municipalities wherever this is
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possible. Thus, the case study approach causes the collection as well as the definition of flood
protection measures to be locally shaped.
Since more than one case study municipality serves as a source for the collection of flood protection
measures, unification challenges arise when measures are listed twice or more. One challenge is the
treatment of inconsistent designations for certain measures in different municipalities. While comparing the
municipalities, a single measure can be named differently or the comprehension of what a certain
measure actually means can vary. In this case, a standardized name and a description that contains all
listed aspects was created. Using this approach, one has to be careful with the formulation because
there is a risk to change the understanding and meaning of a measure with its designation, e.g. an
activity like dredging can be misunderstood as a policy if its formulation implies it or with the term
‘dike’ a category for several more specific measures can be meant (cf. appendix, 7.2.6 Profiles).
Therefore, it is a challenge to formulate the names and descriptions of the measures properly according to
their intended function. This is very important concerning the identification of the resilience concepts
because the formulations indicate how the measures are treated. For example, for the measure
‘informing the public through maps’ the activity of informing the people is meant by the measures’
name and not the creation process of maps itself (cf. appendix, 7.2.12 Profiles). These examples lead
to another challenge that deals with the different levels of administration at which measures are
regulated and introduced. On higher administrational levels definitions and descriptions become
broader and more abstract. As a result of this, measures that are introduced at different levels lack of
comparability and deal with various geographical extents, e.g. a single pump station is hardly
comparable to a strategic emergency management for the whole region. The challenge therefore is to
not only consider measures at the lowest level of administration, but with their most precise description.
Moreover, there are some special cases when measures are repeatedly implemented in the same
manner, but at different locations, e.g. pump stations (cf. City of Surrey, 2013, p. 37) These similar
measures can form a system and therefore a new measure. Unless the parts of this new measure
cannot function on their own, e.g. for the measure system of evacuation routes alternative routes to
react on the particular flooding event are necessary, only the solitary measure and not the system is
taken into consideration. Thus, for measures that are part of a system it is a challenge to clarify whether
they can function without the system or not. For the example of the pump station this means that although
the entire area of a municipality is protected by a system of pump stations, just one pump station is
examined because if this pump station does not function the area which is protected by the station
gets flooded (cf. appendix, 7.2.21. Profiles).
Finally, as all measures contribute to facilitate resilience for the whole urban system, also sub-systems
of several measures at a specific location work together in order to protect from flooding. This means
that normally not only a single measure is implemented against flooding, but a series of measures, e.g.
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wetlands are located in front of a dike and behind it there are ditches to transport the water away (cf.
appendix, 5. Site visits, wetlands/ ditch). The collaborating system of measures at specific locations is
not part of this research analysis because it is intended to categorize separated measures and to
identify their way of contribution to resilience.
10.3.1 Challenges of Selecting Measures
It is apparent that the collection process of measures does not lead to a clearly defined and comparable
list of measures because the resulting challenges cannot fully be handled without a further specification
on a general understanding of the term ‘flood protection measures’. This is why it is a challenge to define
the term ‘flood protection measures’. The selection rules for flood protection measures handle this
challenge and ensure the comparability of the measures regarding to the identification of resilience
concepts because the measures are considered at an equal level of implementation (cf. chapter 5.4).
As mentioned earlier, measures are taken into consideration with their most precise appearance.
Notwithstanding, there are some measures that only occur in combination with another measure, e.g.
at pump stations always flood boxes are implemented, too (cf. appendix, 7.2.21 Profiles). The
contradiction of this situation is that according to the selection rules these measure are not precisely
divided, but in reality they will not appear if they are divided further. The challenge for combined
measures therefore is to describe a treatment of the measures that fits the selection rules. Regarding this,
these measures are treated as a single measures because as one part of the measure does not occur
on its own if it is considered separately, the measure otherwise is excluded from the collection. The
last point to clarify refers to the formulation of measures, too. According to the fourth selection rule,
measures have to be precisely defined (cf. chapter 5.4). Nonetheless, this rule does not restrict the
subsumption of measures with the same purpose, but a variation of the realization of this purpose.
Particularly, measures that have the phrase ‘informing the public through’ included in their name aim
to provide information to the inhabitants of the municipalities. Although the different documents or
events are subsumed under these measures, all these documents have the same purpose which finds
its expression in the formulation of their names. Also, this procedure does not dissent with the
requirement to be as precise as possible for the measure description because the intention behind the
measures is not listing all of the documents or events as measures, but conducting the imparting of
information.
10.3.2 Challenges of the Characteristics of Flood Protection Measures
The final list of measures is made up regarding to the selection rules and then the measures are
examined concerning their characteristics and their connection to the distinctions of the resilience
concepts. The general challenge of the characteristics is to collect them as comprehensive as possible. At the
same time it is apparent that a final list of all possible characteristics is an unrealistic goal. With this
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stated, the collection of characteristics concentrates on the functionality of the measures and on
relevant characteristics for flood protection and resilience (cf. appendix, 7.2 Profiles). These general
characteristics and their manifestations are gathered in profiles for every measure (cf. ibid.). The
profiles do not claim for themselves to contain an entire list of relevant characteristics concerning
flooding and resilience which is definitely a weakness for the research. This is why it is a challenge of the
characteristics to be as encompassing as possible in order to allow an evaluation regarding to the resilience
concepts. Concerning this challenge, at least the amount of examined characteristics allow a
differentiated and detailed consideration of flood protection measures related to resilience. Although
there is a risk that some relevant aspects are not considered in the research, the collection of
characteristics is comprehensive enough to allow the identification of resilience concepts within the
flood protection measures and to eventually answer the research question.
It is obvious that there are characteristics that do not allow a distinction of the resilience concepts,
e.g. the name of a measure or the addressed type of flood which is a characteristic that is specifically
related to flooding and therefore to the research. The importance of the characteristics listed in the
profiles derives from their relevance for facilitating resilience and the further requirement to enable a
distinction between the resilience concepts (cf. ibid.). Accordingly, the characteristics which allow a
clear distinction between the resilience concepts through their manifestations are called selected
characteristics. The manifestations of these characteristics are compared to the manifestations of the
distinctions in order to recognize coherences which are the base and requirement for the criteria to
identify the resilience concepts (cf. illustration: 21 framework). This indicates that similar to the
collection of the characteristics in general the selected characteristics do not represent an entire list
of relevant characteristics concerning resilience. Although no coherence between characteristics and
distinctions of the resilience concepts is observed, the characteristics might allow a statement on
resilience in another way. However, for the research only characteristics with a relation to the
distinctions of the resilience concepts are relevant. This is illustrated through the merging arrow in
the illustration.
As every other step of the framework, the characteristics of the flood protection measures have to
be distinguished, too. For the characteristics it is a challenge to derive the character of the measure, i.e. its
regulation and implementation, from its name and description. Especially the difference of a measure seen
as a regulation or as an activity, i.e. the implementation of the regulation, has a great influence on the
characteristics of a flood protection measure because it leads to striking differences of the
manifestations of certain characteristics. In fact, a measure is naturally composed of these two sides.
This means it is a challenge to consider the regulation as well as the implementation side in the measure list.
Due to the requirement to be stated in public documents, this is not possible for every measure and
therefore weakens the outcomes of this research (cf. chapter 5.4). Nonetheless, for some of the
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measures both sides are stated within the documents, e.g. flood construction levels and raising land
levels (cf. appendix, 7.2 Profiles).
Another challenge is to cope with the lack of available data for the complementation of the profiles and
dissenting informations. Since the flood protection measures of the case study municipalities are
considered collectively, it is possible that different information is stated for a single measure. This case
only applies for a low minority of measures. Nonetheless, it is a challenge to decide on the source which
delivers and proves the content of the manifestations of the characteristics. To handle this challenge, the
latest sources are taken into consideration, because they provide the latest updates of the measures.
A possible alternative might have been to split a measure up between different municipalities to
consider them separately. However, this is not intended with the focus of the research because it
requires a collective consideration. Moreover, an issue would be that not all measures are taken by all
municipalities. The other issue concerning the challenge of the available data is the question of how
the characteristics have to be addressed in the public documents. For some characteristics it is
impossible to recognize direct statements in the documents because their formulation is closely
related to the resilience concepts (cf. chapter 7). Therefore, the challenge is to create a method to cope
with the unavailability of data. The characteristics for which this circumstance applies are completed by
deductive reasoning based on logical argumentation, further statements on the measure within the
documents and personal experience gathered during field research (cf. chapter 8.2). This approach
indicates a weakness of the research because of personal influencing and assumptions, but is necessary
due to the missing alternatives for the evidence of the characteristics.
10.4 Challenges of Criteria Building
The criteria building process aims to merge the distinctions of the resilience concepts with the selected
characteristics of the flood protection measures via the manifestations of both aspects (cf. illustration:
21 framework). The resulting criteria consist of categories to identify the different resilience concepts
within the characteristics of the measures (cf. table 14: criteria table). The following paragraphs
describe the challenges of this synthesizing step of the framework in general, while upcoming chapters
address the challenges of formulating every specific criterion and categorizing measures in.
The overall challenge for the formulation of a certain criterion is to taken on the perspective of a characteristic
without omitting any relevant aspects while at same time precisely formulate the distinction of the concepts. In
particular, the criterion has to contain the manifestations of a certain distinction which designate the
different resilience concepts and the manifestations of the characteristics which designate possible
ways to refer to the certain perspective of the characteristics and match to the distinctions. (cf. chapter
7)
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As the challenge of formulating a criterion is meeting both sides of the framework by merging the
manifestations of the distinctions with the manifestations of the characteristics, it is apparent that the
criteria cannot solely be formulated as it is shown in the table (cf. ibid.). Nonetheless, the formulations
represent considerations of the relevant aspects on both sides, i.e. the resilience concepts and the
flood protection measures. Accordingly, the focus of the criteria does not lie on uniqueness, but on
precise consideration and inclusion of resilience and facilitating measures. Additionally, for the criteria
in total as diverse as possible perspectives are examined. Since the selected characteristics do not
represent an entire list of all possible perspectives on flood protection in relation to resilience, there
is no conflict to which of the distinctions the criteria refer to because there is no ranking between the
distinctions. Every distinction is meant to distinguish the resilience concepts as well as the others. The
formulation of the criteria though can be closer or remoter to the distinctions and the characteristics.
Hence, for the interpretation of the table the formulation of the criteria is for all these arguments a challenge
to consider.
10.4.1 Challenges of specific criteria
Specific challenges occur for every attribute of the flood protection measures as a result from the
content and its formulation. The historical attribute is especially challenging because the field of expertise
needs to be identified in order to define the origin of the measure (cf. chapter 8.1). By looking at the
structure of the flood protection measure it is expected that the worldview behind the measure and
its ideological origin are identified in order to connect the measure to a resilience concept.
Furthermore, contradictions occur when a measure is a man-made structure, but has a natural
function, e.g. a ditch (cf. appendix, 7.2 profiles). This overlapping aspect causes a grey zone, but a
decision on one concept is necessary. Thus, it is a challenge to decide to which concept these types of
measures match. In case of doubt if a measure is environmentally based, it is assigned to an engineering
concept as this is verifiable for the measure.
The essential challenge of the criterion ‘in how many states of the measure can the measure facilitate
resilience?’ (cf. table 14: criteria table). is to derive possible states from the way the measure is functioning.
This means that existing or potential functions which facilitate flood resilience, must be quantified.
Especially for evolutionary resilience infinite states must be understood as potential situations in which
the measure can react by transforming itself. Reacting by transforming describes a time frame and not
a point in time. This shows that the challenge for the categorization in this criterion is to estimate all possible
states within this time frames. Statements on the possible states must be provable in the public
documents. A specific challenge for the sorting of measures is the consideration of combined measures. These
measures cannot exist by themselves, but only in combination with another measure. In this case the
combined measures always have two or more functions and therefore cannot be categorized as
engineering resilience. This weakness results from the requirements of the selection rules and cannot
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be avoided. Moreover, it is a challenge to clarify the stakeholder from which point of view the measure is
interpreted. This challenge emerges for measures with multiple stakeholders involved, e.g. for the
measure ‘Emergency number to report a flood problem’ (cf. appendix, 7.2.8 Profiles) it must be stated
if establishing the hotline or the possibility to report a flood problem is meant.
The criterion of the forecasting attribute asks for the relative importance of a single forecasted
scenario during the planning process of a flood protection measure (cf. table 14: criteria table). It
requires to investigate scenarios that are considered during the planning process. Subsequently, the
challenge of the criterion is to recognize or estimate how strong a single forecast is relevant and considered
during the planning process (cf. chapter 8.1). It must be acknowledged that the understanding of what a
scenario is broaden for socially shaped measures. The typical understanding of a forecast conforms
with a mathematical outcome of considerations and calculations because these outcomes are
necessary for the planning process. Nevertheless, this understanding of a scenario does not fit for
social measures. As social measures estimate human behaviour within the planning process, e.g. the
reactions of citizens on planning, the term ‘scenarios’ is broaden in order to include these estimations.
A specific challenge for this criterion is to transfer the idea of evolutionary resilience to cope with uncertainty
and unpredictability to this criterion. Since it is impossible to plan for something that is unknown or not
known beforehand, this worldview has to converted to be comparable (cf. chapter 4). To handle this
challenge the formulation ‘infinite states’ is useful because it indicates the idea that measures must be
reactive and transformable. These are features of a measure which indeed can be considered during
the planning process.
The challenge of the criterion ‘how is the development of the flood protection measure financed?’ is to identify
the frequency of investment within the budgeting plans of a measure. For ecological resilience, it is difficult
to create a connection to the financing aspect because it does not have anything to do with the
environmentally based aspects of the concept. Therefore, another challenge for the criterion is that the
distinction ‘notion of equilibrium’ has to be transferred to the financing perspective. To handle this challenge
the idea of different states which is based on the distinction ‘notion of equilibrium’ is used and the
financing aspect is structured according to it. In terms of ecological resilience one can say that funds
are provided for repeatedly updating the measure and therefore different ways for the functioning of
the measure are estimated during the planning process. In principle, the way this argumentation works
is applied for every resilience concept.
The main challenge of the criterion ‘how is the legal document which underlies the measure arranged?’ is for
reconstructing the development of the measure in legal terms. In terms of legal documents, the availability
of documents plays an important role for the sorting into this criteria because the assumptions about
the status of a certain document would undermine the comparability of different measures. This
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challenge is present within the profiles of the measures because planned measures are not necessarily
transferred to law. If legal documents are available for a certain measure, the challenge is to identify how
these documents are arranged. As it is available, the legal document is at least related to engineering
resilience, if there are no other information stated. This can be expected because the document itself
is existing and therefore at least a one-time decision was made. Another challenge is to find a consistent
way to deal with updates on the legal document as they automatically tend to influence the sorting process.
Therefore, the document in which the legal definition is introduced has to be considered wherever it
is possible. Regarding to this, a further challenge is to consider the latest legal document which has not been
altered. A statement on the resilience concept which is facilitated by the legal dimension of the measure
might be distorting because at the point in time when the measure was introduced the resilience
concepts were not developed, yet. This would have been a contested statement because even if the
willingness would be there, for the legal document it was impossible to consider all concepts in before.
Nonetheless, the research aims to identify the concepts within different aspects of a measure and this
is still possible regardless whats state before.
The last criterion reads as follows: ‘what are the planners expectations on post-measure
implementation involvement?’. The challenge concerning the sorting into this criterion is to estimate the
minimal degree of involvement which is necessary to successfully implement the measure. Different
perspectives with various opinions must be taken into consideration in order to be able sorting a
measure into the criterion. This also indicates the weakness of the criterion as it tends to force
speculations. Assumptions have to be made on two levels: the reception of the citizens related to a
measure and what the planner of this measure expects the reception to look like. This weakness
results from the availability of data because the social readiness of measures is rarely described within
documents, but tested in beforehand through participation processes. To put the sorting for the
criterion on a solid ground, the social readiness should have been surveyed (cf. chapter 11). A further
challenge of the criterion is to distinguish between passive and active acceptance. Particularly, this means
that addressed citizens or communities have different levels of involvement as in terms of engineering
resilience they only must not reject a measure whereas for evolutionary resilience they have to actively
participate for the implementation. Therefore, the estimations are also more extensive than for the
other concepts. Moreover, the criterion is strongly depend on who is regarded and addressed. Thus,
it is challenge to consider which part of the community is addressed by a certain measure. For example, the
measure ‘irrigation structures for farmers’ (cf. appendix, 7.2.15 Profiles) directly addresses framers as
part of the community whereas measures that are formulated with the expression ‘informing the
public’ (cf. appendix, 7.2.15 Profiles) refer to the community as a whole. Therefore, the challenge is
to carefully consider who and how many different groups of stakeholders are addressed. All in all, the
weakness of this criterion is its assuming character because of the available data. This could be
improved by intensive inquiries of necessary data.
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10.4.2 Challenges of the Categorization
The categorization of flood protection measures into the criteria in order to generate statements on
the facilitation of resilience out of the perspective of different attributes is based on the characteristics
of the measures and their manifestations (cf. chapter 8.1). Challenges and requirements that occur in
this context are described in the following paragraph.
During the categorization process it is necessary to consider the data which underlies the
manifestations of the selected characteristics for a valid evaluation of the criteria table. Since the
characteristics can either be proved by statements in public documents or be accomplished by
deductive reasoning, two qualities of sorting exist. Thus, it is a challenge to indicate and mark deductive
reasoning within the criteria table and to consider it separately during the evaluation later on. To handle this
challenge a *-sign indicates deductive reasoning throughout the whole sorting process. To produce a
beneficial outcome regarding to the research question, a measure can only be sorted to one concept
for each attribute. Therefore, it is challenge to clearly delimit every measure to only one possible answer
concerning every attribute. However, due to the nature of measures even a precise and delimiting
definition not always allows a clear assignment of a characteristic to only one of the concepts. This is
why the sorting process heavily relies on the argumentation for the characteristics which indicates the
importance of the mark, too.
The application of the framework and the operationalization of all of its steps leads to a lot of different
and specific challenges. Moreover, some types of the challenges occur during the whole research
process. Firstly, the challenge of clear distinctions on both strands of the framework is permanently present.
The resilience concepts have to be clearly distinguished and their distinction has to be precisely
separated from each other. Similarly, the flood protection measure has to be sorted in an organized
manner and their characteristics have to be considered. This challenge is closely related and leads to the
second challenge of accurate formulations. Encompassing definitions and precise distinctions require exact
formulations to ensure a clear understanding of every part of the research. Finally, an overall challenge
is to meet the framework on every of its levels with the data reality. Research on sources, unification of
terms and handling of missing information are three of many possible manifestations of this challenge.
These challenges have to be considered and managed in order to ensure a valid evaluation.
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11. Conclusion
With this chapter, the project group concludes with its advanced bachelor project: Resilient Cities:
Risks, Repercussions and Realities for Resilience Planning in Metro Vancouver. But concluding this
research project does not mean, that its ideas and the research interest is finished. During the last
phase of analyzing the collected data, the project group imagined possible further aspects to research.
Automatically with this new topic of resilience, lots of questions in regards to the topic of resilience
and the case study of Metro Vancouver remain unanswered at the end of the project.
As analyzed in chapter 9 it can be said that the reaction that municipalities have to answer the threats
of flooding show that the engineering, ecological and evolutionary concepts of resilience, explained in
chapter 4, are implied in the area of Metro Vancouver. Depending on the scope of analysis it can be
said that both engineering and evolutionary measures are mainly implied by the municipalities. With
regards to the hypothesis stated in chapter 2 a falsification concludes with the interpretation and
evaluation made in chapter 9. Not only the engineering concept of resilience plays a significant role in
the implied measures, but the evolutionary concept is implied to an equal extent as well. On a more
detailed scope of analysis, with the evidence of the criteria table in chapter 8, all three concepts of
resilience are present in the flood protection measures of Metro Vancouver.
Within the research group the differentiation between the three resilience concepts is a huge
challenge. By creating criteria in combination with the flood protection measures, a systematic and
transparent approach is completed, although the chosen combination of criteria is not final, that shows
in what ways resilience concepts differ from one another. This fairly theoretical part can be used by
researchers and especially practitioners to get to know the different approaches to resilience and
makes them reflect their own use of the term “resilience”. During the research project and in many
interviews (cf. appendix 1.2), informal talks and presentations it was obvious that the term resilience
is used in many different contexts, with different background knowledge and different goals. To clarify
how this research project understands the topic and to educate interested academia, a video clip was
produced, summarizing the theory behind the three concepts. The project group shares this clip with
pleasure for any situation where there is a need to clarify the different resilience concepts.
Addressing the problem of flooding, this research is able to be used as a catalogue of flood protection
measures with the collection of data to categorize and think about the measures in terms of resilience.
Apart from the connection to resilience, this research can only be the basis for analyzing the system
of measures in the three municipalities Vancouver, Surrey and Richmond. Unanswered remains the
question whether approaches of resilience and in this research specifically flood protection measures,
can withstand the increasing intensity and frequency of floods due to climate change.
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In response to the first urban resilience workshop conducted in March 2017 in Vancouver, a second
workshop took place after the final phase of this research work. Within the two days of presentations,
collaborative work and networking the research group was able to present this research and reflect
on it critically together with the audience. Critique and contributions from this occasion in addition
to the ongoing research interest and unanswered questions and new questions, lead to some followup ideas for this research topic.
A common approach to strengthen the research proposed would be one more visit of the case study
area. Although this research was conducted on the basis of a field trip midway through the project, it
would be a good opportunity to include stakeholders from Metro Vancouver in testing the project’s
own assumptions. The stakeholders would also be relevant in terms of weighting the criteria. As
mentioned in chapter 10, a weighting process from the outside perspective would probably undermine
the meaning of the weighting. By asking the stakeholders directly about their opinion of the relevance
of the criteria the weighting would be able to add value to this research approach. The different
approaches towards resilience of the municipalities Richmond, Vancouver and Surrey, as indicated by
an interviewee (cf. appendix, 1.2.3 Interview Tamsin Lyle), would make an analysis and differentiation
of each municipalities collection of flood protection measures very interesting. Would there be any
differences in the outcome of this research with only one municipality in scope?
Also the complex interaction of stakeholders, especially shown in the future workshop (cf. chapter
3.3.3) conducted in the first urban resilience workshop in Vancouver, was not able to be fully analyzed
with this research, because the topic was broken down to only consider stakeholders that are involved
in the implementation of flood protection measures. Further research could show, who really benefits
from resilience planning also on the scope of the entire urban system, not only the system of flood
protection measures and who is really affected by resilience planning.
A far more complex question to be answered is ‘how good can a measure facilitate resilience?’. After
now understanding the concepts of resilience and the functionality of flood protection measures
building a framework to value the measures would be a valuable, but a highly controversial
continuation. In this context it could also be necessary to evaluate the relevance of a single measure
for the whole system of flood protection. How high is the value of each measure for the flood
protection of the whole city?
Answering the research question marks the end of this research project, but not the end of an ongoing
chain of thoughts. The project group is curious to see what contribution this research has for academia
and practice, after providing them with the research outcomes, for the supervisors of this project, all
involved experts and each of the students individually
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Glossary for Research Terms
theme

research term

explanation

theory of
resilience
concepts

tensions

In her article Meerow points out 6 conceptual tensions that exist between engineering,
ecological and evolutionary resilience. These are conceptualization of urban, notion of
equilibrium, resilience as a positive concept, pathway to resilience, understanding of adaptation,
timescale of action.

distinctions of the resilience
concepts

For our research work we use only three of six which are the following because they
allow a clear differentiation between the concepts:
» notion of equilibrium
» pathway to resilience
» conceptualization of urban

manifestations of
distinctions of the resilience
concepts

The manifestations of the distinctions mentioned above are e.g. for equilibrium:
» eng: one equilibrium
» evo: several equilibria
» eco: none/ infinite equilibria

selection rules of flood
protection measures

The selection rules aim to minimize the amount of our chosen flood protection measures.
There are 5 selection rules:
» Local document of the municipality (Vancouver, Richmond, Surrey) for example
strategies and official websites of the municipalities.
» Already existing measures or a planned measures (therefore there needs to be
a proof for that).
» The measure needs to have a connection to the public space (no private
measures for example on houses).
» The measure has to be precise definable (no summary of measures to one
stream).
» Measures never focus on the actual construction in combination with buildings.

general characteristics of
flood protection measures

The general characteristics are any characteristics that describe a flood protection
measure. Our collection (cf. illustration 20 in chapter 6.31) of them is not complete
because there is an endless pool of such characteristics. Some examples:
» Who is primarily flood protected?
» How long does it take for a measure to protect the area from flooding?
» Position of area of protection

selected characteristics for
flood protection measures

Out of the pool of the general characteristics, the selected characteristics are the only
characteristics that we are interested in. Why? Because only these can be matched to
our manifestations of distinctions of the resilience concepts. Example:
» Frequency of investment for development of measure

manifestations of selected
characteristics of flood
protection measures

These are the manifestations of the selected characteristics that matter to us. Following
the selected characteristic of above this would mean:
» one-time investment
» one-time investment + additional investments in certain time periods
» permanent supply of financial means, ongoing investments
For further examples cf. third column of table 4 (chapter 7)

criteria

The criteria allow the research group to categorize flood protection measures in terms
of their appropriate resilience concepts. (cf. table 6 in chapter 8.1). Example:
» How is the development of the flood protection measure financed? (repair and
maintenance costs are not taken into consideration.)

differentiations of criteria

White boxes in the criteria table (cf. table 6 in chapter 8.1). Example for financial criterion
» eng: For building up the structure of the flood protection measure a one-time
investment is required.

flood
protection
measures

criteria
table

Illustration 31: framework as handout (own table)
Table 15: glossary for research terms (own table)
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1. Interviews
1.1 Interview Guidance
Estimated No.
Time
2 min
Declaration of consent
2 min
Introduction by interviewpartner
3 min
2
In which context, did you come across resilience in your current professional
life?
5 min

3

3 min

4

4 min

5

2 min

6

If they deal with it
If they do not deal with it at the organization:
at the organization: What does resilience mean to you?
How does your
organization define
resilience?
Introduce Flood Protection and ask: How is flood protection related to
resilience?
If resilience is
If they do not deal with it at the organization:
discussed at the
Do you think that flooding should be discussed in the
organization:
context of resilience? And why?
Regarding flooding,
do you also discuss
resilience? And in
which context?
Are there any innovative flood protection measures that you plan to
introduce or would you like to see happen in your work?

1 min
7
Do you know theoretical resilience concepts? Which ones do you know?
Read out: The following questions are based on the theoretical background concerning
resilience. If you are not familiar with them, we would like to introduce these concepts shortly.
Thus, you could evaluate these resilience concepts from the point of view of your professional
expertise.
5 min
8
If they know about
If they do not know about theoretical resilience:
Read to the interview partner: “Resilience always deals
theoretical
with the area or the scope for which a measure is
resilience:
planned and will be facilitated if the measure functions
How can flood
as it should. Resilience can be divided into three
protection benefit
concepts that can be distinguished by the different
from the concepts
numbers of stable states the measure can have. One
of resilience?
possibility to transfer the theoretical understanding of
resilience to reality is the application to flood
protection measures.
A measure fits the concept of engineering resilience
when its purpose is that the measure itself or the area
or scope that the measure is protecting from flooding
persists in one stable state.
A measure fits the concept of ecological resilience
when its purpose is to adapt to different stable states in
which it can protect from flooding or when it enables
the area or scope to adapt to different stable states.
A measure fits the concept of evolutionary resilience
when its purpose is to continuously react to changing
circumstances while still protecting from flooding. It can
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5 min

9

1 min

10
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either transform its structure or transform the area or
scope.”
What do you think are the advantages and
disadvantages of the resilience concepts in terms for
flooding?
Overall, which concept do you think is prevailing while applying flood
protection measures in Metro Vancouver?
Many thanks and bye!

1.1.1 Consent form
Dear Participant,
Your participation in this research study is voluntary. You may choose not to participate. The
project group will use the information offered by you in this workshop for scholarly purposes only.





I agree that the information given by me can be used for the purpose of the student`s
project named above.
The purpose and nature of this workshop has been explained to me.
I agree that my contributions to any discussions may be electronically recorded.
Any questions that I have asked about the purpose and nature of this workshop on the
students’ research project have been answered to my satisfaction.

You may choose from the following options:
 I understand that the students project may wish to pursue publication at a later date and my
name may be used.
OR
 The students can use the information given by me, but may not use my name in any of their
publication.
OR
 I do not wish my name to be used, cited, or my identity to be disclosed in any other way in
the publications.
Name:

__________________________________

Signature:

__________________________________

Date:

__________________________________
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1.2 Transcripts
1.2.1 Transliteration Interview 1 - 06.03.2017 - 10:00 a.m. Vancouver B.C. Christian Beaudrie
C.B. = Christian Beaudrie
P.I. = Philip Iwanowski
R.C. = Robin Chang
N.M. = Nadine Mägdefrau
P.I.: So it is the six of march a little like ten AM Vancouver. We are recording Christian Beaudrie and
let me start with the questions. So basically our main topics are resilience. In our research so far we
came across like three different concepts of resilience ecological….evolu….sorry... engineering,
ecological and evolutionary and so far we found out that the engineering one like measures like dikes
or pump stations are the most common used in the three municipalities of Surrey, Richmond and
Vancouver and we just wanted to know how do you come across with resilience in your work?
C.B.: Yeah, so the work that I’ve done in flood risk management has been solely with the City of
Vancouver so far. And we did a project with the City of Vancouver from 2012 ...2015 or 2014 until
...about a year and a half basically and so what we were doing in that was looking at … we didn’t have
a firm definition of resilience that we were … we weren’t aiming to sort of satisfy resilience measures
but more or less trying to understand flood risk and what options there are available to protect against
that. But looking at several indicators across basically people indicators so how people are affected,
how environment is affected and cost measures as well. And so with that for example with people we
were looking at vulnerability so in flood areas like in this area of town there is a larger proportion of
the population is vulnerable to …..we had... it basically basically came over the vulnerability index but
looking at the population that is sort of vulnerable to flooding or to other sort of economic situations
that might make it difficult for them and other things as well it just more in terms of values and personal
preferences. So in looking at flood we wanted to get a sense of floods how….you know things like
your home or your lifestyle would be impacted, or like parkland or esthetics or… you know ...a wide
range of things that people say that they value we looked at impacts on those. For environment it was
fairly narrow but we didn’t go a very deep dive at this point just sort cause it was preliminary type
project but just looking at like how coastal wetlands would be affected and then also looking at like
contamination. So there are a lot of like you can see here that there is a lot of tankers and things of
that sort, there are gas stations or contaminated sides so with floods contamination there might be a
problem and then of course causes related to it. So as far as a formal resilience frame work there
were elements of what I think you would use in a resilience type framework but we didn’t actually...we
didn’t use a resilience framework per se.
P.I: Okay, good. Like next thing we would like to ask you is just short how is your organisation defining
resilience in particular?
C.B.: So again, we don’t have...we don’t use a formal definition of resilience because we are not working
formally in the resilience space like. See how I can frame this here. So you mentioned sort of three
framings.
P.I.:Yes.
C.B.: Engineering, ecological and evolutionary and I would say if there is one place that we tend to be
it’s more in the engineering site of things only because of the projects that we work on. So often when
we work with municipalities the more oriented around like the... like physical infrastructure and
engineering and that sort of thing. And so...so maybe I’ll give you a bit of a background on what we do
and that will frame things a little bit cleaner for you. So we work in decision analysis and we work with
like structured decision making framework and in using that what we do is try to understand with
particular problems say flood risk we define the context, we understand...we try to understand what
matters to people who are affected and so it’s a values based approach. So when we go into community
or we work with stakeholders we wanna understand you know if there is a flood that what is that,
that you care about so you might care about the land, you might care about your property, you might
care about your lifestyle being affected, you might care about pollution, you might care about the
environment there are all kinds of things that you might care about and a lot of those things fall under
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sort of, you know, resilience framework. But we don’t formally try to measure resilience. We’re…. I
think we’re capturing those things in our indicators but not ...we’re not sort of putting a framework
out there to frame this out. Once we’ve identified those indicators one of the things that people care
about we then look at what are your options to mitigate the problem and that’s where we start to
create alternatives and so you might say ok for this area of land I make it flooded you could use dikes,
you could raise the roadway and have a dike that has a road on top, you could put a barrier across
the inland, you can move people out of the space there are all kinds of things that you can do physically
including you know setting up like bylaws and things so that people assume the risk if they choose to
stay in the floodplain. So those sort of things tend to be more physical like more engineering type
things that we do. So yeah, does that make sense? It sort of not within formally within a resilience
framework but I think it’s very similar.
P.I.: Okay. Like, you’re also doing like a similar approach to us we are specifying as well in flood
protection measures and this is why I would like to ask you how in your opinion is flood protection
related to resilience?
C.B.: So I think it’s a component. So essentially I think that again let me try to think about how to
define resilience here. So my…the way that I’ve looked at resilience is essentially if you’ve got a system
you sort of have a state of that system, right? And you have something that might happen like a flood
and you bring that state down and then from there the resilience is sort of reflection of how long does
a state down? How rapidly does it come back up and where does it come back up to, right? And so
when you think about flooding, like coastal flooding with those sorts of events the...you know if you’re
measuring resilience you wanna understand how that system will respond and if you’re designing to
make a more resilient environment or more resilient community then you design so that you can
bounce back quickly. That’s….is this of sort what we’re getting to? Is this the ...like this is the concept
of resilience that we’re using?
P.I.: Yes.
C.B.: Ok. So thinking in those terms I imagine... was your question about how flood protection is
related?
P.I.: Yes, how flood protection is related to resilience in your opinion.
C.B.: Right. So I think that all [?? (8. 40)] resilience in that you’re sort of protecting against you know
like a degradation of the state of the system. And so that’s one thing is you can protect against
degradation so if there is you know sea level rise and waters coming in if you have flood protection
and perhaps you keep the water out and the state of your system isn’t changed so it can be protective.
It can also help in recovery. So if you have a flood event then the things that you care about or the
assets in the flood zone may...you may let water in but you may protect them so that they’re not
damaged as much. So things like having structures off of the ground, having… you know basically
allowing water come in but to get out quickly not damaging things, not storing things on the first floor,
a value, you know having your electrical infrastructure above sea level that sort of things. So again
protection in the second is like the rate of recovery or the amount of damage that occurs, so.
P.I.: Okay. Yeah, just one thing, is this like the next question we should ask? Because they are quite
similar.
R.C.: Yes, if you think there are quite similar then you can move on.
P.I.: Yeah, okay. So we just....the next question I was going to ask you, do you think that flooding should
be discussed in the context of resilience and why?
C.B.: Do I think that flooding should be discussed in the context of resilience and why?
P.I.: Yes.
C.B.: Yes, absolutely. I think in Vancouver it’s especially important because it is a large threat. There
are a number of threats here, earthquake threat, earthquake risk, flood risk from sea level rise or
surrounded by water. So I think that flood protection is a..it’s a key piece to resilience in the city.
P.I.: Okay. So yeah, we go on. And like..are there any innovative flood protection measures that you
plan to introduce or would like to see happen in your work?
C.B.: Yeah, with the City of Vancouver I think there were some innovative discussions. So one that’s
innovative that doesn’t sound innovative but it really is because people aren’t doing is just discussing
the option of retreat. So if you imagine in the flood zone especially in a city like this we say like what
can you do to keep the water out and in some cases it might make sense to consider moving out of
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the flood zones instead and letting water in. And again that’s not innovative technologically but it’s
innovative in that most people are not willing to discuss that because of the value of land. In that work
I don’t think that the city of Vancouver needs to retreat on any of the zones around the city. Like I
think that there are options that will you know vulst to resilience without retreating but that’s ….I
think that’s an innovation. If that makes sense. (laughter)
P.I.: Okay. So on my schedule. So yeah, the next question would be about if you know those..the
theoretical resilience concepts but we’ve mentioned that in the beginning of the
C.B.: Yeah, maybe I can clarify that as well.
P.I.: Yes.
C.B.: Because to be honest I’m more...I have an engineering background and in the work again that
we’ve done it’s been more engineering related just because the sorts of projects have just been
naturally framed as infrastructured typed projects and the engineering sense fits with it but like I would
like to get a better idea of the other sort of resilience framings and what they entail. So I think that’s
a discussion we can have afterwards just to get a sense of really what people are talking about, because
the engineering one seems to be the dominant one in planning that I’ve come across. And I’m not
quite familiar with the others. The other side of it just to mention is when we talk about resilience
here amongst ourselves and often with clients people have a sense of what resilience means but they
don’t have a sense necessarily of like a diversity of definitions for resilience. And so often people are
uncomfortable of talking about resilience just saying you know we are creating a more resilient city
what does that mean, like, does it mean that you’re protecting against hazards? Does it mean that
you’re sort of improving the communities ability to bounce back after something that has happened
and they’re not...those concepts aren’t well defined I find, people they feel that they know it means
and they say resilience like I feel you know I feel resilient or this community feels more resilient does
result of this thing but it’s just not clear what it means at all.
P.I.: That’s what we found out. Like it’s a new buzzword.
C.B.: It is. It is a buzzword, it’s like saying sustainability. This community is more sustainable. What
does this mean? Well, people tend to have a sense they feel it but they can’t define it and so that is
tricky.
P.I.: Okay. So, as I see you know about those concepts, I’m just gonna go on to the next questions.
And just asking you, how in your opinion can flood protection benefit from the concepts of resilience?
C.B.: Okay, flood protection benefits from the concepts of resilience? I think if you have resilience in
mind when you’re looking at flood protection it can help you to bring a focus away from a very strictly
engineering point of view and towards looking at broader implications for society, for environment
because resilience isn’t like a cost benefit equation it’s not a matter of saying you know it will cost us
a hundred million dollars to put up a dike and we will safe you know a billion dollars in infrastructure
damage. It has a lot more to do with that. So I think once you start looking at things in a resilience
lense you start to think about community impacts, you start to think about what people care about
or you should I mean and this can helps you do that. And I think as a result you can design cities that
are more resilient against floods but also just places that people wanna live in, that are in more vibrant
communities, more interesting places you know they you know aesthetically pleasing. It doesn’t have
to be utilitarian dikes that kind of thing. So I think that concept is really valuable…. in... so we are
looking at advantages and disadvantages you say?
P.I.: Yes.
C.B.: So disadvantages for resilience concepts. I have a hard time thinking of disadvantages because it
seems like such a positive thing. The only disadvantage I would say is that if people don’t clearly
understand or have a clear definition of what resilience means then you don’t really know what you’re
optimizing for. You don’t really know you’re planning for and it’s not clear to me that you will be in a
better place as a result. You might have flood protection still but if you don’t really understand the
framing or the definitions then I think it’s a missed opportunity, you can miss opportunities, too.
P.I.: Yes. So you were speaking about the disadvantages and advantages. So just go on and like what is
in your opinion overall the concept which you think is prevailing while applying flood protection
measures in Metro Vancouver?
C.B.: Concept that is prevailing?
P.I.:Yes.
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R.C.: So in this sense to clarify, you mean engeneering, right?
P.I.: Yes.
R.C.: Engineering approach to resilience?
P.I: Yes.
C.B.: Hear you saying. Which concept does in which of engineering, ecological or evolutionary is
prevailing?
P.I.: Yes, which one do you think like…?
C.B.: Well, I think it’s the engineering approach but I mean even then I don’t think it’s defined as such.
I think that we’re thinking of this things in those terms but I never had anyone actually sort of draw
that conceptual diagram, right? Or used the language of that conceptual diagram and I’m probably
gonna get that wrong but essentially sort of protecting there is like the recovery coming back up. How
far it back down it goes again I can’t remember what you would call that. What’s the term for you
know what I mean? Like it’s sort of
R.C.: I guess, we need your help.
N.M.: Yeah, I will.
C.B.: So it’s sort of you know if you look at this curve and you say that the system state is sort of up
here.
R.C.: Its equilibrium.
C.B.: Yeah, there you go sort of have the equilibrium and then there is the a flood event or earthquake
or something and you sort of go down to this level here and then you stay there for so long and then
you recover and then you might come back up to here so you’re not up at the same level, you might
be below or you might be above. So you sort of… you’ve got a couple of measures here this is the
first one, this is the current state and then how far down you dip is another thing that’s measured how
long you're here is another things that's measured and how quickly you recover and then what level
you’re at here that’s another thing. So you know I use this framing when I think about resilience
because to me like it’s hard to define what that state is or what it consists of but I think...If you think
of the collection of all things you know the state of your infrastructure, the well being of your
community, whatever it is you essentially...it will take a hit of what is important is does it collapse, how
far does it collapse, how long does it take to come back? Does it come back to where it was, or maybe
it’s better afterwards? I think that’s a really powerful framing when you’re thinking about things like
infrastructure in cities, in municipalities but I’ve yet have anyone mention any of these things in any of
my work, right?
P.I.: Okay.
C.B.: So, I think that we’re thinking in those terms because when we talk about flood protection, we
talk about protecting so that you don’t dip down that far and in some cases we’re talking about how
long it takes to recover just based on you know if you end up… if you put in a dyke then it protects
you from dipping down but if you put in things like regulations that require people building the flood
zones to lift up their buildings an extra meter than water might come in and you're out of business for
a day or a week but then you go right back to it. If you’re the main level then water comes in and
you’re out for three months. So we’re thinking about the benefits of flood protection in terms of
resilience but it’s not articulated that way I find, not very clearly.
R.C.: Yeah, I have to admit like in terms of the three I’ve only come across really the speed of recovery
maybe change in equilibrium but this difference of equilibrium it’s from state one to state two, is not
so very clearly defined.
C.B.: Yep, in... I’ve come across this a lot in you know like hurrycane down...
R.C.: New Orleans?
C.B.: New Orleans, thank you very much. Was it Sandy or Katrina?
P.I.: Katrina.
R.C.: No, Katrina is New York.
P.I.: Ah.
C.B: Katrina is New York.
R.C: Sorry, the other way.
N.M.: Sandy is New York and Kathrina is New Orleans.
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C.B.: There you go, Katrina. That this is...this is something that’s talked about quite a bit and it’s
because a lot of the work that I’ve seen coming out of there is a US Army core of engineers, so it’s
engineers and they’re using their engineering framing. So I’ve been exposed to that like 95% of my
exposure to resilience has been that one. I think it’s valuable when you’re thinking in terms of
municipalities and flood protection and designing for that, but it may miss a lot that might be under
these other ones and I’m not quite familiar with those in detail.
P.I.: Okay, good. So we went so far through the questions we have. Do my supervisors have any more
questions that they might ask?
R.C.: No.
P.I.: Okay. So do you have any questions for us?
C.B.: I think I’ve asked a lot of questions. (laughter) I would say the only thing is if you were to give
me sort of a sense of what these other like resilience framings might entail?
P.I.: Just go through this. You might help me out?
R.C.: Yes, sure.
P.I.: So we are like the three types..concepts are engeneering it’s like....
R.C.: It’s a lot like what we’ve talked about.
P.I.: The ecological it’s like it is basically about you have an equilibrium and outside influence comes
and it totally changes but it bounces...it comes into a new different equilibrium afterwards which is
working by itself.
C.B: Okay.
R.C.: It’s a lot like this diagram here.
P.I.: Yes.
R.C.: But then there is also the integration of ecosystems generally. I think that’s the understanding
that we have now. So we were for instance a few weeks ago in New York and a lot of the ecosystem
based management strategies for resilience that they have they’re also for flood protection is building
up natural areas, wave breaks and using up like selfish and mussels as well as oysters to kind of help
cement the infrastructure.
C.B.: Okay.
R.C.: And anchor them as natural wave breaks. So this ...ya...the general understanding is that ecological
integration of natural either animals or green infrastructure.
N.M.: And then there is like the...there is..how can I say? The two different understandings to this
because it emerged from the ecological understanding and it only saw the green or the ecological
insight of the city as like party of the city. And then there is also this understanding where the people
are also part of this ecological so then it becomes socio-ecological. It’s... I think it’s very complex
because there is like each direction still exists so there is so many different understandings.
R.C.: And there is a little a sense of tension. Some believe that this anthro prosense, so that the
humans should not be removed from the ecological format or arena of it all. But then there are a lot
of people that say no but we are removed because we’re so...we manipulate the ecological system so
much that we aren’t really part of it, we are very intrusive. So there is these two kind of binaries that
are developing and that’s also as you’ve been mentioning before not really defined or well articulated.
That’s the point.
C.B: Interesting.
R.C.: Yeah.
C.B.: So, I think one thing to clarify is when I’m thinking of ...I know sort of an element of this framing
that’s talking about what sorts of measures you might take to protect against flooding? You know
when I’m thinking of engeneering I’m not just thinking of like engineering flood protection as in putting
up a dyke or a barrier but also considering things like natural like wave breaks and things of that sort.
So I think my concept dips into the ecological in the sense of considering and sort of natural barriers
as well. But it doesn’t go so far as this sort of recognize you know the ecology of the city it’s sort of
not incompensing that aspect, It’s more or less saying okay there are engeneering things you can do,
there are natural things that you can do.
R.C.: It’s not quite bounce back nor is it bounce forward then. It’s more like...yeah
C.B.: Sorry, bounce forward you say?
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R.C.: So, another approach to or understanding what resilience is, is not necessarily about bouncing
back to your original state or bouncing forward. So...
N.M.: It’s also with this...they used to say build back after a disaster and then now it’s build back better.
So this is similar with the bounce back and bounce forward.
C.B.: Okay, right. That makes sense. So it’s like sort of coming up on that diagram higher.
N.M.: Yeah, you are coming up at least the same height or higher.
C.B.: That makes sense right. Okay. Interesting. And then the evolutionary?
P.I.: The evolutionary resilience concept challenges the whole idea of the equilibrium and advocates
that the very nature of the system may change over time with or without an external disturbance.
C.B.: Right.
R.C.: So there’s multiple stages of equilibrium. It kind of flexes through. At least this is my respect.
N.M.: The system can change even if there’s no disturbance. So this means that the city a system is so
complex that there is no state of equilibrium but they ...like they can even that there is no disaster or
no hazard the system can still change. Which makes it very complicated. (laughter)
C.B.: Yeah, and this is something that we came across in our work with the city Vancouver because
you say alright sea level rise where the estimate was one meter of sea level rise between now and
2100, okay? And so you say what is it that you can do today to protect against flooding that might
happen 50 years from now? Well you don’t really know who is going to live in that flood plain 50 years
from now. It’s gonna be very different place. So you can sort of design for today but you might miss
the mark because you can’t anticipate you know what the state going to be later in 20 or 30 or 40
years right. So that’s sort of the evolutionary concept.
N.M.: Yeah, right. This is uncertainty that you don’t really know is coming, what you are going to do
and how you can find the best solution if things keep changing.
C.B.: Right. Yeah, interesting. Well I think you know with the interview I had a bit of a tough time
answering some of the questions because it sort of presupposes that you have a conceptualisation of
what these mean and as probably what you’re trying to do, right? You wanna measure how much will
people know. So I hope I didn’t fail the test. (laughter)
P.I.: Totally not. Thank you for having us.
C.B.: Absolutely, very welcome. Thank you. It’s been interesting.
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1.2.2 Transliteration Interview 2 – 06.03.2017 – 01:00 p.m. Vancouver B.C.

I = Interviewee
P.I. = Philip Iwanowski
R.C. = Robin Chang
N.M. = Nadine Mägdefrau
PI: It’s 01:00 p.m. in Vancouver, we are recording (Interviewee) – Thank you for having us.
I: Yes, you’re welcome
PI: We are a student’s group, these are my two supervisors (pointing at them) as I told you before.
We have a coorperation with the SFU and UBC on the topic of resilience and we are specifying on
Metro Vancouver, especially on the municipalities of Surrey, Richmond and Vancouver.
I: Ok.
PI: And, we just wanted to ask you a few questions about resilience concepts, the measures and how
you deal with it.
I: Sure. I’ll try my best. As I was chatting with Robin and Meg last week we’re working on a flood
mitigation strategy. And a big part of…an important part of that is factoring climate change, also climate
adaptation and resilience isn’t a sort of a concept, I mean it’s a word that people are using more
frequently, but I am not sure how transferable, or applicable the work that we’re doing will be with
that, but I’ll be entering the discussion and we will see.
PI: Just to start with the easy ones. Just the first question is in which context did you come across
resilience in your current professional life?
I: Primarily in the flood management work that we are doing, so often it’s raised in terms of reducing
vulnerability to flooding and increasing resilience of communities or infrastructure, in terms of flood
related damages.
PI: Ok.
I: It is… we do some other work in terms of watershed health and sometimes it is raised in that
context. So, more resilient ecosystems, it often becomes as part of a conversation of climate change
and climate change adaptation, whether it’s ecosystems or community vulnerability.
PI: Ok, that sounds good. So just let me go on and ask the next question and it’s like: How does your
organization define resilience?
I: Yes, so I don’t know if our organization has a definition. I think of resilience in terms of the ability
of something… building a community, a piece of infrastructure, and ecosystem function, something to
I guess recover from a disturbance or some set of adverse impacts, or to rebound. I don’t know how
accurate that is, but that it is how I think of it in my own mind.
PI: Yeah, ok. So in our research work we tried to specify it a little bit more and we are specifying in
our group in flood protection measures. So we wanted to ask you in your opinion how is flood
protection related to resilience?
I: Yeah, I guess I think of that...I think of multiple ways of implementing flood protection, so we have
in this region a we have series of flood protection diking systems to hopefully prevent, to maintain
flood waters within the channel, to keep them out of communities, then we also look at… behind the
dikes, flood proofing, so elevating homes and buildings above the predicted flood level. In some cases
that’s by raising the ground elevation by adding soil, sand…And, I am… I guess in some cases…flood
proofing is implemented in the architectural design. So building…let’s…for an example condominiums,
building condominiums on top of underground parking, so the parking areas can be flooded, because
they’re at that flood level, but it’s all concrete, it’s not vulnerable to damage, it’s just a matter of it gets
wet, the flood waters recede, it dries out, you clean it up and it’s…so I think of that last example as a
form of resilience where there is an impact, there is some flooding, but there’s relatively little, or no
damage resulting.
PI: Ok.
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I: With the diking and this was part of our conversation last week…if flood protection dikes prevent
a flood from occurring I don’t know if that…I think of that in a different way from resilience, it’s kind
of preventing the damage in the first place…so there’s nothing to recover from.
PI: Exactly, like before it happens.
I: Yes. Now I guess other aspects of flood proofing would be if…if say the ground floor of a building
is flooded, but if you raise the sensitive mechanical, or electrical equipment above flood waters, then
there is less damage and disruption. I think of those things as aspects of resilience.
PI: Ok, good. So according to this …our next question is: Do you think that flooding should be
discussed even more with, … in the context of resilience and why that should be?
I: Yeah, I don’t know. I guess it might be a concept that encourages us to think about other forms
of…of flood mitigation… there may also be other… I guess it might be a way of looking at other
hazards, so increasingly in this region we’re warning, we’re talking about flood hazards and earthquake
hazards and there are some solutions that can help increase resilience to multiple hazards. So I think
probably the main… I don’t really know, is it the answer but I am wondering if maybe it would the
concept and the literature around resilience might point to different kinds of solutions that we may
have and haven’t been looking so far. I don’t know.
PI: Ok. Yes. So the next thing I would like to ask you, is: Are there innovative flood protection
measures that you plan to introduce or that you would like to see happen in your work. Like, you
already mentioned, like, raising the houses, or doing some elevation.
I: Yeah, well, part of this flood strategy that we are working on right now, over the next year we will
be doing some research on… traditional approaches but also emerging practices from other
jurisdictions and then doing an assessment, a review, an analysis about… what are the strengths and
limitations of those different approaches and which ones are most applicable to this region and…
or,… or, to some,… one, or another community in this region… So I can’t think of anything… We’re
not there yet in probably a year’s time, or so, we’ll have a good sense of what kinds of innovations
might be applicable to this region. I guess the one example it’s called green shores and it’s… it’s a
certification system… but the approach is just to take more natural approaches to shoreline
development, to deal with impacts from storm surge and coastal erosion. So instead of building hard
walls have more gradual slope beaches and vegetation and that is being looked at by some like City of
Surrey, here’s an example. We’re looking at that for a section of their sea dikes. As they are looking
to… they’re doing a climate adaptation strategy right now. And they are looking at different options
and green shores is one of the pieces that they’re looking at. To me that’s kind of one example that
ten years ago no one would even discussing it, but now they are taking a close look at it for its
application in this region.
PI: Ok, good. So we go forward and what I wanted to ask you now is: Do you know about the resilience
concepts and which ones of them do you know the most about?
I: No, I don’t. I don’t know other than generally, sort of that how I characterize resilience. That’s not
from any specific concept or framework or literature or so.
PI: Ok. Should I explain them?, or?
RC: Is it relevant to your next question?
PI: Yes, might be. So we came like across, through our research… we saw, or read about three
different resilience concepts. They are called the engineering, ecological and evolutionary resilience.
I: OK.
PI: And it just describes that the engineering one describes how much outside influence a system can
get before it comes out of its equilibrium. The ecological resilience just describes that, if you have one
equilibrium and there is outside influence coming in, it changes the status and becomes a new
equilibrium afterwards, which is also working, but it’s different to the one before.
I: OK.
PI: Nadine, would you help me with the evolutionary resilience?
NM: Yes, the evolutionary resilience is a concept that understands a city as very complex and
uncertain, so the city it changes even if it is not disturbed. So it… it… it keeps changing all the time
and… this is why very complex, complicated to address the specific problems because they change
and you don’t know in which way they will change and you don’t know what is going to happen.
I: Ok.
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RC: So in this sense there’s multiple stages of equilibrium… the ec… just to add a little bit the
ecological is also probably more in the sense of what green shores is about. The use of natural either
plants or animals to help maybe anchor establish the anthropogenic infrastructures to increase
resilience. Yes.
PI: So considering these concepts my next question… our next question would be: How can flood
protection benefit from the concept of resilience.
I: Yeah… That’s a tough one… I don’t… Without knowing more, you know, first hand
PI: Yes, exactly.
I: …about the different concepts, it’s… that’s a challenge… I guess I could restate… Maybe it would…
Maybe resilience concepts would encourage us to look at different approaches and maybe see multiple
benefits. So one of the things that we are working on in our regional strategy is, how can we better
integrate environmental considerations into flood management, so perhaps the ecological resilience
concept might help inform that. In one discussion we had recently at a meeting it was with sea level
rise and coastal habitat squeeze some people were just saying well, so it’s currently migratory bird
habitat with immediate sea level rise it’ll be fish habitat, what’s the problem? [laughter] And well, this
is a very significant flyway for migratory birds, so if we just totally lose that habitat, then there is…
there’s gonna be… it’s not a problem for the fish, but it might be for those species… I guess the other
aspect of it that comes to mind is to me the concept of resilience applies, I guess some more kind of
more flexible and adaptive approach to management historically in British Columbia we have set a
certain flood as the designed flood and we’ll build dikes to that elevation and then, that’s that. But with
climate change of… and flood risk increase over time we need to come up with management
approaches that are… that also evolve over time and I wonder if resilience thinking might help with
that kind of longer term evolving approach to managing these issues. I don’t know enough, but I might
speculate.
PI: Ok so, this is like a good ending, like the next question would consider to this as well, because the
next question is asking you: What do you think are the advantages and disadvantages of the resilience
concepts, in terms for flooding?
I: Longer term adaptive evolutionary thinking would be one, better integration of the natural
environment would be another. I’m just restating what I already said. Maybe thinking about different
approaches about flood mitigation. So maybe land use change over time towards land uses that are
less... that are more resilient to flood events, that kind of thing.
PI: Ok, and like… the last question would be like, since like we explained those concepts… those
resilience concepts before. I would like to ask you: Which one do you think would be the best one to
be applied for flood protection in Metro Vancouver? Like the engineering one, ecological, or the
evolutionary one?
I: I don’t know. Don’t know enough about it. Even with the short overview I couldn’t say. I wanna take
a closer look at each of them.
PI: Ok.
I: I expect they probably have all something to contribute.
PI: Yes.
I: There is a bios in this region towards engineering approaches, but I don’t… Like with diking, and
pumps and drainage and flood gates and flood walls but I don’t presume that means the engineering
concept is… It might fit better with that kind of thinking but I don’t know but I don’t presume it’s the
best one to apply.
PI: Like so far we found out through our research that most of the measures taken here are like
engineering ones. Like as you stated already dikes, pump stations and those kind of measures.
RC: Can I hop in?
PI: Yes.
RC: So, you’ve talked a lot about some of the advantages as well, what you recognized in terms of the
existing strategies…disadvantages. Is there anything that … you’ve mentioned that there is the
common use of resilience, or this populism of the term that not really is sense of clarity. Is there
anything else that perhaps strikes more so as a disadvantage or a challenge? Or something to be
worked on for resilience in Metro Vancouver?
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I: Let me just think about that a little bit. Improved understanding would help, that’s inherent limitation
with resilience thinking, but it’s more a limitation of practitioners, so if we all understood the concept
better, we might be able to apply it more rigorously. There is a risk with…sometimes these things are
buzzwords, that common go like sustainability, collaboration and dialogue and livable and resilience I
expected something else will come down and climate adaptation and all of this. So there is a risk that
in sort of comes and goes before we really give it a further analysis. That’s not inherent in the concept,
but it’s in more a statement on human nature. Answering gravitating towards the flavor of the air or
so and then moving on without giving…and I am sensitive to this because our mandate is to advance
sustainability and if ever there was a buzzword that’s overused and has a thousand definitions it’s
sustainability and so I see that if it can mean anything, it means nothing. And so maybe that’s not a
limitation, but it’s a risk. I can’t think of…Well I guess another…if my way of thinking about it is true,
that…and what we really want to do is avoid impacts all together. Then resilience I guess could be a
way of proceeding with perpetuating the vulnerability and trying to reduce it in small ways but not
really avoid substantial consequences, so as an example, or using an extreme example if there’s a
community that is entirely within the floodplain of…and they’re gonna be increasingly at risk with sea
level rise. If you look at it from a 200 year time horizon then we really have to move out of there over
time and manage our retreat, or transform our use of that land into something that is…and maybe
resilience can help encourage that in terms of more…transforming into more resilient land uses, but
ultimately whether it is 200, or 300, or 400 years – it will be under water and so maybe what we have
to do is to get out of there and not worry about resilience, because if we’re not there, there’s no
need to be resilience. But if resilience sort of allows us, or enables us to…tinker a little bit…and…and
in more minor ways reduce the vulnerability…that might…perpetuate the status quo. That’s probably
an extreme interpretation of what could happen and this is certainly something that I wouldn't want
my name, or organization attached to in the transcript, because we have to work with all our partners.
So I don’t…I don’t see that this is a reason not to pursue it. But it’s a sort of extreme example of, of
maybe a misapplication of the concept.
RC: Yes, that’s fair enough.
I: But I do...I do from the interview I am sensing that I do..I am not highly knowledgeable about
resilience, so I…I’d... be conscious in your use of my responses that I don’t wanna skew the research
from a place that I am not as informed as others might be.
RC: That’s actually totally fine. The interviews and the research that the students are doing does pre
suppose that there is a general understanding of resilience and it’s also to test whether that is true or
not and to what extend. So in that sense I don’t think you have to worry about…or be so wary about
the answers that you’ve provided. For us it’s more about really gaging is there a comprehensive or
authentic understanding of what resilience is? Opportunities for resilience, as well as weaknesses or
things that we should really look at, so that the risk for resilience of this ironic cycle does not happen,
or doesn’t actually come to be.
PI: Okay, so many thanks, Sir.
I: You’re welcome.
PI: Do you…If you have any questions for us you might ask them.
I: Nothing comes to mind right now. I’ll be attending at least one of the workshop days. So looking
forward for that, looks like your team has put together a good program…
PI: Thank you.
I: …and I see that as a good opportunity to learn more about this stuff and how it applies and I…I will
also mention: I’ve been invited to attend the Vancouver board of trade is having a business resilience
forum on April 7th, so that’s sort of another…that concept is emerging in the business community as
well. I assume in terms of business continuity and rebounding after, not just floods, or natural hazards,
but any number of risks.
RC: Philip, do you want to talk about how that for one of our case study municipalities is the only
context in which resilience comes up? That’s not your case study municipality, isn’t it?
PI: Sorry.
RC: So, Richmond, a very interesting case study is the only municipality that uses resilience in the
concept of economic development.
I: Okay.
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RC: And they don’t apply it at all for any of their flood or rain water management strategies or any of
their infrastructural policies. So it’s not surprising that that’s appearing and that there is this kind of
branching off of resilience or what it could be in another context, but…it’ll be interesting for us to
maybe follow up with you on that?
I: Yes.
RC: And see what maybe comes out of this.
I: To me intuitively it makes sense that business would understand the benefits of it more, because
you have more of a closed loop. The business...if there is a disruption, they would be the one that
suffers the losses. With broader community flooding…There is a disconnect between…there’s an
assumption,that government would bail us out and compensate us, so we don’t really see the public
doesn’t perceive that they would be suffering the consequences as much as a business owner might.
So there’s a bit of a gap.
RC: Yes.
I: In reality families, households will bear some of the cost, local government will, all of our government
will, insurance providers will…but it’s kind of…
RC: There’s a different kind of responsibility.
I: Yes, it’s distributed, so it’s a little bit…if everyone who is responsible no one is, or no one bares all
of the responsibilities, or no one takes the charge and the lead and that’s one of the more psychological
aspects of flood management. That and that’s what really happens is another challenge in terms of
drawing people’s attention to. We haven’t really had a large flood in this region since 1948, so it’s easy
for people to think it’s not a problem. Like climate change and some recent coastal flooding has helped
to bring it back to the forefront a little bit but it’s challenge. And we also don’t want to, we want to
raise public awareness and understanding but we don’t want to be very alarmist.
RC: Yes.
I: Especially in the context of sea level rise, or climate change, or what it’s like to occur in an over
extended period of time. We don’t want to be overly dramatic, but we’ve got some work to do that
we can’t do without the public understanding of the risk. Anyways, I am getting way off topic.

1.2.3 Transliteration Interview 3 - 07.03.2017 - 10:00 a.m. Vancouver B.C. Tamsin Lyle
P: Philip Iwanowski
F: Florian Eckervogt
B: Bich-Hien Nguyen
I: Interviewee (Tamsin Lyle)
P: It´s Vancouver 10 am recording Mrs. Lyle. We already covered this, so first of all, we would like
you to introduce yourself.
I: Okay. Hi, I am Tamsin Lyle, I'm an engineer and planner here in Vancouver with Ebbwater consulting
with many years of experience in flood protection in Vancouver and the region. I wrote my thesis on
it 25 years ago… and most recently… which is probably why you are here… I am... what do you call
it... the first author for Vancouver´s flood adaptation strategy.
P: Okay, thank you. So we are going to go on with our questions. The first one we would like to ask
you: In which context did you come across resilience in your current professional life?
I: Mh, not very often. It's not a term that we see very frequently in most of the planning work for
engineering that I've done. The only exception would be with the city of Vancouver where resiliency
is a big part of their adaptation plan and therefore when we did with the coastal flood protection plan
we include resiliency in some of the measures. Some of the options were very much more on the
resiliency sides in… recovery or quick recovery… and minimal damages… across to more traditional
protection options.
P: Okay. So, as you mentioned, you didn't come across it very often in terms of resilience. We would
just like to ask you what resilience means to you?
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I: Resilience means creating an environment where you can recover quickly from an event and create
a community such that… in all aspects too… not just building in a resilient manner, but building
community so that you can have a community that recovers together and helps each other… in the
ecological peace there as well… creating systems that are naturally rebound from impact shocks.
P: Ok, the bounce back. That´s what we came across a lot.
I: OK, great.
F: But, do you just focus on environmental topics or does the nature influence the whole society and
the system of a city as well? How do you think about this?
I: I try to think about them altogether, but I'm an engineer by training, so I tend to come at this from
an engineering angle and I try to add these other components into it… in a whole idealistic manner.
From what I find is... I work with engineers primarily and that´s a very tricky thing to do to bring those
things in. The ecological component and the social component… As I said as a mainstreamed part of
any project. That´s extremely difficult to try and convince other people to do, except maybe with the
city of Vancouver and the city of Surrey. So you've chosen two good cities.
P: Ok, so the next one we would like to ask you is: In your opinion, how is flood protection relto
resilience?
I: Flood ated management is related to resilience. I´d say flood protection is not, I´m very careful with
the language. So protection I think is when I care thinking about flood management or how we respond
to floods, because protection has the connotation you're stopping the water right there… well in
protecting people is where we need to move. As we move forward climate becomes a catalyst for
changing how we think about things, because we can no longer continue to protect ourselves to stop
the water coming into the city or on the rivers stop the water going onto the floodplains, because we
are anticipating both sea level rise and higher flood flows on the Fraser River here in…the lower
mainland, so we can't continue to protect, because the dikes just can't go high enough. So I don’t know
if you’ve read some of the reports that are available, but there is a Sandlaw report from 2011, that
causes the adaptation report, maybe 2012, where... that was Delican and DHV from the Vallins wrote
a report to sort of highlight (4.40-4.50 missing). …how high the dikes would be and how much that
would cost. Dikes… coastal dikes in some areas are gonna have to have about 6-9 meters high on soft
soils, I guess at some point it no longer becomes a possibility so we need to rethink how our managing
thinks… so think about flood management as a post to flood protection… and I can´t remember your
original question (laughing).
P: It was: How is flood protection related to resilience?
I: Right, so it´s not. But flood management is related to resilience, because a lot of the things you can
do for flood resilience so rethink in how our planning in our cities, developing cities that can manage
in an occasion of flooding event… means that we have to rethink how our planning and how our
planning in community… that resilience that you can develop around rethinking how you’re planning
the cities… make you resilient to other shocks as well. I think that is the other thing, I am looking at
right now. How long are you here? For a few weeks?
B: Until the 20th March, I think.
I: Yes, so that’s another… I´m working with Natural resources Canada right now for understanding
risk… workshop… which is the platform of the GDFDRR so… global something disaster risk
reduction… and at that form we're trying really bringing together the idea that building resilience
needs to be thoughtful of more than one hazard and especially with climate change in here so we're
trying to look at where resilience design… there´s a crossover in resilience design for earthquakes…
for example and floods, which are both two really big hazards that we’re facing here, so we don't want
to develop a scenario where becoming more resilient to earthquake… but that becomes the main
adaptation for floods so that you build enough really hard buildings or really solid structuralized
buildings for an earthquake… can mean that you build on a floodplain and you put in habital areas
down below, where the flooded level might be so we're trying to work with… figuring out where
these things cross and how we can create a community that is resilient to all hazards… and ideally
other hazards too, like heating, which you're not experiencing right now, but it can get really hot
(laughing).
P: Yeah, we came across this.
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F: Can you maybe describe a little bit more how this greater governmental area or the connection
between the municipalities in B.C. or the Canadian State… how does it work and how do the different
municipalities work together on these topics, like not only across flooding and earthquakes, but in
general?
I: Yeah, I´d say it's a pretty sad tale… here (stuttering), so we have local government and we have
regional government, so it´s Metro Vancouver which has I think 15-16 municipalities and a provincial
government and then federal government and then the first nations, who are in there as well in the
governmental level and… unfortunately we have been struggling, because we just had a changeover at
the federal level and now we can talk about things like climate change again that up until October last
year, this was not an issue that got any funding or any interaction from the federal government and
our provincial government is a… oh you're recording this (laughing), so I can't exactly say what I want
to say (laughing)… We have some serious issues with that provincial government right now and that
they're not… they acknowledge climate change and they are pushing the mitigations or emissions
mitigations angle but they're really not considering adaptation in any kind of manner. So they don't
have any resources that they can give to local governments… so what's happening is very ADHOC…
sort of development there are different groups and the municipal government level… (stuttering)
…they said they created groups themselves… So there is groups like… I think this initiative called the
something… initiatives, but it´s all the municipalities in the mainland… so Vancouver, West Vancouver,
North Van… the district of North Van and they got together… and it was west coastal environmental
law which is a non-profit organization that brought these people together, to help them think about
sea level rise, because there was no other mechanism for them to talk to each other and to learn from
each other… and there is a few others that are similar… quite adhoc groups… are you talking to any
of the municipal government staff?
P: Do we?
F: Like on the workshop…
I: Oh I mean just in general, if you're ever able to talk to them… this is just my outsider view as a
consultant that I know that these things exist, but it's probably better to talk to them… but it´s very
much adhoc… it’s just these organic things, someone sees in need, that it´s not being supported by
higher level governments.
P: Ok, so I´m going to go on.
I: Ok.
P: Do you think that flooding should be discussed like… in the context of resilience even more and
why?
I: Oh I think I sort of answered that question earlier on… that floodiness… I think there must be a
change in thought about how we manage floods.
P: Ok, so… one of my favourite questions now. Are there any innovative flood protection measures,
that you plan to introduce or you would like to see happen in your work?
I: So many… (laughter) but that we’re not seeing. so we’re kind of hamstrung here. There is so many
ideas that I think we could do really well here in B.C.. So everything about coastal flooding… just a lot
of thought around built form I think could take place like in a city of Vancouver I think and I think
there is appetite for this to do some pilot projects around building resilient neighbourhoods or in the
very short term just thinks like park infrastructure. As the infrastructure turns over building resilient
buildings, but the problem that we have in B.C. and in Canada is that for the most part everyone is
constrained by regulations, like the building code, so and that has not kept up at all with any
innovation… you have a building code…that is… I mean it doesn’t even consider climate at the
moment, they’re working on that now, I guess it’s happening over in Ottawa… the national building
code. The city of Vancouver has a different setup… they have a charta, they're the only city in the
province that has a charta, so they are allowed to do what they like. That’s where the opportunity lies
in terms of… there is the opportunity to do something really innovative in terms of build form, like
property level resilience… so building that has a sacrificial first floor or that has just been designed to
get wet once every five years or whatever it is. But that can’t happen any around in the province right
now, because we're constrained by the regulations and the building code, which is in law for an
innovation right now and there's some other regulatory documents that are… the guidelines I guess,
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that say the only way that can manage floods right now is either with a dike or you can built property
up on fil. Those are the two options that are currently in the regulations, so that’s not at all…
P: So that’s called elevation?
I: Elevation yeah. But that just sheds the problem to somebody else… so there´s an allow for built
form to change and to think about that how we are managing that particular thing… or even like other
innovative things… like… having more storage on the floodplain and areas that have both…
vulnerability and exposure… you know having sacrificial weirs or whatever… all these kind of ideas
just don't work under our current regulatory regime. So we are pretty limited right now and we are
pretty limited in our regulation, we are limited in funding… we have like effectively no funding. We´re
limited because of the provincial level of regulations are made… there´s no staff. Last year there were
no staff in the flood group… I have a screenshot like from the flood group made from the provincial
website and everything is empty… like various positions are empty… so we are really hamstrung by
a lack of funding, a lack of capacity and just lack of interest right now… at the provincial level.
P: Do you think this situation will get better or worse?
I: I don't think it could get much worse. It really took some time… like 20 years ago and the federal
funding stopped and then the federal government lost interest and then slowly they… the province of
B.C. downloaded the responsibility for flood management to municipal level government, which in
some ways makes sense, because there are the planners and they're managing what´s happening on
the floodplains. But they didn't provide them with any resources or any mechanism to get together in
a group. You can't manage the river as a single municipality… you have to manage it on a watershed
scale and there is no capacity or no support to do that, so… I got interviewed last week by CBC and
the budget came out… yeah they all asked the same questions, like how would we manage this better
if we have a big flood, which is why our federal government is now on this a little bit more… Because
we have Calgary which happened in 2013 which was a fairy big event… you might have seen it because
it was like a stampede one of the water steps… internationally. But we had a very big flood event in
Calgary which spurred on action on the federal government level.
P: Ok, good. So let's go into a little bit different direction. The next question we would like to ask you
is: Do you know theoretical resilience concepts and which ones do you know?
I: No (laughing).
P: Ok, then we would like to introduce you to the ones we know. So resilience always deals with the
area or the scope for which the measure is planned and what will be facilitated if the measure functions
as it should. Resilience can be divided into three concepts that can be distinguished by the different
numbers of stable states that measures can have. One possibility to transfer theoretical understanding
of resilience to reality is the application to flood protection measures… Sorry… a measure fits the
concept of engineering resilience, when its purpose is that the measure itself or the area or scope that
the measure is protecting from flooding persists in one stable state. A measure fits the concept of
ecological resilience, when its purpose is to adapt to different stable states in which can protect from
flooding or when it enables the area or scope to adapt to different stable states. And last… a measure
fits the concept of evolutionary resilience when its purpose is to continuously react to changing
circumstances, while still protecting from flooding. It can either transform its structure or transform
the area or scope.
I: Ok, I think I have it.
F: So did you come across these concepts?
I: Not so… rigorously outlined (laughing). But yeah, I would think of them more as a spectrum as
well… falling into these various spots. So yeah, I´d say I´ve seen this. I´m going to say so germanised
(laughing) … before… yeah, but I would say that we see these on the ground. Or let me say we just
start talking about this stuff… here for sure. Definitely I´m seeing a lot of talk recently about
transformation and adaptation… maybe transformation and adaptation is both a kind of
transformational resilience, but that’s something definitely seeing on… at least in literature, the
academic conversations that I are happening here and at the sort of practitioner level we're seeing a
lot more of the ecological adaptation ideas, absolutely…it is definitely getting a lot of traction either…
you know at the municipal government level as well as some of the big asset holders on the coast…
F: Could you maybe explain why there is a difference between the academic discussion on the concepts
and the way flood protection is applicated.
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I: Yeah, I think it´s a practicality thing. The other thing we're seeing is… you know in Canada there
are a few academics who work in flood impact and there is no one actually… fully dedicated their
career to… I mean this hydrologic focus you've got on some of the universities, but in terms of flood
policy, I think I don't know a single professor who has been there for more than two years who has
been working on flood policies, so I think what´s happening is when seeing at a practitioner level has
been this very… you know… engineering past and that’s moved or… shifted a little bit, because that’s
not working anymore and people are recognizing that and the academics never followed along, because
that didn't exist and now that we have a few academics who are young and engaged, they're are talking
about this stuff over here. They just skipped over… went over from the 1950´s engineering straight
to transformational thinking that´s not being seen on the ground at all anymore… because flood
management is really defined by engineering associations for the most part and that´s very still linear…
I´m a total black sheep in the engineering association (laughing)… I'm not the normal one, I think you
should probably recognize… or talk or hire engineers doing theirs and I am all for my own over here.
It´s hard to get work over here.
P: Ok, so according to this we would like to ask you: In your opinion how can flood protection or
flood management benefit from these concepts of resilience?
I: Oh yeah hugely … and I think that’s because we can't do things the way we are doing things like
before. And I think this is not the binary solution that we've been using for years and years and years…
like building dikes and it works until it doesn’t work… isn't going to work anymore as we're dealing
with all of these uncertainties that we're managing, so we're managing uncertainty and climate… so
we don´t know how.. we know it’s going up but we don’t know the rate of anything, because so we
don't have any timelines. The asset cycles that we've been using in the past aren't going to work in the
future so that we can’t say that this dike for fifty years that it will work, because it won´t. So we need
to really think about resilience to transform how we're doing things… like we've tried to capture a
little bit of this in the… time you have been here. I think you have seen this before. So one of the
measures that we use is the measure of adaptability to future, uncertainty and sea level rise as well
as… the built environment as it needs to be protected, so we had a few measures of adaptability that
were part of our decision process to make sure that… and… so that was a very important part of the
project, but in terms of what actually came out of it once you get up to city managers and city council…
they like the answers that are less… sort of innovative I guess, so they like the more traditional and…
conservative, risk-averse type… responses… even though they're not really risk-averse… about
future fail.
P: Ok. Good. One of our last questions will be… overall: Which concept of those do you think is
prevailing while applying flood protection measures in Metro Vancouver?
I: Ok… it´s like we're so far back. It depends… so it depends… so you're going to see some really
stark differences in each of the municipalities for sure, so if you actually get to talk to the folks in
Richmond… I don't know if resilience is even on their radar, so they´re…
F: …they use it in terms of their economic topics, but nothing else.
I: Yes, and they have this very.. you should look at their website, but they've got some very strong
language on there that says… in Richmond you can sleep well at night, knowing that the dikes will
protect you, I think that's actually on their website or it´s been quoted in a newspaper article by John
Irving, he's the engineer there. So that´s their approach... a really nervous question around other
measures of resilience and that’s because Richmond is below… no, not quite below sea level, but it´s
at sea level. And their options are extremely limited, there probably aren't any good other options for
them. Whereas in the city of Vancouver there is a little a bit more of an appetite, because it´s not
such a huge… it´s only a part of the city that is at risk of coastal flooding even… if you’ve been walking
around the city you’ve noticed it is pretty hilly, so in terms of sea level rise at least there is… no it is
30 percent of a floodplain I think. So in 2100 it’s potentially underwater... there will be 30 percent of
the city underwater. So it´s a big chunk that it is not the whole city, so it becomes less of a… there is
more of an appetite when it comes to different ideas and the council in these two cities are completely
different people. The people who live in the cities are very different in terms of the appetite to social
and economic changes. And then you got the city of Surrey is very interesting, because their
demographics and also their economic structure is probably more similar to Richmond than it is to
Vancouver, but they have a very progressive and well-funded city, that is thinking about these things,
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but I think that’s a lot because they… are looking a lot at the coastal flood stuff they are doing… and
that's I think because they are seeing con impacts right now. I mean their dikes have almost been
overtopped a several times in the last couple of years. They are seeing floods in their far end fields
regularly, so they´re from …? Rainfall and that's affecting how they’re thinking about things. So they
are probably also moving down the spectrum… and moving towards the ecological type of resilience.
F: So is there like… in society… is it more present than in Surrey for example? Because there have to
be some actual floods and there is also more pressure?
I: Yes, I think so. That´s my take on it, they're actually seeing it on the ground and so they’re reacting
to it, but I think if you look at the overall city if you actually… I don't know when it was done… if you
pulled the residents of both… of Richmond and Surrey about their thinking about climate change, the
results you would get would probably quite similar and it would be very depressing from my
perspective, because there would be a lot of people, who don't believe in climate change and there is
no impact to you then. But there is enough people in Surrey, who happen to be quite wealthy, who
live on the beach, who are well-educated and that's impacting how Surrey is managing. And the other
big factor I think is that the city of Surrey has smart staff, who understand these issues, who are training
engineers and training planners who are dealing with climate adaptation. And that is not the case
consistently across… they are one of the most fastest growing cities, they have a lot of a budget
relative to the other municipalities, so they have a very different approach and if you are comparing
them to one of the North shore municipalities again I think that is very interesting, because there is a
lot of education over there on the North shore. But they are smaller municipalities with smaller
budgets and so they don't have the staff… and it really comes down to the staff. Because there is no
structure above saying: you must consider climate change, here is your framework for you to follow
in terms of adaptation. We should be moving towards resilience: that does not exist. So unless you
have someone at the staff level, who is genuinely engaged and paying attention to what is going on,
then it does not happen.
P: Ok, thank you. Do you have any more questions?
F: Maybe one final question. Do you consider flood protection measures from out of Canada? From
other cities maybe, which are affected or influenced by flooding, too?
I: Absolutely, yes. So for this we have talked to people from all over the world to try and figure out
what our options are. So yeah absolutely, I mean I look very widely whenever I do anything, but I don’t
think that is consistent with the engineers… and so most of the work that gets done is done by
consulting engineers, there is no stuff. There is no staff in the provincial government. The city of Surrey
and the city of Richmond are the only two cities that I know that have hydraulic engineers actually on
staff. So the rest of the cities there is this one engineer who does the roads and the sewer pipes and
lighting and all of these things… also manages floods, so they just don't have the capacity to look wide,
so they tend to hire consulting engineers. And the consulting engineers are… mostly still very set in
their traditional ways of doing things and then there is a few people who are shifting towards sort of
thinking bigger, absolutely, so we do see that. So we’re definitely trying on looking very very wide, for
example we are looking at Australia recent. However they did probably some new stuff we are catching
up on.
P: Ok, thank you. Do you have any questions you would like to ask us?
I: Yes, I'm quite curious where are you going and who are you talking to? And who inspired you to
come to Canada?
P: Yes, like we had the motivation of the 100 RC foundation and Vancouver was mentioned into it and
then it came like “ok, it would be smarter to add Surrey and Richmond to Vancouver as well, so we
have something to compare it to”. And we are doing like a one year project.
I: Ok, great. And that year has just started?
P: No.
I: Ok, so this is more like the end at the moment?
B: So this is kind of our middle point.
F: Yes, we just informed ourselves about resilience and these concepts are a part of this and this
foundation we came to our research topic on flood protection measures in Metro Vancouver and we
want to learn from this for Germany, too.
I: Good luck with that.
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B: Have you heard anything about Germany in terms of flood protection?
I: Yes, of course. I was trying to find out about your freeboard requirements for dikes this morning.
Yes and we are paying more attention to what is going on in Germany. And there is a lot of really
interesting things, like for example regulatory limitations to what actually goes on. And we are
definitely paying attention to what is going on in Europe, I mean there was a lot of movement like the
EU directive around 2007 that moved flood protection forward which was really cool and then it
seemed to have like stalled. And all of those great ideas have not been implemented, that is sort of
what I’ve been seeing. But there is lots of cool stuff going on. But I’m like a big fan of what's going on
in Australia, because that's where you have big floods and they really keep moving things forward. Yes,
I really pay attention to what is going on. So I was at university in the UK and this is why I have really
good connections in Europe.
P: Yes, sounds good.
F: Do you maybe have any other questions?
I: Yes, I mean good luck. Have you managed to connect with other people? I mean this is a terrible
time to come, just to let you know for next year. March is a really busy time for the people here,
because the government has a lot of fiscal year ends in end of March. So every project is dues March
31st. And that’s probably why you are having a hard time if you’re having a hard time.
B: Oh, ok. Yes, I think that explains some things.
I: Yes, that’s a really bad time to come. Everyone is really paniced.
B: So we are very thankful for your time.
I: But you were very efficient, thank you!
P: Thank you very much. We finish the recording now.
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2. World Café
2.1 Questions
2.1.1 Table 1
What are challenges when translating resilience concepts into reality?
Guidance for the moderator:
Are there different approaches in need for the regional, city or neighborhood level?
Would a better cooperation between scientists and practitioners help?

2.1.2 Table 2
To what extent will the relevance of the different resilience concepts change in future?
Guidance for the moderator:
What do you think will happen if the focus is just on one resilience concept?
How will different cities look, if they use different resilience concepts in their strategies?

2.1.3 Table 3
What are the benefits of including ‘resilience’ in planning or is it just a buzzword?
Guidance for the moderator:
Do you think that resilience is just another term for sustainability/ used instead of sustainability?
Can the concept of resilience be an opportunity to convince politicians to deal with climate change
and sustainability?

2.2 Evaluation
2.2.1 World Café - Table 1
Table 1
Question: What are challenges when translating resilience concepts into reality?
Moderator: Bich-Hien Nguyen
Notetaker: Naomi Rain Balatti
Outcome:
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Summary of Challenges:
Challenges at every step when translating from concept to reality
Convey importance of resilience to the public
result in communication and consultation on common understanding of definitions and goals
of resilience
different interests and disagreements between stakeholders
considering social contexts & scales → temporal and spatial and social scale, individual vs
collective
regulation (who is responsible)?
Funding and resources → weak frameworks
Adaptability of current situation to circumstances (on-going problems of past mistakes)

Notes taken by Naomi:
Round 1
 Problems implementing theory → practice
 Multidimensional
 Language – communication
 Communicating message to public – make message meaningful
 Solutions need to be ADAPTABLE to new circumstances (e.g. changing indicators)
 (Feedback loop)
 Students – not experts
Round 2
 How to define the scope of the project
 Many dimensions (What is feasible?)
 Context
 Social aspect: e.g. China – smog issue
 Reality
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Individual vs collective
Spatial scale
Consulting public / Stakeholders to define resilience
Find common understanding
From the beginning
Government involvement
Following policy
= Different approaches needed at regional, city or neighborhood level
Collaboration between officials (government; private sector and public)
Different interests
Researchers → publishing
Main stakeholder - Government

Round 3
 Time scale
 Short-term vs long-term
 Perspective differs between actors
 E.g. homeowner perspective = longer term vs. politician perspective = shorter term
 Current state not necessarily the desired state
 Disagreement about priorities
 Different perspectives on resilience
 Disagreement over what you are retaining
 System approaches
 Regulation
 Lack of adequate instruments
 FRAMEWORKS are “guidelines to nowhere”
 Steps between concepts → action
 High level
 Each step concept
 Action

2.2.2 World Café - Table 2
Table 2
Question: Does looking at Resilience in three concepts make sense?
Moderator: Julia
Notetaker: Leonard
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Outcome:

Table 2 Round 1



Group: something is missing in the concepts, the social aspects
there is a bias towards structure in resilience thinking



Mareike: the desired state is not really defined, it’s unclear if it’s good or bad





Maged: none of them are useful
the engineering concept is too one dimensional because of it’s focus on structure
the evolutionary concept is too abstract and whatever the adaption or change is is fine, but
are we really willing to change or want that new state? That is not part of the concept.
the ecological concept: A desired state can be achieved after a disturbance, a bounce
forward is a big potential for change. the concept is more integrated into the real world,
because after a catastrophy/disturbance there is a need for development.
In question is whether or not humans are considered part of the ecosystem. Ecological
resilience is the middle ground between engineering and evolutionary resilience. The word
ecological resilience might not be the best word to describe it.
It’s also unclear what a “desired” state is.





Round 2
 Meg: What seems to be missing from the concepts or can be added is a commons based
resilience, which describes deprivatization and a more approachable common goal of society
 Another part is psychological resilience humans themselves are a resource and need
resources to adapt themselves.
 The 3 concepts miss the human factor, the acceptance of the public which is needed to
accomplish change and adaption. An informative discussion needs to take place between the
public and stakeholders/government to facilitate this.
 Cultural differences lead toward different opinions.
 An involvement from an external force might help in adapting
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Group: The engineering approach is too one dimensional.
Cultural aspects are missing that influence how people think a fishing village might really
want a dike to protect their homes near the water or prioritize the easier access to the
water without a dike
The pace of change needs to be acceptable and reasonable, because of a demographic
problem, for instance older people are less likely to change.

Round 3


Nastenka: We should move away from engineering concepts and try to combine the
evolutionary and ecological concepts.



Nadine: Most social aspects are covered by the evolutionary concept of resilience. Whats in
question is is if humans are part of the ecosystem in the ecological resilience concept.
The evolutionary concept came together by combining the ecological approach and social
aspects.



Question 2: What is the best way to inform the public about resilience?


By explaining the evolutionary concept, because it contains most aspects



Philip: Evolutionary is the most abstract and hard to explain. A way to adapt to natural
hazards is by moving away, so ecological resilience might be easier to grasp.



Nadine: Social development, as in helping the people that have been dealt a “bad” hand in
life, as well as addressing race issues should be implemented into the concepts
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2.2.3 World Café - Table 3
Table 3
Question:
Moderator: Florian
Notetaker: Andrew
Outcome:
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3. Pinboard results
Photos:
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3. Pinboard results
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4. Survey
4.1 Use and Purpose
● Workshop as an opportunity to gain information from experts on the topic of resilience
● Assess general awareness for resilience
● Outcome will be used to connect practical measures to theoretical approach of resilience
Advantages through Survey



Unified form of data
Short and qualitative answers

4.2 Structure of Survey
Offenheit und Flexibilität, explorativ, Hypothesen generieren, Hypothesen- und Theoriebildung
oftmals am Ende des Forschungsprozesses (als Ziel)
Aufdecken von Zusammenhängen
4.2.1 Introductory Question
I.

Which professional field are you from? (Multiple answers are possible)
Public Administration of ...
Vancouver
Richmond
Surrey
don’t want to specify.
Academia
Industry/Private Sector
Student
Other field. Please specify:
_____________________________________________________________

4.2.2 Open Questions

Relation to Resilience
Open Question to analyze what the current relevance to Resilience is

II.

In which context have you come across resilience in your professional life?
_________________________________________________________________
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4. Survey
_____

Importance of Resilience
III.

Does the organization you currently represent consider ‘’resilience’’ (a priority)?
Yes.
If yes, then how?
_________________________________________________________________
____

No.
If no, what is your priority?
____________________________________________________________

Flood protection and Resilience
Get to know characteristics of flood resilience
IV.
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Which (top three) characteristics do flood protection measures need to have in order
to make a city resilient and why?
1. ________________________________________________________
2. ________________________________________________________
3. ________________________________________________________

4.3. Evaluation of survey
Total number = 15
Legend
P.A. Vancouver
P.A. Richmond
P.A. Surrey
P.A. Total
Academia
Industry/Private Sector
Student
Other

Question

Which

In which context have Does the organization

Which characteristics do

professional

you come across

you currently

flood protection measures

field are you

resilience in your

represent consider

need to have in order to

professional life?

resilience a priority?

make a city resilient and

Participant from?
Nr.

why?

4

Academia

Tech Global Change
and Crisis. Planning =
Resilience is in both
causes

Yes, for both our
physical campus and in
our educational
mission

public engagement
and education, protection
of biodiversity

5

Academia

research

Not really, UBC thinks Anticipation, Prevention,
a lot about
Maintenance
Sustainability however

13

Academia

urban design

yes, university spends not sure
considerable budget of
human resources on
capital projects that
adress sustainability
broadly and ... some
resilience related to
flooding, cliff erosion
and earthquake
activity
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10

Engineering

3

Industry / Private Sustainability Strategy
development is a
service area for my
company
Industry / Private working for an
organization focusing
on adaptation policy

7

2

Industry/Private

2

14

Other:
Streamkeepers
Community
Organization
P.A. Surrey

1

6
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flood risk
management,
natural hazard risk
reduction

Civil Engineering, Oil
and Gas
infrastructure

Not really, our role as flexible
engineering
consultants, but we
will take on resiliencerelated projects
Yes, is a key service
area. Much broader
for me than flood
protection
yes, BCREA REALTORS are
concerned about
proactive climate
change response
Yes, Streams: Need to
recover from extreme
effects to sustain fish
and fish habitat;
Infrastructure: must
function thru and after
extreme events and
long service life

flood mapping, housing, land
use. They need to work
with
environmental planning and
goals
value nature assets, build
for long term
with high safety factors, do
not harden infrastructure, but preserve
natural flood plains
and overflow areas

emergency
preparation
and response, disaster
recovery, urban
planning infrastructure and
community, social
(people affected, low
income, mobility)

yes, is part of overall
OCP and
sustainability, risk
manager looking at
vulnerabilities including
climate change,
considering climate
change in
infrastructure and
urban planning,
emergency response
plans, emergency
plans/ climate adaption
plans

1. limit population in
floodplains - less people less
vulnerable 2. when
renewingassets in
floodplains - plan for "end of
life" - protection assets
longer and know will
function as required 3.
determine critical
infrastructure and design for
fast recovery eg. pump
stations seismic and flood
proof dykes easy to repair
but pump stations not so
have higher design
standards for pump stations

Student

working in a
restaurant that
considers
sustainability in ist
menu

political will, political
support

Student

In Co-op, for one of
my jobs as an
economics
development intern
for the city of surrey

No, priority is: lifestyle
choices,
wanting to work in
sustainable
architecture in the
future
No, from my position
and my previous responsibilities, my
priorities were in the
economic and social
sphere

sustainable development,
resilient infrastructure,
long term thinking

8

Student

did not come across
resilience in my
professional life

adaptive - considers other
aspects in climate change
and incorporates that into a
plan; innovative - use the
best / latest technology;
engaged - make citizens
aware of whats happening
and encourage them to take
steps on what to do next

9

Student

flood management,
climate adaptation

Yes, as a component
of sustainability,
climate adaptation and
flood management

multiple layers
(integrated approach);
flexibility to evolve
in the future; consider
measures that adress
multiple hazards

10

Student

11

Student

worked on a project
about building
community resilience

lots of research is
being done about
resilience

take into account
uncertainty / be flexible;
education and
awareness that people
still need to prepare,
even if there are
protection measures

12

Student

in class, this subject is Yes, the school
new for me from
considers resilience as
January
a priority. Although, it
is not publicly
achnowledged or
marketed

community knowledge,
federal funding

15

Student

mostly theoretical

1. cities ability to have
infrastructure and policies
to prepare for disroption 2.
adaptiveness 3. awareness
of strategies and risc pnone
areas

yes, by increasing
awareness about the
concept and how it
can be applied locally
or help increase
awareness of these
concepts
professionally
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5. Site Visists
Name of measure

Rip-raps

Location

Richmond, 49° 10’ 26’’ N 123° 11’ 60’’ W

Position (in relation to water/
protection target,
topographically)

A couple of meters away from the water, next to a street

Size

Parallel to the dyke trail for a couple of hundred meters

Quantity

Singular element consisting out of numerous rip-raps

Integration into surrounding Integrated into dyke and wetlands
Questions/Notes:
Photos
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5. Site Visists

Name of measure

Dike

Location

Richmond, West Dyke Trail Richmond, 49° 10’ 12’’ N 123°
11’55’’ W

Position (in relation to water/
protection target,
topographically)

About 100 meters from the water, right next to residential
buildings and the street, water already touches the base of the
dyke

Size

50 km long

Quantity

Singular element

Integration into
surrounding

Separates residential area from natural habitat, connects the
coast

Questions/Notes:
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Photos

Name of measure

Ditches

Location

Richmond, Terra Nova Natural Area, Westminster Hwy,
Richmond

Position (in relation to water/
protection target,
topographically)

Next to the street and parking lots, small bridge across, only
some meters away from residential buildings

Size

A couple of hundred meters long

Quantity

Both sides of the street
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Integration into
surrounding

Very visible, no fence

Questions/Notes:
Photos

Name of measure

Sea Dam with Floodgates

Location

Surrey, 49.086822, -122.818889 parallel to King George
Boulevard on the Serpentine river

Position (in relation to water/
protection target,
topographically)

Integrated into the river

Size

50 m * 10 m

Quantity

Singular element

Integration into
surrounding

Next to a highway. Surrounded by agriculture and fields

Questions/Notes:
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Photos

Opened floodgates, the tide of the sea was sinking at this point
in time

Showing the other side of the dam

Name of measure

Groins

Location

Surrey, Crescent Beach

Position (in relation to water/
protection target,
topographically)

Diagonal to the beach, leading into the water
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Size

Aprx. 10-15 m

Quantity

Multiple every arpx. 20m along the beach

Integration into
surrounding

Groins are integrated in the mudflat and the beach, they are
visibly dividing the beach into sections but are low enough for
people to overstep them. They used to be made of wood but
are plastic today due to a longer life expectation

Questions/Notes: The current pushes the sand along the shore and groins stop the sand from
being washed away
Photos

Coastal shore stewardship guide figure showing coastal erosion
and deposition
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Name of measure

Wetlands

Location

Richmond, Terra Nova Nature Area (Terra Nova Park), 49°
10’ 11’’ N 123° 11’ 34’’ W

Position (in relation to water/
protection target,
topographically)

Next to fancy neighborhood and street, stretches up until the
waterfront

Size

500 m deep, 35 acres

Quantity

1

Integration into
surrounding

Open to public, trails for pedestrians through wetlands, boards
with explanation of the surroundings

Questions/Notes:
The wetlands were already very flooded, was this the normal state?
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Photos
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6. Criteria Table with Results
historical attribute

theoretical attribute

What is the field of expertise the
measure originated from?

In how many states of the measure
can the measure facilitate resilience?

[answer referring to the scientific
background]

[answer referring to the number of
states]

forecasting attribute

financial attribute

legal attribute

social attribute (social readiness)

Summary

Which relative importance does a
single forecasted scenario have during
the planning process of a certain
flood protection measure?

How is the development of the
flood protection measure financed?
(repair and maintenance costs are
not taken into consideration.)
[answer referring to the frequency
of investment]

How is the legal document
which underlies the measure
arranged?

What are the planner's expectations on post measure
implementation involvement?

three or more
times one
concept
allocate the
measure to
this concept

[answer referring to the intensity]

[answer referring to the degree of involvement]
[answer referring to the
frequency of legalization]

Engineering

The character of the measure is
structural with a calculated
outcome and originated from an
engineering perspective.

Persistence: There is one state in
which the flood protection measure
facilitates resilience.

The importance of a single forecasted
scenario is high because the planning
process relies on one forecasted
scenario.

For building up the structure of the
flood protection measure an onetime investment is required.

The legal document which
underlies the measure
intends a one-time
regulation.

The only expectation that the planners have is that the
community will not reject the new flood protection
measure. The community is supposed to passively
accept the state of the flood protection measure.

Ecological

The character of the measure is
environmentally based, works
without human intervention and
originated from biology.

Adaptation: There are multiple states
in which the flood protection
measure facilitates resilience.

The importance of a single forecasted
scenario is limited because the
planning process relies on multiple
forecasted scenarios.

Additional costs for adapting the
flood protection measure are
necessary. These costs are
provided in certain time periods in
order to cope with altering
circumstances.

The content of the
regulation is revised in
certain time periods in order
to adapt to altering
circumstances.

The planners require the community's readiness to
adapt to predictable states of the flood protection
measure. The community is supposed to passively
accept the adaptability of the flood protection
measure and not reject it.

Evolutionary

The character of the measure is
social and originated from
sociology.

Transformation: The measure can
facilitate resilience in infinite states (as
an ongoing reaction to altering
circumstances) and has no permanent
optimal state.

The importance of a single forecasted
scenario is low because the planning
process relies on an unpredictable
number of forecasted scenarios.

A contingency budget is provided
to react to unpredictable
circumstances adding to the costs
for the development of the
measure.

A continuous revision of the
legal basis is required as a
reaction to the altering
circumstances.

The planners need active acceptance and involvement
from the community. Irrespective of the measure’s
state (predictable or not) the planners need the
community to contribute to the measure’s success.

1. Dike

*

2. Dike Seismic Studiy

*

3. Dike with Flood Boxes

*

4. Dike with spillway and Holding Cell
5. Ditches

*
*

6. Dredging

*

7. Emergency Notification System

*

*

*

*

eng

*

eng

*

eco

*

eng
eng

*

eng

*

*

*

*

*

*

evo

*
*

*

10. Groins

*
*

*

evo
eng

11. Informing the public through brochures

*

*

*

*

evo

12. Informing the public through maps

*

*

*

*

evo

13. Informing the public through meetings

*

*

14. Informing the public through websites

*

15. Irrigation structures for farmers

*
*

16. Lowlands Diking Stakeholder Committee

*

*

17. Manage patient inflows during flood event

*

18. Policy of Designated Flood plains
19. Policy of Flood Construction Level (FCLs)

*
*

20. Policy of horizontal setbacks (Houses)

*

21. Pump Stations and Flood Boxes

*

8. Emergency number to report a flood problem

*

9. Emergency Program Amateur Radio

22. Raising land levels (landfill)

*

23. Rip-Raps

evo
*

*
*

25. Seawall

*

26. Sewer System with Storm Drains

*

27. System of Disaster Response Routes

*

eco/evo

*
*

evo
evo

*

*

eng

*

*
*

eng
eng

*
*

eng
eco

*

eng

*

eng/eco

*

*

*
*

evo

*

28. System of Evacuation routes

*

*

29. System of Gymnasiums in community centers as
emergency shelters

*

*

30. Vegetation Control Program

evo
eng
evo

*

*

24. Sea Dam with Tide Floodgate

evo

evo
evo

*

*

*

*

evo/eng/eco
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7. Profiles
7.1 Instructions and structure
Characteristics

Manifestations of
characteristics

Information (Quotations
of further concretization)

Source

Name
Picture
Definition
Flood protection goal
Type of flood which is
addressed

9.
10.
11.
12.

Coastal flooding
River flooding
Heavy Rainfall
Groundwater flooding

Structure

G.
H.
I.

structural,
non-structural
both possible

How is the measure
built by its nature?
In how many states
can the measure
facilitate resilience?

open answer (e.g. wood, grass, concrete
etc.)
G.

H.

I.

One state in which the flood
protection measure facilitates
resilience.
Multiple states in which the
flood protection measure
facilitates resilience.
Infinite states in which the
flood protection measure
facilitates resilience. There is
an ongoing reaction to
changing states.

How important is the
forecasting during the
planning process?

G.
H.
I.

High
Medium
Low

How frequent is the
investment for the
development of the
measure?
Repair and
maintenance costs are
not included.

G.
H.

One time investment
One time investment with
additional costs for adapting
the measure in regular time
periods
Continuous investment of
financial means with included
contingency

How is the legal
framework arranged,
reviewed or updated?

G.

I.

H.

I.

One time regulation or
decision
Repeating regulations or
decisions concerning the legal
basis of the measure to adapt
to altering situations in regular
time periods
Continuous revision of the
legal basis in order to react to
continuously changing
situations
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What is the planner’s
expectation of the
community for the
implementation of the
measure?

G.

H.

I.

Planners only expect the
community not to reject the
new flood protection measure
Planners expect the
community's readiness to
adapt to predictable states of
the flood protection measure.
The community is supposed
to accept the adaptability of
the flood protection measure.
Planners expect enormous
social readiness from the
community. Irrespective of the
measure’s state (predictable
or not) the planners expect
the community to contribute
to the measure’s success.
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1. Dike
Characteristics

Name

Manifestations of

Information (Quotations of further

characteristics

concretization)

Dike

(cf. City of
Surrey, 2012)

Picture

Definition

Source

Own illustration

“A sea dyke is a long wall or embankment built
to prevent flooding from the sea. A river dyke is an
embankment built to prevent river flooding [...].”
“D. ist ein zweckentsprechend geformter, aus
Erdbaustoffen bestehender Damm, der dem Schutz vor
Überschwemmungen dient.”
“A dike is an embankment constructed on dry ground
along a riverbank or shoreline to prevent overflow of
water into the lowlands behind. Dikes have a long history
of use within Richmond and are the most common form of
structural flood protection.”

(City of Surrey,
2017b, p. 4)
(Pendall, Foster,
& Cowell, 2010)

(cf. City of
Richmond,
2013b, p. 40)

Flood protection
goal

Prevent overflow of
water into the
lowlands behind

“A dike is an embankment
constructed on dry ground along a
riverbank or shoreline to prevent
overflow of water into the lowlands
behind.”

(City of
Richmond,
2013b, p. 40)

Type of flood
which is
addressed

Coastal flooding,
River flooding,
Heavy rainfall

Surrey describes that they have
dikes built next to the sea and next
to the river.

(cf. Northwest
Hydraulic
Consultants
Ltd., 2014, p. 4)

Structure

Structural

“built to prevent flooding”
The measure is physically visible.

(cf. Northwest
Hydraulic
Consultants
Ltd., 2014, p. 4)
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How is the
measure built by
its nature?

Earthwork
materials,
Man-made

“D. ist ein zweckentsprechend
geformter, aus Erdbaustoffen
bestehender Damm, der dem Schutz
vor Überschwemmungen dient.”

(Fischer, 2014)

In how many
states can the
measure facilitate
resilience?

One state in which
the flood protection
measure facilitates
resilience.

Only in its build state the dike can
facilitate resilience. Once the dike
breaks and is not able to stop water
from flowing, it is not in a state to
facilitate resilience anymore. It
means, that the dike can only
facilitate resilience in its built state.

Deductive
reasoning

How important is
the forecasting
during the
planning process?

High

“The second strategy is to construct
a new dike along Steveston Island
with a crest level to meet the
proposed 4.7m crest elevation.”

(City of
Richmond,
2013b, p. 61)

One specific forecast was
considered in the planning process
to decide how high the dike needs
to be.
How frequent is
the investment
for the
development of
the measure?
Repair and
maintenance
costs are not
included.

Continuous
investment of
financial means with
included
contingency

Contingency and seismic updates are (cf. City of
included in the financial plans of the Richmond,
City of Richmond
2013b, p, 3-5)

How is the legal
framework
arranged ,
reviewed or
updated ?

Continuous revision
of the legal basis in
order to react to
the continuously
changing situations

“The Dike Master Plan is intended
to be a comprehensive guide to
upgrading the City's flood
protection infrastructure to: [...]
Harmonize dike improvements with
City objectives and strategies that
relate to City dikes and flood
protection activities (i.e., the City's
2009 Waterfront Strategy and the
City's ecological and heritage
policies, etc.).”

(City of
Richmond,
2013b, p, 4)

Since the dike upgrades are a long
time process, various legal
documents are created and
continuously updated to new
circumstances.
What is the
planner’s
expectation of
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Planners only
expect the
community not to

The planner expects the people to
accept the measure. There is no

Deductive
reasoning

the community
reject the new flood need or opportunity for anybody to
protection measure take part in this measure.
for the
implementation of
the measure?

2. Dike Seismic Study
Characteristics

Name

Manifestations of

Information (Quotations of further

characteristics

concretization)

Source

Dike Seismic Study

(City of Richmond,
2017a)

Definition

“A dike seismic study to determine the potential impacts of
an earthquake on key areas of Richmond’s dike network.
Where required, the dikes will be strengthened.”

(City of Richmond,
2017a)

Flood protection
goal

Determine the
potential impacts of
an earthquake on
dikes

“A dike seismic study to determine
the potential impacts of an
earthquake on key areas of
Richmond’s dike network. Where
required, the dikes will be
strengthened.”

(City of Richmond,
2017a)

Type of flood
which is
addressed

None directly

Risk assessment, doesn’t actively
protect against flooding.

Deductive
reasoning

Structure

Non-structural

How is the
measure built by
its nature?

Impact study

“A dike seismic study to determine
the potential impacts of an
earthquake on key areas of
Richmond’s dike network. Where
required, the dikes will be
strengthened.”

(City of Richmond,
2017a)

In how many
states can the
measure facilitate
resilience?

One state in which
the flood protection
measure facilitates
resilience.

One state in which the flood
protection measure facilitates
resilience. The impact study is either
carried out or not.

Deductive
reasoning

Because several scenarios are taken
into consideration during the
planning phase.

Deductive
reasoning

Picture

How important is Medium
the forecasting
during the
planning process?
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How frequent is
the investment
for the
development of
the measure ?
Repair and
maintenance
costs are not
included.

One time
investment

How is the legal
framework
arranged ,
reviewed or
updated ?
What is the
planner’s
expectation of
the community
for the
implementation
of the measure?
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There is no other information stated. Deductive
reasoning

No data available.

Only expectation is
that the community
will not reject the
new flood
protection measure

The implementation of the study
Deductive
itself doesn’t need anything more
reasoning
than acceptance from the community

3. Dike with Flood Boxes
Characteristics

Name

Manifestations of

Information (Quotations of further

characteristics

concretization)

Dike with Flood Boxes

Picture

Source

(cf. City of Surrey,
n.d.-c)
(City of Surrey,
n.d.-c)

Definition

“[A flood box is] a drainage culvert through a dike that
conveys the internal drainage from a Watercourse from
inside the dike to the body of water (i.e. river or ocean)
outside the dike. A gate is installed at the outlet end of the
Floodbox to prevent back flow from the body of water to
the inside and to allow gravity flow from inside to the
outside.”

Flood protection
goal

Regulat drainage of
water,
prevent overflow of
water into the
lowlands behind

“A dike is an embankment
constructed on dry ground along a
riverbank or shoreline to prevent
overflow of water into the lowlands
behind.”

(City of Richmond,
2013b, pp. 2-7)

Type of flood
which is
addressed

Coastal flooding.
Surrey describes that they have
river flooding, heavy dikes built next to the sea and next
rainfall
to the river.

(cf. City of Surrey,
2017b)

Structure

Structural

Deductive
reasoning

Measure is physically visible.

(The Arlington
Group, 2010, p.
49)
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How is the
measure built by
its nature?

Flood box:
concrete,
corrugated steel
pipes (CSP, but not
recommended) or
high density
polyethylene
(HDPE) pipes

“Use of precast concrete sections
can reduce construction time,
dewatering costs, formwork,
reinforcement installation, concrete
supply and placement and other onsite costs.”
“CSP has been used for non-acidic
flows, but must be zinc or asphalt
coated to prevent corrosion in
acidic flows.”

(Ministry of
Water, Land & Air
Protection, 2003,
pp. 43-44)

(Fischer, 2014)

“Alternative methods include
circular concrete and high density
polyethylene (HDPE) pipes.”
Dike: earthwork
materials,
man-made

“D. ist ein zweckentsprechend
geformter, aus Erdbaustoffen
bestehender Damm, der dem Schutz
vor Überschwemmungen dient.”

In how many
states can the
measure facilitate
resilience?

Multiple states in
which the flood
protection measure
facilitates resilience.

There is more than one state in
which resilience can be facilitated. It
either can lead water through or it
can hold the water back and can
regulate it.

Deductive
reasoning

How important is
the forecasting
during the
planning process?

Medium

“The second strategy is to construct
a new dike along Steveston Island
with a crest level to meet the
proposed 4.7m crest elevation.”

(City of Richmond,
2013b)

One specific forecast was
considered in the planning process
of the dike. In case the dike is spilled
over the additional flood box en
ables the flooded area to be drained
again. So multiple forecasts have
been considered during the planning
process.

“contingency”
(cf. City of
Contingency and seismic updates are Richmond, 2013b,
included in the financial plans of the p. 3/5)
City of Richmond.

How frequent is
the investment
for the
development of
the measure?
Repair and
maintenance
costs are not
included.

Continuous
investment of
financial means with
included
contingency

How is the legal
framework
arranged ,

Continuous revision “The recommended next steps to
of the legal basis in
finalize the Phase 2 LIDMP are: 1)
order to react to
Council Review; 2) Key External
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Deductive
reasoning

( City of
Richmond, 2013b,
p. 3/11)

reviewed or
updated ?

the continuously
changing situations

Stakeholder Review; [...] 4) Revise
the Draft Final Master Plan Report
per consultation if required; and 5)
Council adoption of the Final Dike
Master Plan Phase 2 Report.”

What is the
planner’s
expectation of
the community
for the
implementation of
the measure?

Planners expect the
community's
readiness to adapt
to predictable states
of the flood
protection measure.
The community is
supposed to accept
the adaptability of
the flood protection
measure.

The community cannot participate
Deductive
during the building process
reasoning
therefore the various states of the
flood protection measure have to be
passively accepted.

4. Dike with Spillway and Holding Cell
Characteristics

Name

Picture

Definition

Manifestations of

Information (Quotations of further

characteristics

concretization)

Dike with spillway and holding cell

Source

(cf. City of Surrey,
2009)
(City of Surrey,
n.d.-c)
(cf. City of Surrey,
n.d.-b, p. 5)

“A spillway is a low section of a river dike (A) where,
(City of Surrey,
during floods, water can spill over into a holding area called n.d.-b, p. 5)
a cell (B&C). These cells are located on agricultural fields
and typically only used in winter months when the fields
are fallow. Once the flood event has ended and river level
returns to normal, water stored in the cells will drain back
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into the river through floodboxes or with the assistance of
pumps.”
Flood protection
goal

Equitably
distributing
floodwater
Control river water
level

“[...] equitably distributing
floodwaters [...] control river water
levels [...]”

(City of Surrey,
2009)

Type of flood
which is
addressed

River flooding

“[...] control river water levels [...]”

( City of Surrey,
2009, p. 3)

Structure

Structural

Integrated into the physical
structure of the dike

(City of Surrey,
n.d.-b, p. 5)

How is the
measure built by
its nature?

Similar to dike:
“[...] heaped-up dam built from
engineered and built terrestrial material for the
following certain
protection of land area [...].”
standards and made
of earthwork
materials

(Fischer, 2014)

In how many
states can the
measure facilitate
resilience?

Multiple states in
which the flood
protection measure
facilitates resilience.

The first state is when the dike
holds back the water, the second
state is when water spills over dike,
but in a controlled way so that it fills
the holding cell.

Deductive
reasoning

How important is
the forecasting
during the
planning process?

High

“Develop a flood control strategy
for the Nicomekl River that would
establish dyke profiles, [...] and
required spillway
crest elevations and widths so that
the dyke could withstand a 200‐year
return flood”

(City of Surrey,
2009, p. 4)

The dike with spillway is built with
one scenario of forecasting in mind
which is the 200-year return flood.
For this reason the importance of
one single forecasting is high.
How frequent is
the investment
for the
development of
the measure ?
Repair and
maintenance
costs are not
included.
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One time
investment

The City of Surrey decides in a one
time decision about the contractor
in regards to his financial proposal.

Deductive
Reasoning

How is the legal
framework
arranged ,
reviewed or
updated ?

No data available.

What is the
planner’s
expectation of
the community
for the
implementation of
the measure?

Planners expect
from the
community its
readiness to adapt
to predictable states
of the flood
protection measure.
The community is
supposed to accept
the adaptability of
the flood protection
measure

“These cells are located on
agricultural fields [...]”

(City of Surrey,
n.d.-b, p. 5)

The spillway can direct the river
flood to private property so the
community has to adapt.

5. Ditches
Characteristics

Name

Manifestations of

Information (Quotations of further

characteristics

concretization)

Ditches

Source

(City of Surrey,
n.d.-d)

Picture

Own illustration

Definition

“Surface water flows into drainage ditches which then
direct water through flood boxes located on river and sea
dikes. During low tides and when the river water is low
enough, the water drains into the rivers or the sea by
gravity outflow gates. During high tide or flood events,
electrically powered pumps help push the water out to sea
or into the rivers.”

Flood protection
goal

Drainage of Water
to Sea or River,

“Surface water flows into drainage
ditches which then direct water

(City of Surrey,
n.d.-i)

(City of Surrey,
n.d.-i)
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Stormwater
infiltration

Type of flood
which is
addressed

through flood boxes located on
river and sea dikes.”
“Open ditches allow stormwater to
infiltrate into the ground”

Coastal flooding,
“Surface water flows into drainage
river flooding, heavy ditches which then direct water
through flood boxes located on
rainfall
river and sea dikes.”

(City of Surrey,
n.d.-d)
(City of Surrey,
n.d.-i)

“During high tide or flood events,
electrically powered pumps help
push the water out to sea or into
the rivers.”
Structure

Structural

The measure is physically visible.

Deductive
reasoning

How is the
measure built by
its nature?

Earthwork,
materials, manmade

The Ditch is made of natural
elements.

(cf. “Ditch
Filling Materials
- Densities,”
n.d.)

In how many
states can the
measure facilitate
resilience?

One state in which
the flood protection
measure facilitates
resilience.

There is only one state that can
facilitate resilience. It can drain the
water in case of flooding or if it
overspills.

(cf. City of
Surrey, n.d.-i)

How important is
the forecasting
during the
planning process?

Medium

The depth and water conductivity of Deductive
a ditch depends on various scenarios reasoning
of forecasts. No other documents
found.

How frequent is
the investment
for the
development of
the measure?
Repair and
maintenance
costs are not
included.

One time
investment

No other information stated.

How is the legal
framework
arranged ,
reviewed or
updated ?
What is the
planner’s
expectation of
the community
for the
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Deductive
reasoning

No data
available.

Planners only
expect the
community not to
reject the new flood
protection measure

The planner expects the people to
accept the measure. There is no
need or opportunity for anybody to
take part in this measure.

Deductive
reasoning

implementation of
the measure?

6. Dredging
Characteristics

Name

Manifestations of

Information (Quotations of further

characteristics

concretization)

Dredging

Source

(cf. Erceg &
Gonzalez, 2008,
pp. 4-9)
(cf. “Dredging,”
n.d.)

Picture

Definition

“Sediment/gravel removal through dredging is sometimes
proposed as a means to reduce flooding potential. Channel
improvement to increase the hydraulic capacity of a
channel is theoretically a way to reduce water levels,
provided the improvement is carried far enough
downstream that there is no backwater effect at the point
of interest from the channel downstream.”

Flood protection
goal

Removing of
material/sediment

“Sediment/gravel removal through
dredging [...]”

(cf. Arlington
Group, 2010, p.
25)

(cf. Arlington
Group, 2010, p.
25)

Increasing the
“Channel improvement to increase
hydraulic capacity of the hydraulic capacity of a channel
a channel
[...]”
Type of flood
which is
addressed

Coastal flooding
River flooding

“Dredging is an excavation activity
(Port of
to remove sediment from the bed of Vancouver,
a body of water.”x
2017a)

Structure

Structural

The measure is physically visible.

Deductive
reasoning
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How is the
measure built by
its nature?

Man-made influence
on the depth of the
water

“Sediment/gravel removal through
(Arlington
dredging is sometimes proposed as a Group, 2010, p.
means to reduce flooding potential.” 25)

In how many
states can the
measure facilitate
resilience?

One state in which
the flood protection
measure facilitates
resilience.

One states in which the measure
facilitates resilience. Either the
dredging is deep enough to prevent
from overflow of water or it is not.

Deductive
reasoning

How important is
the forecasting
during the
planning process?

Low

“Dredging requirements differ
depending on location. For instance,
Burrard Inlet is a deep water port,
but certain projects may require
One time dredging. On the other
hand, the Fraser River requires
annual dredging because of the
continuous run-off of the river and
the silt that is deposited from
upstream as it nears the sea.”

(Port of
Vancouver,
2017a)

Since there are uncertain influencing
factors on certain dredging areas
many scenarios are taken into
consideration.
How frequent is
the investment
for the
development of
the measure ?
Repair and
maintenance
costs are not
included.

One time
investment with
additional costs for
adapting the
measure in regular
time periods

“The 10-year program provides
(Port of
Vancouver,
financial support for riverfront
communities to undertake their own 2017)
dredging activities beyond deep sea
and domestic shipping channels. The
program provides up to $7 million
over 10 years for long-term,
community-based dredging plans.
River User Associations within
eligible communities may apply for
funding contributions up to a
maximum of $500,000 per local
channel over a 10-year period.”
“$10 million to dredge local
channels”
(cf. Port of
Vancouver,
2017c)

How is the legal
framework
arranged ,
reviewed or
updated ?
What is the
planner’s
expectation of
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No data
available.

Only expectation is
that the community
will not reject the

The planner expects the people to
accept the measure. There is no

Deductive
reasoning

the community
new flood
for the
protection measure
implementation of
the measure?

need or opportunity for anybody to
take part in the measure.

7. Emergency Notification System
Characteristics

Name

Manifestations of

Information (Quotations of further

characteristics

concretization)

Source

Emergency Notification System

(City of
Richmond,
2017e)

“Richmond BC Alert is an emergency notification system
that sends notifications in the event of an actual
emergency. If you live in Richmond, stay in the know and
have the up-to-date information you’ll need during an
emergency. It’s completely free and you can receive
messages by email, phone, SMS and fax. “

(City of
Richmond,
2017e)

Picture
Definition

“Examples of a major emergency or disaster may include
large scale flooding, regional events, such as earthquakes or (Social Services
severe weather states.”
Plan, n.d.)

Flood protection
goal

sending of
notifications in case
of an emergency
(email, phone, SMS
and fax)

“Richmond BC Alert is an
emergency notification system that
sends notifications in the event of an
actual emergency. If you live in
Richmond, stay in the know and
have the up-to-date information
you’ll need during an emergency. It’s
completely free and you can receive
messages by email, phone, SMS and
fax. “

(City of
Richmond,
2017e)

Type of flood
which is
addressed

Coastal flooding,
river flooding,
heavy rainfall,
groundwater
flooding

“Examples of a major emergency or
disaster may include large scale
flooding, regional events, such as
earthquakes or severe weather
states.”

(City of
Richmond,
2011)

Structure

Non-structural

“emergency notification system”

(City of
Richmond,
2017e)
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How is the
measure built by
its nature?

Information-and
communication
technologies

“[...] you can receive messages by
email, phone, SMS and fax.”

(City of
Richmond,
2017e)

In how many
states can the
measure facilitate
resilience?

Multiple states in
which the flood
protection measure
facilitates resilience.

“It’s completely free and you can
receive messages by email, phone,
SMS and fax.“

(City of
Richmond,
2017e)

If the internet service does not
work in the case of an emergency,
the other alternatives can still
facilitate resilience.
How important is
the forecasting
during the
planning process?

Low

During the planning process of an
emergency notification system
planners need to account for
unlimited scenarios of emergency.

Deductive
reasoning

How frequent is
the investment
for the
development of
the measure ?
Repair and
maintenance
costs are not
included.

Continuous
investment of
financial means with
included
contingency

System updates and sending of
messages lead to ongoing costs for
the contractor.

Deductive
reasoning

How is the legal
framework
arranged ,
reviewed or
updated ?

Continuous revision
of the legal basis in
order to react to
the continuously
changing situations

“That this plan is a living document.
It will be reviewed and updated
regularly to reflect changes in
threats and our level of risk based
on lessons learned from past
incidents and exercises.”

(City of
Richmond,
2011, p. 2/2)

What is the
planner’s
expectation of
the community
for the
implementation of
the measure?

Planners expect
enormous social
readiness from the
community.
Irrespective of the
measure’s state
(predictable or not)
the planners expect
the community to
contribute to
measure’s success.

People need to sign up for the
service.

(cf. City of
Richmond,
2017e)

8. Emergency Number to Report a Flood Problem
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Characteristics

Name

Manifestations of

Information (Quotations of further

characteristics

concretization)

Emergency number for reporting a flood problem

Picture

Source

(City of Surrey,
n.d.-f)
(City of Surrey,
n.d.-f)

Definition

The possibility to call emergency numbers to report on
flood problems.

Flood protection
goal

Report on flood
problems to the
administration

“Reporting a flood problem
Call 604-591-4152 from Monday to
Friday, 8am to 4pm. After 4pm on
weekdays or on weekends, please
call 604-591-4431.“

(City of Surrey,
n.d.-f)

Type of flood
which is
addressed

Coastal flooding,
river flooding,
heavy rainfall,
groundwater
flooding

Any type of flood can be reported
to initiate further action by the
authorities

Deductive
reasoning

Structure

Non-structural

Measure works due to telephone/
internet or mobile calls

Deductive
reasoning

How is the
measure built by
its nature?

Information-and
communication
technologies

Measure works due to telephone/
internet or mobile calls

Deductive
reasoning

In how many
states can the
measure facilitate
resilience?

One state in which
the measure can
facilitate resilience.

Either the number number is active,
or not.

Deductive
reasoning

How important is
the forecasting
during the
planning process?

Low

The measure can (in its purpose as
“report”) react to any different type
of flood problem and it is not
possible to forecast which flood
problem will occur.

Deductive
reasoning

How frequent is
the investment
for the
development of
the measure ?
Repair and
maintenance
costs are not
included.

One time
investment

One time investment, because it is
known in beforehand that the
person who answers the phone
needs to be paid continuously
(running costs are not considered).
No other information stated.

Deductive
reasoning

How is the legal
framework

No data
available
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arranged ,
reviewed or
updated ?
What is the
planner’s
expectation of
the community
for the
implementation of
the measure?

Planners expect
enormous social
readiness from the
community.
Irrespective of the
measure’s state
(predictable or not)
the planners need
the community to
contribute to the
measure’s success.

The planners need active acceptance
and involvement from the
community.

Deductive
reasoning

9. Emergency Program Amateur Radio
Characteristics

Name

Manifestations of

Information (Quotations of further

characteristics

concretization)

Emergency Program Amateur Radio

Picture

Definition
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Source

(cf. Surrey,
2017)
(cf. Surrey,
2017)

“A volunteer group of screened, licensed and trained radio
operators willing to be deployed when needed under the
direction of the Surrey Emergency Program.
SEPAR members are trained in establishing and providing
emergency communications as required by the Surrey
EOC (Emergency Operations Centre).“

(Surrey, 2017)

“Disasters like earthquake, flood or major fire can strike at
any time. The Surrey Emergency Program is working to
make sure our city is as prepared as possible in the event
of these types of emergencies.”

(Surrey, n.d.)

Flood protection
goal

Establishing and
providing
emergency
communications.

“To be communicators, to respond
in an emergency with
communications between various
agencies that may be without their
own communications systems or
network in the event of an
emergency such as a natural
disaster."

(Surrey, 2017)

Type of flood
which is
addressed

Coastal flooding,
river flooding,
heavy rainfall,
groundwater
flooding

SEPAR can be applied for any type
of flood which occurs.

Deductive
reasoning

Structure

Non-structural

Communication over Radio.

Deductive
reasoning

How is the
measure built by
its nature?

Social

“A volunteer group of screened,
licensed and trained radio operators
willing to be deployed when needed
under the direction of the Surrey
Emergency Program.
SEPAR members are trained in
establishing and providing
emergency communications as
required by the Surrey EOC
(Emergency Operations Centre).“

(Surrey, 2017)

“Disasters like earthquake, flood or
major fire can strike at any time.
The Surrey Emergency Program is
working to make sure our city is as
prepared as possible in the event of
these types of emergencies.”

(Surrey, n.d.)

Because people provide information
during an emergency state.
In how many
states can the
measure facilitate
resilience?

One state in which
Either the Amateur Radio is
the flood protection functioning or it is not.
measure facilitates
resilience.

Deductive
reasoning

How important is
the forecasting
during the
planning process?

Low

Need of amateur radio, because
unlimited scenarios of emergencies
are taken into consideration.

Deductive
reasoning

How frequent is
the investment
for the
development of
the measure ?

One time
investment

There is a need to invest into the
building/room and the equipment.
From that point no further
investments are required.

Deductive
reasoning
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Repair and
maintenance
costs are not
included.
How is the legal
framework
arranged ,
reviewed or
updated ?

No data
available

What is the
planner’s
expectation of
the community
for the
implementation of
the measure?

“As a result we can maintain a
critical communications link
between responding agencies,
government departments, and
support teams when other
communication methods are not
available.”

(Surrey, 2017)

Manifestations of

Information (Quotations of further

Source

characteristics

concretization)

Planners expect
enormous social
readiness from the
community.

10. Groins
Characteristics

Name

Groins

Picture

Definition
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(cf. “Crescent
Beach Urban
Resilience
Backgrounder,”
2017)
(cf. City of
Surrey, 2006)
Own illustration

“A groin is defined as a shore protection structure built
perpendicular to shore and designed to build a protective

(Paul Knuth,
1981, p. 34)

beach or to retard erosion of an existing or restored
beach by trapping sediments in the littoral drift. Groins
define compartments within which the longshore transport
of sand is largely reduced.”
Flood protection
goal

Breakwater

“A groin is defined as a shore
protection structure [...]”

(Paul Knuth,
1981, p. 34)

“[...] trapping sediments in the
littoral drift [...]"
Type of flood
which is
addressed

Coastal flooding

Deductive
reasoning

Structure

Structural

The measure is physically visible.

Deductive
reasoning

How is the
measure built by
its nature?

Composite-plastic

“[...] made of a composite-plastic,
marine-friendly material – are
anticipated to better weather the
states than the existing wooden
structures, which have been in place
for about 15 years.”

(Holmes, 2014)

In how many
states can the
measure facilitate
resilience?

One state in which
the flood protection
measure facilitates
resilience.

If the flood occurs groins convert
the wave energy and reduce wave
effects.

Deductive
reasoning

How important is
the forecasting
during the
planning process?

High

“The shore protection/dyke system
installed in Crescent Beach is
functioning as intended.”

(City of Surrey,
2006)

This has been stated after storm
damages in Surrey and indicates that
the groins underlie a long timeframe
during which the measure should
function. This is why the forecasting
of the most influencing flood
scenarios during this timeframe is
necessary.
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How frequent is
the investment
for the
development of
the measure?
Repair and
maintenance
costs are not
included.

One time
investment

There is no information stated on
the frequency of investments.

How is the legal
framework
arranged ,
reviewed or
updated ?

Deductive
reasoning

No data
available.

What is the
planner’s
expectation of
the community
for the
implementation of
the measure?

Planners only expect
the community not
to reject the new
flood protection
measure

The planner expects the people to
accept the measure. There is no
need or opportunity for anybody to
take part in this measure.

Deductive
reasoning

11. Informing the public through brochures
Characteristics

Name

Manifestations of

Information (Quotations of further

characteristics

concretization)

Informing the public through brochures

Picture

Definition
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Source

(cf- City of
Richmond, n.d.a)
(cf. City of
Richmond, n.d.a)

“Specialized Publications such as Richmond’s Earthquake
and Flood brochures answer frequently asked questions
about level of risk, mitigation programs, response planning
and general preparedness, are available in the Emergency
Management Office [...].”

(City of
Richmond, n.d.a, pp. 3-5)

Flood protection
goal (What is the
goal of this
measure?)

Public education
about flooding

Public education through specialized
publications in the form of
brochures.

(City of
Richmond, n.d.a, pp. 3-5)

Type of flood
which is
addressed

Coastal flooding,
river flooding,
heavy rainfall,

“Weather events Heavy rainfall:
sudden, heavy rainfall events could
exceed the processing capacity of
drainage systems.”

(City of
Richmond,
2013a, pp. 3-7)

“River water level events Spring
Freshet: higher than normal snow
packs within the Fraser River Basin,
combined with consistent, warmer
than normal Spring weather patterns,
can cause a rise in river discharge.”
“To protect Richmond from the
possibility of flooding due to high
tides or river floods, the City has
constructed a comprehensive system
of dikes on Lulu Island.”
Structure

Structural

Brochures.

(cf. City of
Richmond, n.d.a)

How is the
measure built by
its nature?

education and
communication

Brochures are a printed medium.

(cf. City of
Richmond, n.d.a)

In how many
states can the
measure facilitate
resilience?

One state in which
the flood protection
measure facilitates
resilience

There is only one state in which the
brochures facilitate resilience. Either
they exist for the people to read or
not.

Deductive
reasoning

How important is
the forecasting
during the
planning process?

Low

The measure is not dependant on
forecasts and generally informs the
public about flood hazards.

Deductive
reasoning

How frequent is
the investment
for the
development of
the measure ?
Repair and
maintenance
costs are not
included.

One time
investment

Only one time investment, because
there will be money put aside for a
special number of brochures.

Deductive
reasoning

How is the legal
framework
arranged ,

Continuous revision “[...] this plan is a living document. It (City of
of the legal basis in
will be reviewed and updated
Richmond, n.d.order to react to
regularly to reflect changes in threats a)
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reviewed or
updated ?

the continuously
changing situations

and our level of risk based on
lessons learned from past incidents
and exercises.”

What is the
planner’s
expectation of
the community
for the
implementation of
the measure?

Planners expect
enormous social
readiness from the
community.
Irrespective of the
measure’s state
(predictable or not)
the planners expect
the community to
contribute to
measure’s success

Citizens are expected to read the
brochures.

Deductive
reasoning

12. Informing the public through maps
Characteristics

Name
Picture

Manifestations of

Information (Quotations of further

characteristics

concretization)

Informing the public through maps

Source

(cf. City of
Vancouver, n.d.)
(City of Surrey,
n.d.-g)

(Cosmos, n.d.)
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Definition

“This mapping will help with the development of the City's
flood proofing plan, which includes new infrastructure
needs, erosion control, and land use regulation changes.”

(cf. City of
Vancouver, n.d.)

Flood protection
goal (What is the
goal of this
measure?)

Informing the public
about flood plains,
flood prone areas

Possible selected layers within
interactive map.

(cf. Cosmos,
n.d.)

Type of flood
which is
addressed

Coastal flooding,
river flooding

According to visualizations, they are
designed by models from coastal
flooding

(cf. Cosmos,
n.d.-)
(cf. City of
Surrey, n.d.-g)

Map showing the Fraser River
Structure

Both possible

Can be non-structural (interactive
online map) and structural (printed
map).

Deductive
reasoning

How is the
measure built by
its nature?

Printed version of
map

Printed versions of maps as well as
interactive online accessible maps
possible. Those documents are
visual representations and
collections of research on flooding
with the intention to inform the
public. This is why the nature of the
measure is social interaction.

(cf. City of
Surrey, n.d.-g)
(Cosmos, n.d.)

Web-based
In how many
states can the
measure facilitate
resilience?

One state in which
Either the maps exist and are active
the flood protection or they aren’t active and they are
measure facilitates
not informing the public.
resilience.

Deductive
reasoning

How important is
the forecasting
during the
planning process?

Medium

Multiple scenarios are considered
while creating maps.

Deductive
reasoning

How frequent is
the investment
for the
development of
the measure ?
Repair and
maintenance
costs are not
included.

One time
investment

The measure has to be financed at
least once to create the map.

Deductive
reasoning

How is the legal
framework
arranged ,
reviewed or
updated ?

No data
available
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What is the
planner’s
expectation of
the community
for the
implementation of
the measure?

Planners expect
enormous social
readiness from the
community.
Irrespective of the
measure’s states
(predictable or not)
the planners expect
the community to
contribute to
measure’s success.

The community is expected to
Deductive
inform themselves about flooding
reasoning
through maps. Therefore the
participation of the community is
mandatory for the measure to work.

13. Informing the public through meetings
Characteristics

Name

Manifestations of

Information (Quotations of further

characteristics

concretization)

Source

Informing the public through meetings

(cf. Seiferling,
Harford, Bulley,
& Carlson,
2016a)

“A charrette is an intensive, interactive planning process in
which stakeholders collaborate with designers and other
experts to create a shared vision for a project.”

(Seiferling,
Harford, Bulley,
& Carlson,
2016b)

Picture
Definition

“Recognizing that adaptive measures may significantly alter
coastal communities, the City is engaging local residents
and stakeholders in developing the strategy to build a
shared understanding of potential impacts and explore
options for adapting to climate change. “
Flood protection
goal

Inform public about
flooding
Consider public
ideas

“Climate change, sea level rise and
coastal flooding are significant issues
that require the input of
governments, businesses and
residents to develop responses that
best reflect community values and
priorities. [...] It allows stakeholders
to learn more about the issue at
hand, and gives those designing
responses the opportunity to
receive feedback from
stakeholders.”
“A charrette is an intensive,
interactive planning process in which
stakeholders collaborate with
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(Seiferling,
Harford, Bulley,
& Carlson,
2016b)

designers and other experts to
create a shared vision for a project.”
“Climate change, sea level rise and
coastal flooding are significant issues
that require the input of
governments, businesses and
residents to develop responses that
best reflect community values and
priorities.

Type of flood
which is
addressed

Coastal Flooding,
river Flooding

Structure

Non-structural

How is the
measure built by
its nature?

Stakeholder
collaboration

“A charrette is an intensive,
(Seiferling et al.,
interactive planning process in which 2016b)
stakeholders collaborate with
designers and other experts to
create a shared vision for a project.”

In how many
states can the
measure facilitate
resilience?

Infinite states in
which the flood
protection measure
facilitates resilience.
There is an ongoing
reaction to changing
states.

There is no limit on how the
meetings can facilitate resilience.
They react to continuously changing
circumstances.

Deductive
reasoning

How important is
the forecasting
during the
planning process?

Medium

Multiple scenarios are taken into
consideration while planning the
measure.

Deductive
reasoning

How frequent is
the investment
for the
development of
the measure ?
Repair and
maintenance
costs are not
included.

One time
investment with
additional costs for
adapting the
measure in regular
time periods

“As a first step, the City invited
Crescent Beach residents to attend
a series of meetings between May
and September in 2016.”
Therefore the investments for the
meetings were ongoing.

(Seiferling et al.,
2016b)

How is the legal
framework
arranged ,
reviewed or
updated ?
What is the
planner’s
expectation of
the community
for the

(Seiferling et al.,
2016b)

Deductive
reasoning

No data
available

Planners expect
enormous social
readiness from the
community.
Irrespective of the
measure’s state

“The City advertised the charrette
(Seiferling et al.,
process to Crescent Beach residents 2016b)
via community email lists, park
bulletin boards, and door hangers on
all houses, and businesses in the
neighourhood, and notified
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implementation of (predictable or not)
the measure?
the planners expect
the community to
contribute to
measure’s success.

participants at property owner
association meetings leading up to
Charrette.”
The measure works when the public
is involved. Therefore the planner
expects the participation for the
measure to work.

14. Informing the public through websites
Characteristics

Name

Manifestations of

Information (Quotations of further

characteristics

concretization)

Informing the public through websites

Picture

Source

(cf. City of
Richmond, n.d.a)
(cf. City of
Richmond,
2016)

Definition

“City website [...] provides detailed emergency
preparedness information to conveniently help residents
and businesses prepare.”

(City of
Richmond, n.d.a, pp. 3-6)

Flood protection
goal (What is the
goal of this
measure?)

Educate the public
about flood hazards

The websites make information
about flooding available to the
public.

Deductive
reasoning

Type of flood
which is
addressed

Coastal flooding,
river flooding,
heavy rainfall,

“Weather events Heavy rainfall:
sudden, heavy rainfall events could
exceed the processing capacity of
drainage systems.”

(City of
Richmond,
n.d.a)

“River water level events Spring
Freshet: higher than normal snow
packs within the Fraser River Basin,
combined with consistent, warmer
than normal Spring weather
patterns, can cause a rise in river
discharge.”
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“To protect Richmond from the
possibility of flooding due to high
tides or river floods, the City has
constructed a comprehensive
system of dikes on Lulu Island.”
Structure

Non-structural

“City website
(www.richmond.ca/emergency)
provides detailed emergency
preparedness information to
conveniently help residents and
businesses prepare.”

(City of
Richmond, n.d.a)

How is the
measure built by
its nature?

Infrastructure to
educate and spread
information.

“City website
(www.richmond.ca/emergency )
provides detailed emergency
preparedness information to
conveniently help residents and
businesses prepare.”

(City of
Richmond, n.d.a)

In how many
states can the
measure facilitate
resilience?

One state in which
The is only one state in which the
the flood protection website facilitates resilience either
measure facilitates
the website is online or it is offline.
resilience.

How important is
the forecasting
during the
planning process?

Low

In the planning phase the importance Deductive
of a single scenario is low, because
reasoning
unlimited forecasts can and
eventually have to be taken into
consideration by the website as an
ongoing process.

How frequent is
the investment
for the
development of
the measure ?
Repair and
maintenance
costs are not
included.

Continuous
investment of
financial means with
included
contingency

Frequent update of website (last
update 2017 and the Strategy of
Richmond is froem 2010)

(cf. City of
Richmond,
2016)

How is the legal
framework
arranged ,
reviewed or
updated ?

Continuous revision
of the legal basis in
order to react to
the continuously
changing situations

“That this plan is a living document.
It will be reviewed and updated
regularly to reflect changes in
threats and our level of risk based
on lessons learned from past
incidents and exercises.”

(City of
Richmond, n.d.a)

What is the
planner’s
expectation of

Planners expect
enormous social
readiness from the

“The goal of the program is to build
a disaster resilient community [...]”

(City of
Richmond, n.d.a)

Deductive
reasoning
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the community
for the
implementation of
the measure?

community.
Irrespective of the
measure’s state
(predictable or not)
the planners expect
the community to
contribute to
measure’s success

15. Irrigation Structures for Farmers
Characteristics

Name

Manifestations of

Information (Quotations of further

characteristics

concretization)

Irrigation Structures for Farmers

Picture

Source

(cf. City of
Richmond,
2013a, pp. 3-7)
{Citation}, p.4-8

Definition

“In addition to removing excess water for drainage
purposes, the City supports the local farming industry by
pumping water back into our system. The city has installed
irrigation structures, which allow water to be drawn in
from the river for our local farming operations, i.e.
cranberry and vegetable farms, etc.”

Flood protection
goal

Removing excess
water for drainage

“[...] removing excess water for
drainage purposes [...].”

(City of
Richmond,
2013a, pp. 3-7)

Type of flood
which is
addressed

River flooding

“[...] allow water to be drawn in
from the river for our local farming
operations [...]”

(City of
Richmond,
2013a, pp. 3-7)

Structure

Structural

“[...] the city has installed irrigation
structures [...]”

(City of
Richmond,
2013a, pp. 3-7)
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(City of
Richmond,
2013a, pp. 3-7)

“The City supports the local farming
industry by pumping water back into
our system”
“For the most part, drainage and
irrigation water is conveyed in
ditches, although there are also a
number of buried pipe systems that
affect flows.”
“Aluminium manual
slide gates keep
water in ditch after
hide tide”

How is the
measure built by
its nature?

Automatic pumping
system,
Earthwork
materials, manmade,
Aluminium gate

(City of
Richmond,
2013a, pp. 3-7)

In how many
states can the
measure facilitate
resilience?

One state in which There is only state that can facilitate
the flood protection resilience. It can drain the water in
measure facilitates
case of flooding or it overspills.
resilience.

How important is
the forecasting
during the
planning process?

Medium

“During the irrigation period, the
(City of
facility is operated as follows [...]”
Richmond,
2013a, p. 4/5)
“During drainage states (dormant
rainy season), the facility is operated
as follows [...]”
Since there are different periods for
which the measure is planned there
are different scenarios which have
been taken into consideration during
the planning process.

How frequent is
the investment
for the
development of
the measure?
Repair and
maintenance
costs are not
included.

Continuous
investment of
financial means with
included
contingency

“Cost estimates for irrigation
improvement Options 1 and 2 are
presented in Table 4.3. As
noted in Section 4.3.9, all
estimates are in 2013 CAD
dollars and an allowance for
engineering design and
construction contingency of
25% has been added to each
Option.
Option 1: Upgrades for 2,181,000
CAD
Option 2: New Irrigation Pump
Stations for 3,012,000 CAD”

(Irving, 2014)

How is the legal
framework
arranged ,
reviewed or
updated ?

Continuous revision
of the legal basis in
order to react to
the continuously
changing situations

“Review all significant irrigation and
drainage upgrades completed since
2006 as well as any significant
changes to land use and update the
Model to reflect them [...]”

(City of
Richmond,
2013a)

What is the
planner’s
expectation of
the community

Planners only
expect the
community not to

The planner expects the people to
accept the measure. There is no
need or opportunity for anybody to
take part in this measure.

Deductive
reasoning

Deductive
reasoning
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for the
reject the new flood
implementation of protection measure
the measure?
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16. Lowlands Diking Stakeholder Committee
Characteristics

Name

Manifestations of

Information (Quotations of further

characteristics

concretization)

Source

Lowlands Dyking Stakeholder Committee

(City of Surrey,
2017a)

Definition

“The purpose of the Lowlands Dyking Stakeholder
Committee is to establish liaison and maintain
communication between the landowners in the lowlands
and the City on the operation and maintenance of the
dykes.”

(City of Surrey,
2017a)

Flood protection
goal (What is the
goal of this
measure?)

Advice city about
concerns with the
dikes
Promote awareness
Establish
maintenance
priorities

Picture

“...and will seek to:
(City of Surrey,
Advise the City of any operation and 2017a)
maintenance concerns with the
dykes; and
Promote awareness with the general
public and landowners of the dyking
infrastructure and general
considerations in living in a
floodplain.”
“The committee will help the Dyking
Superintendent to establish
maintenance priorities and convey
(City of Surrey,
information to the membership.”
2017a)

Type of flood
which is
addressed

Coastal flooding,
River flooding,
Heavy rainfall,

Surrey describes that they have
dikes built next to the sea and next
to the river.

(City of Surrey,
2017b)

Structure

Non-structural

“The City is seeking to select four
residents to participate on the
Lowlands Dyking Stakeholder
Committee for a three year term.”

(City of Surrey,
2017a)

How is the
measure built by
its nature?

Committee of
Stakeholders

“The Lowlands Dyking Stakeholder
(City of Surrey,
Committee will meet as many as
2017a)
four times per year, and will seek to:
Advise the City of any operation and
maintenance concerns with the
dykes; and
Promote awareness with the general
public and landowners of the dyking
infrastructure and general
considerations in living in a
floodplain.”
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In how many
states can the
measure facilitate
resilience?

Infinite states in
which the flood
protection measure
facilitates resilience.
There is an ongoing
reaction to changing
states.

There is no limit to the stakeholders Deductive
committee's ability to facilitate
reasoning
resilience and they react to
continuously changing circumstances
of the dikes.

How important is
the forecasting
during the
planning process?

Medium

During the planning process multiple Deductive
scenarios for the deterioration of
reasoning
dikes and options to address these
were considered in order to
establish the committee.

How frequent is
the investment
for the
development of
the measure ?
Repair and
maintenance
costs are not
included.

One time
investment with
additional costs for
adapting the
measure in regular
time periods

“The City is seeking to select four
residents to participate on the
Lowlands Dyking Stakeholder
Committee for a three year term.”

(City of Surrey,
2017a)

“The Lowlands Dyking Stakeholder
Committee will meet as many as
four times per year, “

How is the legal
framework
arranged ,
reviewed or
updated ?

No data
available

What is the
planner’s
expectation of
the community
for the
implementation of
the measure?

Planners expect
enormous social
readiness from the
community.
Irrespective of the
measure’s state
(predictable or not)
the planners expect
the community to
contribute to
measure’s success.

“The City is seeking to select four
residents to participate on the
Lowlands Dyking Stakeholder
Committee for a three year term.”

(City of
Richmond,
2013a)

“A selection team compromised of
senior City staff will review the
resumes and select four Lowlands
Dyking Steakholder Committee
members by 24th, 2017.
Subsequently, notification will be
sent to all applicants by May 1st
2017.”

17. Manage Patient Inflows during Flood Event
Characteristics
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Manifestations of

Information (Quotations of further

characteristics

concretization)

Source

Name

Manage patient inflows during flood event

(cf. Northwest
Hydraulic
Consultants
Ltd., 2014)

Definition

Patient inflow is expected in the event of a coastal flood,
therefore management of inflow is needed.

(cf. Northwest
Hydraulic
Consultants
Ltd., 2014)

Flood protection
goal

Offer flood patients
to stay in care
facilities

“Most hospital and care facilities are
outside of the flood zone. Those in
proximity to the flood zone, and in
particular those within the
Downtown core, can expect to see
increased patient inflows in the
event of a coastal flood.“

(Northwest
Hydraulic
Consultants
Ltd., 2014)

Type of flood
which is
addressed

Coastal flooding

“Those in proximity to the flood
zone [...] can expect to see
increased patient inflows in the
event of a coastal flood.”

(Northwest
Hydraulic
Consultants
Ltd., 2014)

Structure

Non-structural

Through emergency management,
advice is given in case of scenarios.

(cf. Northwest
Hydraulic
Consultants
Ltd., 2014)

How is the
measure built by
its nature?

Management/
Communication

Through emergency management,
specific care locations outside of
flood prone were identified and
evaluated in terms of capacity.

(cf. Northwest
Hydraulic
Consultants
Ltd., 2014)

In how many
states can the
measure facilitate
resilience?

Multiple states in
which the flood
protection measure
facilitates resilience.

There is a set capacity of hospitals in Deductive
the area that are able to facilitate
reasoning
resilience. If one hospital shuts down
in the case of an emergency, other
hospitals can be a back up and still
facilitate resilience.

How important is
the forecasting
during the
planning process?

Medium

“Five scenarios were developed in
consultation with the City and the
Technical Advisory Group that
encompass possible future SLR
states to 2200 combined with design
storm events.”

Picture

“The following observations have
been made about flood vulnerability
in the City of Vancouver, given a
Scenario 3 coastal flood event”

(Northwest
Hydraulic
Consultants
Ltd., 2014)
(Northwest
Hydraulic
Consultants
Ltd., 2014)
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The forecasting is made for
scenarios 1-3.
How frequent is
the investment
for the
development of
the measure?
Repair and
maintenance
costs are not
included.

Continuous
investment of
financial means with
included
contingency

There needs to be a contingency
budget for the case of an emergency
event, thus the budget has to be
available at any time.

How is the legal
framework
arranged ,
reviewed or
updated ?

Deductive
reasoning

No data
available

What is the
planner’s
expectation of
the community
for the
implementation of
the measure?

Only expectation is
that the community
will not reject the
new flood
protection measure

Citizens cannot engage while the
measure is applied.

Deductive
reasoning

18. Policy of Designated Flood Plains
Characteristics

Name
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Manifestations of

Information (Quotations of further

characteristics

concretization)

Designated Flood Plains

Source

(cf. City of
Vancouver,
2015)

Picture

(cf. City of
Vancouver,
2015, p. 9)

Definition

Designated flood plain “means those lands in the City
which are hereby designated, for the purposes of section
306(cc) of the Vancouver Charter, as flood plains
susceptible to flooding and subject to flood construction
level requirements [...]

Flood protection
goal

Restrict
development and
Inform public

“Restricting development near the
water and requiring buildings to be
setback [...]”

(City of
Vancouver,
2014, appendix
B, p.1)

Type of flood
which is
addressed

Coastal Flooding
River flooding

Scenarios are based on coastal
floods

(cf. City of
Vancouver,
2014, appendix
D, p.2)

Flood hazard is “Flooding of the
Fraser River floodplain when river
levels rise generally as a result of
high ocean water levels.”

(City of
Vancouver,
2015, p. 9)

Structure

Non-structural

Policy, Bylaw

(cf. City of
Vancouver,
2015)

How is the
measure built by
its nature?

Policy

“Flood Construction Levels and
Regulations related to Designated
Flood Plains
Vancouver Building Bylaw No.
10908”

(City of
Vancouver,
2015, p. 6
appendix A)

In how many
states can the
measure facilitate
resilience?

One state in which
It facilitates resilience only in the
the flood protection state, when the regulation is active
measure facilitates
and enforced.
resilience.

How important is
the forecasting

Medium

“Scenario planning and assessment is
an important tool of climate change

Deductive
reasoning

(City of
Vancouver,
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during the
planning process?

adaptation given the variability in
estimates of when and to what
extent things will change.”

2014 appendix
D, p.4)

“The year 2100 is the current
standard for planning for sea level
rise. [...] As the upward trend in sea
level is not expected to stop in the
year 2100, 2200 was also modelled
to provide insight for longer term
planning issues. Current year (2013
at the time) was modelled as a base
case.”
How frequent is
the investment
for the
development of
the measure ?
Repair and
maintenance
costs are not
included.

How is the legal
framework
arranged ,
reviewed or
updated ?

Continuous
investment of
financial means with
included
contingency

“The 2007 amendment also signalled
that additional revisions would be
required to adapt to climate change
when more specific local estimates
were developed.”
“The year 2100 is the current
standard for planning for sea level
rise. [...] As the upward trend in sea
level is not expected to stop in the
year 2100, 2200 was also modelled
to provide insight for longer term
planning issues. Current year (2013
at the time) was modelled as a base
case.”

Continuous revision
of the legal basis in
order to react to
react to
continuously
changing situations

“Further review and revision of the
designated flood plain areas and
associated regulations is anticipated
as global sea level rise and storm
surge projections are refined over
time and local impacts are better
understood.”
“To address increasing flood risk,
buildings built today should be
designed for flood resilience
throughout their lifespan. City floodproofing standards require revision
to incorporate anticipated sea level
rise in line with new Provincial
guidelines and current scientific
consensus.”

What is the
planner’s
expectation of
the community
for the
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Only expectation is
that the community
will not reject the
new flood
protection measure

The community does not reject
measure. The community does not
participate in implementation
process of the policy.

(City of
Vancouver,
2014, Appendix
D, p.1
)

(City of
Vancouver,
2014, Appendix
D, p.4)
(City of
Vancouver,
2014, Appendix
B, p.1)

(City of
Vancouver,
2014, Appendix
B, p.1)

Deductive
reasoning

implementation of
the measure?

19. Policy of Flood Construction Level (FCLs)
Characteristics

Name

Manifestations of

Information (Quotations of further

characteristics

concretization)

Policy of Flood Construction level (FCLs)

Picture

Source

(cf. City of
Vancouver,
2017i)
(cf. Council of
the City of
Vancouver,
2016, appendix
Diagram B)

Definition

“FCLs are minimum heights for building
construction to keep living spaces and areas used for
storage above potential flood levels.”

(City of
Vancouver,
2017i)

Flood protection
goal

Prevent buildings
“Keep living spaces and areas used
and other structures for storage above potential flood
from flooding
levels.”

(City of
Vancouver,
2017i)

Type of flood
which is
addressed

Coastal flooding,
River flooding

“These levels [DFL and FCL]
correspond to the ocean states of a
very low probability storm (i.e. rare
events).”

(Northwest
Hydraulic
Consultants
Ltd., 2014, p.
39)

“To facilitate comparison with past
work, FCL values were calculated
along the existing
shorelines of the City.”

(Council of the
City of
Vancouver,
2016, p. 8.2)

“As described in Section
4.3.1, by the Provincial Guidelines
the FCL is calculated
as the sum of components
corresponding to
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future sea level rise, high tide, storm
surge, wind setup, wave
effect and a freeboard.”
For example: “Zero decimal six
(0.6) metre [2 ft.] above the 200
year flood level of the Fraser River
as determined by the Ministry of
Environment;”
Structure

Non-structural

“Staff are now working on an
amendment of the Floodproofing policies to the
‘encouraged’ FCL +1 metre
and additional changes to increase
flood-resilience.”

(City of
Vancouver,
2017i, p. 4)

How is the
measure built by
its nature?

Policy

“Staff are now working on an
amendment of the Floodproofing policies to the
‘encouraged’ FCL +1 metre
and additional changes to increase
flood-resilience.”

(City of
Vancouver,
2017i, p. 4)

In how many
states can the
measure facilitate
resilience?

One state in which
the flood protection
measure facilitates
resilience.

It facilitates resilience only in the
state, when the regulation is active
and enforced.

Deductive
reasoning

How important is
the forecasting
during the
planning process?

Medium

“As described in Section
4.3.1, by the Provincial Guidelines
the FCL is calculated
as the sum of components
corresponding to
future sea level rise, high tide, storm
surge, wind setup, wave
effect and a freeboard.”

(Northwest
Hydraulic
Consultants
Ltd., 2014, p.
39)

“Storm surge, wave effect and wind
setup were all specified individually
based on a 200‐year return period
event. A number of
different sea level rise scenarios
were explored and wave effects
were calculated at many different
shoreline reaches throughout the
City.
Table 8 shows the DFL and FCL
calculated in each of the shoreline
zones delineated in this
work, as well as the component
values which sum to give these
values”
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(Northwest
Hydraulic
Consultants
Ltd., 2014, p.
39)

Calculations for different scenarios
as well as a 200-year return period
event have been considered so
multiple scenarios have been taken
into consideration.
How frequent is
the investment
for the
development of
the measure?
Repair and
maintenance
costs are not
included.

Continuous
investment of
financial means with
included
contingency

How is the legal
framework
arranged ,
reviewed or
updated ?

Continuous revision
of the legal basis in
order to react to
the continuously
changing situation

“The 2007 amendment also
signalled that additional revisions
would be required to adapt to
climate change when more specific
local estimates were developed.”

(City of
Vancouver,
2014, appendix
D)

“The year 2100 is the current
standard for planning for sea level
rise. [...] As the upward trend in
sea level is not expected to stop in
the year 2100, 2200 was also
modelled to provide insight for
longer term planning issues. Current
year (2013 at the time) was
modelled as a base case.”
“Further review and revision of the
designated flood plain areas and
associated regulations is anticipated
as global sea level rise and storm
surge projections are refined over
time and local impacts are better
understood.”

(City of
Vancouver,
2014, appendix
D)

“To address increasing flood risk,
buildings built today should be
designed for flood resilience
throughout their lifespan. City
flood-proofing standards require
revision to incorporate anticipated
sea level rise in line with new
Provincial guidelines and current
scientific consensus.”
What is the
planner’s
expectation of
the community
for the
implementation of
the measure?

Planners only expect The community accepts the FCLs
the community not
and starts building as high as the
to reject the new
policy expects it.
flood protection
measure

Deductive
reasoning
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20. Policy of horizontal setbacks (Houses)
Characteristic

Manifestations

Information (Quotations of further

s

of

concretization)

Source

characteristics
Name

Policy of horizontal Setbacks (Houses)

Picture

(cf. City of
Vancouver, 2014)
(cf.
climatetechwiki.or
g, 2017)

Definition

“The philosophy behind the concept of a setback line is to
avoid conflicts between anthropogenic developments in the
Coastal Zone and the active morphology of the coastal area
[...]. Construction or any anthropogenic development is not
allowed on the seaside of these lines without special
permission.”

Flood
protection
goal

Keep
development
out of floodplain
areas

Type of flood
which is
addressed

Coastal flooding, Vancouver gives certain distances of
River
setback lines for the sea and the rivers.
flooding

(cf. City of
Vancouver, 2014,
p. 5)

Structure

Non-structural

Bylaw

(cf. City of
Vancouver, 2014)

How is the
measure built
by its nature?

Policy

enforced by law:
“The Chief Building Official may increase
the [...] requirements or the setback
requirements as provided in Article
2.2.8.5.”

(City of
Vancouver,
2014)p. 10

In how many
states can the
measure
facilitate
resilience?

One state in
which the flood
protection
measure
facilitates
resilience.

Vancouver gives certain distances of
setback lines for the sea and the rivers.
They all facilitate resilience only in the
state, when the regulation of setbacks is
active.

(cf. City of
Vancouver, 2014)

How
important is
the
forecasting

High

“On January 27, 1987, City Council
indicated support for the existing
Provincial flood-proofing standards
adopting setback and elevation

(City of
Vancouver, 2014)
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“avoid conflicts between existing and new
coastal developments and a receding
shoreline or coastal flooding”

(Mangor, 2004)

(Mangor, 2004)

requirements (flood construction levels –
FCLs) for new construction on lands
subject to flooding”

during the
planning
process?

“In 2011, the B.C. Ministry of Environment
published a new methodology for
calculating FCLs including local estimates
of sea level rise, in new draft “Guidelines
for Management of Coastal Flood Hazard
Land Use”. The 2012 City Climate
Change Adaptation Strategy directed staff
to
amend existing flood proofing policies in
light of this new information.”
The cities do have policies on setbacks (1.
Quote) and state that these policies have
to be revised on the basis of the their new
calculation methodology (2. Quote). This
proves that their setback policies are
based on forecasting.
“The guidelines stipulate establishing
management parameters (FCLs and
setbacks) that anticipate flood levels that
are applicable to the end of the lifespan of
the buildings in question.”
The lifespan of a building is the scenario
for the forecasting.
How frequent One time
investment
is the
investment for
the
development
of the
measure ?
Repair and
maintenance
costs are not
included.

There is no information stated in the
policy on the frequency of investments.

How is the
legal
framework
arranged ,
reviewed or
updated ?

“Further review and revision of the
(City of
designated flood plain areas and associated Vancouver, 2014,
regulations is anticipated as global sea
appendix B, p. 2)
level rise and storm surge projections are
refined over time and local impacts are
better understood.”

Continuous
revision of the
legal basis in
order to react
to the
continuously
changing
situations

Deductive
reasoning

“To address increasing flood risk, buildings
built today should be designed for flood
resilience throughout their lifespan. City
flood-proofing standards require revision
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to incorporate anticipated sea level rise in
line with new Provincial guidelines and
current scientific consensus.”
What is the
planner’s
expectation of
the
community
for the
implementatio
n of the
measure?

Planners only
expect the
community not
to reject the
new flood
protection
measure

The planner expects the people to accept
the measure. There is no need or
opportunity for anybody to take part in
this measure.

Deductive
reasoning

21. Pump Stations and Flood Boxes
Characteristics

Name

Manifestations of

Information (Quotations of further

characteristics

concretization)

Pump Stations and Flood Boxes

Picture

(cf. City of
Surrey, n.d.-a,
pp. 37, 39, 44)
Own illustration

Definition

“A flood protection structure used to discharge water
across the dike to a body of water when flood boxes are
closed by a high tide or high river elevation. A Pump
Station is generally built in conjunction with Floodboxes as
a combined structure.”

Flood protection
goal

Controlled drainage
water into river,
hold surplus
drainage water
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Source

“At high tide, these pump drainage
water into the river. At low tide,
drainage water discharges through

(The Arlington
Group, 2013, p,
51)

(Arlington
Group, 2010)

the flood boxes into the river via
gravity outflow gates”
“hold surplus drainage water caused
by storm”
Type of flood
which is
addressed

Coastal flood, river
flood,
heavy rainfall

“[...] hold surplus drainage water
caused by storm”

(Arlington
Group, 2010)

“[...] pumps down the level of
drainage water in the canals prior to
any anticipated rainstorms”
Structure

Structural

The measure is physically visible.

How is the
measure built by
its nature?

Bricks, pump
machines
powered by
electricity

“These stations are powered by
(Arlington
electricity and have the capacity to
Group, 2010)
pump up over one million US gallons
per minute, if required. All of the
stations are monitored remotely, 24
hours per day, to ensure the pumps
are operating effectively.”

In how many
states can the
measure facilitate
resilience?

Multiple states in
which the flood
protection measure
facilitates resilience.

The measure consists of two
components which are the pump
station and the flood box. As long as
one of the two components works
the measure facilitates resilience.

Deductive
reasoning

How important is
the forecasting
during the
planning process?

High

“These pump stations are designed
for a 1 in 10 year rainstorm. To help
prevent isolated flooding, the City
monitors weather forecasts and
pumps down the level of drainage
water in the canals prior to any
anticipated rainstorms. This
provides extra capacity to hold the
surplus drainage water caused by
the storm.”

(Arlington
Group, 2010)

How frequent is
the investment
for the
development of
the measure?
Repair and
maintenance
costs are not
included.

One time
investment

There is no information stated in
the policy on the frequency of
investments.

Deductive
reasoning

How is the legal
framework
arranged ,

Deductive
reasoning

No data
available
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reviewed or
updated ?
What is the
planner’s
expectation of
the community
for the
implementation of
the measure?

Planners only
expect the
community not to
reject the new flood
protection measure

The planner expects the people to
accept the measure. There is no
need or opportunity for anybody to
take part in this measure.

Deductive
reasoning

22. Raising land levels (land fill)
Characteristics

Name

Manifestations of

Information (Quotations of further

characteristics

concretization)

Raising land levels (land fill)

Picture

Source

(cf. Erceg &
Gonzalez, 2008,
p. 11)
(cf. Office of the
Queensland
Chief Scientist,
n.d.)

Definition

Raising the average grade of land to FCL.

(Erceg &
Gonzalez, 2008,
p. 11)

Flood protection
goal

Build higher than
the potential flood

By building higher than the potential
flood, the residents are safe

Deductive
reasoning

Type of flood
which is addressed

Coastal flooding,
River flooding

“The toe of the landfill slope should
be no closer to the natural
boundary than the prescribed
setback and the face of the landfill
slope should be adequately
protected against erosion from
flood flows, wave action, ice or
other debris.”

(City of
Vancouver,
2014, p. 3)

Structure

Structural

The measure is physically visible.

Deductive
reasoning

How is the
measure built by its
nature?

Man-made fill of soil

No information on material or filling
process stated.

Deductive
reasoning
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In how many states
can the measure
facilitate resilience?

One state in which
the flood protection
measure facilitates
resilience.

One state in which the flood
protection measure facilitates
resilience. The landfill is either high
enough to prevent from flooding or
it is not.

Deductive
reasoning

How important is
the forecasting
during the planning
process?

Medium

“Generally, as an overall long term
objective, the City will seek to raise
the average grade of land (e.g., to
FCL) within the urbanized areas of
the City”

(Erceg &
Gonzalez, 2008,
p. 11)

The city adjusts the Raising Land
Levels for example according to the
FCLs, therefore calculations for
different scenarios as well as a 200year return period event have been
considered. Multiple scenarios have
been taken into consideration.

(cf. Northwest
Hydraulic
Consultants
Ltd., 2014, p.
39)

How frequent is
the investment for
the development of
the measure?
Repair and
maintenance costs
are not included.

Continuous
investment of
financial means with
included
contingency

“The 2007 amendment also signalled
that additional revisions would be
required to adapt to climate change
when more specific local estimates
were developed.”
“The year 2100 is the current
standard for planning for sea level
rise. [...] As the upward trend in sea
level is not expected to stop in the
year 2100, 2200 was also modelled
to provide insight for longer term
planning issues. Current year (2013
at the time) was modelled as a base
case.”

(City of
Vancouver,
2014, appendix
D)

How is the legal
framework
arranged , reviewed
or updated ?

Continuous revision
of the legal basis in
order to react to
react to
continuously
situations

“Further review and revision of the
designated floodplain areas and
associated regulations is anticipated
as global sea level rise and storm
surge projections are refined over
time and local impacts are better
understood.”

(City of
Vancouver,
2014, appendix
D)

“To address increasing flood risk,
(City of
buildings built today should be
Vancouver,
designed for flood resilience
throughout their lifespan. City flood- 2014, p. 2)
proofing standards require revision
to incorporate anticipated sea level
rise in line with new Provincial
guidelines and current scientific
consensus.”
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What is the
planner’s
expectation of the
community for the
implementation of
the measure?

Planners only
expect the
community not to
reject the new flood
protection measure

The planner expects the people to
accept the measure. There is no
need or opportunity for anybody to
take part in this measure.

Deductive
reasoning

Manifestations of

Information (Quotations of further

Source

characteristics

concretization)

23. Rip-Raps
Characteristics

Name

Rip-Raps

(cf. City of
Richmond,
2017b)

Definition

“An engineered layer of graded broken rock which serves
as the primary protection against shear stress or erosion
from flowing water against a dike.”

(Arlington
Group, 2010, p.
51)

Flood protection
goal (What is the
goal of this
measure?)

Erosion protection,
Breakwater

“The main purpose of coastal
armouring (many variations)
is to mitigate erosion by protecting
existing shoreline from extreme
events and the large powerful waves
that accompany them.”

(Compass
Resouce
Management,
Ebbwater
Consulting, &
Northwest
Hydraulic
Consultants
Ltd., 2015, p.
23)

Type of flood
which is
addressed

Coastal flooding

“The main purpose of coastal
armouring (many variations)
is to mitigate erosion by protecting
existing shoreline from extreme
events and the large powerful waves
that accompany them.”

(Compass
Resouce
Management et
al., 2015)

Picture

River flooding
Deductive
reasoning
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Structure

Structural

“An engineered layer of graded
(Arlington
broken rock which serves as the
Group, 2010, p.
primary protection against shear
51)
stress or erosion from flowing water
against a dike.”

How is the
measure built by
its nature?

Rock

“The Rip-Rap should be placed in
two layers using rock with a mean
diameter of 0.3 metres.”

(Arlington
Group, 2010, p.
58)

In how many
states can the
measure facilitate
resilience?

One state in which
the flood
protection measure
facilitates resilience.

Rip-Raps are static structures that
cannot transform to different states
which is why the measure has only
one states in which it facilitates
resilience.

Deductive
reasoning

How important is
the forecasting
during the
planning process?

High

Rip-Raps consist of static structures,
the amount and location are linked
to one scenario that has been taken
into consideration. No other
information stated.

Deductive
reasoning

How frequent is
the investment for
the development
of the measure?
Repair and
maintenance costs
are not included.

One time
investment with
additional costs for
adapting the
measure in regular
time periods

“Ensures that the integrity of
(City of
Richmond's dyke network through
Richmond,
regular maintenance and repair
2017c)
program meets the Provincial
Dyking Authority requirements. It
supplies the following service: [...] rip
rap slippage,[...], and
Surveys the dyke elevations annually
over a five year cycle.”
The rips-raps are adapted in a five
year cycle.

How is the legal
framework
arranged,
reviewed or
updated ?
What is the
planner’s
expectation of the
community for
the
implementation of
the measure?

No data
available

Only expectation is
that the community
will not reject the
new flood
protection measure

The planner expects the people to
accept the measure. There is no
need or opportunity for anybody to
take part in this measure.

Deductive
reasoning
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24. Sea Dam with Tide Floodgate
Characteristics

Name

Manifestations of

Information (Quotations of further

characteristics

concretization)

Sea Dam with Floodgate

Picture

Source

(cf. City of
Surrey, n.d.-i)
Own illustration

(cf. City of
Surrey, 2017b)

Definition

“Sea dams are constructed along tidal rivers, like the
Nicomekl and Serpentine Rivers, to keep salty ocean water
from moving upstream where it could have detrimental
effects on agricultural irrigation. Sea dams are tidally
influenced and gravity-fed, with the incoming tide pushing
their gates closed (B) and the river pushing them open
once the tide moves out (A).”

Flood protection
goal

To retain water,
interrupts sediment
transport, reduces
downstream
hazards

“structure [...] designed to retain
water creating a storage of excess
water”
“It interrupts sediment transport
down a river [...]”
“[...] reduces downstream hazards”

(City of Surrey,
2017b, p. 5)

(Church,
Michael, Currie,
Mike, Jakob,
Matthias, &
Mitchell, Peter,
2012)
(Government of
Canada, 2013c)

Type of flood
which is
addressed
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Coastal flooding,
river flooding

“Sea dams are constructed along
tidal rivers [...]”
“Sea dams are tidally influenced [...]”

(City of Surrey,
n.d.-i)

Structure

Structural

The measure is physically visible.

How is the
measure built by
its nature?

Constructed
material

In how many
states can the
measure facilitate
resilience?

Multiple states in
which the flood
protection measure
facilitates resilience.

Multiple states in which resilience
can be facilitated.
A. The measure facilitates resilience
while protecting the area behind it
from high tide water of the ocean.
B. (C) It can also release water of
the river into the ocean when
necessary.

(cf. City of
Richmond,
2013b)

How important is
the forecasting
during the
planning process?

Medium

“The new design will be seismically
stable and have an allowance for
future sea level rise scenarios and
coastal protection requirements.”

(City of Surrey,
2016, appendix
I)

How frequent is
the investment
for the
development of
the measure?
Repair and
maintenance
costs are not
included.

One time
investment

“To address coastal flood protection (Government of
from climate change and sea level
Canada, 2013c)
rise, combined with the need for
seismic modifications to withstand
most earthquakes, nearly $400
million of upgrades will be required
for the initial phases of the
improvements to the dyke systems
around the City, namely:
$25 million replacement of the
Serpentine and Nicomekl Sea
Dams.”

Deductive
reasoning, site
visit, own
illustration

How is the legal
framework
arranged ,
reviewed or
updated ?
What is the
planner’s
expectation of
the community
for the
implementation of
the measure?

Deductive
reasoning

No data
available

Planners expect the
community's
readiness to adapt
to predictable states
of the flood
protection measure.
The community is
supposed to accept
the adaptability of
the flood protection
measure.

The planner expects the people to
accept the measure. There is no
need or opportunity for anybody to
take part in this measure.

Deductive
reasoning
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25. Seawall
Characteristics

Name

Manifestations of

Information (Quotations of further

characteristics

concretization)

Seawall

Source

(cf. Vancouver,
2016c)
(City of
Vancouver,
2017b, pp. 7879)

Picture

Own illustration

Definition

“A sea wall is defined as a structure separating land and
(Mangor, 2004)
water areas. It is designed to prevent coastal erosion and
other damage due to wave action and storm surge, such as
flooding. Seawalls are normally very massive structures
because they are designed to resist the full force of waves
and storm surge.”

Flood protection
goal

Coastal flooding

The seawall “[...] is built to
withstand the tides for many years
to come.”

“The primary purpose of the
Vancouver Seawall and retaining
walls around Stanley Park is
erosion protection rather than
flood protection.”
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(Vancouver,
2016c)

(City of
Vancouver,
2017b, p. 78)

Type of flood
which is
addressed

Coastal flooding

Directly built in front of the ocean

Deductive
reasoning

Structure

Structural

The Seawall is built from building
supplies and is physically visible.

Deductive
reasoning

How is the
measure built by
its nature?

Stone setts (Blocks
of natural stone),
granite, concrete

Seawall is built from natural
elements (“stone setts -- blocks of
natural stone”,granite coping
stones were replaced by
concrete”), but is humanconstructed.

(cf. Griffin, 2017,
p.2)

In how many
states can the
measure facilitate
resilience?

One state in which
the flood protection
measure facilitates
resilience.

It has one state in which resilience
can be facilitated. It can only
facilitate resilience until water spills
over the wall. Once the water
spills over it cannot facilitate flood
resilience anymore until it returns
to it’s original state.

Deductive
reasoning

How important is
the forecasting
during the
planning process?

Medium

“The seawall is directly impacted
by incoming waves and incurred
damage from storm events in 2012
and 2014”

(City of
Vancouver,
2017b, p. 79)

Since two scenarios in the past
have been considered during the
construction process of the
seawall, the importance of a single
scenario is limited and the seawall
is built on different considerations.
How frequent is
the investment
for the
development of
the measure ?
Repair and
maintenance costs
are not included.

How is the legal
framework
arranged ,
reviewed or
updated ?

Continuous
investment of
financial means with
included contingency

“The seawall is presently
considered to be in ‘average’ state
according to the capital
improvement plan, with
opportunity to upgrade it in the
future.”

(City of
Vancouver,
2017b, pp. 7879)

No data available
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What is the
planner’s
expectation of the
community for
the
implementation of
the measure?

Planners only expect
the community not
to reject the new
flood protection
measure

the planner expects the people to
accept the measure. There is no
need or opportunity for anybody
to take part in this measure.

Deductive
reasoning

26. Sewer System with storm drains
Characteristics

Name

Manifestations of

Information (Quotations of further

characteristics

concretization)

Sewer System with storm drains

Picture

Source

(cf. Vancouver,
2016b)
(cf. Vancouver,
2016b)

Definition

“Storm drains, also called catch basins, are installed in
curbs to receive, and direct the flow of storm water into
City sewer mains.
A clogged storm drain, and missing or damaged grates can
lead to:
Flooding
Street and property damage
Unsafe states for drivers and pedestrians
In areas with separated sewers, the water from storm
drains routes through underground pipes back into local
streams, and not to the sewage treatment plant along with
household and industrial wastewater.”

(Vancouver,
2016b)

Flood protection
goal (What is the
goal of this
measure?)

Collect storm water “[...] direct flow of storm water into
City sewer mains”

(Vancouver,
2016b)

Type of flood
which is
addressed

Heavy Rainfall

“[...] direct flow of storm water into
City sewer mains”

(Vancouver,
2016b)
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Structure

Structural

The storm drains and sewer systems Deductive
are built from building supplies and
reasoning
are physically visible.

How is the
measure built by
its nature?

Pipe

“Sewer means a pipe or conduit that (By-Law No.
carries wastewater, storm water or 8093, n.d., p. 4)
clear-water waste”

Concrete
Metal

Sewer are man-made structures
made out concrete and metal grids
along streets.

In how many
states can the
measure facilitate
resilience?

Multiple states in
which the flood
protection measure
facilitates resilience.

The limited number of storm drains
influences the states in which
resilience can be facilitated. Even
when certain storm drains are
plugged, the whole sewer system is
still in the state in which it can
facilitate resilience.

Deductive
reasoning

How important is
the forecasting
during the
planning process?

Medium

Various scenarios of the weather
states are taken into consideration
while planning the size of pipes and
the amount of storm drains.

(cf. “Engineering
Design Manual,”
2012, p. 24-29)

How frequent is
the investment
for the
development of
the measure ?
Repair and
maintenance
costs are not
included.

Continuous
investment of
financial means with
included
contingency

New sewer connections require
investments of the public authority
as well as the private property
owners, whenever new parcels have
to be connected to the sewer
system.

Deductive
reasoning

How is the legal
framework
arranged ,
reviewed or
updated?

No data
available

What is the
planner’s
expectation of
the community
for the
implementation of
the measure?

Only expectation is
that the community
will not reject the
new flood
protection
measures.

The planner expects the people to
accept the measure. There is no
need or opportunity for anybody to
take part in this measure.

Deductive
reasoning

27. System of Disaster Response Routes
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Characteristics

Name

Manifestations of

Information (Quotations of further

characteristics

concretization)

System of Disaster Response Routes

Picture

Definition

“A Disaster Response Route (DRR) is a road, waterway or
rail line that is predefined, identifiable and capable of
withstanding natural disasters.”

(City of
Richmond, n.d.a, p. AP7-1)

“[...] routes that are designated for use by emergency
personnel and are not for use by the general public during
an emergency or disaster situation such as an earthquake.”

(Ministry of
Transportation
and
Infrastructure,
Province of
British
Columbia, n.d.)

transport of
personnel and
emergency supplies
relocation of
affected people
movement of
emergency
responders

“It is used in a post-disaster
(City of
situation for: transport of personnel Richmond, n.d.and emergency supplies to key
a, p. AP7-1)
distribution points relocation of
affected people (injured and
homeless) to a point of collection

“Disaster response routes will be
used for services such as
transporting and treating sick and
injured people, maintaining law and
order, rescuing trapped people, and
restoring essential services.”

“Disaster response routes are
required for the movement of
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(cf. City of
Richmond, n.d.a, p. AP7-1)
(cf. Vancouver,
2016a)

“Disaster response routes are required for the movement
of emergency responders during an emergency.”
Flood protection
goal

Source

(Vancouver,
2016a)

Type of flood
which is
addressed

Coastal flooding,
river flooding,
heavy rainfall,
groundwater
flooding

emergency responders during an
emergency.”

(Ministry of
Transportation
and
Infrastructure,
Province of
British
Columbia, n.d.)

“The City’s Emergency Planning
Committee has identified the
following key threats for which the
City needs to mitigate, plan, and
prepare for and potentially respond
to:
...
Flooding
…”

(City of
Richmond, n.d.a, p. AP7-1)

→ Disaster Response Routes are
one Priority on how to deal with
flooding
Structure

Non-structural

Because it deals with the system of
the routes as a concept.

Deductive
reasoning

How is the
measure built by
its nature?

Designated routes

“Depending on the nature and
location of the emergency, alternate
Disaster response routes may need
to be designated.“

(City of
Richmond, n.d.a, p. AP7-1)

System of designated routes to
evacuate sick and injured people as
well as emergency supplies. The
people represent the social system.
In how many
states can the
measure facilitate
resilience?

Infinite states in
which the flood
protection measure
facilitates resilience.
There is an ongoing
reaction to changing
states.

“Depending on the nature and
location of the emergency, alternate
Disaster response routes may need
to be designated.“

(City of
Richmond, n.d.a, p. AP7-1)

How important is
the forecasting
during the
planning process?

Low

Low because they are designed for
reaction to any type of emergencies

Deductive
reasoning

How frequent is
the investment
for the
development of
the measure ?

Continuous
investment of
financial means with
included
contingency

During the review new costs will
arise.

Deductive
reasoning
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Repair and
maintenance
costs are not
included.
How is the legal
framework
arranged ,
reviewed or
updated ?

Continuous revision
of the legal basis in
order to react to
the continuously
changing situations

“That this plan is a living document.
It will be reviewed and updated
regularly to reflect changes in
threats and our level of risk based
on lessons learned from past
incidents and exercises.”

(City of
Richmond, n.d.a, p. AP7-1)

What is the
planner’s
expectation of
the community
for the
implementation of
the measure?

Planners expect
enormous social
readiness from the
community.
Irrespective of the
measure’s state
(predictable or not)
the planners expect
the community to
contribute to
measure’s success.

“If you find your’re in an emergency
situation, exit the route at the
earliest safself on a disaster
response route due opportunity to
make way for emergency
personnel.”

(Ministry of
Transportation
and
Infrastructure,
Province of
British
Columbia, n.d.)

28. System of evacuation routes
Characteristics

Name

Picture
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Manifestations of

Information (Quotations of further

characteristics

concretization)

System of evacuation routes

Source

(Northwest
Hydraulic
Consultants
Ltd., 2014, p.
76)
(Northwest
Hydraulic
Consultants
Ltd., 2014, p.
77)

Definition

“Evacuation and access routes are considered essential
transport infrastructure; any reduction in capacity and
serviceability will increase the vulnerability of the affected
neighbourhoods and populations.”

Flood protection
goal

protect people
against flooding
events

“Most evacuation and access routes
are considered essential transport
infrastructure; any reduction in
capacity and serviceability will
increase the vulnerability of the
affected neighbourhoods and
populations.”

(Northwest
Hydraulic
Consultants
Ltd., 2014, p.
76)

Type of flood
which is
addressed

Coastal flooding
River flooding
Heavy Rainfall
Groundwater
flooding

“Three evacuation routes [...] will be
impeded by the flood zone or
directly impacted by coastal
floodwaters.”

(Northwest
Hydraulic
Consultants
Ltd., 2014, p.
76)

(Northwest
Hydraulic
Consultants
Ltd., 2014, p.
76)

“Most evacuation and access routes
are expected to remain relatively
clear of inundation during a flood
event.”
Structure

Non-structural

Because it deals with the system of
the routes as a concept.

Deductive
reasoning

How is the
measure built by
its nature?

Designation of
routes

The measure represents a system of
designated routes to evacuate
people. People are advised to take
different routes depending on the
particular flood event and on the
flooded area people area.

(cf. Northwest
Hydraulic
Consultants
Ltd., 2014, p.
76)

In how many
states can the
measure facilitate
resilience?

Multiple states in
which the flood
protection measure
facilitates resilience.

“The first two evacuation routes will (Northwest
be unusable during a Scenario 3
Hydraulic
flood event.”
Consultants
Ltd., 2014, p.
76)

How important is
the forecasting
during the
planning process?

Medium

“Five scenarios were developed in
consultation with the City and the
Technical Advisory Group that
encompass possible future SLR
states to 2200 combined with
design storm events.”
“The following observations have
been made about flood vulnerability
in the City of Vancouver, given a
Scenario 3 coastal flood event”

(Northwest
Hydraulic
Consultants
Ltd., 2014, p.
76)

(Northwest
Hydraulic
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The forecasting is made for
scenarios 1-3.

Consultants
Ltd., 2014, p.
76)

How frequent is
the investment
for the
development of
the measure ?
Repair and
maintenance
costs are not
included.

Continuous
investment of
financial means with
included
contingency

While reviewing the routes in order
to adapt, new costs will arise.

Deductive
reasoning

How is the legal
framework
arranged ,
reviewed or
updated ?

Continuous revision
of the legal basis in
order to react to
the continuously
changing situations

“Emergency evacuation and planning
for the False Creek and Inner
Harbour zones need to be reviewed
by City and Emergency Response
personnel.”

(Northwest
Hydraulic
Consultants
Ltd., 2014, p.
76)

What is the
planner’s
expectation of
the community
for the
implementation of
the measure?

Planners expect
enormous social
readiness from the
community.
Irrespective of the
measure’s state
(predictable or not)
the planners expect
the community to
contribute to
measure’s success.

People have to participate through
taking exactly those routes in the
case of an emergency.

Deductive
reasoning

29. System of Gymnasiums in community centers as emergency shelters
Characteristics

Name

Manifestations of

Information (Quotations of further

characteristics

concretization)

Source

System of Gymnasiums in community centers as
emergency shelters

(cf. Northwest
Hydraulic
Consultants
Ltd., 2014, p.
76)

“In the event of an emergency, the City [...] designates the
gymnasiums in their [...] community centers as emergency
shelters.”

(Northwest
Hydraulic
Consultants
Ltd., 2014, p.
76)

Picture
Definition
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Flood protection
goal

Providing shelter
during a flood event

Only used as an emergency shelter
in urgent situations. No shelter for
property, only for the (own) life and
health.

Deductive
reasoning

Type of flood
which is
addressed

Coastal flooding

“The following observations have
been made about flood vulnerability
in the City of Vancouver, given a
Scenario 3 coastal flood event”

(Northwest
Hydraulic
Consultants
Ltd., 2014, p.
76)

Structure

Non-structural

The provision of the emergency
shelters has to be coordinated.

Deductive
reasoning

How is the
measure built by
its nature?

Social Safety

“In the event of an emergency, the
City [...] designates the gymnasiums
in their [...] community centers as
emergency shelters.”

(Northwest
Hydraulic
Consultants
Ltd., 2014, p.
76)

In how many
states can the
measure facilitate
resilience?

Multiple states in
which the flood
protection measure
facilitates resilience.

“Several emergency shelter
locations may not be operational in
a coastal flood event due their
proximity to floodwaters.”

(Northwest
Hydraulic
Consultants
Ltd., 2014, p.
76)

“ [...] the City of Vancouver
designates the gymnasiums in their
23 community centers as emergency
shelters.”
There is a limited number of
gymnasiums, but within the system
of gymnasiums multiple alternatives
to facilitate resilience exist.
How important is
the forecasting
during the
planning process?

Medium

“Five scenarios were developed in
consultation with the City and the
Technical Advisory Group that
encompass possible future SLR
states to 2200 combined with
design storm events.”
“The following observations have
been made about flood vulnerability
in the City of Vancouver, given a
Scenario 3 coastal flood event”
The forecasting is made for
scenarios 1-3.

How frequent is
the investment
for the

Continuous
investment of
financial means with

The nature of the measure is that
they need to finance the equipment
of the shelters in the case of an

(Northwest
Hydraulic
Consultants
Ltd., 2014, p.
76)

(Northwest
Hydraulic
Consultants
Ltd., 2014, p.
76)
Deductive
reasoning
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development of
the measure ?
Repair and
maintenance
costs are not
included.

included
contingency

emergency which can happen at any
time.

How is the legal
framework
arranged ,
reviewed or
updated ?
What is the
planner’s
expectation of
the community
for the
implementation of
the measure?
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No data
available

Planners expect
enormous social
readiness from the
community.
Irrespective of the
measure’s state
(predictable or not)
the planners expect
the community to
contribute to
measure’s success.

The planners need active
acceptance and involvement from
the community. Irrespective of the
measure’s state (predictable or not)
the planners need the community to
contribute to the measure’s success.

Deductive
reasoning

30. Vegetation Control Program
Characteristics

Manifestations

of Information (Quotations of further Source

characteristics
Name

concretization)

Vegetation Control Program

Picture

(cf. “City of
Richmond,
British
Columbia,
Canada,” 2017)
(cf. BC Ministry
of Environment,
1999, p. 10)

Definition

“A vegetation control program, to remove any brush and
tree growth that could compromise the integrity of the
dikes.”

(“City of
Richmond,
British
Columbia,
Canada,” 2017)

Flood protection
goal

Program to remove
vegetation on the
dike to avoid
damages to it

“A vegetation control program, to
remove any brush and tree growth
that could compromise the integrity
of the dikes.”

Type of flood
which is
addressed

None directly

The measure does not repel any
Deductive
type of flood, but supports the
reasoning
function of dikes and avoids dikes to
get damaged.

Structure

Non-structural

How is the
measure built by
its nature?

social

(“City of
Richmond,
British
Columbia,
Canada,” 2017)

Deductive
reasoning
The program coordinates the effort
to remove vegetation.

Deductive
reasoning
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In how many
states can the
measure facilitate
resilience?

One state in which
the flood protection
measure facilitates
resilience.

The program can only facilitate
Deductive
resilience if it is active and enforced. reasoning

How important is
the forecasting
during the
planning process?

Medium

During the planning process
multiple scenarios of vegetation
growth have to be considered.

Deductive
reasoning

How frequent is
the investment
for the
development of
the measure ?
Repair and
maintenance
costs are not
included.

Continuous
investment of
financial means with
included contingency

Since annual vegetation
management work plans are
required and vegetation grows
naturally and therefore needs to be
removed, we can expect that the
vegetation control program is an
ongoing task and thus needs and
ongoing investment.

(cf. BC Ministry
of Environment,
1999, p. 8)

How is the legal
framework
arranged ,
reviewed or
updated ?

Repeating
regulations or
decisions concerning
the legal basis of the
measure to adapt to
altering situations in
regular time periods

“1. These guidelines are subject to
periodic review based on future
experience and research.”

(cf. BC Ministry
of Environment,
1999, p. 3)

What is the
planner’s
expectation of
the community
for the
implementation
of the measure?

Only expectation is
that the community
will not reject the
new flood
protection measure

The planner expects the people to
accept the measure. There is no
need or opportunity for anybody to
take part in this measure.

Deductive
reasoning
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